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S UMMA RY

A taii--opcr-Ational Automatic Flight Control System (AFCS) was
developcd !*,Xr the U.S. Army Heavy Lift Helicopter to enable
that i, rcraft to perform rapi d and precise external load oper-
ations in all weather conditi its. The AECS provides both full-
time .;tability and control at i.entati on (SCAS) , as well as
pilot-selectable modes for altitude hold, hover hold, load-
controlling crewman precision hover control, external load
stabilizlition and navigation/guidance coupling. The heart of
the svst-cm consists of triplex digital computers which process
redurlarnt sensor inputs to generate differeitial and parallel
' comIt' d O utIputs.

A devc•()9pmental version of the AFCS has been designed, built,
and t(,: tod under the HLII Advanced Technology Components Pro-
(iram. This levelopmental system utilizes seriil incremental
digit&i" c,)mputers with cross channel bit-by-bit synchroniza-
tion; i:cd7.an signal select for sensor inputs; failure monitor-
inq with aufo shutdown at the system, axis, and control mode
leve]J5  and off-line Built-In Test Equipment (BITE).

The flight test of the SCAS concept on the Boeing Vertol Model
347 helicopter indicated qood-to-exccllent performance. The
most :4ini ficart results %'ere:

9 'ontrol response was crisp a ] maneuveiability was good
,n all axes. Good trim coordination was demcnstrated in
;apid roll reversals up to +45 degrees of bank.

"* ;:-ound referenced velocity feedback below 40 kncts IAS
:ý,•nificantly improved both stability ane, trimmability
in hover maneuvering.

"* Airspeed hold was excellent in cruise, flight with max-
Linum deviations of + 2 to 4 knots in moderate to heavy
t.irbulence and in turns up to 30/35 degrees.

"* A positive lateral control greJient "security blanket"
concept provided good recove-y to wings-level trim from
torward flight banked turns. This feature significantly
reduces pilot workload in making heading changes,
vý,pecially under IMC.

Selectable mode response characteristics were very satisfact-
ory and adequately demonstrated the practicality of the
respective concepts, in those few instances where deficien-
cies were found, these were accountable to the developmental
state of several of the sensing devices.
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Altitude hold accuracy was +20 feet in cruise flight. Radar
altitude hold in hover flight was accurate to +6 inches
following the tailoring of a complementary filter to remove
the effects of radar spikes over grass.

The hiqh-gain stability loops of the hover hold mode provided
excellent gust rejection and maintained the selected hover
condition with minimum drift using inertial velocity feedbacks.
Hover hold accuracy using position feedbacks from a precision
hover sensor (PHS), with all controls fixed, demonstrated a
circular error probability of 4.0 inches and 6.8 inches with
winds gusting up to 13 knots and 24 knots, respectively, for a
2-minute run. PHS performance over a high contrast ground
was satisfactory; however, it did not lock on over grass or
other low contrast scenes. Although this deficiency could not
be corrected in the ATC equipment, it did not negate the
evaluation of the control laws and their signal processing.

The load-controlling crewman, operating through the hover hold
mode, demonstrated an impressive capability to provide vernier
response to move the aircraft or external load into precise
positions. Also, load handling experience revealed that load
shuttle over short distances under control of the LCC was a
very practical capability.

Rapid suspension cable/load hookup was easily performed by a
ground crewman as a result of the LCC's ability to precisely
position the he.licopter. MILVAN acquisition in less than one
minute without ground crewman assistance was demonstrated by
positioning a top-lift adapter on the MILVAN. Frecise place-
ment of a MILVAN onto the transporter lockpins was demonstra-
ted but required a fair amount of hover maneuvering time on
the part of the LCC. With flared guide vanes installed on
the transporter, it became possible to deposit the MILVAN on
the locking pins - within the +1.0 inch-accuracy required -
in one minute or less.

Flight training requirements for a load controlling crewman
would be Mninimal. Load operations were performed by two
Army pilots after 30 minutes of no-load flight familiariza-
tion. Following the completion of developmental testing, 54
hours of demonstrations were conducted in which 163 pilots
and non-pilots flew from the LCC station. Control of the
aircraft without a load was quickly acquired with less than
5 minutes of familiarization.

The load stabilization system (LSS) provided a significant
increase in load damping, both in hover and forward flight.
The greatest need for damping augmentation is during an attempt

4to precisely position a load on long cables (load natural
damping decreases with increasing cable length). The concept

4 I
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utilized cable feedbacks into the AFCS and although effective,
was judged to be inferior to the active pendant concepts.

The automatic approach to hover mode was configured to demon-
strate the feasibility to manually (foilowing flight director
commands) or automatically fly the aircraft down an approach
path terminating in a stabilized hover, Both manual and
automatic approaches were performed very satisfactorily.

5



INTRODJCTION

HLTJ ATC (Advanced Technology Component) program elements
associated with develcpment of the flight control system are
divided into four separete tasks in the SOW, with Task I
having two parts. The initial work performed under the first
task (Task i, parv 1) was accomplished during the second half
of 1971. objectives were to select candidate FCS concepts
for the HL.i to determine the necessity for developing a side-
arm controller, and to identify high risk areas and critical
components requiring further development. Reasults of Task I,
Part 1, were documented completely in Reference 1, and will
be summrarized later in this section.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this rep-rt is to review ATC flight control
work performed subsequent to Task I, Part 1, and directed
toward definition of the AFCS for the 347 Flight Research
Vehicle. Summarized in this document are results of the
following phases of the program:

"* Task I, Part 2 - Analytical design of the AFCS and veri-
fication through large moving base
simulation.

"* Task II - De-velopment z.:.- test of AFCS computer
arid sensor ha-a-ware.

"* Task III - Precision hover and load stabilization
demonstration (including integration
testing and flight demonstration of
the basic AFCS and selectable control
modes) .

"• Task IV - Controller developrment

Task IV controller development ii confined to the Load Con-
trolling Crewman's Controller (rcc) and its interrelationship
with the low speed AFCS selectable control modes. Other
Task iV activities, including de!;ign and test of the HLH
cockpit Primary Electrical Control System (PECS), Proqrammable
Force-Feel Unit (PFMUJ), and Coc!.pit Control Dý-iver Actuators are
discussed in Volume Ii of this report.

Volume TI covers all work associated with the Primary Flight Con-
trol System (PFCS) for the 347 Flight Vehicle. A major portion
of the report deals with the Direct Electrical Linkage System
(LELS) , which couples cockpit. control inputs and AFCS commands
to the swashplate electromechanical actuators. DELS work was
accomplished under FCS ATC Task I1.

6



A third T'CS dcc umen!:, Vol ume J, defines the re2ommended
flight control system icr the HLI! aircratt, based upon retsults;
of the ATC programi as substantiated in Volumes if and 1iI7.

AFCS DEVELOPMENm

A significant number of FCS anal ..ical design, fabrication,
and test activities were in progress at the srame Lime dtcilng
the ATC program. AFCS work was oriented generally into two
areas of accivity:

* Software development, including analysis to define con-
tr,,) J'.tws and logic, simulation, and flight test evalua-
tiou, and

* Hardware development, encompassing d(.siqn, Cabrication
(or procurement), and test of system compo-ients.

To provide a clear understandinq of how the AFCS ATC Program
was structured, activity phasing charts w;ere prepared
identifying what was done and when. Tables I and 2 annotate
all major tasks accomplished within the ATC after completion
of the Task I, Part 1 phase. Work associated with software
development is shown on Table 1, and in Table 2, hardware
,nriented tasks are listed.

7
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TASK i[1. PART 1 SUMMARY

197] HLU FCS concept selection trade studies p•cceeded simu•--
taneously along two major paths. The first was a small per-
tu ',at. ion movirg base flight simulation in which math modeling
techniques permitted variation ,•f aircraft c(:ntrol response
characteristics. Accountability for winds, gusts, and exter-
nal sling-load dynamics was included in the simulator
evaluation.

The second major pat]l dealt with mechanization off the HL!I
i] ight centre[ system from cockpit controllers to the s•0"ash--
plate actuators. This effort proceeded by first defining two
basic f] y-by--w• re schemes at the functional block diagram
level. 5;ubcontractors were then selected on a competi';ive
basis to study the hardware impact of the two basic schemes
at various redundancy levels.

•imu] a t iop__•Sliud ie s

Three types of maneuvers were performed in the simulator to
evaluate eight candjdate control augmentation concepts. The
maneuvers included <inal approach to hover from a point sev-
eral hundred feet behind, co tle side; of, aod abo•e a target,
manual hover over a spot; and steep approach from cruising
fliqht. Results of the simulation indicated that precision
hover and low-speed maneuvers were accomplished best while
u•ing a low sensitivi.thi linear velocit• system. This type of
control mode was r'ecommended for use by both the pi],oZ and
load controlling crew member for all hover hold and !ow-speed
maneuveri ng.

For steep angle appr•Jach applications, the linear ground
velocity system was aqain found to be tile best choice,
followed by rate - attitude response. Based upon related
flight experience for ful! envelope operation, linea•- velocity
responses were once again found to be desirable in both the
).ong•tuclinal and lateral axes. A viable alternative for the
lateral AFCS was a rate-attitude system.

RecoIlm•ended imp]ementatio• of the velocity control concept
included use of linea•" ground-speed reference in low-speed
f].ight, bl(:nd4, nq to an air mass reference in forward flight.

Mechonizati¢)n •tu(•ios

The two control system mechanizations evaluated in the Task I,
Part I stud'/ are sh•,w:, scllematica]ly Jn Figure i.

Scl]em(: A C¢)qt.dins [• •iil:€•<"t link which ia; an electrica!
slgnal[ing path •:quivalc:it to the usual mechanical flight
centre,! sys-[em. 'I'],e stahi]ity and cc•ntro] augmentation

I0
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s.steIn (.•;CAS) sicgnals are fed to the direct link clii eren-

tially through authority ].imits. A navi(Jation/ouidance

coupler drives the cockpit controls in parallel with the
pilot's inputs. Typical IiLII inputs to the coupler include:
precision hover sensor signals, and ILS or navigation infor-
mation. An important distinouushi.ng feature of Scheme A is
that while the pilot's contrtl commands full swashplate
authority, the SCAS3, un the other hand, is authc,'rity limited
to that necessary to achieve the desired handling qualities.
Authority limiting allows flexibility in redundancy levels
everywhere except in the direct link.

In scheme s, a direct link is also provided. However, in
Scheme B, it is a backup. A distinguishing feature of L is
that, by concept, the pilot controls the swashplate (100-percent
authority) through the flight control computer. T[qherefore,
hardover protection must be achieved by the redundancy level,
fault isolation], v(oting, a~id switching capability of the
computer.

On the basis of relative cost and fliqht safety reliability,
the differences between Schemes A and B were not found to be
significant. A subjective evaluation of the two mechaniza-
tions dealing with operation, performance, flexibility and
growth, technical rik, environmental factors, and maintainla-
bility, significantly favored Scheme A, however.

The preferred Scheme A mechanization includes a 2-Fail
Operative (21;0) direct link, and single Fail Operative (SFO)
SCAS or navigation/guidance coupled modes. The reasoning for
the sinqle fail operative preference is as follows:

a. Flight safety reliability is provided by the direct
electiLcal link and is not a function of AFCS
redundancy level.

b. The mission reliability for the defined baseline
mission is essentially equivalent for a dual or SFO
AFCS.

c. Mission safety was examined for more realistic and
demandinq Y;LH miss-ion requirements where precision
cargo operation is required dnid natural or induced L.FR
(blowing snow, sand or dust) could be present. Load

and aircraft motions induced by transients associated
with dual system failures were judged too severe for
these missions.

12
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":- ub-T,_ vel rrado st-udi.es,

Mechanization studies included sub-Level trades which
].eao to the configuraticii recommendations sunmmarized
be low.

Actuators;

it was concluded that the 1ILW actuators should be inte-
grated, with combined servo control and power actuation.

computers

For the SCAS functions, analog, special purpose digital,
general purpose digital, and combinations of these were
studied. It was coxncludod that general purpose digital
was the better choice.

Inertial Reference unit

it was concluded that strap-down inertial references are
the best choice. A skewed pentad confic-uration was
reconmmended.

Direct Link

it v)as the choice of the study that the direct link be
an active on-line,in-line monitored system. Dual fail-
operate redundancy level is provided by triple channels,
each with a model.

Sidoarm controller Study

conventional and uuiconventional controllers fcr the
cockpit were studied. The configurations evaluated
ranged from 4-axis sidearm to the cc-'mon mechanically
synchronized helicopter control s'ýioks.

Final study recommendations included use of an improved
cyclic stick, thrust lever, and pedal combination for
the I1L1H. vehicle.

13
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1.0 PROGRAM OVERVIEW AND RESULTS

1.1 BACKGROUND

1.1.1 ATC Program

The HL11 (Heavy Lift Helicopter) was a new aircraft being de-
velopecd by the U.S. Army undei contract to the Boeing Vertol
Compary. Pre]liminary design activities culminated in June
1971 when the Army selected the tandem rotor design for the
HLH, d,.d awarded Boeinq an Advanced Technology Components
(ATC) -. ntract for development and integration testing on
items -ritical to HLII success. This contract was modititJd ii,
Januai, 1973 to include development of a prototype HLH flight
article (the XCH-62), which was scheduled to fly in 1976.
The proqram was terminated in 1975.

The ATC program, conducted between June 1971 and October 1974,
was comprised of five separate projects, including a four-
task flight control effort to design the FCS (Flight Control
System) for the HLH, The design consists of analysis and
hardware development required to demonstrate critical FCS
elements, using a modified CII-47 test aircraft designated the
347 Flight Research Vehicle. Critical control system elements
demonsi rated i., the ATC flijht program include: the Primary
Flight Co 'tiol Sjstem (PFCS), Automatic Flight Control System
(AFCS) control laws, and associated redundancy management
techn iques.

The purpose of this report is to present a final summary of
ATC flight control activities directed toward development and
dcmonstration of the HLH Automatic Flight Control System on
the 347 Flight Research Vehicle. Information presented in
this doci.men_ !erves as technical substantiation for the rec-
ommevnded H1l1 AP'CS described in Volume I.

1.1.2 HI12i Mission

The principal mission of the Heavy Lift Helicopter involves
airboine transfer of external payloads (up to 35 tons in
weight.), between various sites in VFR and IFR weather, day or
night. Dictates of the mission require precision load handling
capability for efficient acquisition and deposit of container-
iztd carg,]o within confined areas, including moving ships. To
facilitate this type of operation, the HLH aircraft is con-
figured witl. A rear-facing crew station occupied by a Load
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Coentr( f.linq Crewmtlan ( LCC). The LCC has an vnobsitr.ted ciew
of the, load, and separatee aircraft controls optimized for pre-
ci se maneuvering and trim hol 1functions regu.quired for cargo
trans f er.

1. 1.3 FliL]t Control System Concept and Requrs-ments

The real key to _ILI success lies in high efficiency load
acquisi tion and placement. Existing transport helicopters
"handle relatively large external loads, but not within con-
fined areas in instrument weather. Rapid load acquisition
requi res that. ground-referenced linear velocity control
responses be provided to the load crewman. The necessity for
controlling the aircraft relative to ground velocity at low
speed arises because the primary task is to transfer the load
with respect to ground coordinates, and not air mass references.
Forward flight, on the other hand, requires the use of air-
mass velocity reference to match the vehicle control task.

An integrated "fly-by-wire' flight control system was con-
tractually specified by the Army for the HLLH. To meet this
requirement, a control system concept was defined (during the
FCS ATC Task 1, Part 1) , which incorporates a 100%A authority
primary flight cont-rol path interfaced with a limited author-
ity automatic flight, control system. Figure 2 illustrates
how the FCS concept is implemented in the HLH vehicle.

Tile primary flight control system, as shown at the top of the
diagram, is composed of cockpit controls and a direct electri-
cal Jinkage system (DELS). The DELS is a multi -redundant
electrical analogy of' the pushrods, bellcranks, boosts, and
stability augmentation actuator interfacing found ii conven-
tional mechanical control systems. It forms a di rect path
between thl, cockpit controls and the rotors, and is character-
ized by functional simplicity resulting in very high relia-
bi Ity. A complete description of this system in, presented
in ICS Volu ime 11.

Th'lel( AFCS iS; a limited-aujthority system providing stability
and e(ont. rol akijigenttation and autopilot-type capability. Itc
la l)()t (I'1 ¶ t (,r*nnt ia I aind para]. I el outputs in each l control

,txi:-5, is slio').n in the lower part of the chart, and incorporates
soplii. Licat,,] 'ont. rol 11aw techinology to effýct t]he h-i gh level
of irndlinr1 qutI iti es re-quired for thle HILlI mission. Variati on s
in rego ri' , liandl i rng qua] iti (e for (Ii fferent. types of missions
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,rflt( t hlb ()WOl the use of Selectable AFCS modes. Thi s
,Appr ii to cont. rol system implementa-ition permits dosign
opt.ions which enncompass different redundancy levels, softwarc<
mnchalli2 1i ,iton.i , and mi -ss ion discharge prerequisites.

The so!lected contro•]. 1system concept was chosen in li.eu of a
u ] -,'IUt horitLy AFCS (with no p imary control. path) because:

U*Ltimato fi1ight safety is dependent on the primary fliight
control system. Since the direcL path has the minimum
number of components, the highest flight safety is
Ichievod at the lowest cost.

"* Missions not rqu ri rg an AFCS can be accomplished with
the AFCS inoperative since the airframe has been provided
wiithl n(eutral sLability through use of careful aerodyIam4.c
desicgn of' the fluselage and delta three hing:jing on the
forward rotor.

"* AFCS optimization can be carried out. independent of the
primary control system. This will be a particularly use-
ful feat~ure "or both the initial, aircraft and growth
models, when now or improved AFCS modes are identified
b%, .light experience

" The. primary flight control system and AFCS can ut-ilize
different redundancy levels and management techniques.

"* The AFCS can always be easily overridden by the pilot,
enabling maximum vehicle usage to or beyond established
en7velopC extremes. For example, if it is necessary to
perf'orm evasive maneuvers, the AFCS does not impose any
'nve lope constraint (as may happen with a 100-percent
luthority system) .

1.2 AFCS DESIGN OBJECTIVES

Specific AFCS handling qualities design objectives for th
IILl werr established in the original ATC Statement of Work
(Reference 2) , and were then amplified in the Reference 3
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Prime Item Description Document. Objectives oriented toward

handling qualities were to:

e Simplify the piloting task

* Optimize vehicle handling qualities

* Minimize pilot switching mo'les of operation between
flight regimes and eliminate transients introduced as a
result of mode switching or control transfer between
pilots.

Performance goals for the augmented aircraft included:

0 Providing the pilot. with a precision control capability
to position the helicopter (or load) within + 4 inches
vertically and hovrizontally and +'2 degrees in azimuth
with respect to a selected reference within two minutes,
starting from a point several hundred feet away from the
target, under gusty conditions, with steady wind veloci-
ties of up to 45 knots applied from any azimuth.

e Providing automatic positioning of the helicopter over a
load after cable attachment, and automatic load stabili-
zation, thus permitting IFR operations without requiring
pilot inputs for stabilizing the aircraft.

In addition to meeting the handling qualities and performance
obje•ctives stated above, Reference 3 stipulates that the
requirements of MIL-1-8501A (Reference 4), and its approved
Army deviations, should also be adhered to in design of the
HLH flight control system.

Objectives related to AFCS redundancy management were set to
meet mission reliability goals, and comprised the following
tasks:

0 To provide single-fail-operational computati.,nal AFCS
capability.

* To interface the AFCS with the two-fail operative DELS,
without degrading the DELS.
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0 T1o k:Cl o e I mppL(, rj I c x , d ule j)I-,X arnd t r ipix sensors to the triple
.\I'CS co"'pu ter cC0.mJ Lex.

0 Tou i~iminate timeý-cr~it tal switcti rig toC avoid false turnoff

1 .3 11ESIGN APPROACH

ToC Zlch .ifvve t.ht C1.) j(''cLiVes ju-st ou LTi mod, the [oilowi og tech--
n i- c Approa'ch) Was adopt~ed:

1. p 1cmpL otat_ ion of '.I ~ao i~c s tabili * y and cont rol auq-
men tatior, mode f or I Fk 11 iqh t operation , supplemented by

addtina pio s-.ch e oe o pCial mission
tasks, i ncludin i noa Li tude hold, automatic approach to.

hlover hove lod and load stahil iization ond positilonincj,
cand hov;er trimn.

2. Application of the concept of separate stability and
Maneuverability optimization, through the use of care-
fully dlesigned feedhack and feed forward networks and
logic. This approach avoids the usual compromise in
AFCS Jceniqn whero_ hnitlh 1Dvc'Ls of stability result in
poor cninoeuverabil1ity a~nJ vie:_ versa.

3. Incorporation of a true transient-free switching capa-
bility into the AYCS software and hardware to eliminate
the effect of transitioning from groundspeed to airspeed
reference or from one flight mo-de to another.

Use of this design approach in the development of AFCS soft-
ware and hardware packages for tho 347 Flight Research Air-
craft is discussed next..

1.4 AF-CS SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION - CONTROL LAWS AND LOGIC

The Dath followed in developing control laws aýd logic for the
347 Research Vehicle AFCS started with extensive theoretical
analysis aimed at defining preliminary block diagrams for each
control axis. Initial ccntrol law mechanizations have been
updated aiid modified over the past three years, through use
of linear and full envelope flight simulation techniques whichi
prcovided both unpi loted and piloted eva luation cOata. These
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developmental simulations were carried out at Boeing Vertol,

and in the Northrop large amplitude and low speed rotational
simulators located in Hawthorne, California. Final AFCS
refinement was accomplished on the 347 aircraft during the
spring and summer of 1974, where changes in control laws and
logic were incorporated to produce the desired handling quali-
ties for the flight evaluation.

The AFCS developed through this evolutionary process provides
augmentation in all four control axes. Functionally, there
are six differential AFCS output signals associated with air-
craft control. They include: longitudinal control
(generated through differential collective pitch, and longi-
tudinal cyclic pitch on both rotors at low speed); lateral

and directional control (provided by lateral cyclic pitch);
and vertical control introduced through changes in collective
pitch on both rotors simultaneously. Each control axis also
incorporates an output parallel command signal to backdrive
the cockpit controls for trim compensation, or guidance.

The AFCS control laws provide for a basic Stability and Control
Augmentation (SCAS) mode of operation, and other selectable
modes engaged only for execution of special tasks. The
Stability and Control Augmentation mode is summarized first.

1.4.1 Basic Stability and Control Aujmentation Mode (SCAS)

Table 3 presents a summary of stability and maneuverability
characteristics with the SCAS mode engaged. Three axes of
augmentation are provided; longitudinal, lateral and direc-
tional. A linear velocity demand response referenced to
ground speed was selected for the longitudinal and lateral
axes at low speed. In forward flight, (with airspeed >45
knots) velocity control is maintained in the longitudinal
axLs through airspeed, while lateral control becomes bank angle
or turn commiand. In the directional axis, turn rate response
is commanded at low speed and sideslip at high speed. Rate of
climb is maintained for vertical response at all speeds, and
this is obtained entirely through basic aircraft damping.

The software associated with each AFCS axis is comprised of
separate feedback and feedforward networks for effecting the
desire(d levels of stability and martueverability. All axes
utilize angular rate damping and attitude hold for stability
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a t i o: I r iI, I j& tel) i In iý I. f 1 oill V 0 I rd rl i~ 1± p ar

chaýlritto ri s t i ,! i-s i i t i i! I ic,1 1!, W0 ot!nzt ic,, and tr a t.
f ree.

1.4. ,1. St d ,1I1 tý h~ Mao un ity

Feedlbe'k foed(1f orwti r I;uifnII .nq netwvorlI;s and 1 ~j ic swi tel itin

teeh! i que ~'Ir d 0U s CI L( avo id tLlw u1.1t SU1 omprumfi s( s thiat must.

be rnxdr in est-ablishing st~ab~i Lity and maneuveralbility I evel s

i e., 'h(n i;t ab i I i t ýi hitih, Tn1ieuv''ruhiblitv is t-o) 1(ow or-

ViLcO -versa. Siurmmfillq g , mola(); rý 11,p! led whilrc a ý'o0 pt roi

gjrad i -n t reqlu rem' n t ;( :- i itf ih "w uim i rig 1p od :; d iii.

the lo)ncitudi ia] AFCS ixis i.; 1 1 oait r tol ~in Figjure. 3, wher-ein

pitch at. Ci tllto -Iand velo1o'i ty I ai i'.;ro at immed vith Lii to rtd

stick pos it ion. A 05-knot-pri iti1i st-ihle I enqlt iduinI.. stick

grad i 0 n t rosu I s . Speed s taL 1 t i !,I, contra)il eci e-<e L s iv~ely by

t~he feedbaick :. igno Is , L s charuic (erized by a 10-k~not - per- inch

equiv,,il on t a' ick gradi'Žnt.

For a lonji tudinal step input, Cut. system r( ;pornse v.i1.ini -

tia'lix' he piteh rate blending irt ittxit~udf- Wh i ri C nse-S

air-cr ft- ei co 1 oration. As the velocity approach( ai Chat.

cortti~nd(rlI I).. the stick , heliceopter atti Ludu id justLi2; to the

trim v~i Iii (s.ee Figjure- 4) . The vehicle thus exhib~its extremel~y

strong vol ec ity* hold characteristics. Feedb~ack ,-IqgnaI-Is are
used to opt-imi)ze stabili ty , ind f ,d forward inputs a'then

determined solely on the basis of Oesired maneuver,_b iliity

or cont rol 'ji-radi(alt.
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The low speed headinq hold and yaw rate conmmand control laws,
(shown in Figure 5) , lire an example of use of logic techniques
to effect separate functional optimization within the AFCS.
Directionlil sLability is provided by yaw rate and heading
signals. Phe, heading si(lnal is also processed through a
synchronizer. Pij-lot maneuver initiation causes instantaneous
heading synchronization (witl -he heading feedback going to
zero), and the result is a yaw rate response. ht maneuver
(',mp],,tion, synchronization ceases and a smooth return to the
h ,ading hold condition follows.

1A4 1.2 Low Speed to Forward Flight Velocity Reference Change

The desired velocity reference is groundspeed for low speed
operations, and airspeed in forward flight (as showni in
Table .3) . Winus create a difference in the reference feed-
back signal which would tend to introduce transiients on
switching if provisions were not made in the AFCS to correct
for the problem. To illustrate the point, an aircraft hovering
in a 40-knot wind would see an airspeed of 40 knots, and the
groundspeed would be zero.

Transients resulting from switching between these two ref-
erences are avoided with a velocity reference transfer switch,
which provides a bias signal to reposition the ccckpit stick
and cancel the disparity between the references. The bias
signal is proportional to the amount the cockpit control is
offsot from its true groundspeed or airspeed position. Bias
is removed after force trimming the stick, by slowly parallel
backdriving the controls to their correct position without
disturbing the aircraft (see Ficiure 4).

As pointed out earlier in Table 3, changes occur in lateral
and directional control functions between low anu rtigh speed
flight. In hover, heading is controlled by the directional
pedals and in forward flight by lateral stick motion. This
crossover is accomplished by using the same transfer lcqic
described for the longitudinal axis, with the bias signal
representing the difference between lateral veioz!ity feedback
at low speed, and bank angle in fo-ward flight.
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1.4.2 Additional Selectable AFCS Control Modes

1.4.2.1 Altitude Hold Mode

Altitude hold engagement results in automatic altitude main-
tenance over the full flight envelope. When the aircraft is
less than 200 feet above the cj-oiind, the system uses radar
reference. Above 200 feet, barometric reference is utilized.

Inertial damping is provided 7At all altitudes, using a fil-
tered vertical acceleration signal on barometric reference,
and radar altitude rate complemented with vertical accelera-
tion on radah reference.

1.4.2.2 hover 1hold Mode

The precision hover accuracies specified for helicopter and/
or load control necessitate an automatic hover positioning
and hold system. With the helicopter hoverinq 50 feet above
the surface, human perception and reaction times are inadequate

for manual performance of the task without assistance.

To provide automatic precision hold capability, high gain
feedback loop closures using extremely accurate ground velocity
and position information are incorporated into the AFCS con-
trol laws. A .elf-contained gyro-stabilized Precision Hover
Sensor (P11S). developed specifically for- the HLH, generates
the requireO, position and vzilocity leedbacks relative to the
scene ob,-erved beneath the helicoptLr. The sensor uses an
opticaL pcsition tracking scheme for peýrceiving movement in
the hori7ontal plane, and a laser rangiag device to establish
vertical motion. Design accuracies for the sensor ref-ect a
+± 1 inci. or better position capability for a]) axes, and a
velocity tolerarnce of +1. inch per second. Maximum velocities
are lirfited to three fet per sccox'd. Horiz-ontal range is
+ 4 feet and the altitude operating band Lies between 25 and
125 fet
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Estimated aircraft position hold capability as a function of
turbulence level is shovm in Figure 6. Note that the lateral
a.:is is most sensitive, with the +4-inch position hold objec-
tive achieved ii, turbulence having peak gusts up to 5 feet
per 3econd. Flight test results with the 347 Research Vehicle
show these estimates to be reasonable.

If the signals from the PHS sexnsor are unavailable due to
poor scene contrast or excessive aircraft translational speed,
the hover hold system reverts to a tight velocity maintenance
system using groundspeed reference3 from inertial and radar
sources.

The load.-controlling crewman (LCC) operates through the
aover Hold system to precisely control the aircraft, using a
four-axis sidearm finger/ball controller to accomplish the
t~ask (see Figur1e 7). The contioller stic,- is manipulated
with the fingers and thumb of the right haizd, while the
forearm and wrist are supported br an armrest. The left hand
is free for winch control operation.

Fore-and-aft stick motioi: produces up to +15 feet per second
longitudinal groundspeed and right or left movement commands
up to +15 feet per second lateral velocity. Twisting the
ball results in up to +8 degrees per second yaw rate; while
vertical motion commands as m.,ch as 4. 360 feet per minute
rate of cli:mb. By visualizing the ball as the aircraft
center of gravity, the LCC can easily relate his control input
to movement of the aircraft.

Velocity commands are non-linear in all axes. As illustrated
in Figure 7, low magnitude inputs arcund trim result in very
small (creep) velocity changes. Large- inputs afford sub-
stantially greater (leap) velocity responses. With the pre-
cision hover sensor operating, LCC controller (beep) pulses
are used to produce aircraft displacement-, of +2 inches about
the precisioor sensor fix. This allows individual axis posi-
tion tuning without the loss of position hold, which is
particularly important in turbulent conditions. Command
authorities are referenced to relative groundspeed, as noted
in the figure and are applicable with winds up to 45 knots
from any direction. Zero relative ground speed may be
retferencLtd to either a fixed or moving target (such as a ship
steaminq at sea)
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v~ie taI ndem. rot or-7 hei I i ( -of1Jt dI (l ,, iq nt ýif f ovus a 1"II iqu e tr an-17 -
In t. jna vt.1 c t~y responso ch airact.er .i s :iefor L'CC' onqi .(iccna 1.

man0Uv Ir s_; th roug(T of (0 lout; i.tiid .inar.d c yc I.ic pi tch o r thrus't.
vectro r -ilt.1 t cI(J .iLi idi~ni L r'ansl;at on .is u ýcirc to(' vi t~h minil 1-

Mal fuselIage p1 tChI r()Li.Li on, trier &hy el imiiartrinc tne. usual.
1 aqs in pos .itLAon re(sponis c ccitŽ w if.h th is £ Yr'e ot
maneu~velr

1 4. 2..3 koad S t,. Ib 1j Li a i on Modo

The load stab iliza t.ioen sy m(LSS) pirovid-,s Llire-- control.
futi Lins 1iii1 of wim cliah i].l.US trzlLed i.1 jicuf . IhIes eý

include

Load Ceinterirw; - whero the iircraft is aulto-matically
con ordand he Ld over a l.0,d un t:.A t 1. i- tof f: to , r(--vent

load dJacqqinq

load Sta~bilizaL tO~n proi7id in(; ý.erido I ar mnode dampiflc
enhancement.

Load Position Hiold -which maintains aircraft pos~ition, over
the 1.Lo-ad durinij li~ftof)f, and bolds load position relative to
the cground when airborne.

Lighitly damped low-f requencv load pendulum modes cause two
significant problevis relative to the HIffl mission. First, the
task of ' Iac lug the lo.ad ac.curately is difficult and time
coasumirly, since load oscil~lations created by aircraft ina~r.euver-
ing or turbulence reý.qua re an exxceptionally long time to deca~y.
Secood, sustained Ilow-frecquency longitudinal helicopter
accelerations dueý to load, mlotion are (lisorienting and faticouing,
to the pilot., and can lead to p! Iot-in -the--loop )scillations
during ingtrument flig4ht.

.1, . 2 .4 Hover 'T nModle

To overcome thie prob~lc~ of -staro Droudsoed i

low vi~sibility I.FR conditions, a hove~r triim' ý'ystem was dcvtcl-
oped and evaluated. When '-he mode -;.s selected, ý.ircra~ft con-
trols aire zvit~orat~icall'y driver. Lo a fo.rce t-rim refý?.erece
correspond lnq to 7oro groundspeed.
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Thie autoniahtje ippro~ic~l t~ ov r 5,) (3)31 ''340c i TI hVkiLJq't.0io and
gu idance pro ,e s ;,i ij. TIIIn li'V i L on M(imatik) n is requ ired
for prcon rt. per ýif L i O)ind I dt'!lI33( .1 O C oOYdL ý1,ALA re)Ifýýrece.%
(-u~ida.-ce proct'ss i nqjo;I;rI pa31 ii tho Vehicle to
follow I r~e.<mIn xiv t r to c vr Only th(! quidanc-e
conltrol l aws requi1.1redc t.ý peio(im IIti Li c Lua Lr dil51)sLi~n1 wi.th

L.10 Pilot 'i -lh.It uill or ouIt. of !Ale loop, Were, covered in the

ATO( proqrini. TJll :y: ' ,13 >13 t !t he (,oulp (.,(1 Lo vanIr otis types
of nyi-'l iqt i 03MV*'fl which1 priov id (he31 ~ p rupt.r coo rd i.nate

1.4.3 1COntrolt!13,^ Appliacaib]iý tLt IILHI

Due to acrodynami c simi lay i. y, the set of central laws
developed for c' 'sn taL on onl the 34/7 F.I ikjht Research Vehicle
will1 be d;.reeLly Appl.icahbce to the 111,11 AFCS. Unpiloued hybrid
simulation resui it,- [lid c L.I' tliat th !'. 111 wi!1 havef hand] i ng
qual ities simi I r to Llios(' ex'hiibitecd by the 347, with only
mi nor chanje~s .in coriti-ol sysL, to j aies , t-mie conlstants , etc.,
requi-red 'Lo ach ii eve thjis. CCAPabIil ity.

1. 5 APCS HARDWARE 1IMPLEMEN'IT'I'ION

Hardware developed for feaS lbi.1i ty deiCiOioSt:rac-t on --)f the HLHI
AFCS on the 347 Flih oe rbV?1,ic-le include:; a set of
triplex incremental d igit il fl-(ight ecr-,r 'ol computers and
input/output proce.ssorsi C10i's) , various, sensors (including
the prec2.is `on H~ovelr Sens,,or already discusse-IJ) , and associated
control and dis;play painels.

AFCS computers , o)Ps , and sp.cial1 panels were. -leve.1cped and
built by the Ai rcraf t Tquipme~nt 1)2vision ef the General Elec-
tric Comnany. The: AFI2S mechariizati on concept relating AFCS
lardware components and the primiary flight contiol systemT is
illustrate--d in Fio.urC 9). On the left. are, shown the different
cont-ec' input signals ay-i mode1 sel-ction!s Passing into the
comput~ers tiorcouq'n analoa( to Ji.gi tal (A/D) converters an~d thle
d-i !-:'re(t~e inter face. Anal-og sensor signals for stability auag-
Yi-.entat~irn! -ire shown on the right.
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Control Law compu tLatikurl., ,;unsor !-(,L., -ctions, signal processing,
and redundancy managcement ta.k, ire carried out wi thin the
computer/lOP network, ;along with• required mo(al logic switch-.
ing. iProcessed output commands pass throuqh D/A converters
to the cockpit driver actuators or Into the DELS.

A description of thle major AFCS hardware elL:ments and the
functional relationships existing befween components follows.

1.5.1 Fliqht. Control Computers and IOP Processors

Digital techniques were selected to perform the AFCS computa-
tions because of requirements for:

o Maximum transfier function flexibility

* Precision in axis transformation and integration of
functions while maintaining adequate stability margins
in the presence of high-gain loops

"* Close tracking of redundant signals to minimize failure
transients

"* Built-in test capabilities which generally involve
software rather than hardware.

1. 5.1.1 Computers

The three computers utilized for processing AFCS control laws
(see Figure 10) are identically programmed serial-incremental

machines. A time-shared incremental arithmetic unit (in each
computer) is a mechanization of a special algorithm which is
specifically designed for efficient solution of algebraic and
differential equations. Processing operations performed by
the arithmetic unit are specified by software program instruc-
tion-i for each algorithm function. Individual computers have
processing capability for 256 algorithms with branching
available for an additional 256. Computations utilize 16-bit
effective word/lengths corresponding to 4-32,767 machine units.

The basic computer system bandwidth is established by the slew
rate limit, input filters, and sampling rate. Slew rate limits
define Lhe peak rate at which internal variables can change in
incremental type computers. The largest variable increment
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INPUT/OUTPUT PROCESSORS

INCREMENTAL DIGITAL COMPUTERS

PARAMETER CONTROL MODE SELECT TEST FUNCTION FAILURE STATUS
S DISPLAY UNIT PANEL PANEL DISPLAY

DISCRETE SIGNAL BITE
STATUS DISPLAY

FIGURE 10.

FLIGH r RESEARCH VEHICLE AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
SYSTEM COMPONENTS
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lidi'lvi dual MPB 0ro~r ic'i 2''irp ~ I di.f-ferenti~al
analog AC and I),, dia La, four c11-1nnels of 400 11z , AC. synchro., and
2 Channel. 5 of sewI-I J. ai ~'oi.e -word ccia La, ind(- 04 discrete

looic in puts. ou tpu ts inclI nec 16 chiannel.' s (:, DC a.nalobe
sample-hold datLa and 1 10 discrete S itnolas.

As depicted in il r 1 1 seers nsinput. I-) eahOP
are passed throug4h siq(nal.-conch Li oni nq ci .,rcn i. try.'h signals
are then crossfed umong; the tliiree 10j)s foillowed 1by a median
select ion inl the(' input. p -ocesSOr . This ins'urcs thalt each
process-,,or tranismits the same. datLa signal to i ts compkiLer.
Concu rrent with median seleccti on is a fa iluro rion itor ing
f unct: ion to dieterm inrc wh ich s. iinalI , i. f any , exceed.s al lowabi e
tolerances. correct. identi fication of senisor It ilure con-
stitutes the most difficult part of redundancy management.

Suosoquent to -i first failure, theL remli ning two signals are.
averaged which minimize~s any transient in the e~vent of a
second identical sensor or signal-conditioning failure, The
AFCS, being single-fail, operational, will1 continue to functi on
normaally after first failure, but. will shut down after anz
identical second failure. The averagin( wi 1) geonerally reduce
any transient associated with, the signal. zeroing after second
failure. The signals ar(Ž majority voted within the computers.
This precludes a transmission line failure between the IOP
and computer which would cause a computer shutdown.

The majority voting insures that the three computers all
receiv~e th'? same iniput signals so that each computer processes
data identical to the least s~igni~ficant bit., The three sig-
nals are aqjain voted in the output stage of the input./output
processor, then, converted to anialog f"or transfer to thc- primary
fliqht cont-rol system, or to the various status and co~ntrol
pant -2s, as appropriate..

Ziuillt-in Test Equiipment (BITE) functions are an important part
of the 10P design. The BITE system is semi-automat~i-c and is
used to check system fai~lure detection circuits. The concept
employed can determine durinc rfIg t. est that all failure
monit-ors are working properly, greatly reducinog the probability
of an undetected in-flight failur~e. The BITE system cani only
be -irmed when the engine thro",ztle levers are in the OFF posi-
tiou; otherwise BITE i s inhibi ted to preclu de inadvertent
operation durincl flight which would cause AFCS failures.
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1 .5.2 Sensors and CGen LLZIoJ/ P~l~ay 1Parels

The continuous sensors i!tt Li .i1 ZOinL Llhe AFCS incki ue triple-,

dual-, and sinole-redundant sensors.

"* Tripie-redundan t.8f5Y I-oso! fnlC .iil pI&ji tci and rol-l attitude;-
heading; pitch, roll, anid 'mw raiie gjy-o:s J1oad--_-ontrol.-
Iiug crew-man conitrol Ic'r irdi vidchil axis pos itions, side-
slip, arid airspeed.

"* Dual-redundanit sensor7s inclIude longf" itudinal and lateral
ground speed, reference barometric altitude, and vertical
acceleration.-

"* Sing lc, scrnsorf; .± cc! tde a prcic1sion -hover sc-nsor to s;ense
tnree-axis lncrem(2tlai position and thret.-axis ground
reference velocity, a radar altimeter to seose altitulde
and altitude rate, forward and at t external load cabic
angles, and forward ind -ift external load cable tensions.

The AFCS also utilizes various dis;crete sensors such as cock-
pit control. detents and ground contact switches.

Control and display pa-nels used in tho, AFCS flight demonstra-
tion are divided into two groups. Tfhe first covers those
panels required for the_- produc tion 111,1 con fiquration, incllt dinq
mode select-, two fail-ure st.3itus depiction panels, and B3ITE.
A second group tequired to support flight testing of the
developmental system has .a paraITMete;: change/display unit, a
system test function panel, -.nd two discrete status panel~s.

The mode seleoct paniel (shown in iihu re, [01) provi des normal.
control of pilot selectable modes a.s well as BITF arm and
fault reset functions. The PJVS failure status panel provides
a display of failures within the compuiters and IOP units, and
a "second fail,, display i~s also available. The BITE panel
utilizes a rotary detent switch to .,elect a channel for testing,
andi incorporaces a series of six liqhits to idertify the test
nu~mber in progress.
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1. 5.3 Redundancý Mnayjernent ý.Scheme

The combinel senso.•, To!:, arid comrpute,. system depicted at the
bottorr of Fig~ure 10 provides fe-il,-ope-rational/fai.ý-safe per-
fLormance for triplex sensor:r-, fail.safe performancc for dual
sensors, and fail-limited pertormance for single sensors.
Pail operational is use~d for a systerr, first failure. Fail
eperat~iorial performance is defEined as that condition wi-ere no
systec-i performance decgradat ion is exper,-enced with a system
first -Ll.urc. Fai11-safe is usedi whi,-r, a system secondt failure
occurs. Fi-aeperformance is dofined as that condition
where any transient- control sig~nal transmitted to the primary
flight control system u~pon a failure can be. safely~ compensated
for by pilot accion. Fail limited is d:-fined as that condi-
tion where failure of o. nonredunda--nt sensor associated with a
selectable mode is limrited 'to a magnituide which permits thre
pil-ot to overr:,1e and/or sItc oI the affecteel mode..

The AFCS, althoug~i not considered essential to safety of
flight, is czategorized into three regimes regarding cr iti cality
and consequent func -ional capabil its' following loss or degrada-
tion of equipment. capabi.litv:

"* System level Eailures are deemed most critical, reqkiiring
total. AFECS shutdown and reversion to unaugmented flicuht.

"* AEICS axis failures require the_ shutdown of individual
or mulltiple combinations of aixes.

"* Selectable mode failure:s, deelmedý least critical, require
manual disengagement or pilot override of the selected
mode,

Majority Logic Voting/Fai-lure Monitoring -As shown~ in Figu~re
11, t!he proce-,sed senscr signal is sent fro.m each 'LOP to iall
three computers, whereapon separate input voters, -ompa-..e the
three inputs, (bit.--by-bit) , two at a time. The voter )utputs
a signal corre',ponding to two of its three inpu ts. If one
input: d~iffers from Lhe other two, a first failuro output is
generated. Subsequent to the first failure, a second failure
output is genierated when the remaining (and previously
non-fai led) signals eiiffer. Vot-er and failure. monli 'orinq
CXcircits are pla~ced a t-.r tdi points throughout the coi)i-
puter and IofP network to assi~st: in rapid faullt detection.
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1.5.4 DELS Interfacing for the AFCS

AFCS interfacing with the DELS consists of splitting the
differential signal into trim and dynamic compensation paths
as illustrated in Figure 12. The trim path provides long-term
trim correction of a low-frequency nature, as typified by
the directional pedal offset with airspeed. High-frequency
compensation requirements like yaw rate damping are provided
by the dynamic path. Separate amplitude limits are included
tor each path. Cross signaling from the static path contin-
ually recenters the dynamic path.

The network reduces smoothly to -ero after AFCS disengagement-
switch closure. This means that cockpit control sensitivity,
power, and margins are unaffected by AFCS hardover conditions.
Authorities and signal conditioning were selected to keep
short-term impulse-type disturbances after hardovcr, as well
as lona-term trim changes, within safe levels. Thus, the
AFCS can experience a bardover without impairing flight
safe e

1.6 FLIGHT EVALUATIONS

1.6.1 347 IIII,/ATC Demonstrator Aiicraft

'he Boeing 34'7 Flight Research Aircraft w is used to demon-
strate HL[l fly-by-wire feasibility and handling quality con-
cepts. Inherent stability and control characteristics of the
347 -,re similar to the HLH.

A retractable capsule was installed to simulate the HLH load-
controlling crewman station,. The station was equipped with
the prototype finger/ball controller and necessary mode select
panels. A two-point load suspension system is incorporated,
and a top lift adapter with remote LCC locking mechanismi con-
trol was available for acquisition of an 8x8x20-foot MILVAN
container.

The mechanical control runs between the cockout controls and
swashplate power actuators were discunnected and replaced by
a DELS fly-by-wire linkage (Volume II). The automatic ccntrol
system used triplex incremental digital computers with sep-
arate input/output processors containing p'odal logic.
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M -In c'u\ -' >1I.b ilIit.y ('ha'a; ~I( I. St... I IS .I)PolJ:. I'3tA.0 inf ? onl( Ii'C.1.Iidinr

_.('r a Lt. io ns ty ndclecI uira. I* i 0 F)( pd' I i'xd .oorioiriatold
turns , ort c~i sd i sl i.p , k, L n w(ru E.xce I Le o (A 1, to 1l. 5

Du.tr-in q h ands offj"P ,( I fl~ q I t- ra"Ipid dceu'.ý (rtIm maneI V ors
Ui i nq 11 ijh noO's c up i t. t i Ltid u,.ý AF'CS/IF1)E LSi nte r f iv- au tliori Ly
was bot tome d -it appo rx i a tta knlot.!- and' roqu i.rod p i.lot.
s t abi ., /v .inpu ts to comple te Lhie maneuiver. The 1 im itood b. ink
angle l iateral f-,t.A- .iegroid i.ent (tseckr 1 Lv blanko(t/ oft eredl
.fimpr0V&(' t-r immab i 1 1ty OIb(Tht. zero L~f1 anql 0, a2z Weoi as a
contra I free reunto ",winq I evel11 trim.

The 347 h/ ul coipter aas equ ippo d with ,i f i~xod I' a trot io~
feel sys"temil, con!:; i,!. I, ri M1Of Lrayt Ire F , i(!S ,rdet
and3 Vi .sc~oils darlp.ri(.n I i A'IV 1 1i (;Ii t t2 cu vernq ;, Ii I. areas

of IILL fliqc~ht oprat:i ns th2cWa 110 lnd ic a on of. '111.
shortc am.invcl iin the, F ix-d foi- f, Fe I Si -,, t. em ,~ r,-r (d} 1 *Lh Cre

appea r t~o be much pot( ti. ial IFor s IFi cji ."If l.it~ imprcOv(?menlt i.ni
handli ngj qua 1i~ics with a procqrariuii 1( forco feeAl system,

1. 7-1.4 Ve loci ty Mode, Trans fur sw 1. chir)V

The automatic tr-ov; furi be.ý4(ýi twen ound re ferciiorj TIMU veloci -

ties hetow 4") knot s, and. airlpecd .rcefe rence (or visa. versa)
was tho roaighl 17 Yeckeoa by pý rl forming stra ! h L and] turn inc;
acce l.enat-ion anfl dcccl_. erat ion maneuvers j.r. different e ffoc -

tive windl crnidit ions.

For most ritaneuvers, veloc itv reference trais fo~r was transi..ent
free and bias ol iminat ion ta~rough control backd~rive generally
wentý undet-c ted by thec pilot. (A2 LrD 2.5). During accelera Lions
wherein steep turns, were initiated lust. Prior t:o velocity
reference switchovor, the lateral. bias magnitude Was1ý Fuffi-

Jicrtlylarge to exceed airailab Ic AFC'S/DLTh,S autholrity limits
maykint4 retrinm diffticult (U--7)

1. 7. 1 . 5 Basjic SCiNS FRecominunOdat cons

All, La.islc 'SX'AS futne-,int are2 dos i.rabi for ii -orporitieon iJn the
HUIl AFCS 4XN'.Tt for vert~ical damnpi~nog aucjmfentation. The
following4 i) (Pro xjemtrlE Is noul1( be .incc rporated to cvercomfne the
do ~i c icic ie i e noted above.



AI ps~I I'o 1(I i I TIIrc .{bO__Jod() kn' ýLý; ) - TInc'orpor atc a banlk
a lq i e o,. sfe in to the 1ol iuIna x.:Sseecuedwi.th
a i rspeoci to opa tefor, a Iirspeed deviatLions.

P i.lot Centiro` in flover HleId Mode -IProvirde the i.0tavenr

Vrelocijty Con troli capcib i I i ty through StXkbeep Li: .iJm when the
hover hold mo(l,)( i- oneriqiqed . In alddi t~ion, incorporate, a p i ot
overri- o I 'pbI] L~ f: anyi inIdi.vidula1. axi s whi-ni on hove-r h-ol~d.
'Phis permits larger position chal'3e maneuvers on.- basic SCAS
without. dlsi '-aq'ginoT Al. hover holdc axes.

Iland~-{)tO StLeep~ Flý:r cotrl 1xi~ - Incorporate a para-
1.1el sti X I R hakcrivye coinincind to provide additional atti.tude

staji .~a onwhe01 the AFCS/DELS interface is approiching
saturaVi on.

Force I eel,_c- terii - Y'liinciinte proqrammable force feel. from
thie HLIH requ iiemrnts.

Vel-J cty mo-,f a 'raný-for Swi tch - Incorporate a li~mi t on thfe
output- ol, the lateral. vel-oci~ty transfer switchi to provide
A1'CS uonty..olin;Arq in 'For damp-incl. Rev~ise logic to inhiibi-t
lalterýAl ye lucity ipcde Lrcýinsfer until bias magnitude is below
a presosl ected vaiie

-1-.7. 2 Alt 1. udc h l-d

1 . 7 . 21 .i Baromiotr ic Roefoercnce

R~easonable alt-it ude h-old cliaracLerist.~cs were realized on baro-
me-tric referenice (A-2). Small continuously changing collective
and power correc~tions to mnaintain altitude (luring cruise, in
turbulent air were ve~ry unde-si rabl~e. Fxcessire a] titude
do-v EiV (iori ( +eO -d1O feet) occur red in s teep banked turns at
Slow airspeeds.

Transmission overtorqe' by automatic collective pitch drive
occurred whenl ope..rat-ing near torque 1 isits (A--5) . lest- pilot
mona to:, uln Co 11 c"ti ye .....rri d mainrtained acceptaol e l imi ts
in tlE ' ATC L-;tpieg tam-
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1.7.2.2 Radar Ref ere~nce

Altitude hold in the hover region on radar reference was
acceptable when the sensor was performing satifactorily
(Al), but was substantially degraded during flight over grass

clue to frequent sensor noise spikes. In addition, load
interference with the radar beam for 50-foot cables caused
heavy aircra,.ft vertical deviations (U-8). In foiward flight
below 200 feet altitude, sharp movements of the collective
were created in an attempt to follow the terrain contour.

1.7.2.3 Automatic Baro/Radar Reference Switching

TransitionE through the 200-foot switch point were accomplished
with no apparent transients (A-2). Aircraft transients duc
to hardove:: failures of the single radar altitude reference
are unsafe and unacceptable during precision cargo operations
(U-8).

1.7.2.4 Altitude Hold Recommendations

Both radac and baro hold tunctions are desirable for use in
the HLH with the following modifications.

Altitude Hold Control Laws

Provide barometric altitude hold in cruise through the longi-
tudinal AFCS by programming small attitude and airspeed cor-
rections, and retain collective pitch programming for long
term trimming only.

Provide tor'uie limiting to prevent dynamic system overtorque
in turn maneuvers and heavy load acquisition with altitude
hold on.

Provide an airspeed interlock for the automatic altitude hold
sensor logic to inhibit automatic selection of radar altitude
above 50 knots.
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Radar Altimeter s i.gnal. QualiLy

NoiseSpikes - incorporate software modifications to com-
pensate for signal deficiencies or improve existing sensor
or replace with new sensor.

External Load interference - incorporate baro signal selec--
tion capability on hover hold or reconfigure hardware.

Radar Altimeter Failure - incorporate vertical axis freq-
ency splitter and .rovide redundant sensor.

1.7.3 Hover Hold Mode and LCC Operaticn

1.7.3.1 Hover I[old/IMU - Radar

Hover hold stability and controllablility ch,.iracteristj.cs
(both with and without external loads) were evaluated by
means of pilot and LCC step and pulse inputs, differential
pulse inputs, aircraft maneuvers in and out of (;round effect,
and precision positioning of loads. Gains set. for this mode
were judged noar opt'.mum to enable the LCC to control and
stabilize the helicopter to zero re."ative velocity; however,
2plot control was limited to the override only capability
described earli r.

Heading and veloc{ ty hold performance on IMU reference was
rated as good to excellent (A-1.5). Verticdl hover hold
operations weru also satisfactory when the radar altimeter
was functioning properly, but problems with this altitude
sensor caus(Ad deterioration in altitude hold capability as
mentioned in 1.7.2.2.

Roll axis stability was degraded with external loads attached
to the air craft, causing a tendancy for roll oscillations to
develop.
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1.7..3.2 LCC Control

Longitudinal, directional, and vertical LCCC control response
and sensitivity were very good (A-1.5), but further development
is required in ;-he lateral axis (A-4) to achievi! precision load
positioning objectives. Good acceleration and velocity hold
characteristics were demonstrated for shuttle maneuvers (A-2).
Additional LCC control authority was found to be desirable to
increase maximum translational velocity in the longitudinal
and lateral axes for further load shuttle optimization.

The "drift cLear" fiunction for removing IMU drift operated
acceptably (A.-4) , but requires improvcment to reduce LCC
effort and eliminate transients. anO velocity errors. Trim
establishment following larc'e wind shifts or commanded heading
changes at zero qround.;peed was not quick enough, and apprec-
iable drifting of the aircraft occurred. The problem was
associated primarily with lateral cockpit control backdriving
rate, which was too slow.

Flight training requirements for the load controlling crewman
were minimal. Following development testing, 54 hours of
demonstrations at U.S. Army facilities were conducted in which
163 pilots and non-pilots flew from the capsule. Control of
the aircraft without a load was quickly mastered in 5 to 10
minutes, enabling precise positioning. Load operations were
performed by two Army pilots after 20 minutes of "no load,
familiarization.

1.7.3. 3 Hover Hold/PHS

Excellent precision hold performance was demonstrated for the
Hover Hold/PHS mode over a high contrast checkerboard target
grid (A-i) . The PHS would not lock on Lo grass or
other low contrast taigets, however, and consistently exhibited
poor reliability during testing. For these reasons, the
sensor was no, considered operationally accc.ptable in its
current state of development.
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When the 1'itS (Jd operati.c a•:- d'--;i~r(,ned , s.,i: very userfiOl. for
automatic drift clearing of tile IMU. If t[ e .iircraft was was
uiareuvered over tihe target 'And the LCC rcleo-sed to detent,
the PHS drove- the aircraft to zero velocity and cleared any
existing IMU drift.

LoA', velocity hover hold maneuvering while usincxw the PHS
reference was hampered by frequent unde.,irahl e control tran-
sients, and was therefore downgraded in performance because
o'f this fact (A-5). The "beep" posi'tion control, on the other
hand, performed well, and was considered an excellent solution
for achieving best accuracy.

1.7.3.4 Cargo Handling Characteristics

Cargo handling tasks including load hookup, shuttle, and
placemenL wi,.h 1.0-and 30-foot cables were performed. Execu-
tion of these maneuvers was evaluated without benefit of the
PHS due to the operational problems mentioned above.

Rapid load cable hookup by a ground crewman was performed
easily since the LCC could precisely position the helicopter.
MILVAN acquisition without ground crewman assistance was
accomplished by positioning a toplift adapter on the MILVAN.
Load maneuvering to maximum shuttle groundspeeds could be
performed routinely.

With the final hover hold configuration, tne MILVAN on 10-foot
cables was plac d consister.tly within a 1-foot accuracy, and
on the load transporter pins (-1 1. in. accuracy required)
occasionally. The MILVAN can be lowered onto the transporter
pins with relative ease, using 18-inch guide vanes which funne..
the load onto the transporter.
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1.7.3.5 flever Hlold/LCCC Recomrendat4.ns

Both hover hold modes were determine.1 to be feasible i:or
application in the IHLUT AFCS. The LCC control concept was also
val idated. Although t.he PIS requires additional
developnt fre being used ouerati onally, hover hold/PHS
control laws we,:c sufficientl.v refined to meet precision
hold and positioning goals of the HLH mission.

The improvements listed below should be incorporated to
elimiiiate deficiencies delineated earlier..

Hover H1old/LMU-Radar: Improved schemos for pilot overrlWe
and vernier control to position and trim the aircraft with
the hover hold mode engaged are ncc(,!,sary, as spe]led out
in 1.7.1.5.

Recommendations For providing bottr radar altitude hold
performance, ailo:.•g with sugjestc.d improvements in sensor
signal quality and failure protection, are listed in
Section 1.7.2.4.

LCC Control

S" tr• - Improve lateral response,
evaluate feasibility of increasing LCCC travel, and modify
controller command scheduli2ng.

AixaxA!-L 11oll ExcitatiDnL.th Lqad: Incorporate program•ablc
gain variation as a function of load weight.

LCC Control Authority for Shuttle Operation,- Adjust longi-
tudinal and lateral authority to permit an increase in
shuttle vel.ocity to a maximum ot 12 knots. Reduce maximum
vertical velocity from 360 feet per minute to 240 feet per
mi -nun --.

a11rJiflL2a Transients and S•1e9tJQn: Latch the drift clear
operation until groundspeed errors decay to zero anu/or
mai,itain groundspeed feedback throughout the drift cle<,r
maneuver. Evaluate relocation of the drift clear switch for
the loadi crc-man.
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im C11- b .. t a >n n Tit. _ r:
Increase CCDA backdrive qains when directio)nal LCC is out of
detent, and evaluate feedinq lateral LCCC commands into the
CCDA as a proport.i.onal drive.

: Use of the ioover hold/PHS mode is desirable
whenever IIna mission requirements dictate precise hold and
position maneuvering with large external loads. Successful
application of the mode is heavil-y depencdent upon reliable
signals beiriq generated by the PHIS, To provide these
signals, sensor development should be continued to:

e Ensure lock-on and accurate noise-free tracking over
any type of surface, regardless of contrast.

* SuLstantially improve operational reliability.

* Package sensor components to minimize size and
weight for production implementation.

1-7.4 Load Stabilization SystemLSS_) _ode

LSS pendular damping was evaluated in hover aod forward flight

to speeds where che aircraft became power limited. Long and
short two-point inverted "Y" and "V" cable suspension config-
urations were tested, and the primary load utilized was an
8X8X20-foot MILVAN container. A high-density load and single-
point trolley cumbinaiilon was also tested. LSS damping was
assess d in hover from both the pilot's and load-controlling

crewman's stations.

The capability for automatic aircraft centering over the load
prior to liftoff was evaluated by starting out with the
helicopter displaced from the stationary load on the ground.
Aircraft/load offset was varied during the testing, and an
effort was made to maintain positive tension on both cargo
hooks throughout the maneuver to achieve satisfactory
per formance.

The third LSS f<>ature assessed was load position hold, which
required both the pendular damping mode and PHS to be active
for its operation. Test results for each of the three LSS
mode•s are r-viewed below.
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1.7.4.1. Pendulýhr Damping

Load pendular damping provided by the LSS was very effecti~ve
in attenuating load osc:il'La'ions for all cable lengths, with
the longer configurations being helped most. usincg the 30-
foot inverted ,Y,- suspension (which hat, low inherent damping
bc.-cause of the long cables), LSS damping contributions were
ju~ged to be good (A-3) for hiover and load placement maneuvers,
and particularly beneficial in stopping large ampiitude
directional limit cycling. A longer 50-toot sling load (of
the type required to lower a load into confined areas) could
not be manually stabilized by the pilot (or LU(C) until the
LSS damping loops were engaged.

Short cable testing (with an Il-foot forward and 9-~foot aft
inverted ,w, arrangement) also showed improved damping Fro-
vided by the LSS. Ride qualities in cruise were degraded
slightly, however, as the aircraft was displaced to daiap
load motion (A-4), making light load~s feel like heav7ier ones
to the pilot:. In hover and load placement maneuvering,
lateral LSS damping inputs tended to work in opposition to
lateral axis LcCc commands. Since the short ,;ling lateral
Pendulum mode exhibits some inherent damping, LSS gairs in
the lateral axis were set to zero to cortect the LSS/LCC
conflict.

Hig i( nsity load testing showed signif icantly improved longi-
tudinal/lateral dam 'ping characteristici; with the LSS aamiping
loops onq~aqed. InC'r.2a,,-ed control sensitivity associated with
the hiqgier lo~ad weight required the use of reduced roll
attitu~le and ra'L2 gains 'nthe SCAS with LSS en.

1.7.4."' Aitrcr-" Ft (>'.nt~eringj Over Load

Auto;nmiLic air,- aft. centering over the load before l.iftoff was
found to be .;~ilt and the concept worked well for small

(4ý-foot) aircraft./load offsets. Uindesirable transients were
produced if !ither cable became slack during the centering
"J40clet-5, a' thiF. occurred frequently with larger lateral
[sŽ,ýci offs, _ý (rat',:,d U1-7) . Without the LSS centering feature
Vene jcled, ie 1rCC found t1 manual centering task to be

rea~ve ;ea-'y. Bec au' e ot tJ-is, requirements fcor a center-
2u-g mce are relegated to a low priority for appl~ication on
th'e II~h.
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1.7.4.3 Automati! Load Position Hold

Use of additional LSS control laws, operating with the LSS
damping and hover hold/PHS loops to stabilize load position
was successful for the directional and vertical axes only.
Essentially no improvement over basic LSS damping could be
achieved because the position feedbacks tended to degrade
damping levels. Due to the frequency response of the load
modes, little improvement could be expected with the position
loops engaged, since the load with LSS damping only is almost
as tight as the aircraft without a load.

The 'most satisfactory configuration for load position hold
utilized only th'e ISS damping loops and the hover hold/PHS
networks.

1.7.4.4 LSS Recommendatiorns:

LSS Pendular Damping - Use (if tne LSS pendular damping mode
4s recommended for heavy lift applications. The feasibility of
modifying lateral LSS control laws foi the short cable con-
figuration should be evaluated to ensure transient-free
lateral maneuvering with the LCCC for the hover/load place-
ment task. Also,an active pendant system should be consider-
ed (AAELSS).

Aircraft/Load Centering - An automatic load-centering capabiLity
is not necessary unleis requi,:ements for very low visibility
centering with long sli.rvj load cables are instituted at scme
time in the future. Successful application of this LSS
feature will require some type of automatic winch control to
maintain cable tension throughout the centering operation.

Automatic Load Position Hold - Incorporation of additional
LSS control - aws for load position hold is not recommended
for HLII implementation. Thi b)est hold pjerformanco is achieved
with only the LSS damping and PHS position hold loops engaged.

1.7.5 Automatic Approach to Hover.

1,7.5.1 bescripdion and Test Results

The aoutomat jt ip: jdp o( ach to h(,vtý.• mode. wo s confTiyured for dlemon-
stratinq tlhe feas ibility Lu mnciually (following flight
director commmands) or automatically fily the aircraft down an
approach path te; minctt ing in a stabilized hover, A "present"
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approach profile was used, starting at 1,000 feet above the
terrain and about 2-1/2 miles from the intended hover point and
descending to a 100 foot hcver following a flaring maneuver
initiated 1/2 mile out at 295 feet.

Because of the fixed profile used, the point of termination
depended upon where the pilot engaged the approach. Precise
maneuvering was required to reach an initial approach gate
which ensured terminal hover over the desired area. The
concept mechanized for the test program was intended for
demonstration of control processing and requires additional
functional capability for operational implementation.

Manually controlled approaches using the flight director
reference were easily accomplished under simulated IFR
conditions (under the hood) both with and without external
loads. The approach profile flown by the aircraft was very
close to the planned path (A-3).

Automatic coupled approaches were also performed very satis-
factorily (A-2,5), with and without load-. No pitch
attitude limits were incorporated in the approach control
laws. Occasionally during developmental testing, excessive
pitch attitudes resulted due to exceeding AFCS authority
limits requiring pilot, recovery.

1.7.5.2 Automatic Approach to Hover Recommendations

Automatic approach to hover would enhance HLH operational
capability provided the approach qaf- and/or desired
terminal hover position could be dialed into the INS. Control
laws to permit this type of refert.,acing should be developed,
along with limits to correct for the occasional pitch attitude
exc•rsion problem described above.

A flight director is required for pilot monitor of automatic
approaches. In addition, a selectable missed approach profile
is also required on the flight director to assist the pilot
in safe approach abort maneuvering in adverse weather.
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1.7.6 Hover Trim

1.7.6.1 System Performance

The hover trim mode was conceived to trim the aircraft to
hover (zero IMU velocity in the longitudinal and lateral
axes) from any flight configuration. This capability offered
no significant mission enhancement, and as experience was
gained, the feature was judged useful only at slow speeds
(less than 40 knots) for automatically trimming the aircraft to
a hover. System gains produced a very slow trim rate and
any IMU drift was reflected in the final trim condition
(A-5). This mode was not optimized.

1.7.6.2 Hover Trim Recommendations

Further development of the hover trim mode for IILH imple-
mentation is not recommended.
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2.0 A-'( ,O("TWAP P, N L, I 1,NT -

S 'i;IS AIDD 1 1. I IT . %!JIJAT. ON

.ttsrtarizs the ,ar •.m ; analytica. ".±d
,Ll oted flight simulution tasks accumpjqir;cd over
Lwo and one-half years in support of 111,1 AFCS software devel-
opment. The work hs been pel:furmiod as par[- of the HILH
Advanced Technology Culfmpone]lt (ATTQ" proogram, with the princi-
ple eFfort directed toward flight demonstration of the HLH
control laws and logic on the 347 Flight Research Vehicle,
durinj the spring and srarmec of 1974.

Outl-ined below are the major areas of analysis and simulation
revic ,,d Ln thli.s -eport secti,-n:

* v~esi.qn r\naly4s JDesiqn r-itej ta and apprr~ach ire
presented, followed by discussio-, of SCAS ,ee npment
and syn'hesis I )fL each sc-lectah!(, A.CS Moaý... A",.o JJvC1,

a U!-,ps - - the dev/e];)pment rF the r( turdancy
ianageme niL h .h {ucs a} pAi -d 21 desiincj of the AFCS.

* F)i.oted Flight Simulat:i,)r - ]3oti) tlie full envelope AFCS
eva]uati on IClown I;.-, i Murthop Iaiqe AmpLitude
Sim>'latoC (ILAS/WAVS) andti Lhc ]:),i I crewman/LCC testing
couduted on the Northrop Rotational Simulator a3;c
lescribed.

• HILl AFCS Synthesis - Applicability of the Fliqnt Research
vehicle control laws and logic to the larger DLii aircraft

F. established through analysis and unpiloted hybrid
s imulation.

• Computer Software - The programnming approach, features

of software control, and cormputinq capacity, are treated.

2.1 DESIGN AN/ALYSIS

2.1.1 Criteria and Requirements

Comprehensive criteria were established for design of the HLHI
Automatic Flight Control System early in the ATC Program.
The original ATC Statement of Work (Reference 2) contained a
set of "design objectives" for the AFCS, and the Prime Item
Description Document (PIDD) (Reference 3), delineated both objec-
tijes and requirements. The SOW design objectives are divided
roughly into two groups with about half pertaining to handlinq
qualities improvement and the remainder to -specifir "perform--
ance" type goals for the auqmented airzraft. Hiandling quali-
ties objectives incluO'-:

* simp-ification of the pilotirtg task.
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"* Optimization of vehicle handling qualities.

" Minimization of pilot switching modes of operation
between flight regimes, and elimination r,,f transients
introduced as a result of mode switching or transfer
of control between pilots.

Performance-oriented cgoals for the augmented aircraft are
somewhat mcre specitic in nature as indicated by requirements
to provide:

c capability for the pilot to position the helicopter
aind/cr load (without visual ground reference) to a
pr.escribed heading, at any height above the terrain
up to 100 feet, and within 4 inches of a ground refer-
ence point. Tie design should permit accomplishment
of the positioning task within 2 minutes, starting
Crom a point 200 feet above ground level and 300 feet
lorizontally from the reference point, under gusty wind
conditions, with stead-I winds of up to 45 knots from
any azimuth.

capability for hands-off hovering (with or without sun-
suspended load) within + ,4 inc'hes vertically, + 4 inches
horizontalAY, and within 2 degrees of a given heading
undeoc the w4nd conditions -cosci:ibed above.

"* Capability for automatic positioning of the helicopter
vertically over a load once cables are attached and
under tension.

"* capability for automatic load stabilization to eliminate
dangerously unstable moments, thereby permitting the
helicopter to be flown in T.R conditions without
stabilization inputs by the pilot.

Other SOW objectivos dealing with hardware pefformance are
reviewed later in the AFCS hardware writeup (Section 5.0),
or in the Flight Control System Volume Ii document which
covers the PFCS.

Requirements defined iii the PIDD, Volume i, relate handling
qualties to mission accomplishment. This document states
that the iiHl flying and ground handiling waneuvera-- neuvera-
bility and stability, with or withouit external payload, at
all usable weýights, CGs, airspeeds, and altitudes within
the nr)rmal F.i -tqht erivelopc, "shall he adecuite to perform the
des in , miss ion () in both IFI (:,r VFR flioht eo,,i.ti "n,
. ncIl udea in the normal flight envo.1tope are a irspeed5 IE to 45
knf)ts in any direction startinr.i from 'over i n sti-l air
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Th'. P'Ioh al.so stiipulat( i; that t]he MIL-I;-S501A specification
(Roleirence 4), with approved Army deviations for autorota-
tionei descent and lanlinG, should b, adhered to in determi.)-
ing aircraft handlinq qualities for both augmented and
unaugme,,ted f1ight or ground operation.

In addition to the PIDD Volume - requirements mentioned above,
PIDD Volume II lists additional "stability and control"
objectives for use a` uUidelines in design and verification
of the AFCS. These relate to subjective pilot evaluations of
handling qualities through use of the Cooper-Harper rating
system (Reference 5). For the augmented vehicle (with AFCS
operating normally) ratingsc, of 2.0 ur better are desired.
With the neutrally stable unaugmented aircraft, ratings of
no worse than 5.0 are desired. Cooper-Harper rating tech-
niques were utilized extensively throughout the various
piloted AFCS simulations and flight demonstrations to qauge
progress in developing the superior handling qualities
required for the lIIL mission.

2.1.2 AFCS Development and Desiqn .A~phproach

Developmen___nt - Tle development of AFCS control laws and loqic
for the TILII helicopter was influenced from its inception by
two related helicopter handling qua' ities improvement pro-
grams in progr:ess at the time ATC wIrk was started. TLhese
were the joint U.S. Army-canadian government-Boeing Vertol
Tactical Aircraft Guidance System (TAGS) program and the
Vertol- ponsored Model 347 effort monitored by the Army.

TAGS features considered attractive as zandidates for the HLH
AFCS included linear velocity control, referenced to ground-
speed at low aircraft velocity and to airspeed in the cruise
region of the flight envelope, and digital techniques for
AFCS control law computation. Elements of the 347 stability
augmentation system with potential ULII applicaticn were an
improved lorgitudinal control grauient with strong velocity
hold capability, and utilization cf separate stability and
maneuver bility optimization techniques to achieve desired
handlic. quality improvements, such as command ban'k angle arid
heading hold.

With background of the TAGS and 347 programs available during
the IILu concept selection phase, preliminary analytical inves-
tiga,:ions and "nudge base" piloted simulations were conducted
at Boeing Vertol to provide data for an initial definition of
baseline AFCS control Jaw mechanizations for later develop-
ment in the AT" program. These mechanizations were documented
4-in the foim of funct.i:onal block diagrams for each of the four
control axes. I'he AI'C': definition-. ffort carried out since
concpt selection has consisted primaL ;.y of refiring and
updating the original contiol law softwzore in order to meet
reriuirements and objictives previously adopted.
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Extensive piloted and unpiloted full-flight envelope simnula-
tions were performed aL Boeing Vertol aind at Northrop to
supplement and confirm analytical control system development.
Final control law optimization and validation was accomplished
with the 347 Flight Research Vehicle, changes in mechaniza-
tion of control laws were minimized on the flight vehicle
because of the comprehensive simulation efforts preceding the
flight demonstration program.

In the refinement of AFCS control and stability loops since
Task I, Part 1, the principal analytical and simulation tasks
have been associated with:

* Determination of transient-free groundspeed/airspeed
phasing and lateral/directional control crossover
techniques.

* Development ot I . )tc-' ,/hover-control laws for precision
maneuver or pc.. .I :GUling with required load crewman
controller an F (P siori Hover Sensor interfacing.

0 Development of load stabilization and positioning
capability.

* Synthesis of an automatic approach to hover system.

• Definition of requirements for control features, such
as the limited lateral bank angle stick gradient, and
the altitude hold AFCS mode.

Design Approach - As a result of the concept selection studies,
it was decided that the HLH FCS would be made up of a 100-per-
cent-authority direct electrical linkage (DELS) primary control
path, interfaced with a limited-authority Automatic Flight
control System (shown schematically in Figure 13). The DELS
is an electrical analogy of components usually found in the
mechanical control rans of current production helicopters.
Its functions include transmitting pilot control inputs to
the rotor system (after appropriate mixing or blending), and
introducing feed-forward control commands into the AFCS.
Differential AFCS/DELS interfacing is accomplished through a
frequency selective network which splits the sign.Al into trim
and dynamic compensation components, and serves to minimize
the effects of potential AFCS system-level hardover failures.

The operational success of the HLH vehicle for cargo opera-
tions in all types of weather will depend upon the helicopter
having superior IFR flighit characteristics, and very good low-
speed control and position-hold capabilities. To achieve the
required level of handling qualities, two important design
concepts were incorporae-ed into the AFCS early in its develop-
ment -ycie. They include:
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a Velocity control, and

a Pilot--selectable AFCS made capability, ranging from basic
stability and control augmentation (SCAS) for IFR flight,
to special tunctional mode selection for altitude hold,
automatic approach to hover, hover hold, load stabiliza-
tion ani positioning, and hover trim.

The basic SCAS augmentation system features relatively high
levels of stability and maneuverability. The conventional.
compromises usually existing between the two (i.e., too much
stability resulting in poor maneuverability or vice versa)
have been avoided in design of the AFCS through applicat."on
of either feedback-feedforward summing or logic technique-E.
These methods are also utilized in the AFCS software to prc-
vide transient-free switching between flight modes.

An overall summary of vehicle ý5tability and controllability
is presented in Table 4. Shown in the Table are stability
characteristics of the aircraft with full-time ScAS augmenta-
tion engaged, and with various selectable AFCS modes in opera-
tion. The Table also illustrates helicopter controllability
by showing the steady state response of the aircraft to step
control inputs in each axis.

In the discussion which follows, all axes of the basic SCAS
are described individually, and significant analytical devel-
opment are suimmarized. Selectable mode capabilities are
covered later in the section.
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2.1.3 AECS Basic Stability and Control Auqmentation System

The HLH airframe and rotor system combination is designed to

produce approximately neutral static stability without AFCS

augmentation. Similar characteristics are found on the 347

Flight Research Vehicle which was used to demon-
strate the validity of HLII control law mechanization. In both

aircraft, neutral stability is achieved through careful aero-
dynamic shaping of the fuselage and rotor pylons, and by
installing delta-three hinging on the forward rotor to reduce
lift slope and gust sensitivity.

Although handlingj characteristics of the unaugmented aircraft

are adequate for VFR flight, HLH IFR mission accomplishment

requires engagement of the basic AFCS stability and control
system (SCAS). The SCAS provides three-axis control and
stability augmentation and is designed to meet the criteria
stated earlier in this section. Other interesting design
features include:

"* Elimination of control axis coupling and t-im control
offsets witt airspeed

"* Coord.inated turn capability with single-axis control
inputs, and

"* Provisions for vernier "beep" trim

Control Method - The basic helicopter control system (without

augmentation) is capable of changing rotor thrust either col-
lectively or differentially to produce vertical or angular
pitching motion. In addition, the rotor thrust vectors may be
tilted laterally or longitudinally in the same direction to
generate rolling motiox, or longitudinal translation. Differ-

ential lateral thrust tilt provides yawing motion. Step
control inputs in pitch, roll, and yaw result initially in
angular acceleration (and later blend into constant angular
rates) when nc augmentation feedback loops are engaged. Ver-
tical control inputs creat-,, vertical acceleration &nd then

vertical rate.
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Augmentation - By feeding back (or forward) the desired para-
nieters in an automatic servo control system, basic airframe
response may be modified to reflect the stability (and
controllability) levels of the outermost loops engaged. In
the case of the SCAS, full-time angular rate damping and atti-
tude feedback loops are provided in all (but the vertical)
axes. Feedforward networks are included for response shaping,
and for generating the desired control gradients N4ith speed
or bank angle.

Continuous development of HLH control laws has been in progress
for several years. Each significant developmental step has
had its own set of functional block diagraii's (and substantia-
ting analysis or test results) to describe the improved con-
trol function. Rather than discuss these efforts chronologi-
cally in the order in which they occurred, the final control
laws synthesized from the flight demonstration are presented
first, along with descriptions of how they operate.

Significant analysis and simulation work is then detailed as
necessary to shed light on why the final control law mechani-
zations and associated logic were adopted.

SCAS Objectives - In addition to meeting the quantitative
.cequirements of MIL-H-8501A while developing the SCAS, other
performance goals were also adopted to guide the design and
evaluation process. Among these were objectiLes delineated
for the flight test demonstration which are tabulated below.

In "light-to-noderate turbulence", target accuracies for
operati..n with SCAS are:

Airspeed - +2 knots of trimmed speed in steady level
flight. +4K of entry trim speed in 300
banked turns with recovery to +2K of
entry speed

Groundspeed - +2 knots of trimmed longitudinal or lateral
speed

Bank Angle +2' of established bank angle while in
steady turn

Heading - +20 of established heading in level flight
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2.1.3.1 Longitudinal SCAS Synthesis

Figure 14 presents a functional block diagram representation
of the complete longitudinal AFCS control law package (except
for the Automatic Approach to Hover loops which will be
covered later, and the logic switching network schematics
detailed in Appendix A). At this time, only the basic SCAS
functions will be described and most of these are found in
the top half of the diagram.

Inputs and Outputs - For the purposes of orientation, para-
meters illustrated on the right hand side of the cross
hatched AFCS "box" are feedback variables associated with
stability augmentatio:. They are generated by sensors located
outside of the AFCS triplex computer matrix on the aircraft.
Control paths shown within the hatched enclosure represent
software control law mechanization and logic switching
computations performed by the AFCS computers. Most logic
gating is physically performed within the computer iOPs, and
as indicated above, is detailed in the report appendix.
Discreet logic signals pass from the IOP units into the AFCS
to set switches as will be described later. A limited amount
of logic is performed in software.

Shown at the top center of the diagram, (on the outside of the
AFCS box) is the "differential" AFCS output path. It is
interfaced with the DELS through the frequency selective net-
work ("frequency splitter") described earlier. This differ-
ential signal goes directly to the rotor system (after passing
throuqh various control mixing stages in the DELS) without
moving the cockpit controls.

Depicted to the left of the DELS/AFCS interface box on the
diagram is a feedforward signal going from the pilot's cockpit
stick (through the DELS) and into the AFCS. This path per-
mits the velocity and low speed longitudinal cyclic pitch
commands to enter the AFCS. It also provides a path for
feedforward signals used in removing trim bias associate,_ with
groundspeid/airspeed switching by the velocity mode transfer
switch (dcecribed later)
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On the top left hand side of the AFCS box is a cockpit stick
backdrive command path which causes a Cockpit Control Driver
Actuator (CCDA) to move the stick through a magnetic brake!
force-feel. spring arrangement. The spring forces may be
released and rezeroed by pressing a "mag" brake button on the
pil•ut's longitudinal stick. Beneath the backdrive network
is a pilot "beep" trim control path utilized to parallel drive
the cockpit stick for vernier velocity adjustments. The trim
signal is generated when the pilot depresses a "coolie hat"
trim button also found on the lcngitudinal stick grip.

Other functions shown on the left side of the AFCS box con-
cern load crewman control inputs through the LCCC which are
discussed later under "hover hold" mode operation. Additional
signals are related to navigational guidance information and
special test functions.

LCP Trim - On the lower left hand corner of the box are shown
the "q"-sensed cyclic trim (LCP) signals. These longitudinal
cyclic inputs are identical to those used on present tandem
aircraft, and vary according to a present schedule with air-
speed on each rotor. As helicopter speed increases, forward
cyclic is introduced into the rotors to reduce shaft aero
flapping (and bending loads), and to trim the aircraft pitch
attitude for drag reduction and pilot comfort.

Summed with the "q"-sensed cyclic signals are AFCS outputs
from the hover hold system, and pilot's LCP stick commands.
The summed LCP signals then pass directly into the longi-
tudinal cyclic pitch actuators through existing 347 system
hardware without entering the DELS as other AFCS outputs do.
The LCP paths complete the longitudinal AFCS input-output
interfacing.

2.1.3.1.1 Inner Loop Longitudinal SCAS -tabilization and
Control

Pitch Damping - The top right hand stabilization feedback
loop shown in Figure 14 represents the primary pitch damping
path in the SCAS. Through it passes an airframe body axis
pitch rate signal which has been summed with a correction
term (R sin t) representing the product of body axis yaw
rate and the sine of aircraft roll angle. The correction
term removes the steady pitch rate component picked up by
the body axis gyro in turns to preclude signal saturation.
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Thy' 1. sinp correction takes the place of an earlier high pass
f1ilter (washout) network, which was installed in the pitch
ratr! damping loops of previous tandem aircraft with simpler
stability augmentation systems. The need for an improved
approach to steady pitch rate correction was iCentified during
t~he 1ILT I Flight Research Vehicle demonstration program, wherein
A/S loss or gain during turn entries was unsatisfaclory.
Some improvement was achieved as detailed in the flight test
sec ti on.

As shown on the diagram, the damping signal first passes
through a system "gain" factor, where pitch rate is converted
to inches of equivalent stick. (Most control law computations
are performed within the computers using inches of st: -k or
equivalent control throw in degrees of pitch change). After
being "gained", the signal is filtered through a first; order
low-pass shaping network. It is then passed througn -mn
authority limiter, and thence into the AFCS/DELS interface.

"The low-pass filter effectively prevents airframe vibration
(and other unwanted high frequency signals) from entering the
damping path. Prior to the flight program, only the pitch
damping signal was modulated at high frequency with this type
of shaping. The presence of undesirable sensor or computer
roise spikes necessitated moving the filter to the output
:',ath of the entire axis where attitude, velocity, and feed-
forward signals were also included. Similar low-pass filters
have been inserted in the differential outputs of all of the
remaining AFCS axes.

Low-Speed LCP Control Augmentation - A feedforward pach from
the pilot's stick to the longitudinal cyclic pitch actuators
on both rotors is incorporated for translation control
"quickening" at low speed. As shown in the diagram, the
"cyclic on the stick" command signal passes through a variable
gain box (FXCP), which begins LCP effectivity below 40 knots
groundspeed. Full system gain is achieved at all speeds less
than 27 knots, as shown in the Appendix A schedule.

Incremental LCP commands associated with cockpit stick move-
ment are the same for both rotors. These cyclic inputs pro-
duce direct longitudinal airframe acclerations, without
requiring pitch rotation of the fuselage. They act in concert
with the DCP longitudinal controls, which provide a lagged
response because the aircraft must change attitude be-ore
any translational acceleration can start.
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As initially envisioned in early analyses and simulation work,
the low-speed LCP command signal. was summed with a high pass
filtered groundspeed feedback; but this vclocity path was
eliminated during the f]i-ht program due to undesirable pitch
attitude changes created by the washout. When the velocity
feedback loop was deleted, a low-speed control shaping feed-
forward path (which acted along with the LCP/velocity
combination) was also removed as being unnecessary.

2.1.3.1.2 Outer Loop Longitudinal SCAS Stabilization and
Control

Outer loop paths include pitch attitude and velocity hold
functions for stabilization. In addition, SCAS control aug-
mentation loops are provided for generating a stable stick
gradient and velocity command capability throughout the flight
envelope. The methodology for transferring from low-speed
ground referenced velocity to airspeed in cruise, and for
generating an acceptable longitudinal stick gradient (while
at the same time maintaining strong velocity hold capability)
is perhaps the most important part of the SCAS description.
Development of these two longitudinal SCAS features is
covered in some depth, since similar control law manipulations
are also utilized in the lateral axis.

Pitch Attitude Stabilization - The pitch attitude signal is
processed through a simple sensitivity (gain) constant, and
is then summed with the velocity hold and command signals.
Attitude hold stability is maintained throughout the flight
envelope with a constant gain of about 1/3 of an inch of
corrective control applied for every degree of pitch attitude
deviation from zero. Static hover fuselage attitude is
slightly nose up, and becomes progressively more nose down as
speed increases. The result is a differential static aft
"equivalent stick" requirement going into the rotors as air--
craft speed builds, and "corrective" type inputs when the
attitude changes due to an external disturbance.

The attitude gradient increment is a relatively small component
of the total longitudinal DCP rotor control input requirement
processed by the AFCS. Stick gradient and velocity inputs
dominate the outer loop mechanization and are discussed next.
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VELOCITY STABILIZATION, COMMAND, AND STICK GRADIENT

Stability - As shown in Figure 14, feedback velocity hold
signals consisting of pitot-static airspeed and inertially
referenced groundspeed (from the IMU) are introduced into the
Velocity Mode Transfer switch (after passing through

appropriate gains). The switch selects the proper velocity
through application of logic techniques, and passes either
the low-speed groundspeed or airspeed-referenced signal into
the differential AFCS path. Switching between the two ref-
erences is transient free, and occurs at 45 knots airspeed
when velocity is increasing, and at 40 knots airspeed when the
aircraft is slowing down.

Because of the importance of the velocity mode switch to over-
all AFCS success, a separate discussion of its development and
detail operation is included later in this section. For now,
all that need be understood is that the switch passes a single
velocity-referenced signal for low- or high-speed flight, and
causes the pilot's cockpit stick trim position to reflect the
type of velocity reference in use at any point in time.

The groundspeed hold at low velocity, and airspeed hold above
40/45 knots is achieved by utilizing fairly high gain factors
(KMAS and KMGS) equivalent to approximately 1 inch of equiv-
alent stick for every 9 knots of airspeed. The airspeed
signal is processed through a FMAS function which was orig-
inally incorporated into the velocity loop to keep the air-
speed signal constant and equal to 40 knots beneath this
speed so as not to interfere with the groundspeed path.
Below 40 knots, groundspeed is the velocity reference.
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In the fliqht program, additional velocity hold gain was
found to be desirable whi]e operating on airspeed reference
between 60 and 120 knots. This increase was incorporated in
a non-linear fashion by "bowing" the FMAS schedule gradient
above 40 knots to meet the desired reqjirement. The original
schedule,synthesized from analysis and simulation,had incor-
porated a 45-degree slope (i.e. 100 knots in gave 100 knots
out) above 40 KIAS. The modified airspeed schedule and gain
tabulations are presented in Appendix A, along with all other
gains, functions, limiter values, and logic diagrams for the
AFCS package.

Groundspeed velocity signals generated by the aircraft IMU
(Internal Measuring Unit) sensors are referenced to the plane
of the earth's surface and are oriented into "V North" and
"V East" vector components. A sensor coordinate transforma-
tion within the computer AFCS complex resolves the IMU veloci-
ties into a system aligned with the aircraft longitudinal
and lateral axes (still in the earth surface plane). A
further transform references the velocity signals to the air-
craft center of gravity instead of the IMU location.

As seen in the sensor coordinate transformation box, two
longitudinal groundspeed signals are available as outputs;
XE and XE'. These are identical except for the fact that the
XE term may be "drift cleared" to eliminate small IMU drifting
errors which would otherwise degrade performance of the AFCS
while operating in the hover hold mode. The XE' term, on the
other hand, is a continuous output and is utilized in velocity
holding through the KMGS path, or for the automatic hover
trim feature described later.

Operation Without Velocity Reference - The velocity-referenced
stability described so far implies that either airspeed- or
giukndspeed-oriented signals are utilized for all normal
flight modes. This is true unless the pilot wishes to perform
maneuvers which do not require velocity feedback (such as
stationary, or nearly stationary towing operations). In such
a case, the pilot might desire to use an "attitude-referenced"
system. The HLH control laws have been set up so that an
attitude system of this type can be achieved by disabling
the velocity feedbacks.
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A track-store-decay box that has several important functions
is shown on the output of the velocity mode transfer switch
(Figure 13). These fu.nctions are controlled by two
switches on the pilot's mode select panel, illustrated in
Figure 10A. The pilot may elect to use as a velocity reference
any of the following:

o Auto - automatic switching from G/S to A/S

o A/S - airspeed reference at all speeds

v G/S - groundspeed reference at all speeds

TI) pilot h:is another switch which controls the manner in
which the previously selected velocity reference is used.
The velocity switch also has three modes of operation: n:

* NORMAL - where either of the three previously selected
velocity reference options may be utilized,
and the "track" function shown in the diagram
is in operation.

e OFF or - where no variable velocity signal passes, but
DISABLE the final value of velocity at shutdown is

"stored" to permit transient-free disengage-
ment of the velocity mode.

® DECAY - which permits the velocity feedback to slowly
decay to zero at a rate of .5 inches of
equivalent stick per second.

Information presented in Table 5 summarizes the overall air-
craft stability response for each control axis with any of
the above velocity references selected. Comparable control
responses with similar velocity references are given in
Table 6.

Longitudinal Stick Gradient - The HLH airframe and rotor
system combination has been designed to produce close to
neutral static stability without augmentation. This built-
in neutral stability results in a longitudinal stick gradient
that flattens rather than increases linearly with speed as
desired.
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"Basic" aircraft stick gradient requirements are illustrated
schematically by the heavy dashed line annotated with a
in Figure 15. This dashed curve represents the DCP control
in inches of equivalent cockpit stick which must be put in at
the rotor heads (and in the cockpit with SCAS off) to trim the
helicopter in level flight.

Changes in aircraft gross weight or cg move the basic
curve some slight amount, but this movement (and the absolute
magnitude of the basic stick requirement itself) is quite
small when compared with other DCP inputs available from the
AFCS at the rotor head. These additional inputs constitute
the velocity hold ' anO feedforward stick "pickoff"
gradients described below.

To understand how the final cockpit stick gradient is genera-
ted by the AFCS for the pilot, assume that a total travel of
3 inches of forward stick motion is desired, and will be
put in between hover and 200 knots in the cockpit. The
resultant travel reflects a positive stable gradient, producing
about 65 knots of speed for every inch of cockpit stick in-
put. This desired cockpit gradient is illustrated by the
heavy dark line on the schematic. Although the 65 knot
per inch gradient was found to be adequate in developmental
simulation work, the flight demonstration program indicated
need for a tighter gradient to optimize handling qualities.
This revised gradient reflected a slope increase of about
40 percent out to 100 knots, and 25 percent above that speed.

As seen on the schematic, the desired cockpit gradient is
further forward than the basic aircraft rotor head require-
ment to trim. Accordingly, aft equivalent stick must be
put in between the cockpit and rotor head (in an amount equal
to the difference between curves and ®), so that the
pilot will move the stick in a forward direction to achieve
the positive gradient he wants. For the purpose of this
explanation, it may be assumed that the basic aircraft
gradient is sufficiently small to be neglected in further
discussion.
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The aft stick that must be put in beneath the rotor to pro-
duce the desired increment between T and ) is made up of
two very steep SCAS gradie-nts. One of these is the strong
velocity hold feedback detailed earlier, which would put in
about 20 inches of aft stick (curve 0) at the head at 200
knots, if it could (giving a 10-knot-per-inch equivalent
stick gradient). Obviously, 20 inches of forward stick
(as illustrated by curve 45 ) cannot be made available in the
cockpit to "buck out" the velocity requirement.

If, however, the 3 inches of cockpit desired forward
stick are used against the 20 inches of aft velocity
requirement, 17 additional inches of forward input need be
provided at the rotor to achieve equilibrium. This additional
forward "stick" requirement 5 is generated by using a
fecdforward pickoff on the pilot's stick which puts in several
inches of equivalent rotor control for every inch put in by
the pilot. A stick pickoff multiplying circuit was devel-
oped along with a rate-limiting feature to accomplish the
feedforward task. It is annotated on the Figure 14 diagram
beneath the longitudinal stick gradient bcx.

Because of its inertia, the aircraft will not produce airspeed
changes as fast as the pilot can move the stick. A rate-
limiting function must therefore be incorporated into the
longitudinal control gradient which will allow the pilot's
amplified stick signal to entei the rotor system at about
the same rate that the counterbalancing velocity hold signal
can be generated by aircraft speed changes.

This rate limiting is achieved by passing the feedforward
s ick signal through a very high gain limiter (LM3), and then
integrating its output. The result is a ramped stick response
with time, which is virtually independent of stick amplitude
because of the sharp initial slope. A feedback path around
the limiter through the KMCP4 gain provides the steady state
multiplication or amplification necessary to stand off the
strong velocity gradient.

The two loops described above address only the static gradient
and do not produce an optimum short period helicopter attitude
response. A third "straight through" path with no rate limit
is provided to augment the direct linkage input for attitude
control. This path serves to stand off the pitch attitude
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associated input already discussed. O, a steady state basis,
the network just discussed will produce slightly more than
7 inches of equivalent AFCS input (per inch of cockpit
stick), to sum with the velocity hold signal. The output
of this network is low-pass filtered for smoothing to avoid
any stLick jerk tendlencies.

Por a I-inch forward control displacement in the cockpit,
the tircraft will speed up about 65 knots (or slightly less
due to the flight test optimized gradient), causing the
velocity feedback to generate a requirement for about(-)
7 inches of equivalent stick to sum with the (+) 7
inches from the feedforward path. No further AFCS input
qoes in through these paths unless the stick is again moved,
or the aircraft encounters an external disturbance such as
a gust.

Stability and Maneuverability

A fundamental SCAS design factor reiterated throughout the
report so far has been the deliberate separation of stability
and maneuverability functions for individual optimization.
Most of the loops are interdependent in some way, but have
been separately optimized to give the highest possible levels
of both stability and controllability without incurring major
compromises in either.

An illustrative example of the strong longitudinal stability
and high controllability exhibited by the augmented aircraft
is presented in the Figure 16 sketch. Maneuverability is
demonstrated by the cockpit longitudinal stick push and hold
step response (shown by the solid line). This 1/2-inch stick
step produces an 8-degree maximum pitch attitude transient and a
smooth airspeed buildup to 35 knots, typical of a pilot speed
change demand.

An external gust disturbance which upsets the rotors by an
equivalent amount (of control step), results in a mild 3-degree
pitch attitude variation and a 3-4-knot velocity change. The
difference in the two responses clearly shows that stability
can be maintained without compromising desired levels of
maneuverability.
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VELOCITY MODE 'rUANSF.ER SWITCH

Grounds;eed-to-Airspeed Blending - Velocity feedbacks for
stability are referenced to groundspeed for low speed opera-
tions, and to airspeed during forward flight. The presence
of headwinds or tailwinds creates a difference in the ref-
erence feedback siqnal, which could create transients on
switching. Options for velocity reference transfer are shown
in Figure 17 wherein airspeed-referenced control positions
are presented as a function of groundspeed for zero wind,
and for headwinds and tailwinds of 40 knots. Note that a con-
stant control position exists for all wind states at the same
airspeed.

The no wind curve on the figure also represents the ground-
speed referenced control for all wind states. When operating
with a 40 knot headwind, the control position follows the no-
wind or groundspeed reference to 5 knots (45 knots of
airspeed), and must then transition to the 40-knot headwind
curve. 'No options shown in Figure 17 are available to effect
switchover: (1) continuous transfer, and (2) instantaneous
switching. Both methods were exte.-nsively explored during
piloted nudge base flight simulation work conducted in late
1972.

Switching Options - The first velocity reference transfer
option, knowvn as the continuous blending scheme, (and
proposed in the original block diagram schematics), phased
from one reference to another over a discreet airspeed
range. The continuous blending approach was found to be
unsatisfactory for the following reasons:

"* The width of the phasing zone, wherein the velocity
feedback is a mixture of groundspeed and airspeed,
varies with wind strength and encompasses most of the
useful flight envelope. This results in longitudinal
trim control positions that vary with winds at constant

i rs;peed.

"* Performance is compromised, particularly at low speeds
where airspeed is not held constant while turning in
winds, resultiny in power and/or altitude fluctuations.
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* Pilot workload increased because of not having direct
control over the flight variables normally monitored,
such as torque, altitude, airspeed,and turn rate.

A revised instantaneous switching concept was developed in
which the difference between the two velocity feedback signals
is provided through the AFCS on switchover to eliminate
transients. This difference or bias signal (generated by the
velocity mode transfer switch) is proportional to the amount
the cockpit control is offset from its true airspeed or
groundspeed position. The bias is removed as shown in
Figure 17 upon force trimming, by slowly parallel-driving
the controls to their correct position (without disturbing
the aircraft by moving the rotor head controls).

Detailed operation of the velocity mode transfer switch is

Shown schematically in Figure 18 and is described in the
following summary. It should be noted tnat Figure 18 is a
blowup of the transfer switch detailed on the Figure 14
Functional Block Diagram. The switch is identical to one used
for similar switching in the lateral axis. Numbers and
letters shown on the blowup refer to signal paths or various
positions within the transfer switch.

Transfer Switch Operation - Suppose, for example, that the
groundspeed signal (1) is 10 knots and airspeed signal (2)
is 50 knots (i.e., a 40-knot headwind). Initially, the system
is a groundspeed reference as shown, and the velocity feed-
back (5) is also 10 knots. To switch to an airspeed system.
the following takes place in the order shown:

(A) Switch to airspeed

(B) Sum airspeed with previous velocity signal: -50 + 10
= -40 knots

(C) Reset the bias to the value at (B) = -40 knots

(D) Sum airspeed with (C) = 50 -40 = 10 knots
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[fence, the velocity feedback has remained at 10 knots creating
no transient. The feedback signal is now airspeed, and the
bias stored in the Reset/Store. (C) provides a signal to
make up the difference.

To eliminate this signal, the bias is fed into the CCDA
integral drive (3) which begins to reposition the primary
controls. The control motion, in turn, is fed back (4) and
subtracted from the bias at (E) until point (F) is approxi-
mately zero, indicating the bias has been removed. The
Reset/Store is then reset to zero and the velocity feedback
is now 50 knots. Since the bias eliminator signal reduces
the bias to zero at the same rate that the back-driven con-
trol is going into the DELS mix, no transient occurs.

Two options on the switching points were considered:

(A) Switch to an airspeed mode when airspeed was greater
than 40 knots and groundspeed greater than 10 knots.
Switch back to a groundspeed mode when groundspeed was
less than 10 knots.

(B) Switch to an airspeed mode when airspeed was greater
than 45 knots. Switch back to groundspeed mode when
airspeed was less than 40 knots. (This was the option
chosen).

No airspeed reference is available for either option below
40 knots. Figure 19 shows the acceleration and deceleration
characteristics for these two options in a 15-knot tailwind.
During the deceleration phase,the lack of a velocity reference
signal for Option A created an undesirable pitch attitude
increase. In addition, the stabilized rearward trim speed
was greater than the initial speed.

These undesirable characteristics were not obtained with
Option B logic, and it was selected for piloted flight
evaluations. Note that the acceleration characteristics are
not identical in these records due to system gain modifications
that occurred between run days.
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MODEL 347 HELICOPTER,
HYBRID COMPUTER DATA
15-KNOT TAILWIND

OPTION A (RUN 4t 10-9-72)

RELOCITY GROUNDS PEE D -AIRSPEED, -ONE -GROUNDSPEIED-------REV, tee

40:~~ G-Z.R-ý OUNOSPEED
VELOCITY 0:

-tSS =

PITCH 0
ATTITUDE

(DEGREES)

LONG. CONTROL 2
(INCHES) 0

OPTIONS (RUN 26I10-16-72)

VELOCITY AIRSPEED_ GROUNDSPEED-
REF. MODE

VELOCITY AIRSPED- OUNDSPEE

(FT/SEC) 0

PITCH •• •_ -

ATTIT U DE 0

LO N G .C O N T R O L I --
(INCHES) O

0 20 40 0o s0 1;0

TIME (SECONDS)

FIGURE ig. OPTIONS FOR INSTANTANEOUS GROUNDSPEED TO

AIRSPEED REFERENCE TRANSFER
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Figure 20 shows the bias elimination feature via parallel
drive of the cockpit control. An acceleration to a stabilized
speed above the switch point in a 30-knot headwind is followed
by a simulated force trim, which activates the bias elimination
feature.

Integral Backdrive Command - In understanding the parallel
backdriving of the cockpit stick for bias elimination, several
features should be mentioned. The first of these relates to
the fact that bias is removed only when the cockpit control is
in a trimmed condition with the stick in detent and mag brake
not depressed (see Logic L-39A in Appendix A). Any longi-
tudinal stick motion not associated with the backdriving
function will open the backdrive path and prevent further
parallel stick movement.

The backdrive bias elimination command passes through an
integral drive mechanization which smoothes the signal going
to the stick driver actuators, and continues to output a
driving signal until the input to the integrator is zero.
The integcal drive path shown in the upper left corner of
Figure 14 also has a synchronizing loop (controlled by
L-30A logic) wrapped around the integrator to stop the
backdrive command when the cyclic magnetic brake is depressed.
Similar integral parallel stick drives are used in all axes.

2.1.3.1.3 Low-Versus-High-Sensitivity Stick Gradient

One of the recommendations of the Task 1, Part l,concept
selection simulation studies was incorporation of low
sensitivity LCP control into the AFCS for the precision hover
and low speed maneuvering task. Sensitivities on the order
of about 5 fps per inch of stick were suggested. However,
for arm reach considerations in the cruise flight region,
much higher sensitivity DCP controls are required, with
typical gains varying up to 20 times the hover requirement.
The methodology for phasing from low sensitivity LCP to
high sensitivity DCP control was not addressed in the Task 1,
Part 1 results.
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Studies were performed to develop a longitudinal stick
gradient with a dual sensitivity range, which used either
LCP/DCP or DCP only at low speed to maintain compatibility
with the high speed control configuration. Figure 21 shows
a sketch of the proposed approach.

Piloted nudge base simulations were conducted wherein the
low speed sensitivity was varied from 5-20 fps per inch of stick
within a stick range about a hover reference varying in width
from 1/4 to 1 inch. Lagged DCP inputs were tested, along

with additions of up to +4 degrees of longitudinal cyclic
pitch. Satisfactory pilot ratings of the dual-range DCP
gradient were achieved (using the 5 fps/inch stick sensitivity
at low speed with +2 degrees of LCP).

Follow-on analysis showed that potential problems arose with
the mechanization when winds were present. Since basic air-
craft characteristics are airspeed dependent, trim controls
were required to maintain zero groundspeed in windy conditions.
This trim control requirement created a skewing effect on
the hover gradient, producing a variable sensitivity slope
with wind. Variation of aircraft cg had essentially the
same effect. Time constraints prohibited development of a
control law mechanization to overcome the deficiency.

The desired reduced hover sensitivity and LCP control is
provided to the load-controlling crewman by using a separate
controller for the precision hover/maneuver task. This LCCC
incorporates a non-linear optimal low sensitivity stick
gradient which will be detailed in the hover hold section.
The load crewman performs the precision hover task, and
the pilot controls the aircraft longitudinally through the
DCP/LCP gradients discussed in Section 4.1.3.1.2, for
normal low-speed maneuvers not requiring extreme precision.

In the flight demonstration program, Cooper-Harper rating
results indicate that the selected stick sensitivity solution
was satisfactory. Zero groundspeed trimming, however,
was not optimum from the pilot's station.
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LONGITUDINAL LOW-SPEED
STICK POSITION/ PRECISION

/ GRADIENT/
/ NORMAL~CE.UISE
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FIGURE21. LOW SPEED STICK SENSITIVITY BLENDING
APPROACH
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2.1.3.].4 Ground Operation of the AFCS

Microswitch circuitry is incorporated on the landing gear
oleo struts of the HLH (and Flight Research) aircraft to
change the operating status of the AFCS/SCAS for ground
operation. Ground contact logic implemented on the 347/ATC
test aircraft provided transient suppression switching to
d]isengage the vertical, lateral, and directional axes by
ramping the AFCS differential commands to zero upon qround
contact. The longitudinal axis maintained pitch attitude
and pitch rate stability on the ground, but the stick pickoff
command was switched to a ground reference value of zero and
the velocity command signal ramped to zero to provide a net
zero velocity command on the ground.

Aircraft control by the pilot on the ground is maintained in
each axis by only the direct path through DELS, with parallel
beep trim commands being processed through the AFCS. No other
backdrive commands are generated on the ground by the AFCS,
since synchronization of bank angle, heading, and altitude
signal paths is continuous.

Selectable modes such as automatic hover trim, hover hold,
and altitude hold are also disabled on the ground. The
velocity mode transfer switch bias error is set to zero when
ground contact is made to insure proper initialization of
the switch in the fly mode, and the backdrive path from the
switch is disconnected. A summary of ground contact logic
operations performed by the AFCS follows.

GROUND CONTACT - 347/ATC Program

LONGITUDINAL AXIS - Retain stability augmentation for pitch
attitude and pitch rate.

(1) Set stick pickoff command to ground reference value
of zero.

(2) Set decay velocity command path to zero.

(3) Reset velocity mode transfer switch bias error value
to zero and eliminate velocity mode transfer switch.

(4) Disable automatic hover trim mode.
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VERTICAL AXIS

(1) Switch off differential command.

Disable altitude hold mode and synchronize altitude
reference (L-6).

LATERAL AXIS

(I) Ramp lateral differential command signal to zero.

(2) Reset velocity mode transfer switch bias error value
to zero and eliminate velocity mode transfer switch
backdrive path.

(3) Synchronize bank angle reference (L-3).

(4) Disable automatic hover trim mode.

DIRECTIONAL AXIS

(1) Ramp directional differential command signal to zero.

(2) Synchronize heading reference (L-5).

The hover hold mode and LCC control paths are disabled in
all axes through L-11 and L-20 logic.

2.1.3.1.5 DELS Interfacing for the AFCS ("Frequency Splitter")

All differential SCAS (and AFCS) outputs pass through frequency
selective networks in the DELS interface which split the signal
into trim and dynamic compensation paths as shown in Figure
22. Each control axis has its own frequency splitter.

The trim path includes a high-authority, rate-limited
signal which provides long-term correction of alow-frequency
nature, such as directional pedal offset with airspeed. High-
frequency compensation requirements such as pitch rate damping
are provided by passing the signal through both authority
limiters (with the lower authority dominating)
prior to sending it on to the rotors. Cross signaling from
the static path continually recenters the dynamic path.
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The frequency splitter network reduces smoothly to zero after
AFCS disengagement-switch closure. This means that cockpit
control sensitivity, power, and margins are unaffected by
AFCS hardover conditions. Authorities and signal conditioning
were selected to keep short-term-impulse type disturbances
after hardover, as well as long-term trim changes, within
safe levels. Thus, the AFCS can experience a hardover without
impairing flight safety.

The table below summarizes all limiter sett4-qs for the
interface frequency splitters in each -f Lhc .:our AFCS axes.

ALl AL2
HIGH LOWXT

AXIS FREQUENCY LIMIT FREQUENCY LIMIT RATE LIMIT

Longitudinal +1.0 inch +4.0, -2.5 inch .5 in/sec

Lateral +0.75 inch +1.5 inch .4 in/sec

Directional +0.6 inch +1.5 inch .2 in/sec

Vertical +1.0 inch

4.1.3.2 LATERAL SCAS SYNTHESIS

The lateral SCAS axis is depicted in the top half of the
Figure 23 functional block diagram. The layout of this diagram
is similar to the one described earlier for the longitudinal
axis, wherein the SCAS loops are detailed along with all
selectable mode features except for automatic approach to
hover.

Stability feedback paraiteters are shown on the right side
of the diagram, with DELS interfacing including differential
AFCS outputs and feedforw±rd inputs annotated along the top.
CCDA drives, "beep" trim, and LCCC inputs are arrayed down
the left side of the figuie. All control law network paths
shown within the sectioned box enclosure represent calcula-t-
tions or switching performed within the triplex computer/
IOP complex on the aircraft.
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As indicated previously in Table 4, stability and control
functions of the lateral SCAS change as the aircraft transi-
tions from low- to high-speod flight. In hover and at low
speed, the basic SCAS provides "hands off" lateral ground-
speed hold capability. Angular rate damping and attitude
loops are included along with a lateral ground speed path
to achieve the desired stability levels.

To maneuver the aircraft, the pilot commands sideward trans-
lation (i.e., lateral groundspeed) throuqh the cyclic stick,
with the resultant velocity being directly proportional to
stick deflection. Velocity commands are processed through a
high gain rate limited-feed forward stick pickoff path, which
acts in conjunction with a "quickeninq" function to shape
the response.

Above 45 knots airspeed, bank angle is the stability parameter
being held, Lat3ral stick deflections conmand bank angle up
to 5 degrees of roll attitude, and govern roll rate above that
point. The region of bank angle commanded around wings level
permits fine adjustment of the flight path through a limited
roll attitude stick gradient called the "security blanket".
This control feature will automatically roll the aircraft out
when the pilot releases the stick (providing that a stick
force retrim has not been executed through application of the
"mag" brake).

In normal turn entries where bank angles exceed 5 degrees,
roll rate is stopped by moving the stick toward neutral
as the desired bank angle is approached. When the roll rate
is zeroed, force retrimming of the stick will cause the air-
craft to stabilize at the new roll attitude. Signals cross-
fed between the -oll and yaw SCAS axes ensure coordinated
turn maneuvers.

Small incremental changes in low-speed velocity and high-
speed bank angle can be made by the pilot through use of
beep trim. Actuation of the trim button on top of the
stick causes a parallel stick driving motion when the aircraft
is flown at low speed. Parallel drive is also utilized in
the cruise flight regime when bank angles are 5 degrees or
less. Trim conrnand signals are applied differentially abovp
the 5-degree "limited" gradient.
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Described below are the inner and outer loop stability and
control mechanizations utilized in the lateral SCAS axis.

2.1.3.2.1 Inner Loop Lateral SCAS Stabilization and Control

ROLL DAMPING - The stabilization loop depicted at the top of
Figure 23 constitutes the primary roll-damping path within
the lateral SCAS. This network transmits airframe roll rate
through a gain factor and low-pass filter which eliminates
unwanted high frequency signal components generated by air-
frame vibration. After filter passage, the damping signal is
summed with a shaped lateral feedforward "quickener" input, and
with a pedal pickoff compensation term from the SCAS yaw axis.

Yaw axis compensation corrects for airframe roll rates genera-
ted by directional control inputs in low-speed flight.
The forward and aft rotor pylons are not the same are
height; therefore, a rolling moment is produced when dif-'--
ferential lateral thrust vector tilt is applied to yaw the
aircraft. Rolling moments are in the opposite direction to
the pedal input (i.e., right directional control rolls the
aircraft to the left). The sign of the compensation signal
is adjusted accordingly.

The output of the damping loop summer is low-pass filtered,
as described earlier, to remove the effects of sensor and
computer noise spikes. The entire differential path output
is then authority limited prior to DELS interfacing to mini-
mize transients in the event of hardover failures.

CONTROL QUICKENING - Inner loop control augmentation is pro-
vided by the control response "quickening" loop shown in
the top center of Figure 23. This feedforward signal is
taken from the cockpit stick and augments the direct DELS
path control input to the rotors. The signal passes through
a frequency selective network which provides both a low-pass
filter for control smoothing, and a high-pass transfer
function (washout) to preclude signal saturation due to
stick offset.

Through the L-2 logic switching network, control response
quickening is removed when flying with coupled flightpath
control modes such as automatic approach to hover.
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2.1.3.2.2 Outer Loop Lateral SCAS Stabilization and Contro]

ROLL ATTITUDE STABILIZATION - In high-speed flight, lateral
stability is maintained by the roll attitude stabilization
loop. The high-speed path goes directly across the drawing
to the left through the LL3 authority limiter. After being
converted to inches of equivalent stick (KLAD gain), the
attitude signal passes through a roll synchronizer, which
permits the pilot to stabilize roll angle at any desired bank
attitude. The synchronizer loop is represented on the diagram
with an open L-3 switch and by an integrator annotated with gain
KLSNI.

Synchronizer Operation - The operating principles of a typical
AFCS synchronizer are shown in the Figure 24 sketch. In this
illustration, an "analog" analogy is used to aid in visualiz-
ing signal flow and integrator function within the synchroni-
zation network. The digital computer mechanization of this
device on the aircraft differs slightly from the analogy
shown, but the net operating principles are the same.

In its simplest form, the synchronizer either passes the
incoming signal along the lower path while stabilizing, or
feeds back this signal to eliminate output while operating
in the synchronizing (sync) mode. When switching from an a
synchronize to a stabilize mode, the last value of the input
signal into the integrator IC is held so that roll attitude
stabilization is resumed about the new angle. The integrator
initial condition (IC) path is used to either hold or pass
directly (without integration) signals presented the
integrator.

During stabilized operation, an additional signal (such as a
beep trim command) can be passed through the integrator.
This signal is rapidly "integrated up" to sum with the incom-
ing attitude input, thereby rereferencing the output of the
synchronizer.

In high-speed level flight, the roll synchronizer passes
attitude stabilization signals which are usually very small
unless the aircraft is disturbed by a gust. When the pilot
initiates a turn maneuver, the stick is moved laterally out
of detent, and the L-3 switch closes to rapidly reduce
roll attitude feedback to zero (so as not to "fight" the
turn entry).
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(i\ FEEDBACK SIGNAL GOES INTO
INTEGRATOR IC AND IS PASSED
DIRECTLY (TRACKED) WHEN L3
SWITCH IS CLOSED

"i) WITH L3 OPEN, LAST VALUE
L3 LOGIC SWITCHING INTO IC IS HELD (STORED)

0-

INTEVRATOR

INPUT ATTITUDE

IA REFERENCE SIGNAL

DIFFERENTIAL ROLL ATTITUDE
SEEP TRIM SIGNALS ARE"INTEGRATED UP" TO PRODUCE
NEWTRIfM REFERENCE WHEN
SYNCHRONIZER IS STABILIZING

OUTPUT
INTO DIFFERENTIAL NOTE: SYNCHRONIZER SHOWN IN "STABILIZE" MODE

PATH WITH ATTITUDE SIGNAL BEING PASSED DIRECTLY

FIGURE 24.SCHEMATIC OF TYPICAL SYNCHRONIZER OPERATION

(ANALOG ANALOGY) - ROLL ATTITUDE
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The detent is characterized by a small increment of stick
motion established on either side of the zero force position
of the stick. This zero force stick position is set by the
pilot through use of the magnetic brake button which unlocks
the magnetic brake force-feel capsule from its reference
position. When the button is released, a new force reference
is established.

In addition to passing through the LL3 limiter, roll attitude
synchronizer outputs also are processed through the integral
stick drive CCDA path shown on Figure 23. Sync outputs are
transmitted through this loop (which starts with the KSAD gain
factor) primarily to keep the synchronizer output as close to
zero as possible while maintaining the steady state roll
attitude reference. A characteristic of the integral path
is to remove inherent lateral stick offset with speed which
ensures the correct lateral stick to swashplate trim
relationship.

Low-Speed Attitude Stabilization - Above the high-speed roll
attitude loop on Figure 23 is a similar path for low-speed
operation. This attitude feedback network adds low-speed
velocity damping for the inertial velocity path described
below.

The roll attitude signal is processed through a high-pass
filter which provides short-term stabilization while accommo-
dating steady roll attitude requirements associated with wind
changes.

LOW-SPEED VELOCITY STABILIZATION - As introduced earlier,
ground speeds generated by the Inertial Measuring Unit (and
transformed within the computers to the proper reference
axis) are used for velocity stabilization in the low-speed
range of the flight envelope. The YE and Y ' lateral ground-
speed feedback signals lie in the plane of fhe earth's surface,
and serve the same function as similar velocities already
described for the longitudinal axis.
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Switching between velocity stabilization at low speed, and
bank angle hold (including coordinated turn capability) at
high speed, is accomplished with a velocity mode transfer
switch which operites very much like the one already described
for the longitudinal, axis. A discussion of this crossover
switching operation follows.

Lateral/Directional Control Crossover - The instantaneous
reference blending scheme adopted for the longitudinal SCAS
axis was applied to the lateral/directional SCAS using the
same switchover logic methodology. When airspeed is greater
than 45 knots, an airspeed mode (coordinated turn/bank angle
hold) is utilized. On decreasing airspeed to below 40 knots,
the system reverts to a groundspeed/lateral velocity type of
operation.

The bias signal generated on switchover represents the dif-
ference between the lateral velocity feedback and roll
attitude signals. Aircraft maneuvers created on going
through transition are mild, and very similar to those that
would he experienced in present helicopters without lateral
groundspeed systems. Typical transition time histories
taken during hybrid simulation studies are presented in
Figures 25 and 26.

Both of these figures represent longitudinal accelerations
and decelerations initiated with the aircraft in sideward
flight of 40- to 50-fps lateral velocity. In Figure 25, the
lateral stick is force trimmed (or in detent) during transi-
tion, while in Figuie 26 it is left out of detent. Bias
elimination through parallel drive is observed in Figure 26.

in Figure 26,on the left side of the velocity mode transfer
switch module, are shown the backdrive integral command, and
feedforward paths associated with lateral aý'is bias elimina-
tion. The integral backdrive path has a multiple gain network
which increases the input to the CCDA integrator at airspeeds
above 45 knots. As in the case of the longitudinal feed-
fov.;ard signal into the transfer switch, a lateral synchronizer
is installed (KLSN2/S) to keep the path zeroed except during
actual backdriving operations.
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Durinig nudge base flight simulations conducted at Vertol to
optimize lateral/directional crossover control law mechaniza-
tions, accelerating and decelerating transitions in headwinds
and sidewinds were evaluated. Numerous maneuvers in the
transition area of 40 knots +10 were accomplished with the
following results:

"• The switching concept from groundspeed to airspeed
produced no objectionable transients.

"* Stick retrim for bias elimination was satisfactory.

CONTROL AUGMENTATION - Two paths are provided within the
lateral SCAS for outer loop control augmentation. These
include a lateral stick gradient circuit used in low-speed
flight, and a limited roll attitute stick gradient feature
for high-speed precision maneuvering. The low-speed stick
gradient is shown in the right center of Figure 235 and the
limited roll attitude gradient is directly below the high-speed
roll attitude loop on the same diagram. Both augmentation
networks are discussed briefly below.

Low-Speed Lateral Stick Gradient - The feedforward stick
gradient loops included for low speed flight are mechanized
in a mariner similar to those already described for the longi-
tudinal SCAS. A rate limit and multiplying circuit are
included followed by a low-pass filter. This network operates
against the strong low-speed velocity hold feedbacks to pro-
vide command lateral groundspeed. As shown on the diagram,
the feedforward stick gradient input is summed with the
stabilizing velocity signal just prior to entry into the
velocity mode switch. The sensitivity is approximately 35
knots per inch of lateral control,

Beneath the first order low-pass filter in the gradient net-
work is a cross-feed path passing through a synchronizer
controlled by an L-45 switch. This path is a component ele-
ment of the feedforward portion of the bias elimination
feature of the lateral velocity mode switch. The synchro-
nizer prevents transients associated with groundspeed/
airspeed transfer, and permits the augmented feedforward
stick signal to pass at low sp-ed only.
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Hijh-Speed Limited Roll Attitude Stick Gradient - To facili-
tate fine adjustment of the flight path in the cruise envelope
region, a limited stick gradient is provided out to 50 of roll
angle with up to +.5 inches of lateral stick. This control
feature also prov ides a backup for IFR disorientation recovery
in that if the stick I:; released, the aircraft rolls out of
the maneuver to a wings-level. at-.tatude.

The gradient is generated by passing roll attitucec. '(I,11ack
through a gain and limiter (LL' on Figure 23) which re:r;tr cts
feedback corrective control inputs in excess of 5 degrees.
The limiter output forms a bias signal which must be "z.tood
off" with opposite control in the cockpit, thereby generating
a bank angle gradient with stick deflection. Note that the
limiter is slightly asslamnetrical (i.e., (-).5 inches and
(+)).675 inches) to account for trim requirements associated

with forward rotor delta-three hinging.

The limiter output passes through the velocity mode switch
(and into the differential AFCS path). The output also goes
to a summer where the attitude signal is compared with the
cockpit stick commands to provide 'n error signal for input
to the L-3 logic switching network. When the error is small,
the stick is near its position for trimmed flight. An L-43
controlled synchronizer prevents calculation of the error
signal unless the pilot deliberately maneuvers the aircraft.
The intent of the synchronizer is to prevent gust-generated
attitude errors from inadvertently unlatching roll stabiliza-
tion. Use of the limited gradient is illustrated on thie
following examples.

Control Inputs 0.5 inches -- When the pilot introduc s a
lateral stick step of .5 inches, the aircraft will begin to
roll due to the direct path DELS input at the swashplate, and
the response quiclner input. At the summer described above,
the .5 inches of stick fed into the AFCS will appear ais an
error of .5 inchtes (before roll angle starts to build up).
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As roll ingIe incrveases from its initial value, the output of

the LL5 limiter passing through the velocity mode switch will

start to put in correcti.vc control through the differential

path, which builds until an equivalent of 5 degrees of bank is
reached. At this time the control mix sees no net control
input at the rotor (i.e., cockpit control = differential AFCS

output), and further rolling motion stops. Th.: summer errcz
is also zero.

All conditions for (L-3) stabilization at the new commanded
bank angle are m-.t, except for the fact that the stick is
out of detent. Stabilization is achieved by 'mag" braking,
which places the stick within the detent again.

During early control. system synthesis work, including piloted
simulations, the limited lateral gradient was extended out to
10 degrees of bank angle. Flight test results, however,
indicated need for a tighter return to trim characteristic,
and this improvement was achieved by doubling the attitude
gain into the LL5 limiter (which halved the maximum bank
angle within the limited gradient).

Larger Control Inputs - Figure 27 illustrates a typical
rolling maneuver response where the aircraft is either returned
to wings level by releasing the stick, or is stabilized at a
fixed bank angle to reduce pilot workload while turning. Data
shown in the plot was generated from developmental simulation
results.

A stick step of several seconds duration is put in by the
pilot to initiate the maneuver. If the pilot wishes to roll
out of the turn without stabilizing bank angle, he releases
the F2tick and it returns to the neutral force point. Return
of the stick to the limited roll attitude gradient range causes
a corrective control to be put in by the AFCS which rolls the
aircraft to wings level (security blanket effect). Should
the pilot desire to stabilize bank angle during the turn
entry, he merely returns the stick toward neutral and force
trims (with the may brake) when roll rate falls to zero.
(Note that roll rate will be zero when the stick is at the
edge of the roll attitude limiter).
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FIGURE 27. FORWARD FLIGHT-LATERAL DIRECTIONAL SCAS
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Lateral Stick Trim Compensation - Shown at the bottom of
Figure 23 is a feedback path which produces a differential
signal to corroct for inherent lateral stick trim offset wito
airspeed. hI s loop helps keep the stick position in the
cockpit zeroed when the aircraft is trimmed in level. flight.
The proper s;igns for the airspeed trim gain schedule (FLTR)
correction used in the 347 Flight Research Vehicle are shown
in Figure 23. The IILII aircraft will use a similar correction
path but with opposi.t, sign because of the different rotor
rotat onal direction.

VELOCITY REFERE'NCE SELECTION - As described earlier for the
longitudinal SCAS, the lateral axis can be manually programmed
through the mode .elect panel to provide either groundspeed
or airspeed reference at any flight velocity. By selecting
"airspeed" reference in the low-speed region, the lateral
stability parameter becomes bank Fingle hold as shown in
Table 0. Rpisponse to step control inputs in this area of
the envelope is bank angle up .o 5 degrees of roll attitude,
and roll rate above this point. Table 7 surmmarizes control
response information for manual velocity selection.

Use of groundspeed reference for high-speed flight causes
the aircraft to hold lateral groundspeed for stability.
Step control inputs also produce groundspeed responses.

2.1.3.3 Directional SCAS Synthesis

Directional SCAS control law mechanizations are sAummarized
in the Figure .8 functional block diagram. Layout of the
chart is similar to that of the two SCAS axes already described,
with stability feedbacks on the right, DELS interfacing at
the top, and LCC, beep trim, and CCDA backdrive command paths
on the left.

Tables 4 and 5 in Section 2.1.2 describe both the low- and high-
speed functional characteristics of the helicopter with the
directional SCAS engaged. in low-speed flight, aircraft
heading is the stability parameter held, while heading rate
is commanded by step control inputs. Above 45 knots airspeed,
heading is held (for zero turn command) and sideslip stability
is provided. Sideslip is also the parameter commanded when
step inputs are introduced with the pedals.
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Several of the stability loops utilized in the directional
SCAS are similar to those incorporated on current (or
developmental derivatives of) production tandem helicopters
such as the CII-47C. These stability networks include yaw
rate damping, turn coordination through roll rate crossfeed,
stable sideslip gradient, and heading hold features. A
low-speed pedal pickoff "quickener" of the type used on the
347 is also included in the HLH Flight Research Vehicle AFCS
mechanization.

As in the case of the longitudinal and lateral axes, the
directional SCAS also provides fine tuning control capability
throuqh use of beep trim. m.

A trim button (coolie hat) located on the collective stick
in the cockpit activates this control system feature. Below
45 knots airspeed, beeping is accomplished through the dif-
ferential path to modify aircraft heading. Trim control
commands pass directly into the heading synchronizer to
rerefer(,nce its output (in a manner similar to that used in
the lat al axis). At high speed, parallel pedal beep trim
is utilized, and the parameter varied is sideslip angle.

Details of inner and outer loop control law mechanization
for the directional SCAS are presented next.

2.1.3.3.1 Inner Loop Directional SCAS Stabilization and
Control

YAW DAMPING - Illustrated in the top right hand corner of
Figure 28 arc the high- and low-speed damping paths utilized
in the directional SCAS. The low-speed loop is shown nearest
the diagram top, with L-4 switching incorporated to transfer
airframe yaw rate feedback (in a transient-free manner) from
one path to another at 45 knots. Switching between loops is
accomplished at a single airspeed, and does not depend upon
whether the aircraft is speeding up or slowing down as in the
case of the SCAS axes already covered.
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The single output of the damping network goes through a low-
pass filter prior to authority limiting and DELS frequency
splitter interfacing. The first order filter removes the
effects of airframe vibration from the damping signal, and
also compensates for the small computer/sensor noise spikes
described earlier. In analytical and simulation modeling of
the damping loops, the filter was originally placed adjacent to
the input gain, but was later moved to accommodate all of the
differential outputs for improved AFCS performance.

The frequency selective directional SCAS/DELS interface is
similar to the one described earlier for the longitudinal
axis, and a description of its operation (and authority
limitations) appears at the end of Section 4.1.3.1.5.

As shown in the block diagram, a washout filter is incorporated
in the high-speed damping path to preclude yaw rate signal
saturation in steady coordinated turns. This high pass filter
is eliminated at low speed to ensure a linear yaw rate pedal
gradient. Leaving in the washout at low speed would cause
the filter to act as a differentiator, which would produce
acceleration like feedbacks, and unwanted aircraft responses.

CONTROL RESPONSE QUICKENING - Summed with the low-speed damp-
ing signal is a feedforward pedal pickoff "quickener" input.
The quickening consists of processing directional pedal
position through a low-pass filter to augment the steady yaw
rate, rise time, and amplitude produced by the direct path
control input. When used in conjunction with the damping
loop described above, the quickener produces linear fi st
order yaw rate responses (to pedal step inputs). The feed-
forward signal, by standing off the feedback -'7' rate, allows
higher steady rates to be developed without increasing
authority.

2.1.3.3.2 Outer Loop Directional SCAS Stabilization and
Control

DIRECTIONAL STABILITY, STABLE PEDAL GRADIENT - Static direc-
tional stability incorporated into the basic 347 Flight
Research Vehicle and HLH prototype airframes is very close to
neutral without AFCS augmentation. The 347 exhibits low
leve.s of positive stability, and the HLH is slightly negative
at angles of attack in the cruise region of the flight
envelope. As a result of low inherent stability, which is
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a useful feature for gust rejection, very flat cockpit pedal
gradients with sideslip angle are generated by the basic
aircraft.

To improve this situation for the pilot, augmentation is
provided in the form of a pedal gradient network that
utilizes measured airframe sideslip information. The side-
slip feedback is generated by a set of pressure ports located
in the nost, of the helicopter, which produce a differential
pressure proportional to sideslip angle. The sideslip signal
is passed through a variable gain network and low-pass filter
to produce the required stability feedback.

Variable sideslip gain is developed in two sections. As shown
in Figure 28, the first of these (FNSSl) modulates sideslip
sensitivity as a function of airspeed, resulting in constant
gain as a function of sideward velocity. Gain is reduced to
zero in the low-speed region to preclude introduction of any
rotor-induced downwash components into the static ports which
become pronounced as the aircraft slows down.

The second section of the sideslip network programs gain as
a function of sideslip angle, with a higher gain (and
stability) in the region close to zero sideslip. This
feature allows sideslip feedback over a wide range of angles

%without requiring excessive control authority.

In addition to the low-speed induced velocity effects just
mentioned, the rotor also produces a series of periodic
pressure pulses which enter the sideslip ports each time a
blade passes in front of the aircraft. These high frequency
pressure pulses are removed from the sideslip signal by the
low-pass filter shown on the diagram.

When the aircraft is trimmed at any sideslip angle (other than
zero) the SCAS augmentation feedback puts a corrective pedal
movement directly into the rotor through the differential path.
If the pilot did nothing, the resulting control moment would
return the helicopter to straight flight. Instead, the pilot
applies pedal in the direction he wishes to hold the aircraft
nose for trim, which is equal and opposite to the differential
SCAS increment. The resulting relationship between cockpit
pedal and sideslip is the desired stable gradient, requiring
progressively more pedal to hold the aircraft in trim as
sideslip angle builds up.
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COURSE PEDAL TRIM COMPENSATION - As airspeed is increased
from hover, right pedal is required to trim the basic
unaugmente&I aircraft at zero sidleslip. This offset results
from induced swirl effects imparted into the slipstream by
rotor rotation. The twisting downwash applies side force to
both iotor pylons and to the fuselage which must be compensated
for by application of differential lateral thrust tilt
(pedal input).

An airspeed scheduled feedback path is incorporated into the
directional SCAS to compensate for the zero sideslip pedal
requiroment. By putting in a rough approximation of the
diff-rential lateral cyclic required to trim the aircraft
(throuqh the differential path), the pedal position in the
cockpit is maintained at close to zero throughout the trim-
speed range of the helicopter. When this feature is mechani-
zed in the HLH AFCS, opposite signs must be used for the
feedback to account for the change in direction of rotor
rotation.

HEADING HOLD - Heading hold capabilities are incorporated into
the directional SCAS through the path shown in the lower right
hand side of Figure 28. The network includes only the
straight-through loops utilizing the KNHD gain, and KNSNI/S
synchronizer discussed earlier. The remainder of the heading
hold mechanization is associated with load stabilization
features which will be discussed later.

At low speed, heading is held whenever the aircraft is being
maneuvered sideward with the lateral stick. To make a pedal
turn, heading hold iz unlocked through the L-5 logic and is
synchronized until the pedals are returned to the detent
indicating the pilot's desire to stop the turn.

In forward flight, heading is unlocked for turns commanded
with the lateral stick, or when sideslipped trim flight
conditions are being set up. At other times, the heading
synchronizer is maintained in a stabilized mode and aircraft
heading is held unless the pilot applies beep trim to
adjust the flight condition slightly. A typical turn entry
is shown in Figure 29, where heading synchronizer operation
is illustrated in the responses shown at the bottom of
the sketch.
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TURN ENTRY COORDINATION - Entry into sitabilized turns in for-
ward fliqht is facilitated by a directional SCAS loop which
utilizes aircraft roll rate feedback to provide coordination.
This loop effectively prevents the yaw rate damping path from
"fighting" the desired heading change at the start of a turn.
The coordination path passes roll rate through an airspeod
modulated gain and low-pass filter as shown in Figure 28.

The filter has been adjusted to minimize the effects of lat-
eral acceleration during turn entry, permitting lateral stick-
only turns to be accomplished with a centered turn and slip
ball indication.

2.1.3.4 Altitude Hold Synthesis

Although the altitude hold function in the vertical SCAS may
be considered as a selectable mode, it is discussed in the
accompanying SCAS writeup because in the final AFCS config-
uration vertical SCAS operation is possible only when
altitude hold (or hover hold) is selected. With either
barometric or radar reference enabled, the altitude hold mode
should provide altitude hold capabilities within the following
tolerances:

e Barometric Mode - +10 feet of established altitude
level flight

+30 feet of entry altitude in turns to 30-degree bank

* Radar Mode - !10 percent or ±5 feet of established
altitude, whichever is greater, in the hover regime.

The functional block diagram presented in Figure 30 summarizes
the control law package developed for the vertical AFCS.
Illustrated along with the basic SCAS are altitude hold, load
stabilization, and hover hold selectable mode features. As
shown in the figure, the vertical AFCS provides feedback
stability augmentation through a differential path interfaced
with the DELS, and both integral and proportional CCDA
commands for backdriving the cockpit collective stick. The
AFCS accepts LCCC inputs in conjunction with hover hold
operations which will be covered in the next report section.
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The original vertical SCAS mechanization is relatively simple
when compared with other axes. Only one feedback parameter
was utilized (airframe vertical acceleration); and no feed-
forward augmentation or beep trim features were incorporated.
Acceleration feedbacks provide short term vertical velocity
damping. Flight test results indicate that this type of
damping was desirable only when either the altitude hold or
hover hold mode was engaged, i.e., continuous use of airframe

acceleration feedbach was not required; hence, there is no
vertical SCAS per se.

This section of the report describes combined operation of
the vertical SCAS and altitude hold mode. When altitude hold
is selected, the aircraft is automatically maintained att a
constant height above a selected datum through use of radar,
or barometric altitude feedback information. With this dual
altitude reference system, barometric pressure altitude is
used primarily in the cruise region of the flight envelope,
and radar data when the helicopter is maneuvering near the
ground (generally below 200 feet). Switching between radar
and "baro" altitude reference is normally accomplished auto-
matically, but the pilot also has a manual selection
capability.

The vertical velocity damping network is utilized with both
types of altitude reference. An additional feedback (vertical
rate of climb generated by sensor differentiation of the
radar altitude signal) is employed for stability augmentation
when the radar mode is engaged. Backdriving of the collective
stick maintains the correct cockpit-to-swashplate control
relationship, with both integral and proportional drives
employed while operating on baro reference. In the radar
mode, only integral drive signals are passed to the CCDA
actuators.

Of the four axes, the vertical AFCS underwent perhaps the
greatest developmental change from its initial Task 1, Part .,

conceptual mechanization, to the final flight validated
system. Significant modifications of the original control
laws w-fre necessitated by unanticipated CCDA collective
actuaLor, and radar altitude sensor perfori:nce characteristics.
In the writeup which follows, the improved control laws are
reviewed, along with detailed discussion of each inner and
outer stability and control loop.
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2.1.Kl. L •I•r ,,id Outer Loop Vertical Stabilization and
Cent ru - , tlh Al. L ituoe hold Engaged

VERT[ICAL "'!Vr,OCiPY F'DAMPING - The vertical damping loop shom
at t, K op, op ()1- -re30 passes airframre vertical acceleration

jnr thiroi,, frequency selective (lag/washout) network
into Ll, L ,t.i re,•.al AFCS/DELS interface. This path is
tctivk on1 y 11.YivŽW ,ititude hold using b.iromctric reference
i tforlir-,ti.r , so e cte"d.

The I,,-po] I it , (T/-3) annotated on #:he diagram attenuates
u nwantu ac-oe lerome ter signal ccmponcnts caused by aircraft
vibL ýt 'on. It aIcts essentially as a; short term "integrator"
of the• icc.lertion signal (as shown in the frequency response
sket-,e at the -.u of Figure 31), approximately a velocity-
Lype Feedback for stabi] itty eiihancement at high frequency.
"The ,- 'oillpait'in, high-pass filter (TZ2) is incorporated to
rlilil-Ite sLitic sig;al drift and zeru fi:quency acceleration
compoiv•its of th(! tyoe generated in steady turning maneuvers,
etc. A second low-pass filter (TZ7) is inserted in the
di ffer-•.;tial output path of the vertical axis to remove
comput,2r/sensor noise spikes, as described earlier.

Radai ',t- informaýtion ir used to complement the acceleration-
JerLvu,.i v(:rticzi damping feedback when radar altitude hold is
engaqed. In this mode of operation, acceleration signals
follow i different, path than the one described above for the
baro r Aierence. As seen in Figure 30, acceleromE.ter feedbacks
pass Lhrough .-i 20-.3econd-bigh pass filter (TZl0) and 5-second
first order lag (TZ14).

This ws",sout/1ow ptss filt, r network is si- iiiar to the shaping
used in th• Li(ro rood, , with different time constants and gains
s,elect-d Lao fcilitate blending the acce3eration signal with
the radar vertical rate feedback. Combining the two signals
is achju-,,nie wit.h a complementary filter mechanization which
produc . single,, smoothed, constant gain output of the
type shown at the bott-om of Figure 32. The advantage of using
c'mplltmcnt,)ry tilteri-ng lies in the fact that the best freq-
uency r•cniqe of both constituent signals ( A and B ) can be
util ized to produc,! the desired output ( C

"I
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When the control laws were irst formulated for the vertical.
axis, it was anticipated that vertical damping (through
acceleration feedback) would be a full-time SCAS function.
This mechanization was retained as a viable augmentation
candidate through piloted simulation evaluations at .lorthrop.

With the start of SCAS testing on the flight research vehicle,
however, problems were identified. The resultant response
characteristics reflected a miscoordination between the dif-
ferential feedback path and the pilot's collective input while
maneuvering, due to the acceleration washout characteristics.
The problem was solved by eliminating acceleration as la con-
tinuous feedback, except when altitude hold or hover hold was
engaged along ,.jith the stick backdriving loops. Basic air-
craft vertical velocity damping levels were judged high
enough to provide good vertical control.

ALTITUDE HOLD - As indicated earlier, either radar or baro-
metric altitude information is used as a stability feedback
with altitude hold engaged. The two altitude loops are shown
entering the AFCS in the bottom right hand corner of Figure
30. L-7 logic switching determines which type of altitude
data 1s processed through the differential and parallel

output control paths of the vertical axis. Mechanization of
the L-7 logic matrix is illustrated in Figure 32.

This logic diagram indicates that when the pilot selects
automatic altitude hold operation, radar altitude is the

reference below 200 feet. Once engaged, the radar mode stays
latched until the aircraft exceeds 220 feet above the ground.
At this point, the altitude hold reference automatically
reverts to the barometric feedback. Manual selection of radar
reference is possible up to a maximum altitude of 250 feet,
but baro reference can be utilized at any altitude.

When the pilot selects altitude hold, L-6 logic engages the
vertical damping and altitude loqps as shown in Figure 30.
(Details of the L-6 logic switching network are presented in
Appendix A). If the pilot wishes to re-reference altitude for
any reason, he first unlocks the magnetic brake to permit
collective stick motion. A "mag" brake discreet signal is
generated which changes the state of all L-6 logic controlled
switches, thereby disengaging altitude hold until such time
as the brake button is released to relock the collective
stick. Collective stick moveinent produces an aircraft
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vertical rate which the pilot stops as he approaches the
desired altitude by readjusting stick position.

Both altitude signals are low-pass filtered initially to
eliminate sensor noise. The radar signal must also undergo
a coordinate transformation to achieve the proper axis orien-
tation (perpendicular to the earth surface plane), and
reference with respect to the aircraft cg location. After
passing through the L-7 switch, the selected altitude refer-
ence signal enters a synchronizer, which is incorporated to
eliminate altitude hold mode engagement transients. The
altitude signal continues on into both the high frequency
differential output path, and the lower frequency collective
backdrive network.

The L-7A switch shown in the differential path directs the
radar reference signal through a lead-lag filter (TZ8/TZ9),
and the baro reference feedback through a similar lead-lag
(TZ5/TZ6) and washout (TzI). The lead-lag filters provide
phase advancement for the radar signal, and high frequency
gain increase on barometric reference. The washout was
incorporated to prevent standoffs between the differential
and parallel output paths (in the barometric mode) due to
a drifting reference condition noted with the baro sensor.
The radar signal is not washed out since it provides velocity
feedback fur LCC control.

Configutation of the differential output path for the altitude
loop was modified extensively during the first Northrop
piloted simulation. to compensate for collective CCDA actuator
performance. The actuator produced a lagged rate limited
response with 0.1 to 0.2 inches of equivalent co]lective
stick backlash in the gearing mechanism, To get around the
pjoblem in the simulator, the differential lead-lag path
(Tz5/Tz6) shown on the Figure 30 diagram was inserted, with

both radar and baro signals passing thrQugh the washout.
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In addition to the differential paths just described, altitude
feedbacks are also utilized to generate backdrive commands for
the stick. Based on earlier 347 flight program results, both
proportional and integral stick drive mechanisms were
incorporated into the original candidate Task l, Part 1, vertical
axis. Proportional drives had been found to require a companion
integral drive capability, since the proportional signals did
not eliminate bias offsets which developed.

In the final flight-validated backdrive mechanism, a
combination of proportional and integral CCDA command paths
was found to work best when baro reference was being used.
With the radar mode, only the integral path was required. As
in other axes, this integral drive loop is configured with a
synchronizer to zero output of the path while the aircraft
is being maneuvered vertically with the collective stick.
The synchronizer prevents engagement transients from occurring
when altitude hold is resumed.

COLLECTIVE POSITION COMPENSATION - With the altitude hold
or automatic approach to hover modes selected, a collective
stick position compensation loop is engaged as shown at the
bottom of Figure 30. This control path causes the proportional
CCDA backdrives to move the collective stick in the cockpit.
It provides an -ipproximation of the collective pitch require-
ments in level flight (i.e. power) as a function of airspeed.
Since the loop does not operate continuously, it has a
synchronizer incorporated to eliminate engagement transients.

"The position compensation path is basically an "anticipator"
network which is intended to alleviate some of the altitude
hold integral control drive workload. Use of the loop results
in less aircraft altitude transients during accelerating or
decelerating flight with altitude hold engaged. It is noted
that collective compensation also facilitates a smaller glide
slope error during automatic approach to hover maneuvers.

Downstream of the synchronizer, the compensation path includes
a switching network (L2A/L2B) which allows the pilot to fly
either an automatic coupled, or manual approach to hover.
During manual approach maneuvers, the loop is disengaged.
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2.1..3.4.2 Vertical AFCS/DELS Interface

Differential outputs of the vertical AFCS are interfaced with
the DELS through a single authority limiter, as described
earlier in Section 2.1.3.1.5. The vertical interface is dif-
ferent from other axes, in that a frequency splitter was
not employed. This is because of the relatively low vertical
axis equivalent control authority, which is only +1.5 inches
out of a total 9.0-inch travel in the cockpit.
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2.1.4 Hover Hold/LCCC Operation

A pilot selectable Hover Hold mode was developed for the AFCS
to meet the stringent + 4-inch and + 20 HLH hover acquisition
and hold performance goals detailed earlier in Section 4.1.1.
This mode is intended to be used primarily by the load con-
trolling crewman while he maneuvers the aircraft at low speed
with the LCC controller, or automatically holds position
after acquiring the hover target. The pilot can also utilize
the stability features of the Hover Hold mode to maintain
velocity or position. Depressing the cyclic stick "mag"
brake disengages these loops and permits normal low-speed
maneuvering on the basic SCAS as described earlier.

Hover Hold has two major sub-modes of operation. They are the:

"* Hover Hold/Precision Hover Sensor (PHS) that provides a
precise automatic fold and maneuver capability through
high-gain loop closures and low-sensitivity controller
commands, based upon very accurate ground velocity and po-
sition information generated by the PHS. The downward-
looking PHS incorporates an optical position tracking
scheme to determine horizontal aircraft movement, and
laser ranging to establish vertical motion.

"* Hover Hold/IMU-Radar - where velocity information
only from IMU and radar altimeter sources is utilized
(along with LCCC inputs) to maintain a tight velocity
control, when signals from the PHS are unusable due
to excessive aircraft speed or poor scene correlation
beneath the aircrait.

The rearward facing load-controlling crewman (LCC)
maneuvers the helicopter with a four-axis, single-stick,
"finger-ball" controller of the type shown in Figure 33.
This controller employs an optimized non-linear control sen-
sitivity (generated through use of an input function in the
AFCS computer) to provide "beep" position, and "creep" or
"leap" velocity changes.

When the helicopter is operated in the PHS position hold mode,
small beep pulse commands can be introduced through the
controller to re-reference the horizontal or vertical location
of the aircraft. Each pulse input moves the helicopter
approximately 2 inches. Larger control deflections produce
"creep" and "leap" velocity responses, as shown in Figure 33,
which reflect increasing control sensitivity with stick mo-
tion. Maximum longitudinal and lateral stick inputs produce
translational velocities of up to + 15 feet per second. Max
vertical speed capability is on the order of + 360 feet per
minute with full control, and the yaw rate maximum is approxi-
mately ±9 degrees per second.
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HOVER HOLD ENGAGEMENT - The Hover Hold mode can be engaged
at any speed where the Velocity Mode Transfer switch is
utilizing groundspeed reference (i.e., below 40-45 knots).
This capability is very useful when the aircraft is required
to track a moving target, such as a ship, after acquiring
or depositing external cargo.

A "drift-clearing" feature is incorporated into the velocity
feedback loops to facilitate velocity lockon at other than
zero speed as determined by the Inertial Measuring Unit.
This feature automatically synchronizes the groundspeed feed-
back output to zero prior to Hover Hold engagement, and then
increments velocity changes from that point on for stability.
Manual drift clearing by the pilot is also possible so that
he can eliminate the effects of any IMU drift, etc., which
would require a controller input to maintain desired trim
speed.

DEMONSTRATION RESULTS - During the flight evaluation of Hover
Hold and LCC operation, photo optical tracking of the air-
craft (over a painted target on the ground) was accomplished
to establish the accuracy of automatic and manual position
hold capability with Hover Hold engaged. A sample of the
tracking results is presented in Figure 34, Test data shown
on the plot typify automatic position hold performance with
PHS engaged in gusty and non-gusty flight conditions. The
data indicate a circular error probability (CEP) of maintain-
ing desired position that is very close to the +4-inch
performance goal established for Hover Hold. As-shown in the
figure, the effects of wind gusts are relatively small with
the PHS operating.

This section of the report describes development of the Hover
Hold mode, precision hover with the PHS, and LCC controller
operation. Synthesis of Hover Hold control. laws and logic is
covered first in Section 2.1.4.1, where each AFCS axis is
treated individually. Section 2.2.4.2 follows with a synopsis
of the key developments in the design analysis of the Hover
Hold mode and controller interfacing.
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2.1.4.1 Synthesis of Hover Hold Control Laws and Logic

Hover Hold control law mechanizations are similar for the
longitudinal, lateral, and vertical axes. With the PHS
locked on and producing valid signals, the AFCS processes
sensor-derived precision velocity and position feedback
information for stability, and LCCC commands for control.
Angular rate and attitude feedback loops are retained from
the basic longitudinal and lateral SCAS, along with the
lateral groundspeed path descriked earlier. CCDA cockpit
control backdrives are also maintained to ensure proper trim
positioning of the stick and pedals.

The directional axis incorporates all of the low-speed SCAS
loops described earlier (except for the pedal pickoff
"quickener") and an LCC controller velocity path for command-
ing aircraft yaw rate. No position beep capability is
required in this axis.

When the PHS is unable to provide valid signals, Hover Hold
reverts to a velocity maintenance system using transformed
IMU groundspeed feedbacks (or vertical radar rate), and the
angular rate, attitude, and CCDA loops just described. LCCC
inputs command velocity only. The directional axis functions
are identical to those mentioned above.

Control laws associated with both modes of Hover Hold opera-
tion are illustrated in the bottom half of the AFCS func-
tional block diagrams previously discussed in connection with
SCAS performance. A description of the operation of each
axis is presented next.

2.1.4.1.]. Longitudinal Hover Hold and LCCC Operation

Figure 14 in Section 2.1.3.1 summarizes the complete longi-
tudinal Hover Hold control law package as it existed at com-
pletion of the ATC flight demonstration program. Stability
feedbacks (in the form of IMU velocity, PHS velocity, and PHS
position signals) are shown on the right side of the diagram,
along with LCC controller inputs on the lower left. Differ-
ential DELS interfacing is depicted at the top of the chart
and Hover Hold-associated LCP outputs at the bottom. Parallel
backdrive CCDA command loops are illustrated in the top left
hand corner of the diagram.

Since the Hover Hold/IMU mode encompasses the simplest con-
trol law mechanization, it is described first.
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2.1.4.1.1.1 Hover llold/IMU Velocity Mode - Stability feed-
backs include pitch rate, pitch attitude, and longitudinal
groundspeed signals generated by the IMU.

Rate and attitude gains are increased over the basic SCAS
through use of the L-11A switching in order to minimize pitch
response and to ensure compatibility with the higher gain veloci-
ty feedback path added for Hover Hold. Operation of Hover
Hold engagement logic (including L-11 and L-11A switching) is
summarized at the top of Figure 35.

To select Hover Hold/IMU, the pilot depresses the "Hold"
button on the Mode Select Panel in the cockpit which lights
up when the mode engages. A similar "LCC" button is used to
activate the controller. As shown in Figure 35, Hover Hold
remains engaged until the pilot (or load crewman) "drift
clears" the IMU velocity path. Disengagement also occurs
when the pilot depresses the cyclic "mag" brake to retrim
stick forces, or maneuvers the aircraft in such a manner as
to vary groundspeed by more than 15 knots from the velocity
existing at the time of engagement. When the aircraft ex-
ceeds 45 knots airspeed, the mode will also automatically
disengage.

The X IMU groundspeed feedback employed during the hover hold
operafion is processed through the longitudinal cyclic pitch
(LCP) path, rather than through the differential DELS inter-
face previously described in the SCAS writeup. With Hover
Hold engaged, the SCAS associated X velo feedback isEt vlcityfedakinot used. Instead, it is stored in the Track-Store-Decayelement shown on Figure 14 when L-11 logic is true.

After being transformed to the proper axis system and cg
reference, the X feedback passes through a transfer/switching
network which se~ects the proper IMU or PHS velocity (depend-
ing upon PHS sensor validity), and then sums this signal with
the LCC controller commands. The transfer/switching loops
provide smooth transition between velocity references as
described next.

IMU/PHS Velocity Reference Transfer and "Drift Clear"
Operation - An explanatory sketch showing how the PHS/IMU
velocity transfer network operates is presented in Figure 36.
This diagram represents an approximate analog analogy of the
various operations performed within the AFCS digital com-
puters when transferring from one Hover Hold velocity source
to another.

Prior to engaging Hover Hold, the IMU (or upper velocity path
shown in the figure) is continuously "drift cleared" to zero
output. Zeroing of this path is accomplished with a synchro-
nizer of the type described earlier. When Hover Hold is
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selected (and L-l1 ].ogic permits mode engagement), synchro-
nization of the IMU ground spoecc stops. From this point on,
incrcmaital changes in IMU velocity are passed on into the
feedback path for stability. The L-19 switch (detailed in
Figure 35) is open at first due to the assumed invalid sensor
state, and only the IMU velocity signal is allowed to pass.
The groundspeed signal was initialized to zero at the time
of mode engagement, but has grown to .5 feet per second in
the example because of some external disturbance, such as a
wind gust or velocity command by the LECC.

Small differences between PHS and IMU reference velocl ties
occur because of the relative accuracy of the two-signal
sources. in the example, the -ore precise PHS velocity
assumes a value of 2.0 feet jei second as the sensor becomes
valid. When this occurs, the L-19 switch closes, permitting
the integrator to pass the error (between the two velocity
signals) into the upper summing junction. The output of this
summer changes rapidly to reflect the PHS signal level, and
tracks the sensor signal as long as it remains valid. On
reversion back to IMU reference, the integrator holds its
final value and the feedback velocity follows IMU variat!ons
from then on.

After Hover Hol.d/IMU engagement, the aircraft may drift
slightly unless the pilot or load crewman puts in a corrective
control. This "hands off" drifting is most likely caused by
very small inherent IMU velocity migrations, or it may be the
result of not having the helicopter perfectly stabilized at
zero velocity when the mode is engaged. The problem is easily
overcome by first stopping aircraft motion with the stick or
LCCC, and then manually "drift clearing" the IMU path to rese
X and Y velocity to zero.

A final step in the manual drift clear operation con:sists of
releasing the LCCC stick to return to its zero force pk>- it ion
before releasing the "drift clear" button. L-34 logic out-
lined in Figure 35 defines the manual. and automatic "drift
clear" switching networks.

LCCC Command Control - The LCCC path is activated by L-20
logic switching as shown in Figure 14. This switching network
permits controller engagement after the pilot h=as depressed
the "LCC" button on the Mode Select Panel, providing lowver
Hold L-1.1 Logic is tru,,o. Force-trimmiing the cyclic or collec-
tive stick in the cock 'pit automatically disengages the L Ccc
and returns control to the pilot. Disengagement also occurs
when L-11 logic changes state, or when the pilot depresss:;
the "LCC" button for the second time.

The optimized non-linear control qradlient referred to earlier
in connection with iC'.' ()perati on is achli eved through the
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FXL" command function and KXLC !lain illustrated in i'ijures
37 and 14. The same command scheduling is utilized for bot]h
Hover Hold modes.

In the IMU mode, velocity commands of ever increasing magni-
tude are developed once the load crewman deflects the stick
beyond its velocity threshold. PHS operation is similar
with an additional "position pulse" logic discrete command
being generated when the controller exceeds a very small pre-
set detent about the null stick position.

As shown in Figure 37, stick sensitivity is very low around
the null position, picking up gradually as the controller is
deflected toward its limits. This type of gradient is char-
acteristic of all Hover Hold axes, and is incorporated to
desensitize the mode for optimum aircraft response. Substan-
tial effort was expended during the simulation and flight
test programs to define the best control shaping for each
axis. 1Iigher initial sensitivity slopes (and wider velocity
threshold bands) were evaluated but were rejected because of
their tendency to cause pilot over-control problems.

it is noted that a significant amount of LCP is commanded with
full control throw. These large control gains are required in
order to "buck out" the strong stability hold velocity gradi-
ent already described.

After the velocity command passes through the non-linear con-
trol function module, it is low-pass filtered to remove high
frequency LCCC input signal components. The filter is auto-
matically converted to a unity gair (with no lag) during drift
clearing operations. This change prevents any controller
dynamics associated with stick return from occurring sub-
sequent to release of the drift clear button. Without this
feature, transients could be introduced into both the LCP and
CCDA loops each time the IMU velocity is drift cleared.

Thie processed controller commands and velocity hold feedbacks
are summed to produce a velocity error signal which is limited
and transmitted through the LC11 and cockpit backdrive control
paths. The lall limiter prevents the helicopter from generat-
inq large accelerations due to the high control gains, and
at the same time inhibits excessive backdrive signal commands
from reachinq the CCDA actuators. This backdrive signal
forces the cockpit stick to the proper trim position for the
velocity commanded. Without the back-driven cockpit controls,
transients can occur each time the pilot resumes control of
the aircraft at the end of LCC operations.

Velocity e,rror-signal processing in the LCP path includes a
leadi/(aJ shaping network combined with a low-pass filter.
'Time - )nstants of this processor are tai'ored primarily to
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achieve phase and gain improvement in the P115 mode, and to
prevent high frequency longitudinal cyclic p3.tch commands
from reaching the rotor system.

2.1.4.1.1.2 Longitudinal Hover Hold/PHS Mode - Automatic
stability and control functions associated with the P{S Hover
Hold mode are similar to those just described for IMU opera-
tion, with the following exceptions:

1. Velocity (and position) information is generated by
i-he P1IS sensor instead of the IMU.

Very accuLate automatic position holding is possible
because of the addition of position stability feed-
back loops, and because the PHS signals are
somewhat more precise than those of the IMU.

3. Small incremental "beep" command pulses can be intro--
duced with the controller to fine tune the stabilized
position of the aircraft during hover.

Since the PHS represents an essential part of
Hover Hold/PHIS selectable mode, its operation is described
next before dealing with details of the AFCS control laws.

PHS Operation -

The Precision Hover Sonsor is a self-ccntained gyro-stabilized
optical device capable of tracking low-speed aircraft position
and velocity with great accuracy. It is mounted in the tail
of the helicopter where it observes the scene beneath the
vehicle to generate required feedback signals. An optical
position correlation and tracking scheme is utilized for
determining movement in the horizontal plane, and a laser
ranging device establishes vertical motion. Velocity infor-
mation produced by the PHS is derived by differentiation of
the measured sensor position data.

Design accuracy requirements for the RCA built sensor reflect
a + 1-inch or better position measurement capability, and a
velocity tolerance of + 1-inch per second. Horizontal range
extends to + 4 feet in both the X and Y directions (before
the sensor unlocks to re-reference itself), and the altitude
operating band lies between 25 and 125 feet above the surface.
Maximum design velocity was initially established at close to
8 feet per second, but was later reduced to 3 feet per second
during the flight program in order to improve operation.

In early Hover 1bold/PHIS flight testing, a sensor deficiency
was identified which resulted in poor tracking performan,'e
over certain low contrast surface features, such as airport
runways, ramp areas, etc.
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tii ol..Aui: 'LO vý! if y tOhe va I id i ty of the flover h1old/111S contfro I

-cw reliana at- ionls, i- ~dC arid white, cIhec-erboarr! targeot

WaS~ p i 1 cito ol t I,( r~uifw.1y t.o( a~ssi st I.ho sensor, wit- h it !--

correl'ition/trackirng task. HIS8 operation over this paiLnted

tar(g et area was marginally satisf-actory. Details o)f the

,~I cht . to A: 1.esults al:(- revifewed in ,;ecti~on 7.

A :.-ýc imi i'idPec isaon Hover Sensor block diagIraml and it s

t-ýjjOction:ý :ic-5 given in F'jwire 'R . Jlis chiart depicts thie

sensoi: model used during AFCS; fligjht. s imulation work a I

Nor throp)I-. The model was somewhat. less compleLx

thlan ti he actual hardware, but its mechani zati~onLOSf

_ietlY Ao .I ose to thle flight article to warrant its pres-,enta-

tiun for koxplanatory purposes.~ Signi f icant dif ferences
beteenthe~;imula4-icr and flight test ce:nf` 3 ur-ation1,, Lrr

Jel located inr the lower rightL hand corne r of' the di a(j jaii.

'flle csseliita] funldame(.ntal!: of senF-or operal--ion are -Kit lined

1. Toenerqi~e the 1His, the pilot first moves the P115

H-NABLV- swi to) to-. the on positiori. Thel sen~sor mmcidi--

a-[ti, ly goes to a locked -oni corn] i tiSoi), providing Scene

co(_ntrast -is~ adequate for correltat ion purposes, and

the m,.aximumi I H& trans-.Lat innal velfocity l imit is not

C~xcrO (d.d w-hEn 1 c)( 'd onto a target, the sen:sor

-io at " dLOCK" discreCte signal which goes to -the

1<-i swi tchi ng rietwo rR

The HI itiial refcrence or 'tret o o

dIefinied as a tocation on the ground directly beneath

tlih, sensior ceniter i ne at the :iin e lo)ck-rn occurs.

2. The sensor stays locked on the initial target until
onie of the fol l owing events, t 3kes place:

a,. Ifle]ic tr inucrement oie~r the target exccods 4-

feet in ei ther t~he X or Y di.rect ion, (,x

b. Helicopter: movement excee~s + 2 feet and the

di fference between co)mmanied position and actual

position (i.e.. position error) r~elat ive to tho
target is less than .2 feet (due to_ po~sition
''oo ' (iomfmafn(ls ) , (,I:

C. ;,ensor NVelocity across the target area exceeds

the- uiix i um limitation of 3 feet- per second.
1w ; wi t hingj networks asso'' I at ed with unlocking

the;(.ns';)r und _r conditionis (A) , (B) , or (C) are

iliustratec: on the left 1iand side o~f Figure 38.
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3. When either (A) or (13) are true, the -ensor executes
an internal "relock" maneuver. Tlrhe PHS unlocks and
remains unlocked (with L-19 logic false) for a period
of approximately .7 second during which time it is
establishing another target reference directly
beneath its new position. WThile unlocked, the sensor
position arid velocity signals are set to zero as
illustrated in the top right hand corner of the block
diagram.

4. At the termination of the "relock" cycle, position
measurement starts again, (but referenced to the new
target). Velocity information is also generated.

5. Khen the PTIS velocity limit is exceeded as in (C)
the senlsor unlocks permanently and cannot relock
unti l the velocity decreases to a value below the
limit, and conditions for scene relock are satisfied.

Durinc Lhe period of time that the PUS is unlocked (i.e.,
is invelid) , velocity reference for IlOver Hold reverts to the
IMU, aid position signals are no longer available. Sensor
tr:nsfirmation terms used for re-referencing lateral position
(and based on aircraft heading changes) are also synchronized
to zer. in the AFCS computers when the 1i1S is unlocked. lThiLs
synchrr)nization and transformation process is shown schemati-
cally in the bottom right hand corner of Figure 38. A more
comprehensive sensor transformation description is giqven in
Appen. ix A.

Longi.udinal Hover Hold/PutS Control Law Mechanization

As sh.-dn in the Figure 14 block diagram, longitudinal Hover
Hold/i".IS control laws retain the LCCC velocity command and
stability feedback itiecha'izations described earlier for IMU
operation. Additional paths may be engaged when the PIIS
is loc,:ed, providing the aircraft is moving slow
enouqh and L-8/L-BA logic is satisfied, as indicated in
Figure 35. These loops facilitate automatic position holding,
and at the same time, permit small incremental positional
changes to be "beeped" in with the LCCC. Position feedbacks
and LCCC beep commands are summed to form an error signal
which is passed to the longitudinal cyclic andl CCIDA back-drive
actuators like the velocity error.

Wheu small "creep"-type velocities are commanded with th- con-
troller, position loops automatically disengage. As indicated
earlier, the PIS s;tays lockeu or its original tarqet
during initial aircraft mo.,vement if the commanded speed is not
too (Ireat. PHS velocity feedback information is utilized by
the AV].C until the 4-foot sensor envelope boundary (described
earlier) is reached.
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When the boundary is crossed, the PHS relocks internally,
velocity reverts momentarily to the IMU, and finally the
sensor locks on again with velocity switching back to PHS
reference. If the control deflection is held in, the locking
and unlocking process repeats itself as -he helicopter slowly
translates across the ground.

STABILITY - Thi XpHS velocity feedback used in the PHS mode
(and shown in F'igure 14)is transformed to the proper coordi-
nate system, and represents aircraft cg movement just as in
the case of the I.U signal. Switching between the IMU and PFS
velocity paths was described earlier. With the sensor locked,
PIS signals pass directly through the velocity switching net-
work and on for summation with the LCCC commands. Further
processing of the velocity error is handled in exactly the
same manner as described for the IMU signal.

Incremental longitadinal position ( XpHS) signals for position
stability are tirst transformed to the proper coordinate sys-
tem, and are then processed through the various L-27C con-
trolled automatic load stabilization loops. Operation of the
LSS selectable mode is cov;ered fully in Section 4.1.5.

When the LSS is not engaged, the transformed position feedback
passes directly into the KXLD high-gain module and througV a
synchronizer where LCCC beep commands are summed in. The
resulting error is limited, and then passed to the LCP and
CCDA rotor and cockpit controls.

The synchronizer in the position loop operates exactly like
the roll attitude sync, described earlier. With the PHS
sensor locked, position feedback signals will pass through
the ;ynchronizer to stabilize the helicopter, providing L-8A
logic is true (i.e., switch open). The L-8A logic network
stabilizes whenever L-8 is true, aircraft speed is below
.5 feet per second, and velocity commands are not being made
with the controller,as shown in Figure 35. Both velocity and
position feedback loops are engaged while holding position.

Should the sensor become invalid for some reason, L-8 and
L-8A logic discretes go false, and the position loop is
immiediately synchronized to zero output. Velocity feedback
is switched to tMe IMU, and automatic position holding is no
longer possible. Once the sensor signals become valid again
(and conditions for stabilizing L-8A are met), the synchro-
nizer will restabilize. In this mode, the load crewman can
introduce beep commarcd poises into the sync integrator to
re-reference the stabilized location of the aircraft, as
described next.
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1,CCC CONTROL, - "Icodp' ontl "(I -'j) Velocity c,)rmarlis , as
dlefined earlier, '11-e p]7(liiccd by cintirjiloUS, cO ,troil r (Ic. ter!--
tsions 'beynond the; Lic:VOL ici.t:yj thr~eshloid ( e . , ') .I inches
for the itonci itid i nai and I att rai axes as indicatedI in F igrure
)7) .Beep posýit ion corrmands , on Ohe o)ther handi4, are gen--
erated each time I .controi I or is mnoved out of- do tent.
The position (tent. ouro&preneoeto a sma~IL seqnienL. of controller
motion doefined al)s ut t he null :;tick, posi~tion, and is- half the
Size of tile vel'(2 i ty threiO'ho1(1.d

W1e-ineve r cont rd I-c ItFlect:ionsý exceedl the do Lent, a discrete
I cj.1ic sv ;inat 1.is, u ie wh i ;'i act i':t(_o. I.-I. F blorf causi-ng
a Si 05 le lonot Atud I )0iit coimmland pc ii st o b int roc~iuced
inito the ICC po ion pathi. Pulse duration arid amplitude
are tail 1ored t(,o prod(And an error cormifildiid Lu ais ((;n tile oupo t
of the sýync jo ~)whichi is not sat.isfieved until, t~he 'heli-
Co(-pter7 hias- moved appiroximately 2 inches. Eivery time theo !-tick
is returned to thie detent and t.;ien moved out aqa in, a new
pub so is- qenerated . By cont.i nuously pulsi~n~ the control. er in
one d root ion, tile heli co-Pter1 car be translatedi s lowly across
the C4ro:Und to) re-re terence it.s Location.

As ind~icat~ed in I'i.tore 3%V, J -BA loqji- ( tlo(.!: riot automriaticall~y
d i!seor jaqe (W ithi suiheqont- fevert iocn to) ye Ioci.tv control)
oevery tinrie theý st Iick cdsthe WQ Locity thresholId. Tinste-ad,
the Con1t rol 1r TUS~t e it: I d beCy(od tli:,; poin-t For at Least
0.) .5seconds to chaiii tfIrom the pci :it ion beep M i)de to a ye-
1loc ity resoni.e' tjin me he ay fcatut.cc waf; incoirporated to
si mpli.ify t che n2 ito ta!sI;- byq tlim inat i. q maxi l u ampli -
tuode r eqol rome nt ý-!at i !i- 1. al c rewmnai wool-d oti.e rwi s( hla~fe
to, observe wi i ii tI' pi nij a i i-c ra ft i~ti oo.

Respý)nse t; cionti 1 1~ c.ajjt- -lu: FinjuK- 3, showsi a tylpical air-
c ra ft reosproise to onn )ri;i tu,ýd inra I (a nd li t er alI) j .-- t Lioni beeýp
commnands put in w~i L1tt1,C.I oraLo presented( i! thiis
f igjure was 'jencratet i dr~inqv 1iV~IdIC- s .i iriulati o-n te._st inq co-C)1
ductedl at Ve rt~ol

I in i tud .il Iai1td.120i:o it o19ý j tio .tý Iihown near t Iij to)p o"f tle
i;iqure varieis in a 'stai -step fashin after each controller
pulse input . ihen 3evuiral. Ihe4p 1 opu~t- follow (no another in
rapid succeSL i o 1, po(s iti on chianqjes >(Iiflcm cord. ifuous . Note

thiat oppos ite po-Alarity inp-_uts- cause the ai rcra ft to, return-1 to)
it:s, min-t ja t rimi po.t o n the_ examrp ie Lshown. S'i ce nlIfon
o f the( Lte-_ep poost x coo oh(l 0.' ;;e cornid o a.; o and. vol oc ity
nuvelr Weult Al.-', O.i t.>eot per se-ondl, the posit ion I cop
remna ined in tlie ~:t~abill. 1sernu t. rou'jniou.1t the contiAro manieuver.

-1Iqor 0 I I 1i.-ý,I- CIt L;02 1 i-o tl.o: - t a I sal 1)( mi '0 0 u ra nd omi
L'CCC" ve:-locity (-" tmnjiis ecute'l with th Le flover Hlb d mod)Ce
engacled. Cýontrol tel- jnpu-ts are, annotated at the ist~toru ot
the chart w Ltliaiain in o round s;peed( and pos.i tion shown
at the top. 1 .C1 _'iPI nt ( II driani t( the rto ysen aeaI
qji'tef as a toco~ ute t nte.
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Full controller steps produce a gradual increase in velocity

which peaks out at approximately 15 feet per second. The
velocity maintains a maximum value until the control input
is removed, whereupon ground speed returns to zero and posi-
tion stabilization is resumed. The output of the position
synchronizer indicates a need for only small control inputs
to maintain the new aircraft location once the position loop
is re-engaged.
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2. 1. 4. 1. 2 La t i aI 11rov'ef Hold and LCCC Operation

Lateral-axis Hover Hold/TMU and Hover Hold/P}IS control laws
are summari zed in the Fi'jure 2 1 block diaqramn introduced
earlier. W ,t a i ],d nwlt nanihzat ion and funct i1}nma operation of
these laws is es seDt i a I I y the same as described for the
lonqi tadi na I axi s, exceptt t or obvious d1i fferences in the area
of parameter lains, time constants, etc., and retention of
the low-speed SCAn 1 a era] velocity feedback path. Because
of the stronq simi laritties between the lateral and longitu-
dinal Hover Hold Pi •l", only a limited discussion of the
lateral axis As required.

As shown in the 2i Iyaram, roll rate and attitude stability
fetudi:cks arc ,n ,:cssed throallh the low-spe(,d SCAS networks
with increased ia.i o level appl ed fr Hover HoWE. Dual lat-
eral IMU ground speed paths ore l iso utilized hn the lateral
mode. One of t-l" (desiqnof•cd YE.) ma'y e drift: cleared as
in the lhngituddia I axis, but the other Y' s. qnal is not
cleared and remains engaged th ouc6 ~ho,,t all Hover Hold opera-
tioIns. With "r• '•:Valid PI tI-, tMu YI L.I1 ;igjnal is used
as the velocity ieforu 1n. WhIOn the PHiS is lotked, its output

becomea ; the , et',h-ck.

lPositi)on siqna] ,i o * '-ssinq, inclu.in q both the stability and
conti"I functi :ns, i hJeled I ke the lungitudinal axis.

Lateral beep} c(,MI't , i. t• ,; lt h( po,. tinn svnchrunizer
,tre controled -: Ih ic- 1, 1,,i- s£ qeals, and (ukeration of the
s:ync itsl i ; - it 1,! 1 (I b y t t L, 8H di. 1iue. I"c tai I of t. he

various lateral Axi: i Hvu' Hold lot; I nitlwoiks art ,aveo in

Aptienn d, A.

Velocity and poi: ; ii {, :] si. ur a xe , uro ed b"y ainllulii.niJ the

LCCC conmman] wit., ýh qj q pji.rAte f(_ ,dback. The [lit ulr-or is
then passed ", t 1w r(t or system via the di I tortat ial lateral
ACS oatpul, pt p atI• . l)J, intvrtace desriLw!ed 1"l',V1i:usly.

The error si.:1 .1:; also) pi,, .' t parall el hack,ý i,, con ulands

for the cockpi • : : , 1- wP oh n'oAr:satt o a,) " t.olS ill
stick t- lilT ['tRLI I :t i ,t S 00:: itt d Wi thi uird.

Lat,-r a LCC w, Kt i wi.1 er sens t ivi ty was miodAi f ed cyfensi vely
durinq the av.el-o:pnta:l simulation and I lijih h r,),iramb.
Fljiure 41 coltmpait_,s the I ina] lateral and o•ln itudinal con-
trollei sch dulns,; tpi essed in te mlsl {() sto ii,,, velocity

resjý)o se pel i.11i : ntrW let , t lct ion. Not e t he Ieduct: ian

ifn latei o SI :i t iVI ty I(f Y srmfa I I ont olI to- Ai Spl acements)
requlre ed, tur t i•s_ fat ory ha d I ,titl r;,: kiti il i, t it-; . 'hIis senlsi -

t ivity I1 itt ,' oil! wo. irltin'dqe dn] inq tht: I t iP ht tVStLin.qvj

to elimf,•tp÷ uni -'.s!rablP external lo]ad excirt.,}on ci'eated at
the start of latnol Iianlelters
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Figure 42 presents simulation da a for typical lateral
velocity response and position hold maneuvering. Controller
input steps in both directions are shown to produce almost
constant velocity response characteristics with the control
held in. Whien the LCCC deiflection is removed, lateral veloci-
ty smoothly :eturns to zero and the position loops relock.

To assist the load crewman in executing the shuttle-type
translational maneuvers depicted in Figure 42, the LCCC is
configured with a magnetic brake which "locks in" any desired
lateral or ].ongitudinal control displacement. The brake is
locked and unlocked by successively depressing a button located
on top of the controller stick. With the brake engaged, the
load crewman is relieved of the requirement to maintain con-
tinuous push or puli forces against the built-in controller
force gradient.

2.1.4.1.3 Directional Hover Hold and LCCC Operation

Directio)nal Hover Hold control laws retain all of the low-
speed SCAS loops described earlier except for the pedal
pickoff. A yaw rate command path is added for LCCC inputs.
No PHS signals are involvedl and no heading beep
capability is required. Figure 28 illustrates the Hover Hold
contro1 law package defined at the end of the flight program.

Stability - On the right side of the figure, yaw rate, pedal
compensation, and aircraft heading feedbacks are shown to be
engac ,i for Hover Hold operations. Only the heading signal
proce .ing must be modified in the Hover Hold mode. This is
accomplished by doubling the attitude feedback gain, Pnd by
halving the heading sync"rronizer limit value as shown in the
di jagram.

Control - ,oad crewman inputs are intr•oduced into the command
loop by twisting thbe hail on the contro1lei stick ifn a
clockwise or counterclockwise direction with the thunm and
forefinger of the Laigjht hand. 'T'he result,:.nt angular rate

'responses have the aame sene as the controlleir input, and
arc proportional. to angular cotation of the ball. Maximum
yaw rate with full controle.rui displacement is on the order of
9 de~gree:, S.• pr , ecofl.

Non-i inear dir• zetional ,C'(" headinq rate comnumandis are pro-
Ce) s Sd i 1 mi I ' I ' to f he ]Ong tuLidnI 1- anld •s 1era] I [n its Sirice
tlle yaw rat-e i IT ia I ;es riot r•equi o I r Ift cl earing ,.:n - to]-
]er !;JIya I w- s, V tri in need 1n1ot be r'emoved during this
opo:a(. •n a'; t ii the ]otieral and lornqitudinal ayes.

1i I ci• c- t,(2 r detai ed jn ,r, liv A.
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When either Hover Holcl/TMU or Hover Hold/PHS are engaged, the
directional control laws maintain constant aircraft heading
as long as no controller inputs are made. If a heading change
is required to reorient the aircraft, the load crewman applies
a control deflection (similar to the type shown in the simula-
tion time h-istory, riguLre 43) and a constant yaw rate results.

Since the helicopter yaws about its own cq, repeated lock-
ing and unloc'kinq of the PHS wi 1. accompany heading ading
changes (because of the displaced sensor location in the tail
of the aircraft). 'MTe back and forth reversion between PT-S
and :rMU references results in a tendency toward slight longi-
tudinial. andt laterci. cqI drift during pure yaw maneuvers.

The impact of the dri fftiny was hard to assess through the limited
yaw maneuvering possible in the flight evaluation of the
Hover hold/PUIS mode,. because the aircraft rapidly moved off
the painted target yjridl shortly after initiation of each yaw
run -Yaw maneuvering on IMU reference; while attempting to
hold hori zontal- positi-on manually, appeared to be satisfac-
tory. Details of the flight evaluation results, and propoýzed
solutions, to ro, lem not resolved duringj the program are
presentea in Section. 5 .0.

2.1.4. 1.4 Vertical flover 1hI Id arinO 1,(C(( Operation

Vertical- AFOS hiuveir. HolJd cuntrol 1law,; are sumi~larized in
Figure 30. As5 shown in the bloc'k dliagram, the H-over Hold
as sociated control law melchlanizati on proceszses either PHS or
radlar altimeter der~ived velo~city and position feedback infor-
mationi ,.r sýtabi) 11 i t'y (a lonrj with tie normal acceleration
signal s '1icssdearlier) , arid ,CC.C' cormmands,. for control.

When I ovc'o H -olld upctra L o ns are predli eateO upon PIIS-
ganura L. D.onodcKs Ayna, the made is referred to as Hover
Hold/RI VK At time Ofl Swit the sen sor is not enabled or po jduc-
- ng vali P1 ijal. s, LIe Mvu Ho1 11kC7 ds tabls1ity rrŽ berence changes
to the radar altimtoi:. WP s type, ot operati Ofl iss called
Hlover IloldI/Raddar i- Hi 1w Osi 'ssion t hit Jul lows; ind is anialo-
gous to tHie lonq i [u. inrol s aw laea Hover Pold/NMU mode.

Stabili tyJ -- liiI M e thei l ongiJtudia an I~id lat eral IloiJ,ýr Hold
axes: wIitioli providi- of-l Von po !it ion Ftabli nty nilode ,i.

1:1110e -v(ort ~iu1-7d i has, two. That ialtitude (-an be
ma i old rod o 0. hod l d 11y (Iiarilk off) with . tlier thle PINS or
les awuiL W~d tAorance in onto

Wlien 11:)-et 1fi! 0 :.,do s oct-ed, the same stabltIity hoops
are enqw - asl t m tisfd 1-i thie ,ada r Al t itu1i-, 11,01(i muoe
des"AQiD in a ,i oo 2.1,3,4 1 lkd rate 13 * moiwnd wit~h

IrýPný' I f odOtpoinncis Ihe same
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approach toward vertical damnping enhancerierit was adopted in
the Hlover Hlold/PH3S mchlaniz,.ation as shown in the figure.

Controls -Whil-e operating on PHS reference, the load crewman
can introduce "beep", "creep", or "leap" type LCCC inputs to
move the aircraft vertically. Beep inputs are made by
pulsing the controller stick vertically 3n as to reference
stabilized aircuaft. altitude. When the controller is dis-
placed beyond its .04-,inch velocity threý;hold for more than
half a second, velocity responses are conimanded. These are
initially refereo!ced -to thte PI-15 velocity signal, but revert
to radar rate when the P11,1 un2.ocks.nlocks.

If the PHS has riot been enabled, onily velocity
responses can be commanded with the controller. Radar rate

(and normal acceleration) data provide the feedbacks for this
type of maneuver. Vertical aircr--aft movement can be stopped
at any time by removing the controller displacement. As
velocity falls below one foot per second, the radar altitude
loops re-engage and automatic altitudle hold resumnes.

In addition to the Hover Hold control and stability functions
mentioned abuove, thereý arre also integral backdrivu command
pathR incorporated in the vertical AFCeS to position the cock-
pit collective stjclh. Thie pd,;rallei. C`i.. y\e coniwiari(ds are pro-
cessed for all nvcldeS of lhover Hold operation providing trim
compensation as reqjuired.

Details of the Vert-iical Hover Hold conti:ol laws are covered
next, starting with an (2;,pl avation o)f thc PHJS mode.

) . 1 .4. 1.4. 1 Hlovur MiiD~2-Wen the, Hover hlold./PHS mode is
engaged, the nr~rmal A.2ccel_(rcitin S q~]enters the AFCS box,
and passes down avid to the lufiL itrouyli a Z',0-secovid washout
and gain modi] .e. The uppfer hiorizovtal acceleration path is
el imina Led( dornvi [lover lie j.d operaltioeir; by the (1 -, and" NOT
L-11 and NOTI 1,-7A ) 1jicsviLtch po)sitioned as shown in the
di.agjram.

Subsequecat to T~he K'ZLAl qai n (-perat ion, the acceleýrati on Sig-
nal i.s summed with the low-pass-filtered and coordinato -tran~s-
formed MIS vertical- vol ocity feed`back, and the result passed
througjh a 5-secvnd l ag. Thie combined 'complementary'
filtered velocity klamtpt vij Signal provides a smoothed, constant
g~ain foe Inbaclh whi 5 1 7 th-e JiC ferences in sigjnalI
qual.ity exhibhited hy t hc vertical accel erometer and PUIS
oultputs DtaL. itlie -(mpiement ary f~ilte.-r mechanizat ion
and op0 -ýat i f0 C(1.1 i :1 de~pt inv .';cc-ti on 2..1 . 3.4, and
If, the Fi~jtre 311, i t, IL>' Rip~vu ode plotsý.

lPr or to s umnmati v n w iiti the a lo s ignalI, the H
ye b-c it:y teedh'a ri% ~ a5 i~ an L-P.) i o ac.-control I ed
siwitch. A.; '.1 1i 1,'1 lil! ,Kivie (Jatýral i<*, thle vertical



pi;velocity s i(I1 U I ('an only1 he(' util i',t?~ Mirwhn the sensor is
eniabled, and In a I edcofld11lion) (Sce( the, Piqcure 38 explana-
tion of sensor oporat-ion). Whecn the sensor unlocks due to air-
craft motion or some other cause, the !.-19 switch throws and
velocity feedback reverts to radar rate as loser ý_ibed eailier.

Assuming thiat the PITS velocity sigcna I i.s 7jalid, and has been
complemented withn the lighj-pass 1l lt~ered accelerometer signals,
the combined hybrid feedback is then, summed with the LCCC
velocity command path output to form ain eirror signal. LCCC
velocity commands are generated Ithlrontiq use of, a non-.Linear
gain function (IFzlC)

Exceeding the vel~ocity thresholdI with1 the coo Lro~i: LIer pronduces
a contirnuocis- ve_ýIocit,/ demand whiich is satisf~ieki when the air-
era ft reaches tlie, commandled speec . At the timte the command
speed is achievc!d, the err or s mmr 0tout is zero.

Eel lowingj generatio)n of thue '"hyhir i pcr-cis jon hover velocity
ercor", the dampin's sig~nal next: pa~sse; ofl inLo the differen-
tial output path, providing the L-40 aid L.-II switches are
closed]. L-6logic is, Lrueý, and thie switch is cl_ýosed, whenever
the radar altimeLer is capabl,_e of pvdig aldvertical rate
information. This switch is; in-sertedl in the veloc,.ity dampin.rg
path Loc ensure ava~iial)ililtv of reliabl e radar rat,:, information
whenever the lioveýr Hold mrode is engaged_ý. Withiout its presence,

L~ /1 
1 - P sllvcrj T) pc!v1tios ;-,U I.& t he pos Le since there

mi~ight not IIe a radar itc: sigqnal availablet to transfer to, each
time the PuIS 1.102ed

Branched o)f If- the- ye~j iity error pathi aftoLir the( I-1 t swi Lch is
an integral eel loct lye stickR Lackdri ye Loonp controlled by 1,-50
logic . 'P1h.1s pathi isi e(Ž0 f-gec eachi time ve rt~i ca veloci ty corn-
manordL a-ce LJ. u'h the(, I Contrc 41 or, anld it remains
operational. as long a:; Lite velocity exceeds 1 foot per Sec-
:nd . 'he purpos,ýe 01i hthe Loop is tu ruv idIC thei( afl lit sona 1 t~rim
col 1 ct. ly stil IeLOjul rw(d' , my~ timet-' t hit- L hedlrra ft det'scends
inlto- croulld I2Ifee't or- pjcks; uj 0 )t(il an 100~.

As initially configjured at the start. of flighlt test-i i -ng, the
licvi TIc,1 1 vol ,o i ty backdri ye path was e-ng:agje I Icul time to

compensate fur the anticipated effects of ,~teady vertical wind
gusts, etc. 'Mis mechanization was ,:im~ilar to) the one used in
both the longitudinal and, lateral axes.. With, the prog)tress of
Lestlný i g oWeve(r, it was lotermini ec! that ba)cTkd rI ye (1CL.V2 ) gaia
levels set fo~r adequate LCcontrol I abi L ity were, in fact, too
high for qdians Ffstahl.-1 ity . thcor i ,g h 1.,- 50
switch i n' w.S t 12)r .rte ',ieri t ice hackd~r ivy loop only

rinperiods., wheni , IA'' 'iel cýit- C' were hel no nade.

q1te prec islýsol vertical 1I posItiun stahji 1 ity andI corntrolI network
operate.:n coin'e r4 wi th ut, aece eration an(] velIocit,' loops



just described, and has a functional mechanization quite
similar to the one found in the longitudinal and lateral axes.
The constituent parts of the position network include:

e A position feedback path for the incremental PHS signal
which is engaged through an L-8C logic-controlled
synchronizer

® A pulsed beep comumand control path inter-,aced with the
position teedback loop (at the syrtchronizer) to form a
position error signal

* A positiP-n error backdrive conmmand loop for trim com-
pensation, and

* A differential output path for the processed position
signal

As shown in the diagram, the PHS position signal is trans-
formed first to the pr.-oper coordinate system, and is then
converted to inches of equivalent corrective stick by the KZLD
gain. The feedback is synchronized to zero output. until such
time as the L-SC "Vertical PHS Position Stabilize" logic be-
comes true. This occurs when the vertical velocity is less
than I foot per second; no velocity commands are being made
with the LCCC7 and the L-8, L-46, and L-20 logic states are
true. (Appenhilix A presents a complete sumrmary of all logic
network functions).

After L--SC chan!qes to a true state, the synchronizer reverts
to its stabilizing mode of operation. In this mode, position
feedbacks are passed on directly. Also permitted are pulsed
LCCC inputs to the synchronizer which are "integrated up" to
form a net error signal, and this in turn is passed to the
integral parallel and differential. output paths mentioned
above. The pulse magnitude and duration are selected to pro-
duce approximately 2 inches of v'ertical motCion .or each
individual beep input.

During the flight test evaluation of the vertical Hover Hold/
PIIS function, Light automatic altitude hold characteristics
were observed. in mildly gusty conditions with 10-knot steady
winds, the measured RNMS variation in a vertical position was on
the order of 2.5 inches. With winds gusting to 20 knots, the
vertical excursion was only slightly greater (approximately
4.3 inches RM1f) for a typical 2-minute test point. Additional
test rhsult~ have been analyz'ed, and a s~ummary c-f theŽe is
presented in 1eci.i)n 5.0.
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2.1.4.1.4.2 Vertical Hover Hold/Radar - As indicated in the
introduction to this section of the report, Hover Hold/Radar
stability functions are identical to those employed with the
Altitude Hold mode, and therefore need not be discussed again.
The controllability aspects of the two modes, however, are
different in a number of respects, and these differences are
reviewed below.

When the pilot depresses the magnetic brake, to move the collec-
tive stick while flying with Altitude Hlold selected, control
augmentation reverts to the basic aircraft with the radar rate
(and acceleration) stability feedbacks disengaged. Hover Hold/
Radar operation differs, of course, since the hybrid accelera-
tion/rate feedbacks remain engaged when vertical velocity com-
mands are introduced by the load crewman. Note that the ac--
celeration, rate, and radar altitude l.oops all remain opera-
tional during LCCC beeping maneuvers. A final difference
between the two modes is the use of the L-50 controlled back-
drive path to provide additional collective control for Hover
Hold maneuvering. This loop is not utilized in the Altitude
H1old AFCS mechaoization.

2.1.4.2 Hover Hiold Design Analysis - Key D)evelopments

Parametric studies accomplished Jn Tash 1, Part I, established
low sensitivity linear velocity control as the best approach
for accomplishing the hover mission. A control system was
synthesized by adding 'inear velocity and position feedback
paths (and control looj.s) to the Ihas;ic ',,CAS mechanization
whenever precision hover operatioins we.t:o, required.

Early in 1972, an analytical study was conducted confirming
the feasibility of meeting design goals with this type of
AFCS mode. Thc analysis generated estimates -)f vehicle pet-
formance while operatinj under the influence of atmospheric
turbulence, or over the deck of a moving ship.

In Nuvenifer and D[e.embor 1972, a nudge base flight simulation
was conducted at Vertol. t., assess "'jplot in the loop" handlinrg
characteristics with the H1over lhold mod,.e engaged. 'he air-
craft was flown with several different LCC candidates
installed in the cockpit for evaluItioIn. Both Vertol
and customer pilots (and engineering representatives) parti-
c• nated in the program. Tqhe best controller ( a four-axis
fi ier-ball configuration) was selecte.d for continued develop-
m ait and later application in the 347 flight research vehicle
tf 3t program.

"it rth, analyticda refinement of precision Hover iold control

law.s a! . logic were. pursued during thte suimmer rtinths of 1973
to prep are for the Northrop loadi cicwflkn flight simulation in
Decemb, of that year. The Vertol full envelope hybrid simu--
I.ation ,ath model was used for this eftort. The pirincipal

18E•



emphasis in the program was placed upon modeling the dynamic
characteristics of the Precision Hover Sensor (PHS)0 and
determining the effect of the sensor on Hover Hold performance.

A synopsis of key H1over Hold developments from the three
analytical programs just described, and subsequent to Task 1,
Part 1, is presented next.

2.1.4.2.1 Feasibility of a Precision Hover System for the
Heavy Lift Helicopter

A comprehensive theoretical design analysis was conducted dur-
ing the latter part of Task 1, Part I, and throughout the
first three months of 1972 to develop a workable Hover Hold
concept for the HLH. Data from this analysis confirmed the
feasibility of using high-gain loop closures in the AFCS to
satisfy the tight position-hold requirements of the HLH
hover mission.

Study results were utilized in a number of areas, and were
summarized in Vertol Document D301-10128-1, titled "A
Theoretical Discussion of the Precision Hover System for the
Heavy Lift Helicopter" (see Reference 6).

An early application of this analysis involved the generation
of preliminary performance requirement specifications for the
Precision Hover Sensor. Results were also used, as indicated
earlier, in subsequent Hover Hold control law optimization
work.

Small perturbation decoupled dynamic equations were utilized
in the feasibility analysis, and perfect sensor performance
was assumed. 1he aircraft considered was a 67,000-pound HLH
with no external load. An early approach toward establishing
loop gains, time constants, etc., (in which the feedback paths
were closed one at a time), was found to be unsatisfactory
due to the low dampinq levels of the basic roots. Alternative
solutions were developed in which techniques similar to opti-
mal control analysis were employed to close all stability
paths in each control axis simultaneously.

"The s1tability rcot analysis performed with the final gains
included in the velocity and position loops typically re-
flected critical damping ratios (of the least stable mode)
which were no lower than ý =.50. An examplc. of the relatively
high-gain levels required to meet the + 4.0-inch hover hold
goals, and at the same time provide adequate dampinq, is given
in the table ! below:
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HOVER HOLD AXIS LINEARVEL.OC'ITY GAIN POSITION GAIN

Longitudinal 7.0 Deg I-Cu/t/Sec 13.8 Degj LCP/Ft

Lateral 2.2 In. Sticil,"I' 't/LIe c 1.7 In. Stick/Ft

With the gain levels anid shapin~; Lii~t con~3Lantýs !efined,
further analysis was doite to, ciet-uniiiie aircraft pos7ition hold
characteristics in turbo] i'ent WiTI Žodivl ti on--i. A Drydlen tur-
1,ulernce spectrui-r approa-ch was a. sUmlled iui.'mdln the gust.
Figure 44 summarizes the major turbulencto itucly results , and
demonstrates the feasibility otf miettixic4 the hover Objectives
in woderate turbuleinces.

As shiown in the figure, e'stiilated ki ngitud-inal. hold capability
was significant"., b)etter than latial. or vertical. performance.
This Characteristi' c is due -to a - mbiiiatioon of lowT-qust sens.-
tivity in the longjitudina-l. dA S, Zjndj ZppLiCatkI'o Of dsirect
force (co-ntrol- via I on~ ii l 1nalI o pitceb. .1t is interesting
to note that flib-itt teý t-ini' ondt t tile-, ci h

program verifiedl thie pt, C dI ,Le L LI :~ UV)('Ci ority o)f the.
longitudinal I Iovt-r 17 110i axci S, ((!- :!0I )uel fI itý 

4 ee Iback gjains
had been reduced si~bst ant. al. 1I, i t:rn 1,41 Jp (o I ý i-naly ones used
in this study).

Bly replacing the I neýa 'C aii J IQnn f. edback
,: igna 1.s with onies rerooci I 4J 1 1-1n an. ' 1 or ror
relative to a targjet: oil a wIiiiq Ii l1 L d nfOrIIia Lion
shown in Figure 45 was tnr e. Ii~-ha!'t addr esse.- thle
conxtainer sh ip .1 ad ing ind tusi. oaci 1 ILL5 ' i er
spelled out earltier- L11 c o 2.1 .1

Ship raotions assumfed I>i he n uua, w, ýtl (:iitd to iho
s inusoidal in naturte aiLt at th(- (p etat o riony

.1tated. Sea-.state mdo I .i up wa pod et el i inf~ornat-ioo
sappl ied 1)y the N-,va I o~j i p] itc i ', i - io a ri iP3 -K -- 7,1
conta iner ship wa,- uisel i-' do I ilie tim(h*nb io'Id
motion trends apit! il ini t~Ieanl -
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2.1.4.2.2 Precision Hover Hold Nudge Simulation

The December 1972 simulation program conducted on the Vertol
6-degree-of-freedom Nudge Simulator utilized a small per-
turbation 347 helicopter airframe model, and a digital
mechanization of the AFCS. Program objectives were to:

• Demonstrate acceptability of the Precision Hover Hold
control laws proposed by the AFCS block diagrams in the
design data package, and

• Support development and selection of an optimized LCC
Controller configuration.

Both piloted and unpiloted simulation studies were accom-
plished to meet these objectives. The scope of this activity
included minor modification of control laws and logic to
improve Hover Hold handling qualities with a "load crewman"
pilot in the loop. Additional effort went into defining a
satisfactory set of nonlinear velocity command stick sensi-
tivity schedules for the various controller candidates.

As a part of the moc~up LCC design review then
in progress at Vertol, customer representatives participated
in a Precision Hover Hold concept familiarization and an LCC
evaluation.

SIMULATION PROGRAM - Pilot and engineering evaluators "flew"
a series of assigned tracking and maneuvering tasks with each
of four controller candidates. The defined tasks were
designed to provide qualitative trend data and associated
pilot comment conceruing both the Precision Hover Hold mode
and controller being evaluated.

Simulation visual cues for large-scale maneuvers were provided
by TV projections of a computer-generated horizon and moun-
tain scene, and by a landing pad on the fantail of a simulated
ship at sea. Since the TV scene was inadequate for precise
hover maneuvering over a target on the ground, zn oscillo-
scope with a tracking grid attached was employed to present
the ground tracking problem to the pilot.

Tasks flown with reference to the scope presentation typically
consisted of straight flight,accompanied by diagonal and turn-
ing maneuvers commanded by the controller. Both the veloci-
ty and beep modes of controller operation were used for
maneuvering the aircraft.

LCC C'ONTROL - Four self-contained LCCC units used in the
evaluation were built by Simulator Laboratory personnel.
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Ccnfigurations tested includedJ:

* A four.-axis, riqht-hand finijer/ball conti7colier (Fiq. 101)

* A four-axis, right-hand g~rip controller with a thumb-
operated verticail comrmand rwiwh (showni at: the bottom
oM Fiqlure 101)

* A three-axis, right-hand giip control~ler with ý_i~ngle-
axis left-hand verntical ce~ntre 1 br

* A three-axis, T: iq't-harnu finger corntroller with separate
'lef t-lian. cont rol of vert.i cal commands.

The total motion permissible with each test controller con-
figurati-on (or typo of: cootriol :r.witch installed) is li~sted
in the table bel,-.i:

SINGLE-
AXIS
\v5 RTI~CAL

MOTION 1 1NKP~i LEVER

LONGITUDINAL 4~2.7> Lno -f~ Wg ) 1)F ~~~ )eyj

1JC2LRAL --1 In. 1 .1 f 7 ) -, -t 2. 1j' 1! . j7 Deq)

li IPPC TI10NA t_17 )etet .1wl L.~ -

\VERT'ICP.I, t_ T n I in~1 .

Non-l inear isn' tnl.'. WvnS1W1 K1'!0t ''.1.17 t' those
ii ustrated in Knit in, 36 no 12. ia~i DCIIdvI'p ) r the
die si tm dat a packav., vri7 1,4  ti c iI iu, t. i '1ie'
schedules were re'.'01 Webt h KLOW Lue l' durinq on, Hwuila Lio
to provide nat 1>; 1Lo try a ire a it resIpon.3e with eaci)
contrullIer.

Lonyi tudinal un.;ý! viyt v1 ar at.i"" b r 1 >L. Me r 5hyr 'Del
and qgrip cent)iA rCi, I tiwas- f mu"!d Lou c au~t. the !,1:i o r
perfc'ranone with appi u\ mateLy i u i nche, )f s-ttak-k
required AKr Paximu 'd v~ Iuc if nomanIAt ~ (t t') 1 perCý; (70c1d ) .
Lateral sunsti-i! w1 We _1W~ hIauud wa.hoO Kitithe fin-
ger conrot7l 1erthtif ~ Kin~ jc p Lt~ f ei t ra lalut (L .Qi. vs. 2-
in. maxi~mum itiflect ir''m1 nn s n!' 1, ct tu774''L lint atiCons Lin

the Wtc[ i ostailaLWN.'~ I'. shw~ ,.t [w' iuceu2C oetradaticon
was observed lto have- rv ltd MM M ItC2!e AOI'Ltl 11W
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differences. Directional control scheduling with the finger
LCCC utilized the full range of the test controller ( + 270)
to command yaw rates of up to 4.5 degrees per second. This
schedule reflected a control sensitivity one-third lower than
had been proposed previously in the design data package.

A substantial difference between design data and the actual
system demonstrated on the simulator occurred with the verti-
cal axis. Pilots determined that vertical LCCC sensitivity
should be increased by a factor of about two for both the
finger and single-axis controllers, decreasing verticaL travel
to .5 and .75 inches, respectively. It was also recommended
that maximum vertical velocity should be set at approximately
400 feet per minute with symmetrical velocity command capabili-
ty in both the up and down directions.

On the basis of simulator evaluation of all four LCCC candi--
dates (used in conjunction with mockup controller design
review results), the four-axis finger/ball configuration was
chosen for continued development. Further comparative testing
of the finger/ball and grip-type controllers was performed
during the December 1973 Northrop simulation under BOA #12.
Results of this program ate presented later in the report.

PRECISION HOVER HOLD CONTROL LAWS -

The Precision Hover Hold control laws demonstrated during the
LCCC evaluations reflected only minor modifications to the
pre-simulation design data package information. Feedback
gains, etc., utilized in the simulation were selected pri-
marily on the basis of qualitative pilot assessments of
vehicle handling qualities, rather than on any exhaustive
optimization study results. Pre-test gain levels were found
to produce satisfactory levels of hands-off vehicle stability
as expected, but were adjusted downward in some cases to pro-
vide good control response characteristics for maneuvering. A
summary of system modifications is given below:

"* Longitudinal IMU ground speed feedback gain in the basic
SCAS (KMGS) had to be set to zero with the Precision
Hover velocity and position feedbacks engaged. Without
this feature, consistent velocity responses were not
possible and the PHS limiter bottomed.

"* Longitudinal and lateral position feedback gains were
reduced by 2/3 and 1/2, respectively (to 3.95 degrees/foot
and 0.85 inches/foot). The use of higher gains resulted
in more overshoot in the position response of the
helicopter.

"* Lateral velocity error limiting (LL3) was increased to
+ 1.5 inches to improve lateral acceleration response to
LCCC inputs.
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9 Logic element L-8 was revised to include latching of the
position hold loop in a synchronization mode (with no
position feedback), when velocity was above 2 feet per
second. Test results also indicated desirability of
synchronizing individual position loops (rather than all
at the same time), when the controller was deflected
be'ond the velocity threshold in any axis. Pilots found
that simultaneous synchronization of all pcsition loops,
while the controller was commanding velocity response in
only one axis, created an unnecessary increase in
work load.

2.1.4.2.3 Effect of the Precision Hover Sensor on Hover
Hold Control. Laws

Throughout the summer and fall of 1973, both analytical and
unpiloted hybrid simulation studies were carried out at Vertol
to prepare for the upcoming load crewman simulation in Cali-
fornia. The major emphasis of this pre-Northrop work was
focused on the Precision Hover Sensor, and its relationship to
Hover Hold control law requirements. A stability root analyail
was also performed to refine feedback gains, etc., for the Hover
Hold/IMU and PHS modes.

STABILITI ANALYSIS - Examples of the atability analysis
results from the Hover Hold studies are presented in Figures
46, 47, and 48. Illustrated on these plots are the stability
roots of the basic combined airframe/AFCS response modes, as
affected by variations in Hover Hold velocity and position
feedback gain level.

Figure 46 shows the complex root migration of the dominant
longitudinal/vertical response modes resulting from changes in
only the longitudinal position feedback gain (KXLD). Decreas-
ing this gain improves damping and reduces response frequency
for the short period mode (illustrated in the uppermost right-
hand set of roots). The effect of gain variation on other
modes is shown to have only a small influence on damping but
does change the damped frequency somewhat. These theoretical
roots are based upon analysis work which utilized the nominal.
AFCS parameters listed at the top of the plot. Most of the
gains and Aime constants were revised later during the Northrop
simulation and final fliqht test evaluation.

In order to relate the final flight configuration and the one
used in the analysis, rough estimates of stability root place-
ment were made with the final flight test gain settings applied.
These roots are annotated on the plot with the star symbol.

Figure 47 illustrates the effect of varying lateral velocity
gain on the lateral/directional modes. Again, as in the pre-
vious figure, only one Hover Hold feedback parameter (lateral
velocity) is changed to move the stability roots. When ground-
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speed gain is increased, damping of both the short and long
period lateral modes improves for a while, but then begins to
decrease sharply (for the long period mode) with further
gain elevation.

The plot clearly illustrates the complexity involved in
attempting to select a final system gain level, based on an
analytical approach which varies only one parameter at a time.
This problem was also identifieO in early phases of the 19/2
Hover Hold feasibility study discussed earlier. Note that
although only single parameter gain variations are depicted in
Figures 46 and 47, additional analysis was accomplished for
all Hover Hold axes to determine trends resulting from changing
both velocity and position gains simultaneously.

Figure 48 presents a typical set of Hover Hold-associated
roots wherein both velocity and position gain levels are
varied together. The plot depicts the longitudinal/vertical
mode again, but in this case, the roots are responding to
vertical-axis climb rate and altitude feedback gain changes.
As shown in the figure, the short period vertical mode reflects
an increase in both damping and frequency when velocity gain
is increased. Raising the position gain, on the other hand,
reduces vertical damping appreciably, especially when lower
velocity gains are being used.

PHS AND DRIFT CLEAR MODELING - In preparing for lhe
Hover Hold flight simulation at Northrop, substantial effort
went into modeling the P{S for analysis. Sensor lock-
ing, unlocking,and relock characteristics werj considered,
along with the drift clear and IMU/PHS veloc.tty switchover
features covered earlier in Section 2.1.4.1.1.1.

Using the gains determined in the Root Analysis described
above as a starting point, helicopter response to LCCC inputs
(with sensor effects included) were .xplored on the hybrid
full envelope simulation model. O,.e of the LCCC units used
on the earlier Hover Hold Nudge nimulation was hooked up in
the hybrid lab to introduce loaJ crewman controller pulses
and steps into the model. Coriplete cockpit control back
drives were also simulated for the first time.

Data from the hybrid analysis confirmed that PHS sensor lock-
ing and unlocking characteristics would not degrade Hover Hold
performance appreciably when compared with continuous sensor
results. Several changes were required, however, in other
aspects of the Hover Hold mechanization to achieve tl-a desired
performance potential of this selectable AFCS mode. These
included:
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* The need for backdriving the primary controls in the
longitudinal and lateral axes with a position error
sicInal in addition to the velocity error. This change
tends to continuously drive the long-term position error
toward zero.

The necessity to add 0.5-second time delays to the LCC
velocity control threshold discretes input to L-8 logic.
These delays were incorporated in order to clearly dif-
ferentiate between position beep and velocity commands,
and to make aircraft response to precision position com-
mands predictable.

•IThc requirement to modify IMU to PHS velocity switching
networks to eliminate undesirable transients as described
in Figure 36.
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2.1.5 LOAD STABILIZATION SYSTEM

2.1.5.1 Requirements and Objectives

The Load Stabilization System (LSS) is a tselectable mode of
the AFCS which is designed to aid the pilot and ICC in hand-
ling an external load. The LSS, in conjunction with the
hover hold and PHS modes, should allow rapid and much easier
load attachment, pickup, shuttling, and positioning. Lightly
damped load pendulum modes would cause two significant prob-
lems relative to the IILH mission. First, the task of placing
the load accurately would be difficult and time consuming,
as load oscillations created by aircraft maneuvering or turb-
ulence require an exceptionally long time to decay. Second,
sustained low-frequency longitudinal accelerations in the
lifting helicopter due to load motion, particularly with a
heavy load, are disorienting and fatiguing to the pilot and
can lead to pilot-in-the-loop oscillations during instrument
flight.

The LSS has three sub-modes to accomplish its function;
aircraft/load centering, load damping, and load position
hold. The system switches between these modes automatically
when the appropriate conditions are present with thie LSS
selected.

2.1.5.1.1 Aircraft/Load Centering

The requirement of the aircraft/load centering mode is to
center the aircraft over the load automatically prior to load
pickup to prevent load swing as it is lifted off. Although
the cable tensions produce an inherent centering force on the
aircraft, the PHS would prohibit the aircraft from moving.
The LSS is designed to command the PHS to proide a well-
controlled and precise centering. After the cables are
attached and the LSS is selected, the system makes and keeps
the cables taut while automatically centering the aircraft
over the load longitudinally, laterally, and directionally.
The tension must be kept large enough to keep the cables
straight for accurate cable angle measurement, but small
enough to avoid dragging the load before the aircraft is
centered over it. The system continues to maintain the air-
craft position over the load as the LCC increases tension to
lift the load off.
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The speci fic ob-icC LIV(' ot th, i;odj is to I imit any Joad
swing during 1. it toff to l ess than 4-4 inches hori zont ally
and +2 degrees directionally.

2.1.5.1.2 Load Damping

Th,- requireiment of the load dampinq mode is to provide a high
degree of loaid pendular modcl damping to allow the precise
load position hold and placement that is required. The load
damping mode switches on automatically when the load leaves
the ground (or ship). The specific objective is to maintain
the following 1cvei s of pendular mode damping.

* 20 percent or greater for longitudinal and lateral
modes with hover hold or PHS on.

o 15 percent or greater for longitudinal and lateral
modes with basic SCAS in hover and forward flight.

* 15 percent or greater directionally.

These damping levels are- well above the MIL-H-8501A IFR min-
imum requirements of 5.5 percent for a period greater than
r seconds and 11 perceint for a period less than 5 seconds.

2.1.5.1.3 Load Position Hold

The requirement of the position hold mode is to automatically
maintain a constant load position relative to th(e qround
(or ship) when the load is airborne and the PHS is on. This

mode switches on automaticl.lly when the load becomes airborne,
and off when the aircraft ]cav,!'s hover, i.e., when the P11S
switches off. When the 1,CC or pilot repositions the load,
the LSS will maintain the new load position. The LCC can
switch the load position hold mode off if it is de-sirable tt,
hold the aircraft position, rather than load position.

The specific objective is to maintain the load center-of-
gravity such that placement accuracy is within +4 inches
horizontally and vertically, and +2 degrees directionally
relative to the ground.
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2.1.5.2 System Synthesis

The LSS is designed to have a minimum impact on the structure
of the other AFCS loops, Simplex signals are supplied to the
LSS loops from each cargo hook. These signals are measurements
of longitudinal and lateral cable angles relati-ve to the air-
craft and cable tensions. Several simplifications were made
for the ATC demonstration system since some aspects of the
system were considered unnecessary for the demonstration
program. The control loop synthesis, including simplifica-
tions, is discussed in the following sections.

2.1.5.2.1 Aircraft/Load Centering

The aircraft position change required to center it over the
load is calculated from the cable tensions, cable angles
relative to the aircraft, and the aircraft pitch and roll
attitudes. These signals then cornnand the aircraft, via
the PHS and heading stabilization loops, to move the approp-
riate distance. The structure of these loops and their
interface with the AFCS are shown in Figures 14, 23, 28, and 30.

The equations used to describe the aircraft's position relative
to the vertical over the load are:

L 8 TFpF + TRPR (1)
LC 57.3 TF + TR

L + XF +XR (2)
YLC 57.3 2

L (XF - XR) (3)
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Refer to Figure 49 for a definition oe the cable angles
relative to the aircraft. When XL(', YLC' and 'L(2 are driven
to zero, the total tension force on the load is approximately
aligned with the gravity vector with zero directional moment.
These terms replace the normal PUS position and heading terms
to accomplish the centering function. A transient-free switch
is used to switch the load-centering terms in and out. The
switch provides a centering rate equal to its decay rate,
i.e., a decay rate of 1 fps produces a steady-state aircraft
velocity of 1 fps as it moves uver the load. The PHS position
and heading terms are removed with a track-store-synchronizer
element so there is no transient when the centering mode
switches in and out.

The design includes a velocity term in the longitudinal and
lateral axes to cancel the PHS velocity term. While no
frequency shaping is required in the longitudinal and direc-
tional axes, a 1.67-second time-constant lag is required on
the lateral position term. The velocity term gains are 0.5
that of the PIIS velocity loops and the centering rates are
set at I fps and 2 degrees/second. (The centering velocity
terms were removed during the system flight test dev(tlopment
as discussed in the flight test section of this report.)

The load centering loops assume that the cable angles read
zero whui. the cables are parallel to the aircraft vertical
axis. With 50-foot cables, a 0.1 degree null error would
cause the aircraft to be centered incorrectly by 1.1 inch.
Bias terms may be required in the software to accomplish
the required null.

The centering mode has loops in the vertical and longitudinal
axes to make and keep the tension in both cables constant
at a value approximately equal to one-fourth of the load weight.
Since the anticipated ATC demonstration load weight is in the
order of 5000 pounds, the vertical axis is set to drive the
sum of the tensions to 2400 pounds. This is accomplished with
proportional-plus-integral control into the collective pitch
control, as shown in Figure 14 I'le equation for this loop is

_-(5 X 10 +) (Txl _ F r -240o0) (4)
+ 2.5 X 10
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A tension equaliz,,atjon loop i:.; incorporated which drives the
longitudinal cyclic to maintain the forward and aft tensions

equaal.

The cyclic va rJaLions change the aircraft crim pitch attitude
to equalize the tensions. The equation for this loop is

-4
1 :13 = 5 X 10 (T -T ) (5)

ICF ICR F R

The loop is introduced h1 a track-store-reset element which
is controlled as follows:

* Track when load-centering mode is on.
* Reset to zero when load becomes airborne.
* Store otherwise.

On the HLH the winch mechanism could be used to equalize
tensions. Some approximations and limitations associated
with the aircraft/load-centering mode, as demonstrated in the
ATC program, should he mentioned.

* Small angle approximations are used in the centering
equations. This if a valid approximation since the
cable angles will be reasonably small when the aircraft
is centered.

r The system is not designed for LCC augmenting override
during the centering maneuver.

0 Small switching transients can occur since transient-
free switches are not used in the tension control loops.

2.1.5,2.2 Load Damping

The load damping loops use the cable angle and aircraft pitch
and roll attitude signals to modulate the longitudinal cyclic,
lateral cyclic, and differential lateral cyclic AFCS
control outputs. The aircraft is maneuvered by these loops
to keep the load hooks over the load, i.e., keep the cables
aligned with the (Jravity vector. Block diagrams of these
loops are shown in Figures 14, 23, and MU. A vertical load
damping loop is not required since the load has no significant
vertical mode.
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The following relationships are used to form cable angles
relative to the gravity vector from the cable angles relative
to the aircraft.

OF 4 OR
PG = + (6)

XG = XF + XR + (7)

2
A L (YR-XF) (8)

LLX

These cable angles are ased in the damping loops. The 4 term
is removed for the lateral axis when the hover hold mode is
off to reduce switching transients which are discussed later.
The cable angles provide good load damping eliminating the need
for cable angular rate feedback. The gain and frequency shap-
ing required to give the desired load and aircraft damping are
applied to these sicqnals. A 10-second washout is incorporated
to remove cable angle trim values associated with forward
flight, lateral flight, and steady winds. A washout is not
required in the directional axis since the trim bifilar angle
will remain reasonably small.

The load damping loops are very dependent upon the AFCS mode
that is being used. No single load damping configuration
could be found which would provide good damping regardless of
whether the hover hold and PHS modes are on or off. Con-

sequently, the system is designed to switch automatically
between appropriate damping loops when these modes switch
on and off. The KXCA1 and KyCAl loops are used with the
basic SCAS, while the KXCA and KYCA3 loops are used when the
PHS is on. For the lateral axis, an additional loop, KYCA2,
is required when the hover hold velocity loop is applied with-
out the PHS position term. Transient-free switches are
required to prevent excessive aircraft/load excitation when
switching between these damping loops in a transient state.
The loops that apply for the SCAS in hover are also used to
damp the load in forward flight.
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The current LLI! cargo handling design uses an inverted-V
suspension for forward flight which greatly reduces direct-
ional load motion and eliminates unsteady aerodynamic stability
problems. If pendant cables are used instead for forward
flight, another directional load damping loop may be required.

2.1.5.2.3 Load Position Hold

The load position andI hlcadinq change relative to the ground
is calculated from the cable angles relative to the aircraft,
aircraft attitudes and heading, and aircraft position relative
to the ground. These signals command the aircraft, via the
PI{S and heading stabilization loops, to maintain the load
center-of-gravity and heading constant over the ground. Refer
to Figures 14, 23, and 28 for the detailed block diagrams of the
load position hold loops. No vertical loop, beyond the PHS
loops, is required since the load's vertical position relative
to the aircraft will remain essentially constant. The load

damping mode remains on to provide good load damping while
the load position hold mode is on.

The following equations determine the load position relative

to the ground.

XLOAD (H+L)e& + L OF + XPHS XLPFI + XPHS (9)

57.3

Y L (1+L)t + L(xF + XR)/2 + Y -Y + Y
57.3 (10)

- L(F -kR) + •'= -I H + 4,
"LOAD LF *RL ( 1)

LLX

Lag-lead frequency shaping is applied to X Y and" LWI LPL

4f LPH to maintain a high level of load damplAg. vrien these
signals are summed with the PHS position and aircraft heading
signals to form XLOAD, YLOAD, and #LOAD. Pseudo velocity

terms are formed by applying a washout to the position terms
to cancel the PHS velocity feedback and provide phase advance.
The final load position hold configuration is simplified by
combining the position and velocity terms using an equivalent
second-order filter as seen in Figures 14 and 23. This is
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easily done since the P1S position and velocity loops have the
same transfer function apart from gain. The continuous system
frequency response of the longitudinal and lateral filters is
shown in Figure 50. The steady-state gain is unity to provide
the correct load position signal.

A synchronizing element is used to switch the load position
hold loop into the system. The loop is synchronized to a
zero output value while it is not required. The synchroniza-
tion stops when the loop is switched in so that subsequent
changes in load position are seen by the system. Thus, the
system attempts to hold the load at its position when the
mode is switched on.

The load position hold loops move the aircraft in the opposite
direction from which the load swings in order to bring the
load back to its initial position. Since the aircraft needs
to move in the direction of the load swing to damp it, there
is a conflict between load damping and position hold. Con-
sequently, the position hold loops are frequency shaped, as
described above, to reduce the gain substantially at the
load frequency while maintaining the gain as near unity as
possible at lower frequencies. This is seen in Figure 50,
knowing the longitudinal and lateral load frequencies are in
the order of 1. rad/sec. It can also be seen that a substan-
tial phase advance is obtained at the load frequency. The
system should be effective in holding load position in wind
shifts and gusts whose frequencies are less than the load
frequency.

There are several approximations and limitations associated
with the load position hold loops as configured for the ATC
demonstration.

"* Small angle approximations are used in determining the
load position relative to the aircraft. This is valid
since the angle changes should be small while the load
position hold mode is on.

"* The load position equations are incorrect for spot
turns in a steady wind.
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"* The load position hold switchoff is not transient-free
when the PHS loops remain on.

"* There is no automatic load position hold mode inhibit if
the load is swinging with a large amplitude when the
PHS switches on.

2.1.5.2.4 Logic

The LSS logic (L27) is designed to switch the LSS submodes
in and out of the AFCS when the proper conditions are present.
This logic (Figure 51) is implemented in the IOPs and receives/
sends discretes to the computers.

The cable tension control discrete (L27D) becomes true when
the LSS is selected if the load is sitting on the ground and
the hover hold mode is engaged. The load is determined to
be on the ground if the total tension is less than 75 percent of
the load weight. This discrete switches the tension control
loop into the AFCS vertical axis. In addition, the altitude
hold loop is synchronized allowing the aircraft to climb to
make the cables taut. The tension control stops when the
pilot depresses the collective magnetic brake to start lift-
ing the load otf the ground. The tension control will not
switch on if the aircraft is centered over the load, and
remains centered, when the load is set down.

The tension equalization discrete (L27E) becomes true when
the tension control loop is operating and one of the cables
becomes taut, i.e., when the largest tension becomes greater
than 800 pounds. This switches the tension equalization loop
into the AFCS longitudinal axis. When the load is leaving
the ground, L27F becomes true, resetting the loop to avoid
interference with hover hold.

The load-centering discrete (L27C) becomes true when all of
the following conditions are present.

"* LSS is selected.

"* Load is on the ground.

"* Longitudinal and lateral PHS position loops are
engaged.
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"* Heading is being st;)bilized.

"* Both cables have become taut, i.e., the least tension is
800 pounds.

Both cables must be straight in order to provide correct cable
angle measurements for the centering loops. The load-centering
loops are switched into the AFCS longitudinal, lateral, and
directional axes when L27C becomes true. The aircraft is

centered within tolerance; E2 becomes true when all of the
following are true.

e Both cables are taut.

* iXLcI<2 in.

* I LCj< 2 in.

0 1 LC 1<1 deg

The LCC or pilot can lift the load off before E2 becomes true.
The load centering mode is switchcd off, L27C becomes false,

as the load is leaving the ground. As the aircraft moves over
the load, a small pitch attitude change occurs which can cause
the smallest tension to drop below 800 pounds for a short
period of time. Consequently, a lag and hysteresis are
incorporated in the smallest tension discrete as illustrated
in Figure 52.

The load damping discrete (L27A) becomes true when the AFCS
is engaged with the LSS selected and the load is airborne.
Actually, the discrete becomes true before the load is air-
borne when the total tension becomes greater than 75 percent
of load weight. The load damping loops are switched into the
system when L27A is true. Additional logic is included to
allow rapid descent entries without switching the load damp-
ing mode off. This logic keeps the load damping operating
during descent entries if the aircraft is greater than 200
feet above the ground and the largest tension remains greater
than 800 pounds. This still allows the damping mode to
switch off if the load is set down or if the load is released
while it is airborne.
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The load position hold discrete (L27B) becomes true when
the following conditions exist.

"* LSS and hold position hold are selected.
"* PHS position loops are engaged.
"* Heading is being stabilized.
* Load is airborne (or nearly airborne).

'The load position hold loops are switched into the system when
L27B is true. It should be noted that the load damping loops
will always be operating when the load position hold mode is
engaged.

In addition to the IOP logic described above, there is soft-
ware logic which switches to the proper load damping loop as
the hover hold/PHS loops switch in and out.

There are several limitations in the logic as synthesized
for the ATC. demonstration program.

* There is no automatic method of detecting when the load
has become airborne. Consequently, the tensions are
compared to the approximate load weight to form this
discrete. LCC override of this logic would be desirable
for an operational system.

* The 800-pound tension threshold levels do not change
automatically with load weight.

• There is no automatic switchoff and inhibit of the
cable tension control loop if the cables are released.

e There are no lights to tell the pilot or LCC which LSS
submode is operating or when the aircraft has been
centered over the load within tolerance.
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2.1.5.3 System Designl Analysi:s

2.1.5.3.1 Analytical Models

Three analytical models were used to set the LSS parameter
values and analyze the LSS performance; root locus, Continu-
ous System Modeling Program (CSMP), and total force simulation.
The load pendulum motion equations, LSS loops, and LSS logic
were incorporated in eAch model, as appropriate. The root
locus model uses a derivatiw representation of the aircraft
to provide the syste'm eigenvwlues. The CSMP model, which also
has a derivative aircraft representation, produces transient
responses. Logic and switching can be analyzed to some extent
using this model. The total force simulation is used to
evaluate system performance, during large perturbation maneuvers
and disturbances. It also allows a more thorough check of
system logic, interfacing with the other AFCS modes, and
switching performance. Most physical aspects of the load,
cables, and sensors are included in the models. The effect
of cable stiffness on tension control., cable angle sensor
hysteresis, and a erodynawic forces are included.

Each model was checked out and good agreement was found between
the three models.

The following configur,,ation and parameter variations were
evaluated in the system analysis.

"* Load: 8- x 8- x 20-ft MILVAN with weights of 5000, 8000,
and 10,000 pounds.

"* Cable configurations: long pendants and inverted VEE.

"• Cable lengths: 20 and 50 feet.

"* Vertical distance between aircraft center of gravity
and load hook: 4, 6, 8, and 10 feet.

"• Cable stiffness: 10,000, 20,000, and 50,000 lb/in.

"* Hover with Hover Ihold on and off, PHS on and off, and

heading stabilized and synchronized.
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* 60- and 90-knot forward flight.

* All LSS modes.

* Variations in key LSS/AFCS parameters.

The following nominal configuration was used for the major
part of the analysis.

* Load Weight: 5000 pounds

* Cable Configuration: 50-foot pendants.

e Vertical distance between aircraft center of gravity
and load hook: 8 feet

* Cable Stiffness: 10,000 pounds/inch

Several characteristics are not contained in the analytical
models. Cable angle bow due to wind drag is not included,
i.e., the cables are assumed to be perfectly straight,
regardless of wind and rotor downwash conditions. Since
the LSS has to determine the load's position using the load
hook angle, cable bow will produce an incorrect measurement
of load position. Figure 53 shows this load position error
as a function of wind strength and load weight. This indicates
that the effect of cable bow can be significant, but should
not exceed the position hold and centering objective level for
the nominal load weight and cable length. With the exception
of hysteresis, perfect signal quality is assumed in the
analytical models. Signal quality is not anticipated to pre-
sent a problem. The second-order analog filters at 60 rps,
in combination with the short computer frame time (0.01
seconds), should provide good signal quality. Gusts, rotor
downwash, and ground effect are not included in the models.
However, the responses to wind ramps and sine waves at various
frequencies and magnitudes were evaluated.
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2.1.5.3.2 Root Locus Studies

The root locus model was used to study the load and aircraft
stability as a function of load configuration and control
system parameters. All LSS/AFCS modes and their inter-
relationship were studied. The basic LSS configuration design
and parameter values were determined using this model. The
significant results for each LSS sub-mode are discussed in
the following paragraphs.

Load Damping Mode

Basic root locus plots for each axis in hover with the PHS
on are presented in Figures 54-56. These plots show how the
load damping varies as a function of the load damping loop
gain and time constant. The root location for the nominal
gain and time constant value is indicated on each plot. The
load frequencies and damping ratios obtained with the nominal
configuration are summarized in Table 7. The load is well
damped, particularly , ith 50-foot cables and with the PHS on. With
the LSS off and PHS on, the load roots in hover are as
follows:

* Longitudinal: W = 0.8 rps, ' = 0.01

* Lateral: w = 0,1 rps, 5 = 0.02

* Directional: w = 1.3 rps, S= 0.01

Thus the load is only very lightly damped in each axis withouc
the LSS.

The analysis determined that the load damping loop configura-
tion is very dependent upon the AFCS configuration. The con-
figuration that provides good load damping with the hover
hold/PHS mode on is unstable with the basic SCAS. Conse-
quently, separate loops are used when the PMS is on and off
as discussed previously. The required phase shift in the
lateral axis changes drastically as a function of the hover
hold/PUS loops as shown in Figure 57.
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The load damping configuration requirement varies substantially
with cable length, particularly in the lateral axis. The
following parameters have to vary with cable length to obtain
good load damping.

PARAMETER 20-FT CABLES __50-F'T CABLES

KXCA 1.0 DEG/DEG 1.5 DEG/DEG

TY4 1.5 SEC 2.5 SEC

KYCA2 0.07 IN./DEG 0.175 IN./DEG

TY3 0.1 SEC 0.25 SEC

KYCA3 0.031 IN./DEG 0.13 IN./DEG

TY2 0.25 SEC 0.75 SEC

These changes were made to obtain the results summarized in
Table 7. Without these changes, the load becomes very
lightly damped, if not unstable, with 20-foot cables. The
directional load damping with 20-foot inverted-V cables was
analyzed using the CSMP and total force simulation models and
will be discussed later.

The load damping was evaluated in 60-knot forward flight and
was found to be adequately damped with the basic SCAS load
damping loops. The results indicate that the longitudinal
damping can be further increased by increasing the phase
advance.

In general, the load damping is very sensitive to gain and
phase changes. However, with a few exceptions, the aircraft
roots are not significantly affected by the LSS. The most
significant effects of LSS/AFCS parameter variations are as
follows:

9 With the hover hold/PHS mode off, the longitudinal load
damping increases when the phase advance is increased.
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"* With the Hover Hold/PHS mode on, the longitudinal load
damping increases when the gain is increased. However,
the aircraft damping decreases with increased gain, as
seen in Figure 54.

"* The longitudinal load damping gain has to decrease as
the hover hold/PHS gains decrease.

"* In forward flight, the longitudinal load damping has a
knee when the gain is 0.25 deg/deg., i.e., the damping
decreases if the gain is either increased or decreased.

"" With the Hover Hold/PHS mode off, the lateral load
damping increases as the gain magnitude increases. How-
ever, increasing the gain further aggravates a switching
problem which is discussed later.

"* The lateral load damping decreases sharply if either the
gain, time constant, or hover hold/PHS gains are
increased or decreased from their nominal values.

"* The lateral load damping phase lag has to decrease if
the hover hold/PHS gains are decreased.

"* The directional load damping can be increased with
increased phase lag as seen in Figure 56. However, this
decreases the aircraft stability.

"* The directional load damping decreases by approximately 50

percent with aircraft heading feedback synchronized.

There is negligible coupling between the axes as the load,
cable, and LSS parameters are varied. The load damping remains
good as the following parameters vary over the range described
previously.

"* Load weight

"* Vertical distance between the aircraft center of gravity
cnd load hook.
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Load Position Hold Mode

Basic root locus plots for each axis with the load position
hold mode on are shown in Figures 58-60,. The root location
for the nominal parameter values is indicated on each plot.
The load frequencies and damping ratios obtained with the
nominal configuration are summarized in Table 8. While the
load damping with 50-foot cables is reduced by the load posi-
tion hold mode, the load is still well damped. In the position
hold mode, the load damping configuration requirement varies
substantially with cable length, as it does with the position
hold mode off. The following parameters have to change with
cable length to obtain the results shown in Table 8.

PARAMETER 20-FT CABLES 50-FT CABLES

TXLI 1.50 2.50
TXL2 1.80 J2.10
TYLl 0.52 2.10

TYL2 0.25 j0.41

Directional load position hold with the 20-foot inverted-V
cables will be discussed later.

The most significant result from the stability analysis of the
load position hold mode is that the load damping increases
as the load position hold gain decreases at the load frequency.
Further, the gain has to decrease when the hover hold/PHS or
load damping loop gains decrease.

Load-Centering Mode

During the load-centering mode operation, the load stability
is not of concern since the load is sitting on the ground.
The aircraft longitudinal and directional stability is good; it
is similar to that without the cables attached. No frequency
shaping is required except in the lateral axis which has a
lag in the position term. The root locus in Figure 61 shows
how the aircraft lateral roots vary in the load centering
mode as a function of gain and lag time constant. It can be
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seen that the aircraft is somewhat underdamped laterally with
the nominal configuration. However, the transient responses
that will be discussed in the following sections show good
lateral centering performance.

The aircraft is well damped vertically in the centering mode
with the cables taut and the tension control loop operating.
The tension control performance will be discussed further in
the following sections.

2.1.5.3.3 CSMP Studies

The CSMP model was used to study system transient responses
and performance in meeting the LSS objectives. Although
it is a small perturbation model, it is valid for most LSS
considerations since the aircraft and load excursions are
small for practically all aspects of LSS operation. All modes
of LSS/AFCS operation were studied for the nominal 50-foot
cables, 5000-pound load configuration.

The high degrue of load damping obtained in each axis can be
seen in Figures 62-64. These transient re'-ponses were
obtained by applying pulses at the pilot's controls with
the PHS and LSS on. These results, along with the CSMP
reqults for the other modes (f LSS/AFCS operation, closely
match the root locus analysis predicticns.

Load damping in the directional axis with 20-foct inverted-V
cables was evaluated using the CSMP model. The pendulum
equation of motion was modified to include a large restorinq
moment for small directional load angles. The normal pendulum
restoring moment is still present when the load angle becomes
large enough to ipake opposite cable legs become slack. The
total restoring momer~t used in the model is shown in Figure
65. The results show t-hat the load should be well-behaved
directionally ',ith the inverted-V suspension system. The
peak directional excursion relative to the aircraft is only
0.2 degree when a 1-inch pedal pulse is applied in hover
or forward flight. A very small uirectional load limit cycle
of +0.04 degrees at 2 hertz persists with the inverted-V
suspension.
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Wind qusts, rotor downwash, and ground effect were not modeled
for the LSS analysis or simulation. However, the aircraft and
load response to wind ramps and sinusoidals was evaluated.
In Figure 66, the load longitudinal excursion relative to the
ground due to a 10 fps headwind ramp is shown. Four cases are
included to illustrate the effect of the load damping and
position hold loops. The load motion is well damped with the
load damping mode on. With the load position hold loop on,
the load peak excursion is 0.27 foot and the load returns to
its initial position. The effect of load weight and cable
length on load longitudinal motion is shown in Figure 67.
In Figure 68, the load and aircraft are subjected to a 20 fps
peak-to-peak longitudinal sinusoidal wind with a frequency of
0.5 rps. The peak-to-peak load excursion is 0.44 foot. The
load lateral response to a 10 fps cross-wind ramp is shown
in Figure 69 where the peak load excursion is 0.96 foot.

The effect of cable angle sensing hysteresis on LSS performance
was investigated using the CSMP model and found to be signi-
ficant for hysteresis angles in the order of +0.1 degree or
great( . The transient responses in Figures 70-71 illustrate
this ( feet for various magnitudes of hysteresis angle.

In Figure 70, a 10 fps headwind ramp is applied to the air-
craft and load. The resulting load longitudinal excursion
and damping with perfect sensing is compared to that with
different magnitudes of sensing hysteresis. With perfect
sensing, the load returns quickly to its initial position
in a very well-damped manner. If the hysteresis band is as
large as +-0.46 degree, the load stability deteriorates to
neutral damping and the load position cannot be held within
a band of +-0.4 foot. The lateral sensing hysteresis creates
an aircraft roll attitude limit cycle as seen in Figure 71.
With a hysteresis angle of +0.11 degree, the roll attitude
limit cycle level is approximately doubled. The degradation
in lateral load damping is insignificant compared to the roll
attitude limit cycle that results. The Teflon/steel load
hook bearing used in the 347 demonstrator is theoretically
estimated to have a longitudinal hysteresis angle between
+0.04 and +0.09 degree and a lateral hysteresis angle between
+0.03 and +0.07 degree. Originally, a bronze/steel bearing
which would have produced a hysteresis band approximately
three times as large was planned to be used.
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The load-centering mode operation was tested with the CSMP
model. In Figure 72, the forward and aft cable tensions
are initially zero and 6uu pounds, respectively. The LSS is
switched on and both tensions are automatically increased to
approximately 1200 pounds and held at that value. When the
smallest tension exceeds 800 pounds, the LSS automatically
centers the aircraft over the load longitudinally, laterally,
and directionally, as shown in Figure 73. In this case, the
aircraft was initially misaligned 5 feet longitudinally,
3 feet laterally, and 8 degrees directionally. The
aircraft is centered (under ideal conditions) within a 2-
inch and 1-degree tolerance within 7 seconds in a
smooth, well-damped manner.

2.1.5.3.4 Hybrid Simulation

The hybrid total force simulation was used to study overall
system performance, including logic, and to verify the root
locus/CSMP results. All modes of LSS/AFCS operation were
evaluated, using pulse, wind ramp, and LCC controller inputs.

While the simulation study concentrated on the nominal load/
cable configuration, the responses for a 10,000-pound load
and for 20-foot cables were verified.

The responses to pilot pulses are shown in Figures 74-82 for
hover and 60 knot flight. The load damping improvement
afforded by the LSS can be readily seen for each axis. The
aircraft attitude excursions required to damp the load are
very small. Basic SCAS, hover hold, and PHS cases are shown
for the longitudinal and lateral axes in hover. In Figuies
83-84, 10 fps headwind aid crosswind ramps are applied to the

aircraft and load. The load position hold mode returns the
load to its original position within 15 seconds. Notice that
the aircraft is displaced from its initial position in o.ler
to restore the load's rosition. Maximum longitudinal and
lateral LCC step iaputs are applied in Figures 85-86. The
load excursions caused by these _nputs are damped out quickly
by the LSS, whereas the damping would be less than 5,X, critical
if the LSS were off. The value of the load damping can be
seen in Figure 87 where the load is repositioned through a
distance of 20 feet using the LCC controller and a scope
display of the load's position. With the LSS on, the load
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can be. positioned easily and precisely, whereas without the
,S, .ighLy lamped load oscillatLions build uO making precise

load positioning difficult and time consuming.

Tho LSS logic performcd well during the simulation verification
with two exceptions- (1) hýsterosis had to be added to the
load centering tension discrete as discussed previously, and
(2) an LCC/LSS interface problem was found which is described
below.

The simulation and CSMP results are in very close agreement
as can be seen by comparing corresponding simulation results
with the CSMP results presentcd previousl,,. The only signi-
ficant disagreement is in the di'rectional dainping loop where
the simulation requirO.I a considerably smaller gain andl time
constant than the root locus model recommends.

2.1l5.4 Major Problems

2.1.5.4.1 Sensitivity to Cable Length and AFCS Modes

A:; discussed previouslf, the required LSS configuration is
dependent on tic cable length and AFCS mode that is being
used. The current system design automatically changes the
LSS configuration as a function of AFCS mode changes. For
an operational system, several LSS parameters, as noted
previously, would have to change automatically as the cable
1 ,rnq th changes.

2. 15.4.2 LCC/LSS Interface

A problem was encountered when LCC inputs were attempted on
th( total force simulation with the LSS on. The hover hold
mood(e limits the longitudinal and lateral velocity error
';iqnals to appr.oximately 1 fps to provide the desirtd aircr,.Ift

(-cceration. 'This limit masks the velocity term until thei
velocity has reached the comImanded value. Since the LSS
conf.IJura tion is; dependent on whether velocity feedback is
appI i -d t(" the a ircra t , the loa.ad becamnc. unstable when tLIie
vyeI o)rity t,.rim was masked by the. limit. Logqi c was; add (I to
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2.1. Automatic Approach to Hover

2.1.6. Objectives and Concepts

'1he primary objective of the HLII/ATC automatic approach to
hover system was to demonstrate the feasibility of an auto-
matic approach system.

Since the objective is to demonstrate feasibility and not
operational capability, the following ground rules were
established to permit system simplification.

* IPilot establishes desire(I track; initial longitudinal
groundspeed at 70 kn ± 5 kn, initial descent rate of
0 fpm to 400 fpm, and initial altitude at approximately
1000 feet above 'hover point.

F Fixed approach profile, and hover altitude.

* Track at time of approach initiation will be held con-
stant during approach by stabilizing heading and main-
taining zero cross--track velocity and position error.

e Desired track velocity will be maintained through
longitudinril velocity commands.

* Altitude will be phased from baro to radar during final
portion of approach.

• Velocity commands will be input to the flight director
and, when performring an automatic approach, to the CCDA's.

* A coupled or manual approach may be selected anytime
during the approach.

The auto approach handlinq qualities objectives are:

* To reduce pilot workload during approach.

N No excessive control inputs.

* No excessive or lightly damped aircraft responses.
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"* Alt itude - 1,000 ft. (ahbove, hover poi~nt)

"* Hldi copter :-tah~i j'tet a.1ono{ des-I red track

"* (orwrds pefd ye locit~y liredle soelectf_ýd

Init iatlion k I the approachi occurs withb en-atjeiiioert- )ft the
'1au-to appr)ac) ini tiato, siwitch, seFiplire 8H.

Th1(- approachl pro fi Le is desrjbed by tliree separa-te phases,
see? Ficlure W). II: the initilal approach phase, the helicopter
wIll ma inta in 70C knots; (Iround speed and 1000~ feet alIt itude
for a di!;tance of 1 '930 feet. Durirr~j the phase, t. ? F'D
velocity cransare- based upon error., fromi the loS -,i~red
I eve 1-iiqht (-,11(1(1ti on. 'ho, vertic~al r ro r dIi 5pcI '/(-,( corres-
pondis to thle di IpdCil r( 5: t hr pro j ected (11 ide !lope.

At 19)30 feet f r 'Hn the iiit jato po i n, t~he helt copter enters
Lhe d' :cci phase (l id th ppl each profI i le. ur ithis phase,t,
thle track vc.1 ocity - maioral ne-diC (At VO kPrtS arIid Taoi(
(i e-,C- ent a t I10). 3 ý f 1 ' Th (erLspn- ti a 1)" p likLt slIope.

The CeoI [ l at.1tude pr ;fIle i:; det'CrIIInoId f IbS ratý- of
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FIGURE 88. AFCS MODE SELECT PANEL
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At 10,010 feet from the initiate point (2290 feet from the
hover point), the helicopter enters the initial deceleration
phase. During this phase, the aircraft flares to decelerate
and reduces its rate of descent to 5.83 fps. At 214 feet
from the hover point, the deceleration and rate of descent
are slowly reduced to achieve hover at 12,300 feet from the
initiate point at an altitude of 100 feet.
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2.1.6.3 Automatic Approach to Hover Control 'System

The initial auto approach control laws and logic for the
347/ATC were developed utilizing unpiloted 3imulation, first
with a linear, small perturbation digital simulation, and
then with the full-flight envelope simulation. Final adjust-
ment of the control laws was accomplished on the 347/ATC air-
craft. These adjustments consisted primarily o)f changes in
gains, time constants, and feedback signal generation.

The final. automatUc approach to hover system, which is the
result of the above development, is shown on Figure 90.

The control system performs open loop det.ermination of the
distance from the hover point, DX. This is used to generate
the desired approach profiles (rate of descent, altitude, and
track velocity), and stick conmmands which approximate these
profiles. Proportional and integral feedback of profile
errors is used to maintain zero error between actual and
desired responses. The summation of the open loop stick
command and the proportional and integral feedback signals
represents the required stick command.

For a manual approach, the difference between the required
sticx commands and cockpit stick motion is fedI to the flight
director velocity command bars (see Figure 91). The pilot
perform:; a manual approach by inputting cont-.ol motions to
maintain the command bars in the null positi en.

For an auitomatic approach, the pilo)t activates both the PDI
and coupler switches and the required stick commands are
then fed dlirectly t(o the cockpit controls through the CCDA
actuators. The pilot can monitor the approach by observing
the control motions and the flight director 7elocity command
bars. The approach can be aborted by either maof braking or
with the coupler switch on the mode select panel.

2.1.6.3.1 Longitudinal Control Loops

The longitudinal contr l loops are shown on l'igure 9)0. qThe
functions FBXV, and 7BDB, Appendix Data Package, describe
the desired track velocity profile and the open-loop stick
function, respectively; FVXT RF performs the track velocity
coordinate tzansformation from north-south coordinates to
track coordinates. The difference between FBXV and l'VXTJU<
represent s the track velocity error which i5 fed to the con-
trol systeci through proporti(,nal and integIral. paths with
gain KBXV and KJx 1), Vespectively. L imiters LM9 and LMl0
are pl aced on the inteoira] and total feedback paths to pre--
vent excess ive contr )i. i npult ;.
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2.1.6.3.2 Lateral Cuntrol Loops

The lateral control loops are shown in Figure 90. Thlese
maintain helicopter track by determining cross-track velocity,
"VYTRRý and feeding it back through proportional and integral
(fains 1KcyV and KLcq), reuspectively.

2.] .. ].3 VerticaC ('•nt;'o] Loops

'1lhe vertical control. l()ops which pruvide the desired descent
rat, and altitude profi]_,_s are shown in Figure 90. The
functions 1CZV and . represent the desired rate of descent
an(I ý] ti tude profiles, respectively. V(CDC represents the
coill•'v..e lever displacement whicl approximates the desired
pr )Ii Ic. 'Tlhe rate limits Ly;G and L,1 7 are included to soften
the step changes on FCZV and t'(DC. Rate of descent informa-
tion is provided by a complementary filter which uses a heavily
fill ur(d, radar rate for low frequency data znd vertical accel-
erd tion for high -frequency, short-term data.

'rh( altitude feedback signal utilizes barometric altitude
from approach initiation tu 1000 feet from the hover point.
it i. asaumed thaL at 1000 feet from the hover point, the
aircraft is over relative ,v flat terrair and the altitude
spi,!nal s-:itches transient-free t radar altitude. TMe dif-
fe..I:ence beltwor- iDaro and radar altitude at the time of
•witcniq ,5 i dmpe(1 in aL a rate of 4 feet/sec. 'Te transient-
* roeswitch insure., a smoo•th transition from baro to radar
and an absolute hover altitude of 100 feet.

('cwipei-i ion for the collective trim shift, associated with
the aircr:aft power required curve is provided through the
collective trim compensation function, FCAS, and the low air-
Spe•ed collective bias loop. pFCAý' mechanized in the basic
"out ical ;CAd, provides compensa ion for airspeeds greater
thai* .*0 knots. '1Th e lol. airspeed collective bias loop pro-
"i-"s; additional co•mpr-r iti cii for airspeeds below 40 knots.

'filis loop functi s by generating an approximate airspeed
s;inal, and step ..ng in .5 inches of "up" collective stick
thr, it oi a !ai -. ,never the approximate airspeed drops below
25 knot. As r 1 Labl] airspeed measurement is not available
,el,,w .10 knotf-, the airspeed approximation is generated by
t•'•-•.tin', difference between airspeed and longitudinal
II 1nfl(V !.2,,. 'T'his difference is stored when DX becomes less

t ",111 fe- The approximate airspeed is equal to the sum
Itu a! tlundspeed tnd the tbove stored difference.
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2.1.6.3.4 Basic SCAS Modifications

The following basic yCAS modifications were required for
automatic approach operation.

• Incroased pitch attitude gain, KMAD, to .45 in./deg to
provide tighter pitch attitude control.

o Removed lateral control response quickening loop in
order to reduce lateral control sensitivity.

* Modified longitudinal asymetrical limiter, LM8, to
2 inches forward and 4 incho.q aft, and added a longi-
tudinal stick bias equivalent to 2 inches of aft stick.
This was required to prevent the longitudinal AFCS
from bottoming the asymetrical limit ana causing the
loss of pitch attitude feedback.

* Added a complementary vertical rate feedback loop to
the differential vertical AFCS output with a gaxi of
.135 in./fps,K-LV3 . 'This provided additional vertical
damping and reauced thc collective stick sensitivity.

2.1.6.4 Flight Director Display Signal Generation

The flight director allows the pilot to monitor the perform-
ance of the auto approach system and, if necessary or desired,
to manually fly the helicopter along the approach profile.
The information displayed on the flight director (see
Figure 91) includes:

Steering Command

0 Longitudinal
* Lateral
0 Vertical

Flight Path Error Indications

• Lateral
* Vertical

Out-of-Toierance Indications

The steering cormnands represent the difference between the
required stirk ccmmarhd and the actual cockpit control dis--
placement. 'his signal is fed to the flight director conunand
with appropriate scaling and dynamic shaping to provide
acceptable commands for the pilot to f hlow. 'i'le following
command dynamics and sensitivities provided adequate pi lot
tracking capability.
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Long Vel Comm = .60 inches -1
inch 775STh

inches 1Lat Vel Comm = .715 inch .71S+1

Vert Vel Comm = .25 inches 1
inch 1.5S+l

The vertical and lateral flightpath errors were displayed
using the following sensitivities:

Vert Error =120 feet error
1 incr. displ

Lat Error =120 feet error
1 inch displ

The FD (Flight Director) and RT (Rate of Turn) flags are
driven into view whenever any of the flightpath error
tolerances were exceeded. These tolerances are:

for 12300' > Dx > 2290'

Vert Error < 40 ft

Lat Error < 80 ft

Groundspeed Error < 6 kn

for 2290 >Dx >.0

Vert Error K10 ft

Lat Error < 40 ft

Groundspeed Error < + 4 kn
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2.1.7 Hover Trim

The !I111 AFCS is c:)nfigured with a selectable control feature
that automatically corrects the helicopter to a zero ground-
speed condition. Known as Automatic Hover Trim, this select-
able mode is incorporated to reduce cockpit workload during
the final stages of a manually initiated dpproach to hover.
It is particularly effective as an approach aid when utilized
in conjunctionl with Altitude HIold. Another Hover Trim appli-
cation considers engagement of the mode while recovering from
laneuvers .resulting in disorientation or vertigo which occurs
from time to time while flying under IFR flight conditions.

The Hover Trim system operates by slowly backdriving cockpit
longitudinal and lateraI controls to a force trim reference
corresponding to zero oround speed. It may be activated any-
where in the flight envelope by depressing a button on the
pilot's Mode Select panel.

LONGITUDINAL AXIS MECIHANIZATION - As illustrated in the loncji-
tudinal A,'CS functional block diagram (Figure 14), Lover Trim
control law,- consist of a single proportional feedback through
which a longitudinal (,round-s-p(..ed signal (XE) is pas3ed. The
signal (foes dI rectly into the integral back-drive path to
cornsua id parai l. I stick motitnn in thie cockpit. L-22 logic
( nogi, t±he loop, and t stays engaged as loncj as the pil-,[
does riot forco trim with Che megIc brake or seoect the Velocity
OFF .o de of operation.

Af, 1ong( as trhe g jou l(d oe d is 5 tr ater than 10 'eu t par seco()l,
1 oistalt IOVel ja I,: ýaI si( ,t to the integral drive because
af the I M4 I imJ Lnýi C 2s p. reuces a gradual sticl input in
tI-ie cockpit wic :1h ._(Iw, the alrcraiFt toward hover, Stick in-

(.'t() ' ti i nue u I)! I I VwI . Ci ) y i :;5 comp.1 et ely nliL I 0( thL h (0ugh11 the
i ot 1-ra . c II t ro d1 Ii 'c

A l-lai ,ain networ F is pr v iJed to inc-le-c ( ong:itudi n] ; tick

ho,•k I 0 ,.i<• ,.ii I , ,,• 1 knats ai rI- spe 0. Whol }fovr-r TJI iIf is
selo'Idt.,{ in gh-!-speed IigL, the aircrart (lecrease.:; vel.jcity
a IL m(.,- ,ra tc.Ly rapid 1)ace initial Ly, andI then more , aowl,, a,;

III .( i 5 lý1)p)I.achecd

All' RAl. AXI:r ,!; MeIICAN .I:h 11)KN - FqIure 23 shiows; a similar ,tround-
. ' .. i a en I il•;i ala b, kl iv, m 'h 'ri z.lt Loll otr the

at.or- I i, 's hr i~ 11(:t j•l IL-24, o i '. t[hi .ig I , (1 e tr.- I thre
I, h T 1 1 i ,t c I i- w;i Lt) zei-(,I 1 Wa i ,a i (,(-.i ty wji,.n til

e] ( a I t a i ) },-, I Wt, i t tli* .I ni I- tha t i Isj',iI r ,e ; t-( , ,
I ~~ ~ ~ c 1 it c rt ) I i a I i r) Ihoia se

... I( I,' g . , 1 , ', ,ilE t t" i It I, I I a. t t d I .a n .

If I I I pol rat a, ;



During the I[ AF( 'S dei~1ý -• •ation proqrawi. culstolmler evaluation
pilots typically found IHover Trim most usei:ui, for stabiliz:ing
the final segment of manually-executed TR-type approach
flianeuvers. From a 500-foot-per-minute descent at around 80
knots, the Altitude Hold mode was employed first to level
the flight pat]> at 150 to 200 feet above thp ground. The
pilot then pitched the nose up to initiate a longitudinal.
deceleration. At approximately 25 knots, Hiover Trim was
engaged and the remainder of the approach was accomplished
automatically.



2. 2 NORTHROP FLIGIIT SIMULATION

2 .2.1 Summary

In 1973, two pjloted simulator evaluations of proposed HILH AlCS
control laws and logic were conducted at the Northrop Fli.qht
Simulation facility in Hawthorne, California. Overall simnula-
tion objectives were to:

a Refine control law and logic mechanization developed for
demonstration on the 347 Flight Research Vehicle so as to
minimize expensive and time-consuming hardware ai, t F,( Ft-
ware changes on the flight test program, and

* Ensure adequacy of vehicle handling qualities for wuel i.ng
the requirements of the I[LII mission through contlnoed
AFCS development.

The first simulation was accomplished in April on the 1AC/WA\W)
(large amplitude - wide angle visual) "big beam" simulat-or

illustrated at the top of Figure 92. The principal purpose (F
this testing was to evaluate basic SCAS performance throuc!,out
the flight envelope from the pilot's cockpit flight otati,
Hover Trim and Automatic Altitude IHold selectable mode LL3--

tures were also looked at along with aircraft behavior es-sul.t-
ing from simullated AFCS and DEPIS failures.

A second phase -f testin'.j was completed in late December7 and
utilized the Low Speed "Rotational" simulator (shown at- t.[h-!
bottom of Figure 92) to represent tihe rearward faci nq , ,
crewman's station. Hover !Hold control laws were explor'(,d in
conjunction with evaluatioins of the "Protr)typc," ,CCC uinit-

Separate comparisons of the fingei/rIball an(l grip-typo.,
controller con -igurat.J ons were a made by customer p] ,i
and en•gineering representative.; A iditL iona] toscin~i .
the et fect of external loads on velia c-L. handlinq , ! Avii (i I Ai ,
the Hover Hold mode enqageid.

Tfhie math model driving both simulat iný;s 'Iprente, t ti,
helicopter. 'IMiis ful .1 envelope "tot .a1 force" model 1 a:, (V xt:<ti-
sively checked out and validated ac,,aint I fi Ifl]t data itn Ithe
Vertol hlybrid Simulat-ion I,ahoratory vail (d n t-hle Nud(ge s nu a
prior to being prog ranmuted at No rtil, ). AI'C'; mo<d{le in, was; a,'.,i-w-
plished with (Genecal Electric I -DOW in(-rtementai dli, j[a. ,i ,
puters which were siiina; in princ iplA to thiue ICP -7'1, im(to,,
used on the dIem(onstraticn aircraft.

Major .i in.at._ F 17Cr sul r i s a(.: :u ,ma 1 1 in . o )2 a:,i
A;: csh ,ww n tiie I ir:;t t:Jguru (4 ,o jr )0i't IV(.
fli Aght siwula i• ;n im were I " ~f l ''" ,11uI1, t~ii . (<,twa•:..

I~eq'i i i)011100t5 Ir.'r I war on o.IIa 7 olvo cr



FULL MANEUVERING MATH MODELS--

COMPLETE AFCS FUNCTIONS
LARGE AMPLITUDE/ PILOT

WIDE ANGLE V13UAL /
SIMULATOR q j BEAM VERTICAL MOTION

S10 FT AT COCKPIT PILOT HOURS 35

BEAM LATERAL A AFCS MODS
TRANSLATION 10 LOGIC
+ 10 FT AT COCKPIT VISUAL HEMISPHERE 28 SOFTWARE•i• ""÷WITH PROJECTED SKY,

EARTH & MOUNTAINOUS HORIZON

20COCKP-
DEGREES 20 DEGREE3

ROLL
±* 20

DEGREES

LiGHT SOURCE LOAD-CONTROLLING CREWMAN PILOT HOURS 31
SIMULATOR AFCS MODS

5 LOGIC
HORIZONTAL FIELD OF VIEW 20 SOFT WARE
•100 0 

FROM AIRCRAFT CL- 1000
- POINT LIGHT SOURCE

CL DISPLAY PROJECTION

LCC CONTROLLER ,-.

1070 VEHTICAI- FIELD OF VIEVV
"300 ABOVE HORIZON

0 770 BELOW HORIZON

FIGURE 92,

FLIGHT SIMULATION
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identified in Ph?]ase I testing, and 20 in the Phase II. A
total of 15 logic changes were also identified. These logic
revisions were of particular importance because of the diffi-
culty associated with modifying the "hard wired" logic modules
on the 347 flight test aircraft after they were once installed.

A summary assessment of handling qualities with the final AFCS
control laws programmed in the simulation is presented in
Figure 93. Pilot Cooper-Harper ratings of between 1.0 and 2.0
(in t-he desirable to highly desirable range) were achieved
for virtually all test maneuvers with the AFCS engaged. Simu-
lated triplex AECS computer hardover failures were found to be
readily recoverable, as were DELS failures for the 347 demor-
strator with reversion to the Mechanical Backup Units.

Both simulations were considered by pilot evaluators to reprc-
sent a high level of fidelity in reproducing expected aircraft
and control system characteristics. As a direct result of
this, when the AFCS was finally evaluated on the 347 test air--

craft, pilot ratings of handling qualities were quite similar
to those found in the simulator the year before.

In the evaluation that follows, the Northrop simulation program

is discussed in three segments. The first covers development
of the math model and simulator representatinns of the tes't
aircraft and control system (Section 2.2.2). This description
is followd by a discussion of the Phase I full envelope SCAS

evaluation from the pilot's station (Section 2.2.3). The load
crewvman/ff:CC Phase II simulation is reviewed last in Section
2.2.4.

2.2.2 •jýnultion D.velopment

2.2.2.1 Mc-hanization and Validation of the Math Model

TPhe math mo(leI userd in both phases of the Northrop simulation
was dtjVt, 1 oped in the Vertol Hybrid Simulation Laboratory dur-

ing I')7 ) trid 1 '12. P 'omp] ,t', description of this model and

its Vre LotoI c'omrt I( I t I r c'ihani zat •ion is inc luded in Vertol Docu -
ment DTh1 -I,.i}h--, t it I1-1 'Isl E' iqht 1-;nve]opC Math Model for
-47/JI1,11 Cont,,)' SyJt(-m Anrl, ses - Control Document" (Reference
7).

A 1)riel .i'/I -PsY ()f ti,. morei i m•o)rtarnt features of the model
is p. ,•o ,t i;I tl,i. 'wcti 1n ("1 the report.
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2.2.2.1.1 Math Model Features

AIRFRAME AND EQUAT'IONS OF MOTION - The total force tandem

helicopter airframe math model shown in Figure 94 (and de-
scribed in Reference 7,N is based upon a set of six fully
coupled rigid body equations of motion. These equations cal-
culate body axis linear and angular airframe accelerations from
a summation of rotor and fuselage forces and moments. Accel-
erations are integrated, and then resolved to produce body and
rotor system linear nInd angular velocity components, and
fuselage Euler angle rotations. Angle of attack and sideslip
values are computed next for both rotors and the fuselage.

These are used, in turn, along with rotor inflow and advance
ratio information (and control system inputs) to determine
rotor and.1 fuselage forces and moments. The forces and moments
are summed, resolved back into the aircraft body axis system,
and thon the computational cycle again repeats itself with
calculation of the acceleration set.

Rotor forces an(r moments may he determined in two ways. The
simplest utilizes classical theory to compute the siLx forces
and moments generated by ,ach rotor. A linear section lift
slope and parabolic drag variation is assumed in the classical
approach. F'i-.rst hiarmonic flapping assumptions are also made
in the 0.etermination of coning and longitudinal or lateral
f lapping.

An a.ternativc (and mor(e accurate) rotor solution involves the
use of pro--co mput d fIorcis ai!d moments in the form of "Rotor
Maps' s h,,se nih.Ij:; p -are (,r -.ivo• with a comprehensive rot(;r
anal ys iswt '•.,i~t}• • , tie e ffects of compressibilit~y and
sta] I M 'ýIp 0atoa ate eOxj[,(. _;(1(] i n tlhe rotor wind axis, and are

s•t(red in kI 1i j I ti)IiF iv i,,1M i n t-.h} computers.

I , ;ild1 it ion to H I c aircir.itt calculations, the equations of
11(0t.)mAl 5i acIS'OO ('tt.2 it<S and mo:tent-s produced by an

eXt. C1 I1 s 1 i nIt 1 ),a1. Two--po.int inverted-Y and -V suspension
,,/;t.nim; ,T !! i.e xi i,, inli Lie e llect'; ()I quasi-sta.tic lt)ad

(;I ' i ! lit i.,1 •v'l .1 t <' f cltlll(5 il!'tIud , t ct, pUiility for

I .: el t I, '-',lti wl-n•s or a ranriom (;u.;t !sOquenco on the

1, '' ', r . [.! I I I n 1,,\' 1() I •{ id v() t o I r i nami c, ' IlIal t system

j 1U 1, T-nc) " i t . (I ,I I'A_()l :3pei'd ( )tf tr" edoI
W}• <'• : F 'S}t)] J t( {'1,•.i,1..% ir ,! l •<|.'],tll c7 tý()ýque< i'e tju i renmen t
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CONTROL SYSTEM - A rather complete representation of the
mechanical and automatic flight control systems is included in

the simulation math model. Mechanical control runs from the
cockpit to the rotor system are provided. Control mixing an(
upper boost dynamic characteristics are simulated as are inter-
connections for the 347 SAS or SCAS systems. Interfacing of
the AFCS and DELS through a series of "frequency splitters" was
modeled along with The dynamic characteristics of cockpit con-
trol backdrive actuator For each AFCS axis.

2.2.2.1.2 Mechanization and Validation of Simulation

VERTOL EFFORT - The math model just described and illustrated
in Figure 94 was programmed at Vertol on fcur AD-4 analog com-
puters coupled to an IBM 360-44 digital orocessor. Rotor maps
and selected control systems or airframe functions were stored
in twin BCA digital mini computers.

A "checkout" 347 SAS was mechanized on one of the AD-4 c-mput-
ers, ind the H{LI demonstration AFCS for the 347 in the 360-44.
The AFCS control law model was. programmed using the VECEX
(Vector Execution) system, which permits contiol law "patching"
in the digital computer, using techniques similar to those
api Lied on an analog computer. AFCS logic was programmed on
three AD-4 computer consoles.

Initial model validation consist,'d of) comparing unpiloted trim,
derivative, and dynamic response results (for both augmented
and unaugmented flight conditions) with predicted data. Pro-
grams used to generate the validation predictions had pre-
'i<•,,'sl'' h n \mri tied with f Ii(ilt test- results.

When the simulation model checked against the theoretical pre-
dictions, a series of runs were made using ac tual control
inputs generated in an earlier 347- flighlt test program. liIi -

copter responsos, both with and without external siibg loads
attached, v.'-re checked against the flight results. An example
of this simulation validation against, test data is presented
in Figure 95. Good corre] at ion was shown to exist for vir-
tually all Lest: points compared.

in preparation for mechanizing the math model at Nortfhrop, a
dec.,sion was made to program the A]F'C5 simulation model on two
('F lCP-002 in,-remental computers at Vertol. The purpose of
this was to prcv ide familiar .. lty iu programmiirj hy ,using 1 •iht

control computers similar to those that woiuld he installed on

2 8 3
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the 347 Flight Research Vehicle. An additional objective was
to eliminate the necessity for programming the detailed AFCE',
control laws on the Northrop computers, thereby savinoi a ;u,%b-
stantial amount of time and money at the contractor -uimulatiý n
facility.

Unpiloted vali(dations of the GE computer pro-jralmned C( nt-y 1
laws were made against VECEX results by comparing airc-ratt
pulse control responses for both AFCS models. Typical dýata
from this comparison are illustrated in Figure 96,.
Correlation between the two AFCS modeling approacheý, i.;
in the figure.

As expected, the GE modeled AFCS produced aircraft respt/.nr-e:;
which were very slightly more damped than the VECEX asscciatiý,:
runs. This characteristic was due to a substantially reduce
simulation time frame permitted by the incremental computer,.
Thie lower time frame more closely approximated actual c,)n-
clitionoý on the 347 test aircraft.

A limited Nudge simulator validation of the AFCS control laws
and Lo(gic was flown by Vertol pilots just before the GE com-
puter.; were shipped to Northrop. Final AFCS updates were pro-
jramnmed at this timr:.

.' R' -. l81OP MJA'PII MODEL M]E]CTIANIZA'I TON AN]) CHECKOUT - r]yle mechani-
-al control system and checkout AFCS math models were pro-
gramtmcd on an EAI 8100 hybrid co(mputer (consi sting of Modiel
8400 , i- ita] and Model 8800 analoc; component-ts) , and on two
hiq(lh-cipacity Conicor 5000 analog computers. A PDP-l-9B digital.
minicoiiouter. was used for rotor map storage. 'hliese_- computers
wei ( tr inked together (and to the simulator) as shown _'n the
F'io.ure ')7 b)lock diagram schematic.

Al->:: lo, ic was patched on the Model 8800 analok console. A
smiiln ai aloq (g ýmcor 175 computer was utilized to model the
cockpit 1( igjitudina]/lateral stick and rudder pedal force-feel
-ystemý; (aid CCDA actuator characteristics) for the 1347 air-
ra ft. An ýther I 75 pro)vided motion moni tori ng capability fri)r

the lar•ge impli tude simul ator. A third 175I anal1 was pro-
(Iramme, l with the Load -ýtabi lization System contr)ol laws.

motion and visual drive equations for both .;imulators werte
prf)Jrammed (in assembly code) on the EAT 8400 digital computerC.
The I1J.2/WAVS drixe equations were already Ln exi stence dnd
chiecku d out wh-n 347/111,I1 math moduel proqrammin(i was L;tarte( .

I)rives for the rotaitional s;imulator, on the tlhez haul, hlad t')
bu rederived and reval idated becaus,( of a requirement t* , -

gram them di i tallv, iinstead oil 0511lm an 1a1 1VogU co0,,UtOtr Is in
previous ,s mu Iat ,,n:. ',im Li ita1 mechani:catioun was d ictated
by a lack ,f aial()j c( ' tinoitinj capacity at the l aci. ity, and
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because the rearward facing load crewman orientation required
severpral axis transformations which were more easily handled
in the digital computer.

Validation of :he math model at Northrop was accomplished in
essentially the same manner as at Vertol. Also validated
before the Phase I program were the cockpit stick and rudder
pedal force feel and CCDA c] aracteristics.

2.2.2.2 Simulator Description and Checkout

2.2.2.2.1 LAS/WAVS Phase I Simulation

The large amplitude Northrop five-degree-of-freedom simulator
utilizes a cockpit module suspended on the end of a beam as
shown in Figure 92. The cockpit is free to roll, pitch and
yaw and move sidewards or up and dok~n to emulate motion of
the aircraft being simulated. No longitudinal translation
capability Jis provided, but accelerations along this axis are
simulated with cockpit postular tilt.

VISUAL DISPLAY -- The visual representation is generated for
the pilot by projection of a sky-earth-morntain panorama on a
spherical screen mounted around the cockpit module. This
visual scene is adequate foi VFR maneuvering throughout the
cruise and Low-speed range of the flight envelope. Precision
hovering cannot be performed with accuracy, however, due to a
lack of terrain detail. For this reason, testing was shifted
to the Rotationa•l simulator with its superior "point light
source" visual system for the Phlase 1I IHover HIold/LCCC simula-
tion program.

MOTION DRIES - The approach to mot ion .imulation developed by
Northrop and utilized in both simulators is described in depth
in References 8 and 9. Basically, an attempt is made to create
for the pilot an illusion of motion associated with flight
which produces angular vel()ci ty and "specific force" sensa-
tions similar to those of the real world; without causing the
simulator to "bottom" an its mntic,n stops; or to generate
invalid force (or velocity cues,. 5;pecific force is the appar-
ent force at the pilot's -tation, and is the quantity felt
when pressure is applied to the bodly surface or joints. It is
defined in Reference 8 as the "sum ,o)f the vehicle's external
forces livided by vehicle mass, Iess the gravitational compon-
ents" (which the pilo(t dfoes not ifi(rmally perceive).

In the LASS motion drive mec hani at iii an(rloar rate of t11('
simulated aircraft is high Pai.l fI Lt(.rd initially and is
then inteqrated to form an attit udt 'MIianlld for the cockpit.
Prior to integrati,-n. sps:,ifi(- i,<.rc, i,; added to the an(gular
rate s gna (in tht t arm of lon iitudinal or lateral accel ia-
tion corrected for Liravity) tlii•i,,j tli (1i a "c )ordinatinq"
Iead-laq circuit. The ' o! ilat'! d ltetwf' ,t tte onuates t he CoHfp)O ted
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aircraft attitude to an angle which results in the formation
of correct steady state lateral and longitudinal accelerations
using only gravity components (in the form of postural tilt).
The "coordinating" circuit facilitates wide band specific
force recovery, and at the same time, limits simulator travel
because of the nature of its overall transfer function.

The rotational simulator motion drive mechanization is similar
to the one just described, but it utilizes low- pass filters in
place of the "coordinating" circuit. This first order filter
miniiaizes the false angular velocity sensations accompanying
rotation to an attitude which produces the desired preception
of longitudinal and lateral acceleration.

COCKPIT SETUP - The simulator cockpit cab layout for the Phase
I evaluation was configured to represent the right hand
pilot's station in the 347 cockpit. A conventional arrange-
ment of stick and pedals was included in the basic simulator
cab, and the force feel characteristics for these controls
were provided by a set of rotary hydraulic servo actuators
mounted under the floor. The 347 breakout and linear force
gradients (with hysteresis included) were simulated as were
the mag brake and beep trim systems. CCDA backdrive
actuator characteristics were also modeled.

The collective stick installed in the cockpit was a standard
CH-47B component with electromechanical servo trim actuator
and magnetic brake attached. This actuator was similar to
the one used in the 347 aircraft during the HLH AFCS demonstra-
tion program.

The arrangement of the simulator panel instruments duplicated
the right-hand quadrant and glare shield in the 347 Flight
Research aircraft. Basic flight instruments, engine and rotor
gauges, and special instrumentation associated with the HLH
AFCS evaluation were installed on the panel. During the Phase
I program, the following instrumentation was operational:

Basic Flight Instruments

"* Airspeed, barometric altitude, vertical speed, radar
altitude, turn and slip

"* ADI (attitude director indicator) and HSI (horizontal
situation or heading indicator)

Aircraft Instruments

9 Rotor speed, combined engine torque
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* L(,nqitudinal rod: c.d (yert:ical strip indicator)

lateral orourndt.peoee (horizontal strip indicator)

* 347/11L11 mode seio.ect panel

SIMULATOR CHIECKOUT - All. trunkinq to and from the simulator
complex was checked to verify Lite 5-1qns of motion and visual
drive siqnals, etc. cockpit instrumentation was calibrated
and exercised open l oop, as were the various mechanical con-
trol force feel drives and Ccw-'. actuator mechanizations. T'he
force feel./maq brake system was verified by a Vertol test
pilot to ensure characteristics similar to those on the 347
aircraft. Beep trim motorinf of the sticks was also
validated.

2.2.2.2.2 Low-Speed Rotational Phase II Simulation

The rotational flight simulator is a five-degree-of-freedom
device which provides pitch, roll, and yaw angular motions
along with capability for limjited vertical and longitudinal
movement. No lateral translation is incorporated in the
motion base, but lateral accelerations are simulated with
postular tilt as described in the previous section.

MOTION DRIVES - The primary servo drive actuators for the
simulator cockpit cal) are arranged in pairs with two oriented
horizontally and two vertically. A separate actuator system
rotates the cab about its Y-Y axis to provide pitching motion.

Rotaticn of the cockpit about its yaw axis is facilitated by
differentiaL operation of the horizontal actuators. Although
these two actuator:s can be operated together to provide longi-
tudinal X motion, this capability was not utilized during the
Hover Hold simulation in order to preserve actuator authority
for the yaw degiee of freedom.

Rolling motion i.; (level oped by differential extension of the
vertical actuators. A mTi.al l amount oZ simultaneous vertical
actuator travel is permitLed to generate a vertical motion
cue for the pilot. The vertical authority is deliberately
maintained at a low level to prevent degradation of coll axis
motion.

As indicated earlier, cab orientation for the Hover Hold
Phase II simulation represented a rearward facing load crew-
man's station which is located substantially forward of and
below the aircraft center of gravity. Correction terms were
incorporated in the diqital motion drive equations to account
for the moment arms ,• the ICC cab.
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FOINT LIGHT SOURCE VISUAL DISPLAY - The visual display for the
Rotational simulator .is one of the most realistic available
for low-speed and hover operations. It consists of a trans-
parent terroin model mounted above the pilot's head, through
which licht from a very bright point source (located above
the transparency) shines, to develop an image on a spherical
screen. Figure 92 shows how the 200-by-107--degree screen is
positioned relative to the cockpit cab.

Mechanical drives for the tratnsparency are provided by a six-
degree-of-freedom servo actuator complex which permits continu-
ous rotation of the model (in the X-Y plane) during extended
yaw maneuvering. The software equation drives for the visual
display are set up to move or rotate the transparency in con-
janction with cab motion, so as to produce the correct appar-
ent aircraft attitude and location within the confines of the
transparency visual field of view.

For the Hover Hold/LCCC simulation, a 750-to-l scale model
of an airport with surrounding countryside was utilized. A
number of prominent features, such a& runways, hangars, trucks,
trees, etc. were simulated.

Because of the presence of these items, excellent visual peri-
pheral cueing was available to the load crewman pilot for low-
qpeed and hover maneuvering. T: operational area available
within the VFR range of the 750:1 transparency was approxi-
mately 1500 feet by 1500 feet (full scale), and altitudes up
to 625 feet abore the surface were usable.

COCKPIT CONFIGURATION - The rotational simulator cockpit was
configured as a load crewman's station with the Phase I
instrument and Mode Select panels installed for test purposes.
Also provided on the left hand top side of the LCC panel was a
CRT tracking Ecope which simulated the visual augmentation dis-
play on the demonstrator aircraft. Its purpose was to aid the
simulation pilot in evaluating precision hover tracking and
position hold tasks. T7he "inside out" fly-to horizontal dis-
play depicted a T-shaped target as if it were being viewed
from a window in the bottom of the helicopter. A variable
scale grid (representing + 5, 50, or 500 feet) was superimposed
on the CRT face along with simulated reference marks for the
tracking exercises. Pilot selectable scale changes were made
possible by turning a selector knob.

The prototype LCC controller (later used on the 347 flight
program) was installed along with an adjustable arm rest.
This is the finger/ball unit described in Section 2.1.4.
For the BOA #12 tests, another controller was also installed
for comparative evaluation with the finger/ball configura-
tion. This four-axis, right-hand grip-type controller (known
as the mockup LCCC) was configured with a thumb yoke for
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proportional control of the vertical axis. It was used in an
earlier LCCC design review at Vertol and was specially modi-
fied with rotary potentiometer transducers for the Northrop
simulation.

A complete in depth description of both LCC units is presented
in the BOA #12 report (Referei•ce 10).

SIMULATOR CHECKOUT - To prepare the simulator for the Phase II
program, a comprehensive calibration and frequency response
test was performed on all motion and visual drive actuators.
Actuator servo valves and feedback transducers were overhauled
as necessary, and special actuator compensation networks were
developed and validated to ensure motion and visual drive
fidelity.

Calibration tests with both LCC units installed in the cockpit
were performed, as were open loop drive tests with the track-
ing scope. Normal testing of simulator trunking, including
checks on the signs of analog signals and sense of logic
discretes, etc., were carried out prior to piloted validation
of the simulation.

2.2.3 Northrop Phase I 347/HLH AFCS Pilot's Simulation

Phase I simulation activities are described in four segments,
including major program objectives, pre-test preparations,
test program, and principal results.

2.2.3.1 Objectives

In addition to the general goals stated at the beginning of
this section, a number of specific objectives were also set
for each simulation phase. Detailed objectives adopted for the
Phase I program are listed below:

(1) Optimize AFCS control law and logic concepts for the
basic high- and low-speed SCAS (including determination
of proper frequency splitter settings) to produce the
desired level of handling qualities for the HLH
mission.

(2) Conduct static and dynamic stability evaluations in
all axes. Assess maneuverability and controllability
with final control pickoff, beep trim, and
"security blanket" settings incorporated.
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(3) Refine and evaluate the following selectable modes

and or automatic control features:

v Automatic Hover Trim

* Automatic Altitude Hold

"* Velocity Mode Transfer Switching

"* Ride Qualities at the Pilot's Station with the
PHS Engaged

(4) Investigate aircraft transient behavior subsequent to
the following types of simulated AFC3 or DELS failure:

e AFCS Engagement and Disengagement

• Triplex AFCS Computer Hardovers (Individual and
Multiple Axis)

* Reversion from DELS to Mechanical Backup Units

2.2.3.2 Pre-Test Preparations

A limited fixed-base checkout was run by Engineering and
Test Pilot personrel, where the sky/earth visual projection
system was operating along with the airframe and AFCS.
Visual drives were verified at this time. Concurrent with
the fixed-base activity, calculations were performed using
Model 347 stability derivative data to define a preliminary
set of coefficients, gains, time constants, etc., for use
in the motion drive mechanization.

2.2.3.3 Phase I Test Program

The entire Phase I simulation test effort is outlined in
Table 9. Detailed are the principal piloted and unpiloted
evaluations carried out to meet program objectives. Eight
test flights were conducted over a period of 19 days, during
which time 34-1/4 hours of simulator flight time were
acquired. In addition, 60 hcurs of nonpiloted testing were
accomplished to validate the math model and AFCS (as described
previously) before piloted testing started. After commence-
ment of flight activities, an additional 11-1/2 hours of
nonpiloted computer evaluations were performed as the AFCS
was updated and refined.
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Portions of three flights were utilized at the start of the
flight program to sort out motion drive problems. Simulator
roll axis drive coefficients were modified several times to
produce satisfactory response characteristics, and minor
changes were made in other axes. Once a realistic simulation
of aircraft motion was achieved, a static and dynamic stabil-
ity evaluation of the basic 347 was made to compare with
previous experience in this test aircraft.

Pilot comment indicated that a very realistic and represent-
ative model of the 347 helicopter existed in the simulation.
The unaugmented roll rate damping was, however, felt to be
lower than in the actual aircraft.

2.2.3.4 Principal Simulation Results

The preliminary evaluation phase of AFCS testing revealed a
number of problems associated with operation of the high-
speed limited roll attitude lateral stick gradient ("security
blanket"), roll and yaw beep trim characteristics, and the
altitude hold and hover trim selectab. modes. Problem
areas were quickly identified, and modifications to AFCS
design parameters and logic were made to improve system per-
formance based on pilot comments and ratings.

A summary of the changtcs required in each A.CS axis is given
next. In general, reference to the four Ari.-S block diagrams
presniLttd earlie.L in the design analysis (Figures 14, 23,28,
and 30), will clarify the reasoning behind any control law
and logic changes described. Although these diagrams repre-
sent the final flight test AFCS configuration, they are
sufficiently close to those utilized in the simulation to be
of value in understanding the system modifications.

2.2.3.4.1 AFCS Modifications

LONGITUDINAL AXIS

a. The low-speed LCP control schedule was phased in over a
lower groundspeed region (25 to 40 i.nots) . Hlover gain
was lowered to improve low-speed longitudirnal response
characterisLics to pilot control i';puts, and to prevent
saturation of the authority limits.
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b. Automatic hover trim acquisition control loops were
modified to provide an acceptable deceleration rate and
pitch attitude response during transition from high to
low speed, and to minimize overshoot in groundspeed as
the aircraft approaches hover.

c. Longitudinal stick feed forward gains were changed to
provide an acceptable pitch attitude response when
velocity feedbacks are off. The longitudinal stick
gain, which was originally summed in before the track-
store element, was eliminated and the entire amount add-
ed in after the track-store element.

LATERAL AXIS

a. Lateral velocity control gradient at low speed was
increased to 53 knots/inch to improve harmony with the
longitudinal velocity gradient.

b. Lateral control response at high speed was desensitized
by reducing the lateral stick pickoff gain.

c. The parallel lateral control backdrive gain in the lat-
eral velocity mode bias eliminator was reduced to
satisfactorily backdrive at low airspeed. An additional
path was also added to increase the backdrive gain at
high airspeed.

d. Scheduled roll attitude gain (FLAD) was replaced with a
fixed value gain (.05 inch/degree), to provide a con-
stant 10.0-degree limitation to the roll attitude/
lateral stick gradient at high speed. (Note that the
10-degree limitation was reduced to 5 degrees in the
flight test program to improve sluggish rollout
response characteristics.)

e. Logic L-43 was modified to provide acceptable operation
of the lateral "security blanket" function over the
entire high speed range. The position of the lateral
stick reference synchronizer activated by the logic
L-43 was also relocated to track the error difference
between the latcral stick position and roll attitude
response, rather than absolute stick position only.

This new mechanization improved the accuracy of the
roll attitude/lateral stick relationship within the
limited roll attitude gradient region, and resulted in
smaller deviations from reference roll attitude when
the aircraft was allowed to retrim after release of
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later al cont_,ol lul cu:-. Figure 98 shows the 'i~mproved
L-43 logic. Figure 99 il~usLt ates a, typical roll
maneuver time history with the revised logic, where the
pilot stabilizes at. a roll attitude without retrirnminq
the stick forces, and then releases the stick to return
it to a Zero,-( for.ce reference condi tiLon.

f. Bank Angle SynchronizationL 1--- logic- was changed to
provide dlifferential roll attitude beep capability past
the 10.0-degree limited roll attitude qradient region.
Prior to the clianqe, the ban~k any](- synchronization
loop latched in a "sync" condition an-i prevented roll
attitude beep trimming outside the 10.0-degree limited
roll attitude control qr:,dient reciion. FP Lynre 98 shows
t'he revi red' L3 loq~ic at. the top . A tijme his tory show-
ing lateral beep trim characteristics after the logic
change is presented in Figjure 100. In aiddition to the
logic modification, the dif'ferential roll attitude beep
trim rate was increased to 3.2 dej)r(es/se;cnnd.

g.Transient-free switching of the -Lateral velocity
reference when acc-elerating with the lateral stick in
detent at steady bank. ýirnqIC reqiuired the addition of a
velocity mode change dIiscrete to L-3 logic. The one-
shot discrete torces the bank an~ile synchronizer into
a stabilize cund itioii when switching from a groundspeed
to airspeed ref ertence and c--auses the bank angle to
hold throughiout the transit ion. Figure 98 shows the
additiona;l discrete Added to) the L-3 logic network.

DIRECTIONAL AXIS

a. Directional cwolresponse at low speed was desensi-
t ized by reduci nj the pedal pAi:ko ft gain by a factor
of four.

b . Yaw accele rat, ion response to pax al I Ite t-rim * f the
:eda Is was Iouni nacetal in low speed . A di.ffer-
entia 1 head inq beep trim input to the heaidi1ng holdc
synchroni zer was found ne(:essairy to prov~ide precise
heading adjustments at. low speeci. A modification to
the heading hold logic- L.- was also necessary to
accomplish this function.
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L-3 BANK ANGLE SYNCHRONIZATION

UROUND CONTACT (L-I) ----.. .. .. . .
VELOCITY REFERENCE (01l-I.T . .....8,
COUPLED AUTO APPROACH /NAV_ IGUIDANCE MODE--- O R >.-. -- BYC BANK AmeLE]
LATERAL AFCS EN AGE----[INVj

LATERAL STICK OUT OF DETENT --.. .. .- -- ,- 1N
DIFF ROLL ATTITUDE BEEP TRIM-- iNY-

LAT STICK BEEPTRIM *-.... ...- - , - AND OR

CYCLIC MAOBRAKE DEPRESSED ------- - .-- -

IROLL RATEI >1 0 DEG/SEC--

ROLL ATTITUDE THREScIOLD(IEI >.Il _- AND

VELOCITY REFERENCE MODE N F
0lFF ROLL BEEP TRIM(LL----.F -

LAT STICK SEEP TRIM(----AD_'_ (I) INDICATE CHANGE TO LOGIC

L-43 LATERAL STICK RFFERENCE SYNCHRONIZER (SECURITY BLANKET)

LATERAL STICK OUTOF JETENY---- . -
LATERAL STICK SEEP iRIM --- OPERATE BANK A* 9LE]
CYCLIC MAO BSAKE OR IN n ERROf S INAL FRuM,' ~ ~ I E..... L Ee el, cE -
I ROLL ATT1TUDEI > I DEO -Q RFR~~

FIGURE 98.

HLH AFCS SIMULATION LOGIC RECOMMENDED REVISION
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VERI ICAL AXT,;

a. The coI I ict v. ('(')A ro te I i mi it (0 . (,6i i n h ,/ ecrond) was
found to 1he uh:etalt ly slow to oi.tain a satisfactory
altitud.ie bo],l, pali.ji:11l de ly for the high gjain radar
mode. In ,ad it. iOn, ipjii xi)X , icCLe ly 0.25 inches of dead
zone in the c' 11.ect ive ye, iatu tor linkage all lowed some
drift and lu)nj- t erm I I ti cycle i, in th! alt. i t-tude
respon.,e

A dit ferent, ia kkttput cmimnand pi ,Lt was a.dde-ti Lo the
vertical. AFIC7 0o obtain an acceptiabi.e i .ltitude hold
mode. Also, the vertical accel.eratit<in aain was increased
by a faoto 0 t four to prt )vide additi tlnal vwrticai
damping.

b. As a result ,t the Phase [ simulation, further study
of the vertical axis wa)s indicated prior to the flight
test program, to del ine I iflh tat ions imposed by actuator
dynamic response chira cterist- ics. Alternate gain,
shaping, and d(fferential author ity configurations to
improve the :ra,.dar JiIdt mode we-re to be evaluated,

2 . 2. 3.4. 2 Pilot Evaltatuion Resu1ltS

Table 10 presents a pi -t iat.i.ng summary far tests and maneu-
vers flown with th}, final 1 pC configuration. Virtually all
pre-test handling al] itinal o )Jectives were either met or
exceeded, as indJcated by the Cooper-Harpei ratings given most
maneuvers and control system Features. Tlhi_ vertical axis/
CCDA deficiencies idientili.e d in the simulation were analyzed
,nd solutions were lite:r prouposed for the flight test program.

SIMULATED A,'CS AN!) DELS 'AlIRES

Authority and ct-te. i i Lui .;ettirigs for the frequency
splitters (des-ril)ed in Se,,t ion 2.1 . 3. 1. 51 were developed
during the AF.Q,- :rreli i.inau OL ev 1. Citing test phse. In the
latter part oI the si;i al,-II .ion, the effect ivveness of these
splitters for attt_-nuating ai racr -t t trunsijent response
resulting from AFCS hardover failures was evaluated.
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TABLE 10.

PHASE I - NORTHROP FULL FLIGHT ENVELOPE/
LARGE MOTION BASE SIMULATION

FLYING QUALITIES RATING SUMMARY

Pilot
Cooper -Harper

Evaluation Items Rating

(1) Pulse and step response characteristics 1.5-2.0
(all axes)- well damped at all airspeeds.

(2) Beep rates and trimmability - capability 1.0-1.5
for precise adjustment of aircraft pitch,
roll, and yaw at all speeds

PITCH ROLL YAW

Low Speed - Parallel Parallel Differential

HeadingI

High Speed -Parallel ParalLel Parallel

(W<100)
Differential

(W>00°)

(3) Longitudinal Acceleration/Deceleration in
headwinds and crosswinds - 2.0
(a) No unacceptable transients at velocity

mode swiUchover.
(b) Backdrive of longitudinal and lateral

control smooth and hard to detect.

(4) Lateral Reversals to bank angles of 60
degrees - No unacceptable characteristics. 2.0

(5) Turns in winds to 50 deg of bank angle - 1.5-2.0
(a) Small loss in airspeed

(b) Tight bank angle hold
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TABLE 1 0. (CONTI'NTED)

Pilot
Cooper-Harper

Evaluation Items Rating__

(7) Longitudinal and lateral velocity control
gradient at low airspeed (groundspeed
reference) -- 1.5-2.0

(a) EIxcetllent low speed maneuvering

charactcrisLics.
(b) Good control harmony between axes

(8) Altitude hold i, level flight, turns, and
acceleration and decel.era:[tion maneuvers - 2.0-3.0

(a) Baro mode is sat isactory
(b) Radar mode requires more study due to

nonlinear effects of collective actuator.

(9) Selectable Modes 1.5
(a) Airspeýed -B. )sic 347 char'acter istic

acceptable.

(b) Velocit,', Dis..abl•,/Decay - Provides 3.0
attitude control systeem and capability
to ramp out velocity ccntirol bias. I

(c) Automatic flover Trim - Mode acceptable,
but has -low dec-cleration rate.
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Simulated triplex computer hardovers (in both directions) were
introduced separately into each AFCS axis, and then in combi-
nation with one another. With the final frequency splitter
authority limits incorporated, all failures were determined
to be recoverable. A summary of failure types, and an esti-
mate of delay time between the failure and initiation of
pilot corrective action is presented in the table below.

TYPE FLIGHT
FAILURE AXIS CONDITION DELAY TIME

Single Longitudinal VFR @ 140 kn 2 Seconds
Axis Nose-Up

1.5 Seconds
Nose-Down

Lateral VFR @ 165 kn
Directional VFR @ 145 kn >1 Second
Vertical VFR @ 165 kn

Multiple All Combined VFR & IFR @
Axis 160/165 kn

Lateral (+) VFR & IFR @
Opposite 160/110 kn
Directional

In addition to AFCS hardover failures, DELS malfunctions were
also simulated. For the initial fly-by-wire flight testing
of the 347, a mechanical backup system was to be installed
in the aircraft. In the event of a DELS failure, control
was immediately transferred from the DELS to the mechanical
backup units. Reversion to the MBU while flying on basic
aircraft (AFCS not engaged) was simulated at the end of the
Phase I Program with a variable length differential control
step input. Recovery from these simulated control reversions
was found to be no problem.

Aircraft transients associated with AFCS engagement and dis-
engagement were also determined to be mild when evaluated
in the first simulation.
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2.2.4 Phase II Load Crewman/LCCC Simulation

Discussion of the Phase II load-controlling crewman and LCCC
simulation is organized like the Phase I writeup, with back-
ground and objectives, pre-test preparations, and test results
reviewed.

2.2.4.1 Background and Objectives

objectives were to:

(1) Evaluate hover hold control and stabilization laws for
both the Hover Hold/PHS and IMU/Radar modes of
operation.

a Assess the effects of Precision Hover Sensor physics
on hover hold performance.

e Check pilot's station ride qualities for hover
hold operations.

(2) Evaluate the prototype LCCC with respect to meeting
hover mission requirements with the hover hold mode
engaged.

(3) Compare the finger/ball (prototype) and "grip with
thumb yoke" (mockup) LCCC controllers for performing
VFR and IFR precision hover and load shuttle maneuvers
(under separate BOA).

(4) Evaluate load damping and position hold characteristics
for the hover hold mode with the LSS engaged.

During final preparation for the hover hold simulation, a
decision was made to eliminate precision hover ride qualities
testing (at the pilot's station) in the LAS/WAVS simulator.
This decision was based upon intermittent schedule conflict
problems with Northrop in-house flight simulations, and on
the necessity to concentrate maximum effort in bringing the
rotational simulator up to an operational status. This
simulator had not been utilized for serious simulation work
in the two years preceeding the HLH program; and as a
consequence, required extensive refurbishment, calibration,
and updating of its motion and visual drive mechanizations
before hover hold testing could start.
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2.2.4.2 Pre-Test Preparations

The various tasks accomplished in bringing the math model
up to date and refurbishing the simulator for the Phase II
program are outlined in Table 11. In addition to the
simulator and LCCC calibration andi checkout procedures
described in Section 2.2.2.2.2, a substantial effort was also
directed toward reprooramming the .;E computers for the
updated hover hold control laws;. Analog logic associated
with this mode was also modified to reflect the final Vertol
pre-test hover hold configurcit ion.

Precision Hover Sensor modelinq (as described in the hover
hold design analysis) was proqrammedI in the EAI 8400 Digital
Computer, and checks were run to ensure its proper operation.
Models of the Drift Clear and 1ijS-IMU velocity switching
networks were also progranmmed and verified.

During the Phase I program (and followup Northrup/Vertol
advanced tandem helicopter simulation flown in early summer),
the external sling load model was programmed and validated
with theoretical response predictions and flight test results.
Load damping and position hold loops in the load stabilization
system were Iso patched on a Comcor 177) analog computer and
PDP-9B comL-nation in preparation for Phuase I1 testing.

Approximately 250 hours of unpiloted computer or simulator
time were utilized in preparation for the Phase II simulation.
A substantial portion of this time (115 hours) was utilized
in updating simulator hardware and drive mechanizations for
the motion base and -Tisual systems.

2.2.4.3 Test Program

The principal activities conducted during piloted and un-
piloted Hover Hold/LCCC evaluations are summarized in Table
11. Six test flights were made along with a preliminary
validation checkout of the simulator and 347 aircraft model.
A total of 31-1/4 simulator flight hours were flown in the
test program, and approximately 38 hours of unpiloted compu-
ting time were utilized after testing started for ongoing
AFCS analysis, daily simulator checkouts, etc. The primary focus
of the unpiloted AFCS work was to determine the effects of
external sling load dynamics on the Hover Hold mode, and to

check out the LSS model.
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AFCS/Prototype LCCC Evaluation - On Flights 1 and 2, stability
and controllability evaluations of the Hover Hold mode and
prototype LCCC were made while using a continuous or "locked"
PHS sensor. During the second flight, normal sensor locking
and unlocking characteristics were introduced along with
steady and turbulent wind conditions. Hover Hold/IMU
maneuvers were accomplished, along with an analysis of the
effects of differential output frequency splitter on
hover hold performance.

Flight 3 continued the Hover Hold/PHS and IMU testing, and
the drift clearing feature was assessed for the first time.
Analysis of both Hover Hold modes continued on Flight 4 as
shown in the table. On this flight, the effects of gusts on
automatic hover hold performance with the PHS engaged were
evaluated.

Flight 5 was an unpiloted assessment of external load per-
formance with and without the two Hover Hold modes engaged.
Extensive LSS checkouts were performed and this unpiloted
analysis continued over into flight 6.

During the piloted portion of the sixth flight, two config-
urations of external slingloads were flown and evaluated.
In addition, LCCC input lags and control sensitivities were
adjusted to improve an aircraft control response. Controller
sensitivity and threshold levels were further modified on
Flight 7 to achieve harmonious control response character-
istics.

BOA Controller Evaluation - Portions of Flights 3, 4, 6,and
7 were utilized by customer pilots and engineers to compare
finger/ball and "grip" LCCC controller characteristics,
while executing simulated VFR and IFR hover hold tracking
and station keeping tasks. Table 12 summarizes the flight
time for each participant (totaling about 6 hours) with the
two candidate controllers. Customer evaluators "flew" the
basic 34"7 with Hover Hold/PRS engaged (including a fully
operational scnsor).
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Five pilots checked both controller configLrations (illustrated
in Figure 101) and three engineering evaluators assessed the
finger/ball LCCC only. Evaluation tasks included:

* About 5 to 10 minutes of VFR familiarization maneu- eu-
vers with the controller being evaluated, followed by
practice precision tracking tasks between two "targets"
superimposed on the tracking scope grid.

TABLE 12.LCCC EVALUATORS AND SIMULATION FLIGHT TIME

CONTROLLER EVALUATION
FLIGHT TIME - MINUTES

C(USTOMER PILOT FINGER/BALL THUMB/GRIP
EVALUATORS DESIGNATION PROTOTYPE MOCKUP

EXPER IMENTAL
TEST PILOTS

H. Chdmbers - AVSCOM (A) 45 20

D. Simon - AMYDL (B) 40 50

ENGINEER/I' ILOTS

J. Terry - AMRDL (C) 15 40
J. Dunbar MIT (D) 25 i0

LINE ASSIGNED
U.S. ARMY PILOT

W. Gault - CW3,USA (E) 40 20

EN(; INEERIN(;
EVALUATOK R

F. Capptt t a-AVSCOM 15
J. Savage -AMRI)L I -
I). Hubble -AVSC01M j1)-
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* Longitudinal and lateral LCC controller input command
lags (TY5 and TY9) were reduced to 0.25 and 0.5 seconds
respectively, so as to quicken response time for both
small ("creep") and large ("leap") velocity inputs.

LATERAL AXIS

* The lateral parallel backdrive command path from the
lateral velocity error signal was modified to correct an
under-damped lateral response characteristic, particularly
when making large and rapid LCC control reversals. The
lateral response would get out of phase with LCC commands
due to excessive motion of the primary cockpit control.
This lateral LCC control deficiency was corrected by
elimination of long term washout (TL6) in the lateral
differential command, and by limiting the integral backdrive
signal using the LL3 limiter.

* Roll attitude and roll rate gains (KAD and KLAR) were
increased to reduce initial roll attituge response for
small LCC controller commands, and also to soften the
roll attitude response upon recovery tc zero lateral
velocity when the LCC controller is placed in the detent
position.

DIRECTIONAL AXIS

o Vaw response was increased by elimination of the parallel
command path (KRLC = 0.0), and removal of the washout
(TNs) in the differential command path. This change
corrected the long-term reduction of yaw rate response
caused by washout of the LCC differential command.

GENERAL

* Drift Clear (L-34)/Hover Hold (L-11) logic was modified
to provide acceptable IMU drift clear operation when
Hover Hold is engaged. It was necessary to input the
Drift Clear logic discrete (L-34) into Hover Hold engage
logic L-11 to momentarily disengage Hover H{old while
drift clearing. Otherwise, the aircraft responds to
the IMU synchronization transient and any controller
out-of-detent command.
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CONTROLLER COMMAND SCHEDULING

*LCC velocity command functions in all axes 1(F ýRFZC
F F L ) were modified to reduce contro ie .ad-
b1 arl elocity command threshold levels. The old
pre-simulation velocity command functions (primarily in
the longitudinal and lateral axes) were found to be
unacceptable in the Hover Iiold/lMU mode with only IMU
velocity feedback, and no position hold engaged (PHS
disabler!) .

Reduction of controller deadband provided an increase in
controller velocity response and cquicker response time
for small inputs. This enabled the LCC pilot to pre-
cisely maneuver the aircraft and hold a qround position
without overcontrolling, particularly in gusty condi-
tions. Figure 102 shows the original F and F
velocity command functions, as well as th•LC LLC
modified schedules synthesized in the simulation.

2.2.4.4.2 Pilot Handling Qualities Ratings

A complete tabular summary of pilot handling quality ratings
for the Phase II simulation is given in Table 13. Two modes
of operation were rated. The first of these includes pre-
cision position acquisition and hold maneuvering, using "beep"
and "creep" controller commands and the tracking scope for
positional reference. As shown in the table, when this type
of task was accomplished with the PHS enabled, a
rating of 0.5 was given the system to indicate superior
performance.

Beneath the PHS score is a buildup cf pilot ratings reflecting
continued system improvement, as the simulation AFCS/LCCC
design synthesis progressed for the Hover Hold/IMU mode.
Note thit a rating of 1.0 was finally possible after refine-
merit of the control laws and LCCC scheduling. Very good
Cooper/Harper ratings were also yiven for higher velocity
reference maneuvering under VFR conditions, [butL with and
without a valid PHS).

It is interesting to note that Hover Hold/PHS performance
was degraded only slightly when the aircraft picked up an
external slingload. Scores for the slingload configured
aircraft maneuvers are shown at the bottom of the Table.
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FIGURE 102.

LCC VELOCITY COMMAND FUNCTIONS
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2.2.4.4.3 BOA LCC Controller Evaluation Results

Results of the Basic Ordering Agreement controller comparison
are summarized in Table 14. Listed in the table are the
principal LCC'C features evaluated, and the types of tasks used
to assess controller performance. A synopsis of controller
improvements suggested by the pilot evaluators is also
included, along with an overall controller rating preference.

Based upon pilot evaluation comments, a consensus favoring
the finger/ball configuration was expressed. This conclu-o
sion substantiated earlier controller test results acquired
during the Vertol Nudge Simulation in December 1972
(described in Hover Hold Key Developments,Section 2.1.4.2).
Nearly all of the BOA LCCC evaluators preferred the
finger/ball controller for precision target acquisition
and hold maneuvering; and this is the flight mode around
which HLH/347 LCCC design has been optimized. A preference
for the thumb yoke method of controlling vertical aircraft
motion was also expressed.

While most of the evaluators stated that either controller
would be acceptable, specific suggestions to improve various
features of both were made. Finger/ball suggestions included
reduced yaw forces and adjusted vertical detent breakouts for
improving control harmony. These changes were incorporated
in the unit before the 347 Flight Program, and the results
as expected were very favorable,

BOA recommended modifications of the grip controller included
addition of a mag-brake locking mechanism, and viscous
dampers similar to those on the prototype finger/ball
device.
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2.3 HLH AFCS SYNTHESIS

2.3.1 Summary

The philosophy adopted in design of the HLH AFCS was to
develop a set of control law and logic mechanizations suitable
for meeting HLH mission requirements and goals, and then dem-
onstrate the validity of these laws on the 347 Flight Research
Aircraft. With the AFCS verified in flight test, the stabili-
tv and control concepts would then be directly transferable
to the HLH after minor modification of gains, time constants,
etc., to account for vehicle size and gross weight effects.

The analysis described in this section provides final sub-
stantiation that control concepts developed for, and demon-
strated on the 347, will provide the same superior handling
qualities when applied in the HLH aircraft.

Using the ATC full envelope Vertol Hybrid Simulation model
described in Section 2.2.2.1, an assessment of vehicle sta-
bility and controllability characteristics was made for the
HLH airframe and rotor dynamic system configuration. AFCS
control laws and logic were those developed earlier for the
347. Preliminary analysis indicated that HLH control sensi-
tivity and system gain levels should be about the same as
those used in the 347 program when both aircraft were flown
at their respective design weight conditions. Accordingly,
the HLH was evaluated at its design weight (118,000 pounds)
using 347 AFCS parameter values. The objective was to adjust
gain levels, etc., if required, in order to develop response
characteristics comparable to those of the 347. Very few
changes were necessary to produce the desired results.

Pulse and step responses in hover and forward flight were
generated for all axes of the basic SCAS. These runs were
made with and without the Automatic Altitude Hold mode
engaged. Transitions through the velocity mode transfer
switch were accomplished, and the effect of control back
driving was assessed. In addition, low-speed responses,
including external load dynamics and Load Stabilization System
characteristics, were also evaluated.

Comparison of unpiloted HLH simulation results with previous
347 data showed the effect of configuration to be minimal,
and the control concept directly transferable to the HLH
vehicle as expected.

2.3.2 Background

Original ATC AFCS development plans called for a piloted
simulation of the HLH aircraft. The simulation was to include
assessment of HLH handling qualities, and evaluation of a
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variable PIoqi.ammabl o ;,ircC-I'e Unit (PFFU) for the primary
cockpit contro 1 I er 'i:; PFFUI was developed for the HUT
aircraft under a sepatrate AT'2 pt-ogram element to provide
maneuver cue.inq f(17 t-ie pi [ot.

Maneuver cueing requiremcnts are strongly dependent upon the
stability and maneuverability characteristics of the aircraft
involved. Use of the \,ariable force-feel approach to improve
apparent stability levels (e.g., bobweight effects); or to
improve response feel characteristics of nonconventional
controller qualities" had been demonstrated successfully in
the past on other helicopters. Its application in the HLII
program would depend upon the results of handling quality
evaluations in the 347 ATC simulation and flight. test programs.

As indicated in the previous report section, Northrop-piloted
simulation efforts in 1.973 were highly successful in develop-
ing and validaiti ri the HiLI concept of complete hands-off
stabil-itv, and 1.1near velocity response characteristics for
the demonstrator aircraft. On the basis of the simulatcr
results, it was locided that a further piloted evaluation of

11LH1 handling quali t ies would not be required in view of having
already demonstrated vhe characteristics necessary for the
Heavy Lift AFCS.

The follow-on 347 flight pzrogram confirmned the favorable siimu-
lation outcome, and permitted further refinement of AFCS SCAS
and selectable mode features. In addition, pilots comnented
that the Model 347 1ixed force-feel system (when used in con-
junction with the TILH control laws) was adeouate for *neetinq
requirements of the lHeavy Lift mission as had bte~n anticipated
when requiremunts for PPUM simulation were dropped earlier.

The unpiloted 11,H{ Iimd.1ation analysv:, documented in th.is
section was substituted for the original piloted pr-ogram in
order to assess vehicle si:z(e effect!; (if any). and A[CS
parameter settingsp.

2.3.3 HILH Math ModFel and AFCS Development

AIRFkAMA ANI) ROTOR ( - Prir to starting analysis of the 1L11
AFCS, the full envelope total force math mode] was updated
with IlT,! ai.-frame and mechanical crontr,Žl characteristics.
Changes to, thie 3-V7 model ncluded:

0 I nc XýpC)ratio, ,i 1ILl! paramete rs, utch as rotor radius and
so(l id!ity, ,,; nlilnent ar m ieIat ionshij)s, rotor and fuse-
ia,l'• j n,.it ia vahi ,;, Ifuei;e azje force and moment data, and
Iongituld nal cyclic triiii schedules for- both rotors.
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"* Development, checkout, and programming of new rotor mans
for both HLH rotors based on VR-7 and VR-8 airfoil tech-
nology. The effects of Mach number (compressibility),
rotor stall, and unsteady lift aerodynamics were all
considered in preparation of the map package. The avail-
able range of advance ratios extended from /L = 0 (in
hover to) PL = .5 (in high-speed cruise).

"* Development and incorporation of a simulated HLH engine
and dynamic rotor shaft system model.

"* incorporation of HLH mechanical control mixing and inte-
grated upper rxjost dynamic characteristics.

After configu~ri'g the math model with the HLH parameters
mentioned eir j, a series of ve:rification trim sweeps in level
flight and climb were made, and then compared with predicted
perrformnice. Correlation was good as in the earlier 347 trim
validauion. A sample of the level-flight trim results is pre-
sent,.d in Figures 103 through 108.

Plotted simulation trim data reflect an application of classi-
cal theory to the determination of rotor forces, moments and
flapping. For comparative purposes, rotor map results are
also shown in Figure 106 for the forward and aft rotor aero
torque required. Improved high-speed correlation is shown for
the map data, and this is due primarily to the more rigorous
interpretation of nonlinear aerodynamic effects, such as
rotor stall, compressibility, etc.

In addition to the trim comparisons just described, a series
of stability derivatives were also generated with the simula-
tion math model to further confirm its validity. These results
compared favorably with expected performance.
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AI'cS - Irel1iwni na ry cst: inmates ot requ~ired HUI3 rate and attitude
galJ n factors for the.h' 2CAS, wore made and theýse were then
inserted i nto) thle :3 i ulat: on AFCS Model, to act as a start inq

point for the analysis. Assumptioens i~n this prel i minary work
were that. the dosired 111.11 responseý frequencies ( for the vari-
ous longitudinal, lateral., clirect:.onal. and vertical, modes)
should be pro(.purtionaL to,- those on the 347, but factored dow'n
to reflect the Lower 11L11 rotor operating speed (i.e., 23
radians./second for the 347 vs. 1.6 radians/second for- t-.he HIM).A
Decsired damping I eve].,; were assumed to be identical. to the
347 values. Rýequired rate feedback gal n,3 for tho Lateral and.
directional axes (at vehicle design weight (d, 1-18,000 pounds)
were estimated tD b e essential ly unchanored frorii the '347, but
the attitude gain requirement for the di~rectional axis was
reduced by about .14i3 from its 347 level. A Lowered accelera~-
t ion gain in the vertical, ax is was also indi cated.

2.3.4 Results of Uu~lot~ed Ii Hybrid Simulation Ana!yi

The pri nr'i pa I oh~ect3 ye of 1.he 11th1 tinpilIoted hybrid( simul ati Of

was to develop respontse data for thisý aircraft which closely
resembled the rharacterist. ics of the 347. As indicated i~n the
previous section, an attempt_ was madle to. duplicate the 347
damping Levels wi th a slightly lower response frequency for
the larqer aircraft.

The only stability f~eedb~ack kfain changes required to produce
the desired results were those di scussedl earli er. it is anti-
cipated that minor modi Picat ion of thes,_e (and other) gains,
timfe constants, etc., will.1 be reqjuired in the future to fine-
tune the AFCS fnr in.st~aliat ion in thei PrtO-tzype or any poten-
tial product ion HIMT aircraft. 'The basic control laws for these
aircraft., ho(wever, are, oxpected to remain essentially the same
as those (ic'ronstratclý on the 347.

A sý-r:Les A: control pulses-. and steps in all axes were intro-
ducc,-11 intoý the OLIl s imulat i(n model, to evaluate aircraft. con -

tcolia i 'Ity and !-tabil1 t y. These control inputs were made
with the cocikpit sti oP. s and pedal s In r-.order to incl1ude pick-
off feedforward characteristics in the resultinq air-craft
respocnse. step,-: and pul~ses were run in high-speed crul sc at
120 knots, and in hover with 5-knot. winds. Typical HlLH pulse
and step responses are illustrated in Figjures 109 through1- 116
along with comparable 347 cuns, bast-d on the same c~ontrol
, nputs.

Figures 109, 110, Li] , and 112 compare stability respurnse data
for pul se input-s ini the four ccrtro~. axes at 1 20 knots. Excel-
lent correlation w~ith the 347 baseline iLs ihown [or all cases.
Attitude responses are virtually identical for both aircraft,
and only minor variati(n, in aiiguiar cate or S)CAS input were
observed. The effect of vehicle size on stability is minimal
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as shown in the figures. Duplicate runs were also made with
the Altitude Hold mode engaged, and these showed good correla-
tion with the 347 results as well.

Low-speed controllability is demonstrated on the step response
data at zero groundspeed with 5-knot winds applied (Figures
113 through 116). Aircraft steady state velocity response to
the various control inputs was found to be about the same for
both aircraft indicating similar levels of controllability for
the low-speed linear velocity groundspeed mode of AFCS
operation.

Transitions between the low- and high-speed modes of flight
were explored to validate operation of velocity mode transfer
switching in the HLH AFCS. A typical result of this testing
is shown in Figure 117 which depicts an acceleration from
hover in 30-knot winds to a steady state 110-knot airspeed in
forward flight.

This maneuver is followed by removal of the step control input,
and deceleration back to the original hover condition. Longi-
tudinal stick backdriving (for removal of the groundspeed/
airspeed bias) is simulated by leaving the magnetic brake
depressed until reaching steady state conditions after passing
through the velocity mode switch.

As expected, the HLH time history data snown in Figure 117
indicate that transitions from low- to high-speed flight (and
back again) are very simiiar to those made with the 347.
Acceleration and deceleration characteristics of the two heli-
copters were virtually identical throughout the maneuver, and
no undesirable transient control inputs or aircraft responses
were observed for the HLH as it passed through the transition
switching region.

Additional assessment of the HLH AFCS was made in low-speed
flight with an external load attached to the aircraft. Load
Stabilization System damping loops were engaged for these runs.
Cockpit pulse inputs were introduced to excite the aircraft
(and load) in the longitudinal, lateral and directional axes.
Aircraft and load response characteristics were found to be
quite similar to those of the 347 when comparable load suspen-
sion cable lengths were used.

On the basis of the HLH simulation responses evaluated, it is
concluded that control system concepts developed and demon-
strated on the 347 are directly transferable to the HLH air-
craft, and should produce the same level of superior handling
qualities for the Heavy Lift mission.
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2 .4 AFCS PRE-FLIGHT TESTING AND SOFTWARE CONTROL

A procedure for AFCS logic and software contrci was essential
due to control law complexity. All programming of the digital
computers was performed by General Electric personnel. Boeing
Vertol responsibilities included design specification, software
and logic verification, and documentation of program changes.

AFCS flight testing was accomplished in a sequential manner
using four software program phases: (1) Basic SCAS, (2) Basic
SCAS and Hover Hold, (3) Basic SCAS, Pover Hold, and Load
Stabilization, and (4) Basic SCAS "nd Automatic Approach to
Hover. Thirteen reprograms of the basic four computer programs
were necessary during the flight te2,t program for incorporation
of parameter changes.

Laboratory and aircraft ground tests verified all AFCS hard-
ware logic software programming. 'Te laboratory checkout used
an integrated FCS test stand complete with cockpit controls,
DELS, rotor actuators, and AFCS triplex computers and input/
output processors. Open loop testing was performed by insert-
ing test input signals and observing the appropriate AFCS or
DELS output response. The thorough laboratory testing reduced
aircraft ground test requirements.

Success of the program control procedures was demonstrated on
the first AFCS flight. All axes of the basic SCAS and radar
altitude hold modes functioned as designed. All additional
checkout flights after each major reprogram were trouble-free
with one exception when the complete laboratory verification
procedure was ot followed. Flight test time was mainly used
to optimize handling qualities for HLH mission tasks and to solve
hardware interface problems. No major changes to tne AFCS
design or concept were required.

Software control on this program was in informal rather thLn a
formal procedure involving a lot of paper work. Software
changes were often transmitted verballiy to offsite G.E. personne.l
and documented after the fact because of the tight flight tesL
schedule. Control w,; maintained through close coordination
between only a few G.E. and Vertol engineer.; who had a detailed
knowledge of system operation. Complete laboratoiy testing
was essen,,ial to the success of software control..
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logical operations on the mode select panel inputs, as well as
other inputs affecting the mode of computer operation. The
IOPs provide discrete .;ignals (some of which are inputs and
some of which are computed or developed within the 1OP) to the
discrete status panels for display. The IOPs provide failure
and system status indications (the result of continuous fail-
ure r:onitoring) to the AFCS and sensor failure status panels.
The IOPs -lso interface with the BITE panel, providing test
in progress and go/no-go information as deter-r*ned by BITE
circuits within the IOPs. Finally, the IOPs accept test
function inputs from the AFCS test function panel.

The IOPs teceive multiple sensor inputs which may be simplex,
duplex or triplex. The IOPs exchange information and voter
circuits decide which inputs are to be used for further stages
cf signal processing. Median value selection is adopted for
triplex information and 3verage value for duplex information.
Single failure of triplex signal inputs causes the system to
switch to averaging of the remaining two signals.

The pilot has control of the AFCS through the mode select
panel and the system test function panel. These two panels
permit the pilot to engage the AFCS in all or any combina-
tions of the four control axes: longitudinal, lateral, direc-
tional and vertical; and to select operational modes, for
example, hover hold, auto approach coupler, auto load sta-
bilization, and altitude hold. The ability to insert test
function inputs to facilitate evaluation of system stability
or control i.esponse is provided.

The flight test engineer is provided with an (engineering
evaluation of system performance through the use of the PCDU,
discrete status, and failure indication panels. BITE permits
a system functional checkout prior to flight and is locked
out in flight via the throttle quadrant switches_

The following sections describe the various AFCS hardware com-
ponents, present major performance characteristics and perform-
ance evaluation based on AMT flight testing.

3.2 F•IGHT CONTROL COMPUTER SUBSYSTEM

3.2.1 Equipment Structure

The ICP-733 Digital Compucing Subsystem, built by the General
Electric Company, 'consists of an- integrated set of hardware
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and :3oftwa re elrement-s spec.ifically des giqned for real-time
ai rhorne contL ol app] icI tions. The deIsi gn is based upon the
incremiental computing t ,hlnique 1isinq .;n aritmtti - un1itL or-.
ganized as a genecal algeorithm, which provides .o" : hi.gh-¶;p. (
processing combined with precjse computational accuracy an(,
progTramminq flexibility.

'Ih1, airborne equipment consists of two units for each AFCS

"o ICP-733 Computer (Fliqht Control CComputcr - FCC)
"* System Interface Unit (Input/Output Processor - !Of;)

'Tihe FCC performs all the computations necessary for the flight
control laws and the OP performs all- of the signal condition-
ing ntcssary to communicate between the computer and the
oth-er el emonts of the flight control system. The IOP also
performs additional tasks related to system logic and redun-
dancy management.

The ICI'-733 computer and IOP hardware functional and modular
organization is an expanded version of the ICP-710 system
with state-of-the-art pac]kaging, and off-the-shelf standard
integrated circuit components. All parts utilized in the fab-
rication of the units were built and tested to military speci--
fications. No custom-made circuits were fabricated for the
IILII-ATC AFCS application.

A programmable Read Only Memory (ROM) device was chosen for
the flight control computer program memory. This device is
the interim step between the core memory which is utilized
for laboratory test purposes and the solid state ROM recom-
mended for the production system, the program of which is
fixed by fabrication of the mask at the devicf production
Fs ,aqe. The programmable ROM is electrically alterable, per-
mitting program changes with the aid of qround support equip-
ment, while retaining the advantage of not being susceptible to
electrical transients causing memory scramble - a flight
safety consideration.

The ilight control computer retains the capability to operate
with an external core memory unit simply by removing the
pro-franmmable ROM printed circuit cards and substituting buffer
cards to interface with the external memory. The core memory
unit finds substantial Use in laboratory development of the
computer and later on in simplex system flight control law
debug ope-rations.
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3.2.2 Development History

The ICP-733 digital computing system represents the third
generation in a line of incremental computers developed
specifically for flight control and weapons system applica-
tions. General Electric has developed the incremental comput-
ing system over a period of 10 years and has proven the
concept in several flight test programs.

The first incremental control processor developed (ICP-001)
had a limited memory of 64 algorithms programmed on prewired
program boards. This machine was flown to prove that it corl.d
match the performance of a comparable analog system with
regard to control stability and accuracy for an automatic
landing system on the Boeing prototype 707 aircraft.

The ICP-002 series expanded memory to twice that of the first
machine and was developed in a triplex configuration to vali-
date the redundant digital interface system concept under
flight conditions.

The ICP-7]0 system was designed to perform ballistic compu-
tations for a helicopter weapon delivery system. The design
of this equipment was directed toward producing an efficient
cost-effective computer using modular construction and stan-
dard off-the-shelf components. The equipment was developed
and tested to military specifications. The computer unit was
designed to accept two boards of solid state ROM devices which
form the program memory for use with a production system.
However, for development purposes, an external electrically
alterable core memory unit was fabricated to facilitate ease
of software reprogramming. The computer unit operates with
the same iteration rate as the series 002, and has the same
computational capacity. Ground support equipment in the form
of a Program Loader unit and Program Monitor unit function to
change the program in core memory and check out the system
operation.

The ICP-733 system retained the features of the 710 system
with expansion in program memory and a decrease in the iteration
rate. Capabilities to test the system preflight and to moni-
tor and to change the software in flight were added. The input/
output processor,built on the same design principles as for
the 710 system, was largely expanded to handle the numerous
sensor and logic system inte2rfaces while also incorporating
sensor failure detection and system shutdown capability.
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3 .2.3 Fl tCcnitrol (j01P Utelr Df.- crp L on

'Tho lk P 733 variable (-i ac re.m'n t computingi system h as been
(iesiqned for use in a I.-C]at-Live closed-loop control system
appilication . The ()perýat irni hratrq-tc of. the computer
at-e such that. the 03 serutiý iirttuie of0 the comnpu tation has
nleg 1ig ib hi.C (' I'et upl t0 Lwl (',ofl t-i-) i1aw nioch nii z at on whi ch
permits design o' th: he syv; toni conit.i'L )ilawsý by convu-n t- onal
me an11S .

1in evaluating the I CPI 7 3.3 syst-tru for use ini the H1,11 AF'CS
i1ppli cation , several cliaracteri :;ltici: were considered . Thie s e
VIrC

a So Iut ion rate - h'Anm w i li

a Computational. ciec
m~ Computer miemory
0 Acc~uracy

o Pedundaint !syst.('ii op(-. r )t i

o Inter facinq ejiI-c:L
0O n-i-]3ne i.nt.Clin31li w()! 1i1 li ig C-ld) 3 1 i tdt

'I'i e computer t imin rig ýie r haiar U aveiie control1. TI i t iming
5 iqrial is generated I re)m a I . _188 M117 c rv \LL,).] -controlleed cilock.

The computer uses s *r i,.a ar i Liimet ic e nctoperating at the
clock frequency' bit A fLI. input., ar. sampled, all output~s
are updated and! all computa Lions are perftormed at a rate of
iui.725 4jc peeod

T11i e ICP-II 33 cornpu te i i S_ a VAF i,'111 eý i nt cien t machine. wi jerce
the increment variables ate( represented by A flour -bUit coded
numbler corresponding to i otugjer powers ofi two in the rang~e 0,
4-1, +2 , +41, up to ±t.4 wachit nc nit-s. TPhe slew rate limit is
;I charac ten stLie of the inc r 'nent il computer is di ffereriti atedI
from a whole--word computer., aiid is del~ined as the maximumn rate
at which any internial variable can changje. Since the largjest
incrrciient ii; ()4 machine uni t.,;, and s ince t he solution or
iterzition rAt-e is 11 -7,2 '.) ItLerat iois p er st'ronll, th,.i computer
slew rate limit, is thus 01.)10 machine units/sec. This trans-

1te;to 0(3.2 )ni! ;ol(1 ce tor _oinputer iniputs or out-

puts a ind ariiithwt -tc ii ta iretex L :low 11(i I range'

respectively.



The basic bandwidth of the computer is established by the
slew rate limit. The maximum rate of change of a sinusoidal
signal defined by A sin wt is Ak. The system control band
width is established by the inner loop high-frequency mode
stabilization requirements typically satisfied by the aircraft
acceleration and rate gyro sensors. Sufficient stabilization
is achieved with excursions within 10 percent of full-scale
range. Full-ranqe siqnal inputs and outputs are established
by the analoq-to-diqital conversion (and vice versa), which is
set to +2048 machine units. Weighing these factors together
establishes a realistic control band width upper limit of
approximately 5 Hz. This upper limit, of course, is variable
depending on how the control loops are scaled within the com-
puter, since the slew rate limit may be reached anywhere in
the computational process. A further factor to be considered
is the signal conditioning applied to each sensor input, as
well as minor contributions yielded by holding period in the
input shift register, computational delay, and pulse-width-
modulated D/A converter signal shaping. These latter factors,
however, appear small in comparison to the major limitations
of slew rate limiting and individual signal conditioning in
determining the computational bandwidth constraints.

The bandwidth characteristics of the incremental computer
have been demonstrated to be more than adequate for the AFCS
requirements.

3.2.3.2 Computational Efficiency

The arithmetic section of the computer is a mechanization of
a qeneral alqorithm, which is particularly suited for the
solution of algebraic and differential equations in real time.
An "algorithm" is a name for the computational operations that
are performed by the time-shared incremental arithmetic sec-
tion during a specified time interval within each computer
iteration. Those operations performed most efficiently are
summation, multiplication, division, integration, filtering,
and square root. Logic and nonlineŽar functions are performed
much less efficiently.

For this reason, most of the logic operations, which appear
to a large degree within helicopter control system laws, are
separated from the computer software and performed in hard-
ware within the input-output processor unit.
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3.2.3.3 Computer Memory

Program Memory. The computer is a stored program machine with

program storage capacity for 512 algorithms of instructions
of which 256 can be computed during one computer iteration.
The program me-mory prcovides sequential control of the incre-
mental arithmetic unit. A conditional branch test is utilized
to control the selection of prog;ram instructions for these
algorithms; thus, the problem being executed at any given time
may be varied as a function of mode control logic or of com-
puted variables.

Initial program memory estimates permitted approximately 80W.
growth capability, including the approach to hover mode for
the 512 algorithm capacity.

The basic program memory consists of four boards, each board
containing twelve erasable/reprograrnmabl.e MOS-ROM (metal
oxide semi-conductor - Read Only Memory) devices. These
devices are erased by means of ultraviolet light and are
programmed through the application of a high voltage level.

The four beards are all keyed differently so as to fit only
in the proper location in the computer. The Read Only Memory
is organized such that each of thc four boards contains 128
algorithms. Each board contains 15i'6, 16-bit words or 24,576
bits per board. Total program meriiorv co-nt-ins 98,304 bits.

In order to facilitate software checkout and verification.
an external alterable memory unit (PK x 18-bit core) can be
used. Two interface modules are used in place of the program
storage modules (four RON boards) when using the memory unit.
The four ROM boards and the program storage control board are
removed when using the external program memory unit.

Variable Memory. Four working shift registers (Y, U, V, X)
are used to store the 16-bit whole-word variables that are
computed by the incremental arithmetic unit. A fi•fth shift
regtster (rho), containing 40 bits, is used as an accumulator
for products and additions of the whole-word variables and

............. . i., vdiadbles. The size of the rho regis-
ter permits computational surge to insuol Lhat tnere is no
loss of information.
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Increment Memory. The result of each algorithm computation
is a four-bit increment that is stored in a preassiqned
location of a random access increment memory. This increment
result can be accessed at any alqorithm time to be used in
the computation as an input to any of the 256 algorithm func-
tions. Thus, a total of 512 four-bit words are reguired for
increment storage.

Parameter Chanqe Memory. All parameter changes to be made
inflight are stored in a random access memory, which is
accessed through the Parameter Change/Display unit on the
cockpit center console. The values stored in the parameter
change memory are summed with the Sp/Sq constants located in
program memory to form new parameter values for computational
use; however, the basic program memory constants remain
unaltered.

3.2.3.4 Accuracy

The ICP*-733 system is a highly accurate control computer sys-
tem. The analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converter
word lengths are 12 bits and the internal word length is 16
bits including sign. The digital-to-analog conversion is
done by setting a sample and hold from the output of a
digital-to-analog converter. Because of the high refresh
rate and the quality sample and holds used, the dc outputs
are held within .1 percent of nominal and the ac outputs are
held within .2 percent of nominal.

In the arithmetic section of the computer, a 40-bit register
(rho register) is used to sum up partial products and to retain
the residual after each algorithm outpul increment has been
generated. The combined characteristics of the rho register
used to sum up the partial products and the increment selector
characteristic yields an accuracy for the 16-bit internal
variables equivalent to using a 16-bit representation in a
whole word computer and rounding after cach computation. The
rho register also serves as a surge register, insuring no
loss of information when the machine momentarily reaches slew
rate limit. The accumulation of partial products, which are
formed when mechanizing a digital filter, is achieved by the
rho register. This permits pole placement accuracy greater
than that offered by a 16-bit whole-word computer using double
precision arithmetic.
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3.2.3.5 Redundant System Operation

The t~riplex , ci~gi t.-i Av(W'S i itsw- ipit-d I) rov I di fa i I

operative/fail. sa fe per forrnaince . 'Phlic; requ iromiteritLi mecla n-
i'ed with an actLive t rpip -reduntlant SIt.'mand Aili. failures

are cQnsidered to he wi. Liii n the def inition requiremlen t for
fail operat~innal per fJ-InImanCe: i'lli( sy-;t-ein is ~(1 £ ýibed as an

"active pa raillel red ul]Id 't sys Lou: ; in tl2 hethO it t eachl
coniputer channel is powe-red, onli ne, and performs identical
functions. The system is also 1'act. i vi' ini th, :vS rn ense thait
it hasi the capab ility of detLc i ing t-he i Al t (j I inits andt

inhibiting their propagation as con trol output comiunignds.

Two o f t h o mzo'it i iji-l -t nt I (, ci t 1i I-' f r i tp I i f JAc,,t o in o I. thIe

recdundanL interfIacotds13II ris s0 ensls~ juI ; c o

and idten;t - cal L I SI 1f Z~(I)HU1 i~o 'I'hl in put /

output processo)r contains thu ey hi>Irdwarc cl uiiiefts oihich pro-

vide for the median selection of all input sjqnals and the
triplea redundant clock merdicini zat ion which peOrurtS synchirorlii-
zation of three computcrs on a hit -bhvbi t basi s. Thiis subject

istreated further in iiediunda ncy manaqc'msnt- wi thin thle LOP.
The advantage of procich ni coh,,irfe:lt data inputs and timing to
each computer chan,.;e I arc, rewardled by idt-ititicaI dynantic track-
ing of" the real t inic proce:ssed output.-. Thi s ic of' particulair

significance When- Li.si ( ar ros~l u e

inteogrations.

3 .2.3.6 Interfacing c~urrnt

Power, Tho compu1(.,r un,*, opi,.rates from 0, j] I I~ ,4o li) z
aircraft power sources whiii h comiplIy wi~th tht, '~ oet of
MIL-STD -704A.

The regulated dc vol i-ayvs I'((IIu retd a~' i-w coni~puL( L unit acc-

Uenerated within the Liflit from the Ii') 'a osU

sinqle ac source w ill not ci u:1- o af the2 COullpu te.r

operation.

Internal fail urto ruoie iitori nt isonine nLc p Iyt

annUnciatc the lo!s! ot 'tifprima'i'Y npujt po)Wei soulse('C orI

an out Alo'. -Aleric cn t ninay 4llu ILd atOsp 'outpult

21, Vdr po)wer is o1'i iip ir t () I.- I., -X mlpln r (1 t I ) i' L thle

menPL l i



Signal Inputs/OutPuts. All variable and discrete computer
inputs/outputs are made through the IOP. The computer is
timed to receive and transmit inputs/outputs within two dis-
tinct cycle times of one iteration period.

Computer Inputs

*48 serial-digital, 16-bit 2's complement binary

*64 discretes or 64 4-bit seria! increments

Table 15 lists the computer variable inputs in cycle 1 and
cycle 2. Note that the algorithrn numbers indicate when the
input is received by the computer. Processing in the IOP
occurs two algorithm times earlier. Inputs, including those
that do riot require conversion are listed. Table 1.6 lists all
the computer discrete inputs. There is no algorithm delay on
discrete processing.

Computer Outputs

*32 serial-digital, 16-bit 2's complementary binary

*64 discretes or 64 4-bit serial increments

Table 17 lists the computer discrete outputs. The variable
outputs are reflecte,ý in Table 21.

Data Address/Display arid Chanqe. E~ach computer directly
interfaces with the Parameter Change/Display unit which allows
the pilot or engineer to display the value of any input/output
variable, the contents of any program memory location, and any
internal computer variable associated with each computer. The
capability is also provided to input delta changes to program
memory contents without directly altering the basic programmed
values.

Data Recording. Each computer directly interfaces with the
Digital in-flight Recording System. Timing is provided only
by computer A to the recording system. Raw sensor, voted
algorithm X and Y register information and selected memory
constant parameter data can be recorded.
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BEST -AVAILABILE Copy

Table 16. Computer Di-Screte Inputs (CDI)
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3.2.3.7 On-line Monitoring Capability

The computcr contains extensive on-line internal monitoring.
Parity checks and timing monitors are used to provide a com-
prehensive failure detection capability. In addition, com-
putational overflow monitors are provided. This monitoring
contributes significantly to the fault isolation performance
of the entire system.

One of the computer boards is dedicated to BIT. Continuous
BIT consists of the following:

e Continuously on-line cumputational test problems
(executed through the IOP).

* Parity check on program instruction readout and all
variable storage.

* Read/write check on increment storage.

"* Timing and power supply monitors.

"* Memory overflow monitor.

Storage Memory Protection. Storage memory protection is pro-
vided for all program memory instructions, parameter constants
and machine instructions. All parameter data, program control
instructions and address instructions are stored in the
Erasable ROM, and as a result, are protected from any type of
electrical transient, etc. The machine operating instructions
are mechanized as the general algorithm and as such are hard-
wired in the computer. System and program variables are the
only parameters that are no' protected in the event of power
failures, etc.

Overflow Protection. The computer program is written such
that maximum input combinations of all variables do not cause
an overflow. Functions, such as integration have software
lJimiters programmed for overflow protection. A hardware
monitor is provided such that in the event an actual overflow
occurs, the system is protected and the overflow is treated
as a computer failure.
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3.2.4 lnput./0OiLLput.~ Processý;.or De s cr piTAion

Tlrhe input/output pr-oce(s,;or p~rmrj (125 all. i~nterf ace rcquire-
mcrits between the computer uni~t and the flight control system
sensors, stick pick-offs, cockpit-control dlrive~r a)CtLators,
speed trim system, fi lqht d3irector andI ground velocity indi -

cator, mode select. and system test function panels, failure
and discrete status panels, andi the- direct electrical linkage
s ub sy StLem. Thu 101' Cl 1.5 proVL_(tes (All (A thw h)A. ic require-
mcnts for redundancyi mnanagement, fai.lure dletect ion, failure
protection circuitry, timing, and BITE. A block diagramr of
the TOP is shiown in Figure 120.

3.2.4.1 Analo 0 1Input. ProcessinU

A total of 36 anialog inputs t.u. the TOP must he
transformed into a dc signal be~fore being appi. ed to the A/D
converter. Sixteen ac inputs ace first demodulated
u~sing the appropriate reference pha so supply and then signal
conditionedl. Four synchro inputs are appli~ed to trans-
IEformer vlodu l(! %,.,1 iCl ('OflVC t th11 t11 ree -,'irC input information
into two compone.nts in (juadrature by means of ca Scott-P
trans former. Thew nutpu ts, sine and cosi ne two-wire ac sig-
nals, are then demodulated and. signal condlitioned. Sixteen
dc inputs are applied to the signal conditioner circuits,
which act as b:uffe,_r/g.ain blocks be-(,twee~n the sensor inputs and
thie A/i) conve rter,. A\11 analog input~s to the lOP are listed

in Table 18i.

In the IOP, there is a sýingle A/D converter to which 48 chan-
nels of dc information is multiplexed. The multiplex switches
are closed at the b)eginning of an even-numbered algorithm;
the signal lis flwyi alllowe I to s;ettll e for 13.(, mic-ros)ýeconds,
after wh ich a coiivert_ coiiunanc I_- givien, and! the A/Li) converttc r
module converts the' anýalog sinLto a I 2-bit. dlig ital. word in
25 micro!seconds using successive appr~oximation. Convers ion
is compI-eted in one alqorithim time. The dig ital data is
shifte~d out of t~he A,'D converter into a shift rcegister on the
sensor comparator card with the eonvi~erted dIata loaded 'n the
lower 1.2 h)its: o: A Llt-bi-11t seri~ i Iword.

3.2.4.2 '; g Inoput Corvii1 tioni n~j

Ac an(! d1 sent~jur jiia o re- input~ 8iffIereriti ally to opeýra-
t i cna I amplife! 1-( ,oys-dulwe sigqnal n(w i e he.pl i.f irA.5-

iloii't acj(.'t >'eI Ir tviork!; ivirt'uIrto'r
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lags. T'he filter time constants are designed to attenuate
sensor noise and undesirable harmonic frequencies attributed
to airframe vibration and rotor downwash effects upon the
pitot static system without compromising control loop stabili-
ty and performance appropriate to the individual sensor.

3.2.4.3 Serial-Digital Data Processing

The IOP is designed to receive two serial-digital asychronous
32-bit whole words, although the computer is computer is

timed to receive a total of six serial digital transmissions.
Serial data from the Inertial Navigation Unit containing N-S,
E-W velocity information is transmitted to the IOP. Each
word, 32 bits in length, is updated every 50 m sec. Data
transmission being used for HLH/A1C differs from the ARINC
561-2 standard in that the MSB (most significant data bit)
is bit 30, rather than 29, thus making the sign bit 31 and
parity bit 32.

3.2.4.4 Discrete Input/Output Processing

The discrete inputs to the IOP are listed in Table 19. These

primarily consist of functional commands from the mode select
panel and the system test function panel plus cockpit control

functions. Some operational discretes are issued from sensor
subsystems. The IOP accepts logic levels of 28 Vdc, 5 Vdc
and ground-to-open which are buffered to operate high-level

NAND logic gates.

Discrete and logic inputs are fed to four I/O discrete and
mode logic circuit cards as shown in Figure 121. On each card,
16 discrete signals are multiplexed onto one output line.
Logical operations are performed on the discrete inputs before
multiplexing. The four discrete data lines are gated on the
timing three-circuit card, generating a signal that is combined
with digital and converted analog input data. The combined

data signal is sent to the median selection arid voting cir-
cuits, where the sensor input information is processed as des-
cribed in Section 3.2.4.10, and to the discrete voters and
failure monitors. The voted discretes are recombined with
the sensor inputs in the circuits which drive the data bus to
the computer. The computer discrete inputs are processed
during even algorithm times 0 through (2 and 192 through 254.

Discrete outputs are received from the computer in odd
algorithm times 1-49 and 129-175. These outputs are fed to a
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BEST AVAILABI
Table 19. IOP Discrete Inputs (PDI)

I Drift Clear Mod . rielert panel as Tdc /epen
2 A rCS .el 1-1.1 MId, ::t Pael Is ndc/nI..

C-(rrurlet ApproaCh Select M"de lc n 23 edn/open

S Hte r er1: IeetMdelc Pa~nel 23 nd,"oP-n
Vel l.,.le I~ Vi , 'eeelPnl2 r~/pe

C A/S Sa~C rreSlect Md Pan1 21! -1, 'pen
C 5 Select Utie. S.elet Panel 2. ode op 'n

I' FUder AlI.t Ielr otoSrt Pnl28 dco n86 ,ar AltSler . ,Im ode, 5.1., p anal 23 8 'dope n
12 Lend 6Stabt, .n mnd e .1,Ct Panel 28 ndl/w."r

I1 2; 1eo - , *aeIt MoId, Select Panl 28 nd, pen
14 SpayrHa Mott Selet Pn:l2:denlr

BI1 S Ol r nM tr Select Panl 8 rtopr

IA;I A "C Xf Mo-t Sertpanel 28 ndc,'open
A 1t tIrd Slett W"l ,seIIct nt'a ~ 23 nd, /op.,

13 :Cc M(1 I Une So I.,t panel 28 de i/upotn
1" r- 9C 'itO ,rir r S.lecr Panel 23 vde/nperr

2') Leg Axta Teat Spat-e T-1 F .ntlon PannI 2F nd, /op:o
2 A l, Asr " len Spat-n T-1t F'rlun P.nl 28 vdt,/npen

2 3 vPrt Anln. 7ea 5ytr l ortnt Pane 28 rd 'n
24 LCI Toa SyntriTa Ion t- Pane, 28 rdr' On

2t LW Ap r,d~rod Syatn Ta Puncton Pacet 28 'r" open
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11 step larPut Syst-n Te at Functo P no, 28 ode tor

1i Mailll *Te@ t Syatter Teal FunMton P.rre 211 ntc nperr
14 TorI Bnu y.den. Teat n ultitor panel 28 vd oe

J4k Vea ut A, nCSlc yt T::: lunctiun Panel 23~. uopnr

I a Al luuIC See Satant -en Fntlo. Panel23nr pa

3ý U A.r orar Itbl Selet Syat4or Teat F unc~tln Panel 23 eIc, open
IN M'rIe -1. Pak Ct SylI ( . T -It n ot a 23 edc 'open

4 0 C .llotntlne Mat Beake C(itA E ctroln c3 Vdc /ope

41 AF('S "WarnIng V F 1- nd,/,p*"
4? 31 rjene'r ida 8)of1. 28 n' open

4 Let Beep Ten H 1e lIt tlt'a'ne I~til 33 ed,/ovnrn
45 Lt-ng 1ee Trier P.a ,I Ft.I l't' 9 lyccllc Clotit,0l 28 dc'opn

dl Long =Pee Trit - Weg Ile)r' I'll Ira ( Y.11c _oto " 3 att ope
44 Dr, ItoepTirlnr Prai ''"n Cl ol fttrl 2 de',

Mt ro V,1.1 Tern eg*1, It-t'1 In.otrol 2 C3 -ol'np

'i .1r mrtotr Aýr Ntr I L'e? (en e"tOT/ge
54 C~~itrtotAr fm. 2 Lut Z.m elr Oratopen

'i," Cmr(,r t Ot No I I0 I0 Sra -11het (W/eed'pr

1-: 't 1`4re ra t~an I ~ t HT ed ter

4 ,1 l I'. P HS 8 ed/open

.1' A-11'ltIra ntIirl Creena sordni

r" 'a'' Cr , III23 mId,
km 'ttl~rr, erur, Idc r, nd'Ont
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voter and failure monitor. The voted outputs are clocked
serially into a register. When all discretes within an
iteration have been received from the computer unit, thne
shift register transfers the data to a holding register
which is directly coupled to output drive circuits.

The majority of IOP discrete outputs drive lamps in the mode
select, AFCS failure status, sensor failure status and dis-
cretk, status panels. A list of these outputs is given in
Table 20.

3.2.4.5 Sensor Signal Processing

The circuits that process sensor input signals are located
in the IOPs. These circuits have a threefold purpose:

"• To ensure that the computers receive a valid input in
usable form.

"* To ersure that all three computer units receive identi-
cal inputs so that the computations performed by all
computers will be identical.

"* To monitor the inputs for failure and provide failure
stratus information to the other circuits that require it.

The processing of sensor inputs differs slightly,cdepending on
whether the input is triplex, dual or nonredundant. Figure
122 shows the signal flow for triplex sensors. Dual sensor
inputs are processed as if they were triplex with one channel
failed, and are connected to channels A and C. Nonredundant
(simplex) inputs are fed to all three channels and processed
like triplex inputs, however, it is to be noted that:

v No failure of a nonredundant sensor will shut down the
svstem.

* Pailure indications apply only to input signal con-
ditioning circuits since all channels receive the
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BEST AVAILAbECOY
Table 20. foP Discrete Outputs (PDO)

110. Disci-t- SI'inel OS l.tIon.

Isyst a 2nd V.1k AFCS Psilur* Sttu Gond/Opofl
2 Computer First rail

I Compuiter input Vats

5 ~ C.ozt -t I terotion Reset
Co.putsr 5(114

S1 Co,t.T. SAM sqse

I ~~Co nPiýt:t IPmttRagLer

10 C-ompte -vr fl~
I1I lop .Iirt, ,uiI

101' output Oat
1) 1 oP Input fliserst.

1 OP Iteratkon -1efiet
1O1 1 pClock itt~e

16 101' Primary Clock
17 101' Swcondary Clock
;II op P(Nfer

19 Lon ,itu dinl Rate ArFCS Sensor Failure Stavtjs
2 " L~nq It,d ,nal At tirod..
23 L,,,, , rd I ,: Airspeed

Iposition Tranned car.

23 Lateral'kate
24 Latersl Attitude

LateralC&

2V 1 ectonal Cr$11

30 Vertical Acceleration
It V rtiDal 1a Attide

11 SIspien I
TPL/,In-.1--a~i

16 (hudContact Otac~rote Statue 01

19 DU-9. (,it 'I(nt it-

40lonj. 'C)n Si,

42 iR.1 06

44 Rt tt1iLe

L3 ii, I, cc~t

* ~ pi t I nt' Fl ci

*hd *i.1.0v it,,.'

S.. A~~ii, .d.tnc,

tot I~to,~oi~' 367,



ES VAVA !!ArpI
Table 20 (Continued)

No.~~~~~ DCrtSlI 
ltilatio,

76 A70,' DI L. F Dqaq. Mod .tc ia Anco.

7' ~ 520 o d b " Ib

79-W EP. ~c~q.y
A-,ec Alý Hold Eqaoq.

HI :j daIr Alt1. Hold Enaj.J

Aero.Aj,'Itc!de Hold Sac. Altituade Sonsor 8voe

07 ,H Rlt6541) PHSId,
PHp5er-t. 5242) HI) nn/nb

89 Vert CCDA Er'q.;. CCLVA tlectnnirs 20 ndc/opan
90 L.-It CDA Fnqaq

ILit (:CA FEngal

9 2 Dir CCDA Enigag

9,All- , 11 DEL 28 odc,oP.D
9 4 AIO ' 8.. 28 Id,/p..

qh Po c,,o , rDrIcr ,m8a Fl9ht 0 1 rtor 28 vd ./pm.

97 M- Lrol Akn,. 'ft Nod. Adrrixory Panel C~d/.P.o

9 I'MA CI" A,,: f

t n V 1,,it y S('.!. Ch-rq* Ct.onod V.1. Indtcator 28 d,,';,:~n
in02 LCC Arnd IUS C " nnd L.tgh t 28I od/op D

12.5 C.P.olia
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3.2.4.0C Anal oij OutpiutIi

The '[--P hiis a 32--hnj diji tal1 fsal1(14 1)/ (7) a xer tsr) but
Onl1y 10 ( samlp Ie-inci- hold ci Icll~i tý .- 7t.e Imcc(,l inn i (.t: "N - 'le anzai clo
outputs 01! til' AV.CS orc l~iste~d i n Th o

-Ph& omutr (1 lipi Is are fed to mriojr i ty loq. A c roe r s 2.11 eachl
lOP. Thie .-sLo cei out-puts; are Ivddi nito a req1 stOer duoring
t ime s;lot: ; T I [I. of evven Cl1 qo r I t-liins 0 2) and 1.2H - 1 38.

WhIilej an ouit put j-! t.i rt'd in, t-h Iis- rgte', I _- 7 I(
overI f -1 ow . In the ne:t. s,,uCcw 'iiing e-ven al.eor t-hLln;, the outpuit
15- sli1 tted out. of Lh1 roqiste- into taof in put. rcil :;te(r of thei
D/A Cwl-r I, vid I (- t he nextL output is 'iI L A(-d JotoL t I.(e ov(p-C
flow diatect,101) i (5)1ster . PVhi; 1)/A (eioi-r *' put},l ii. alIlowodi

to s c(t t I e or I .roali)epeII ei T .i)It .imeý 'nc' 1. a d der
SunldlfIqI( vie tw ivý,1. and its; )0I 1 it 'iv iN/ Impli (' "I f I(Ž IL owed
1 2 mic-o..seconds f-or st I LIu I'I th I.-I )/A\ I i' *i slt- isJ lejded
Th i IS, LoloO - tw~ic tI- I illr lq d (( I m1 L) I ii n 1, i Ic: tO
iso0t tc w ithI in 1 /' s

hitensamiie -a I I,!-h() I (I l ll('( 1< ize tiIOCe 10 the 0/A
Conveter IU pill Thie ""llImp] '-nd-ni d -lol CI Gu t, $I-eSlpli

with a 1)//A !Orc I 0 i 1'l~ ii~ (1( I it c. f; 0 I! v I ()m 1 em - of thr-ee
demul tJpl eti- Wliot-1) rth K)! t'i(I'J IJIi r low,
the sipe'~l-i1 -1 l e i 1 I pil I ex, loei

micrc~s-'11W; (Il th- 1)/A iil to
i Ii It jt :h(1,i e'(1. f t is

the I tt CI i I in ri -l Iii l.1e .r5 I Ii i! t k LII'-! ( 111) t he c I

(Iii it i s 100 M ~'C' .

A llt~ii t : - rll - I i IIi f. . i It i 1 Il4o Ini

ol~p~i tllpila(' etI I. tilujito~hol iten it low anld theic
out-put laif Ifor ti :;112 or v'1 I (It -sIsi''ii to s- 11 iglI

Iv Chill 01 . C1 T!i AI -i ' f111 t-t 1.1 lijl 1111' i (,I it , Ite t pltll

"irl ~ ~~~ 1 1II -

B4 -tI il I
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free manner upon the- f ailure of ~ie f irst. P~rimary and sec.-
ondary oscillator monitoring circuitry arid switchover logic
is repeated in each channel so moniLtoring circuitry arid switch-
over loi-jl is repeated in each channel so that- failure's of the
switchover circuitry in one channel cannot affect the other
two channels. The switchover co--rwnaiad gc'rierated in each channel
is voted with the Other t-wc -hanriels to affect Lill three
channels, switching over to t~he secondary oscillator simultan-
eously when two channels have detected a failure of the primary
oscillator. A simple monitor is used that essentially compares
the oscillator signal with itself,delayed 1/2 the nominal
period. A pul-se is generated whose width is proportional to
*the difference of the osc~illator period from nominal. Tf the
wi~dth of the generated pulse is gjreater than a k-liven time
delay (this sets the tolerance) , an oscillator fail ui pulse
is generated and a failure lat~ch is set.

3.2.4.8 Powei-

The TOP operaces on dual source 115 VAC, 400 H1z single-phase
power and single source 28 volts DC. The regulated DC voltage
req -uired by the TOP circuitry is 3jenerated with.n the unit
rom the 1 15 VAC line, and is arranged Euch that , -3s of a

single AC supply will niot. cause the loss Of Top operation.
The 28 VDC is used for cont rol logic anid BITE flIag di ive rs.

3. 2.4,1 9 Bnii It:-Trn-Test Eguipment (BITE!)

This constitutes an import ant part of tHie I OP dlesigni. 111,;
BITE syýstem is semi-automat i- and is used t-o det-Ject faillure.-
with in i hie system fai luru, detect ion circico1ts . Thei pri nc iple
used is that if during praý.flicjht Lest it can be determi ned that,
all fa t inre rlon itors are work i r j properly, then the probabi lity
Cef I-;- 01jdeýteCted fali lureC OCCUrr inc in f I 2ght is gJre-ftlIy redi ced-
Thuls, the BI TE system ca-,n (,nlIy be -a rmed whien the-( ent i ne t hr at tt
levers are? in the OFFb pos iticn, otherwi so j3LVI; is inhiLi ted.

The FIT E I! t~uii: o is sepairated inrito 5 1111) lox c han"o a I1and t r -

iple(-x systlemr test-s. The c-hannel test con!;iss of i'2 t imo s uts
wh icah check all. the fa iIu r- mon itor a; in o n,, chne wim oIih .ll1 the
whole systeom is oper-At irlg. Th is is I'un t r iol I- or ech
(7hanne lI . The sysitemf test cehocas theý oý.oratio 1 A the triplex 1 C

faikl nr mlonli tor,- ii I-) time slots and is run once Anl out I int,
(A tlit: teýý,t seq0 ie io (j5given in 'lba22,

7 - 3
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Table 22 (Continued)

Test

T2 7 It I,, . I ,,t,-l, rn

T29 I(oh•,,Ih VIM.ur I i ' utur
T~rl+ Pu< airl rrereI O eaih~,• - ('eht I. en tItLtta+Vel fa+iUres•

Nt,,, l t,/ e Ar' ll: gI, ,ret
728 J'irhlile }I tH"l+'~cI !, r, rit * " t lt.S leg tte

131 ell lair F' rleuri Lesle.fl Serr( eur Fi'~t ,]re •hee t lrdYaw Rate at-I I&Ync pl r-te

130• -I r-Pl i+p +(l• S'htil U ,e +PlJu r ll-trr l l hi+

(:1 2 Frlore res•idualr F:.llrr

510; - H g t 1t 1nu er

+;el t ++•• +ehanne alu~l ~lr,r A rugaiurl nS+m~e fsla elAgesnea s

51113 c ar n 1 11P-tl1 e l

c ,ah- k for rllldare fsilurea

51T02 Rate yr4 tet A-us f liur"

,h:. .. SpaIIreI;

S103 lAIac.e Er+.r re l A,,' fA.I-ra

hlY loI ,ll falu res.• --- ' tulll('•l ci k itir noih tl la tlrl$ aresO¢z~l~

tO )Lrtlsuef tl, et, I iarrlA icit titen ferrs h +r~r

2In, d f rai an l

S")41 Sp. re

!1e1 (ts I f I)ta
STOS+ "p ""5 re~

ST"I7 A.,h 1,,g -tpt An I4o, inpul A 1 a I -A /" Q

ln*,,t A 1,xl~ ba l h ind -- Rnltr

.. W~g |out~uput

I', 0Q No, 101 faillure& - - - (111, It I- | r. noLIIatU f.114r.

ST 09 1l"'rete IMd Cthanel A dirte reIe"'I cres

npuit aillure Fail a I i -ch l [A lIlv

re-or reset check t., r hmd flure , - l"
reelt the - ,I-

S'I I N .... 
1

aarsr *actlw tIe r ,rter , irvtial ftItlir-"h•. stem ehutdie+

S Il ( . null -t ucsrfltv X/Y niidti,,a lest ' I 1-r I t ltce if wSo it o lf 51 atdtlee e•rlir lentP itIrill , Ill S " I 'ic sleFS r anti
f+oeiprl~t uiatilal rPeae SrI k I,, I., l,.r ants 

1
5tI~rrl

shaltili.- i-irc- If IttN -rs coc
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( •Fccnr.cesc i (tore ane I Orec.ili at
oiln ita tr-I I e t ai" i Iat. cresetl lit+ tllers

311, -1 Spur.
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A (lteflirt I h~ I ock d iip aimn otf ith B I'lL syst (til ivcii is nie 111 I(ur e
124. Tiltop010 it i on ()f tIlki' :;y:;t lii~ I: cont I-) I i ni~~id t: i fl('d by

le r fo rI- lt. 1) 1,1 t .11 c t tI () irih ' r tI lit 1(l l .i 1 11 ho syst-o il
t cs t iliolt)i(, 1 1 IIit'tlichiilult' Ctt'ilii, 1) 't i 1 c't say Lo keecp tHle
three B ITEI systolems;ru M111( nosnhrmo'IIy 'lie, taii ]re rnoitors
art' ttýSt~c' b'/y I- sl 1t I. ,;f It I) I(' [All ~1 t1n t o t he i rput-. o f t~he

firI-s t -l fýIi I 1r1- Indl i(.Ii ion. 'I'[I I Ild I ('It- ionr is !, MoI itf o red by
t~hc B3ITE ci I clI I t ry ' Ilo I "l i :3 il I I i;it1) o lITioVi-l aind cnot~her
input is tI i II 'd . 'I'llIs shoiI ii jV lr inldica~tion,
whi~ch is, 11 !;o c h e k (, ( Notlo hat I 1!; i ij doos not af fect- the
01. t p u t- o f t It v'( )t- r lt 'C1 ]t 1 1( 1t0 Mork !1m'! " It Iini t ( i s i n a

fI-Žd S t'At' It I!y iI t i cu I I I Inn'.
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i's dcet(,'ted hljV Itt II(, I I i 1. 11t lit, i] tO II. ''T! wlI( tt"115C Iiiire. 1(1o 1
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3.3 AFCS SENSORS

Sensor Signal Selection and Failure Detection

All the redundant signals are selected in the IOP. The sensor
selector selects the median of three signals until an indi-
vidual sensor has failed. If one of the three: sensors fail,
the two remaining good signals are averaged and the average
value is sent to the computer. At a sensor second failure,
the selector continues to use the average of the two signals
that were used after the first failure. The sensor selector
will not switch back to the median value if the first failure
heals itself. Only a system reset. (computational reset)
unlatches the selector mechanism to permit median selection
again. The same functions are used for dual sensors such
that the system is forced to average the dual signals. A
signal second failure requires various types of action depend-
inq (in w]ich signal has failed. A fai].ure decoder is used
for- this purpose which is based upon the sensor redundancy
level. The sensor signal selector mechanism is a time-shared
device whi(:h can be used for up t;o a maxioam of 64 input
variables.

The sensor failure monitor is designed to provide a high
degree of I lexibility. The scheme is shown in Figure 125.
T'lhe two sensor failur(, detection paths a1Sret used to improve
the probability of (it~tecting all type. of sensor failure

The cross;-channel monitor compares each sens;or channrl withi
t-he, other two sensor channelrs. When the dif ference between
any two channels exc(eds a presot. value for" a preset time
period, a failure ot one of the two particular channel:-; is
said to have occurred.

ThI W1t]p, is ilter' rello)ves the hiqgi frequency noise in ord(er
to reduce the detection levelwhicli must be set low eneugh to
sati15;Jy maximum a rcr,ift failure transient response levels,
yet, must 1)c- hiigh1 enoug11h to avoid iiuisance or false failoure
i nd i cat in.; Tne low-pa.ss filter is used to detect slow dr-Ift
and hard V. r --type( alures.

'h 1 , hnA.-ps:; liiter path (wc.slhout) is used such thlat t-he.
(hte,.tt c.e I an be reduced for detecting passiv e type fai l-
ur es . T1 ic band-pass 'i I t t r iemoves the nu I I i-rror and(I theiL
lijghi•eioqut'ncy noise fro)m t.ie sensor siqgna l; being monitore-(.
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The frequency content of the signals that exist even when the
sensor is operating around null can be used to detect failures
if the null offset is eliminated from the threshold detection.
The optimum bandpass characteristics depend upon the sensor
characteristics.

The failure counters ace used to delay failure indications
that would occur because of transient conditions that coul(id
be caused by sensor switching and power transients. The
failure counter in the lag path will typically be programnme!
for a shorter time than the failure counter in the washout
path, such that the shorter time delay in the low-pass filtei
path permits time to shut down to be a function of the hardi-
over amplitude.

All the time constants, threshold levels and time delays are
prograiiuned in the IOP Programmable Read Only Memory (PROM)
for each of the input variables.

Votinq ana Failure Monitoring

Majority logic voters aaid failure monitor circuits are placed
at strat(,gic points in the computers and IOP.

IrnŽDuOutjut Data Voters

The c(rnput,'.r input/output data voters provide redundant path
isolat ion 1)etween the computer and IOP units. This means that
a failuore ( f a computer i n any one channcl does not cause the
loss of thct, 10)P u,'i t in the same channel c.nd vice versa. The
processed f -n ;or s iqnal is sent from each ilp to all thrue
computers, as shown in Figure 122. In each co)mputer, an
input vote-r c impares the three inputs by pairs, bit yv bit and
outputs a signal corresponding to two out of three inputs.
Tne voter and associated failure monitor is shown in Fi (jure
120. If one input differs from the other two, a first failure
output is generated. If, subse-quent to a first failure, the
two previously non-failed inputs should differ, a second fail-
ure output is generated. A local failure is indicated only
if there is a fault in the failure monitor.

The computed s1 ;nal outputs are majority logic voted in each
lOP and then fed Lo overflow detection circuits hefore- buing
proc.ssed through the D/A converter and output saimpi -and-
hold circuits.
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Iteration Reset and Clock Voters

The iteration reset, clock,and clock switchover voters are
required to provide bit synchronous operation between
channel s.

Discrete Intput Voter

:iisci-ete input voter i: required to synchronize asynchro-
-,ts lata caused by delays s ch as switch contact closure.
iai.l:re tripout can be delayed by any number of counts up to

f re,., ;ter maximum of 15. The timing may be selected such
iat te discretes are sampled once every eight iterations

.Ally incompatibility exists for eight consecutive sam-
:)if, a 'allure is announced. This would account for a period

* Aooro>:imateiv 040 ms. Alternatively, one could sample
"- nsecutive iterations, which would account for a per-

1-; a1proxin'ately 150 ms.

i.l.l ] Airs <ed Sensor

Airspeekýd for thu AFCS is provided by three precision airspeed
trim (PAST) units which convert pitot-static pressure inputs
to . inearized indicated ai -speed outputs. The AFCS uses air-
speed data for veluity command in the longitudinal axis,
lateral stick trim, pedal position, and collective position
compensation. PI.ST was developed by Boeing for the Model 347
flight test program wh)ich used two PAST units. One add:tional
unit was added to meeL the ITLII/ATC triplex re•uirement.

The PAST utilizes i feedback serve loop whicli ( nu1lre ; 1 'he
force exertud by pitot pressure on the airspe,-d transdlcer
diaphr.gm. This is accomplished by integrating the error
through a ,notcr, which runs a rmi:i in cam proporti _onal Lo pitot
pressure (a "q" or squared function) and a force throuqlh a
spring is fed back to renull the force on the diapliram (,; _-c
Figure 127). On the servo motor output siaft, there are s(_ -
eral programmed cams which provide linear or schedule po-,O-ion
mrotion signals through spring-loaded IVDTs. One of Lhese cams
provides the linearized airspeed output to the VCCS. 'Two
a•idjtiona]i cams in tihe A & C channels provide the • i-rsped
scheduling to the longitudinal cyclic pitch speed trim elec-
troni c units.

Total pressure. is supplied to each 1'AST unit Iiu, d•,,dic •teK,
pi tot heads. tLatic pressure inputs are paral .lc]ed trein a
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single pair of static ports. The units have a manually slewed
test inject feature which simulates airspeed output over the
entire operating range for preflight and bench checkout. Per-
formance characteristics are summarized below:

Differential pressure range 2 psi

Burst pressure range 5 psi

Linearity 0.3 percent of full-scale
output voltage

Resolution 0.1 percent of full-scale
output voltage

Accuracy (overall) 0.5 percent

Bandwidth Flat to at least 6 Hz

Voltage Output 11 VRMs (0 to 1.5 psi)

3.3.2 Sideslip Sensor

Lateral differential pressure (i.e., sideslip) is required by
the AFCS to augment the directional stability of the aircraft
and to provide a positive pedal control gradient.

Each of the three sideslip sensing systems consists of a set
of pressure ports, a differential variable-capacitance trans-
ducer, and conditioning electronics.

Two sideslip transducers measure differential pressure through
the existing SAS sideslip pressure ports and plumbing. imbing.
A similar set of components was installed to provide the third
channel of data for the ATC system. The pressure ports
mounted on either side of the lower forward fuselage are
electrically heated.

Performance characteristics of the transducer and electronics
are:

e Differential air pressure range of transducer +0.75 psi

* Burst pressure range of transducer +1.0 psi

e Resolution 0.05 percent of FS
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"* Linearity 0.1 percent of FS

"* Accuracy (overall) 0.2 percent of full scale

0 Bandwidth 6 If/

a Output siqnal range +10 Vdc

3.3.3 Reference Barometric Altitude

The reference barometric altitude sensor (sometimes referred
to as altitude synchronizer) provides high and low sensi-
tivity differential barometric altitude output signals to the
AFCS:

o The high-gain signal has a range of +250 feet for +10.0
Vdc and is used for Altitude Hold and Hover Hold modes.

o The low-gain signal has a range of +1500 feet for +10.0

Vdc and is only used for Automatic Approach to Hover
mode.

A pair of static pressure ports, one mounted on either side of
the fuselage at station 240, are manifolded together to feed
two barometric altitude sensors, which are mounted close to-
gether on the right side of the aircraft cabin. The dual
sensor output signals are transmitted to AFCS channels A and
C. Each sensor has a manual self-test capability, which is
only operable when the appropriate AFCS modes have been
selected. The sensor signal outputs normally remain in an
altitude synchronizing (tracking) mode which results in a
zero signal output until an altitude stabilizing discrete is
issued from the AFCS mode logic. Upon command, Lhe sensor
references to the local aircraft barometric altitude and the
output signals indicate deviation in altitude from the se-
lected refercnce point. The sensor is designed to operate
over a pressure altitude range of -1000 ft to +15,000 ft.

The reference barometric altitude sensor used on the HLH-ATC
347 demonstrator aircraft uses virtually the same components
as the altitude sensor designed for the Canadian CH-147 AFCS,
with some signal scaling modifications. The sensor consists
of two major elements; the pressure sensing transducer and
the signal conditioning electronics.
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The static-pressure sensing transducer is of the variable resis-
tance type; i.e., unbonded strain gage windings from two arms
of a Wheatstone bridge. Pressure against the diaphragm pro-
duces a displacement of the sensing element changing the
resistance of the active arms and causes an electrical output
precisely proportional to applied pressure. Acceleration arid
vibration have little effect on bridge output, being cancelled
by the geometry and winding arrangement of the star spring-
type sensing element. Compensation for the effects of wide am-
bient temperature variations is provided by locating the two
inactive arms close to the active windings and through careful
selection of materials in manufacturing.

The signal, conditioning electronics is split into two stages;
the first stage comprises a closed-loop analog/digital servo-
mechanism to re-reference the bridge output to provide a
limited altitude range about a selected absolute altitude.
The bridge signal output is first amplified and passed to a
threshold detector. When the signal exceeds a specified
level, a pulse is produced and fed to a register which drives
a digital-to-analog converter. The ladder resistor chain is
in parallel with the bridge inactive arais,and thus acts to
vary the resistance to rebalance the bridge output. The
altitude hold logic discrete acts to inhibit pulse outputs
when the stabilize mode is requested.

The second stage comprises an analog synchronizer followed by
two output signal drives, one for low sensitivity,and the
other for high sensitivity. The analog synchronizer consists
of a capacitor, field effect transistor, and a relay, all
contained within a sealed can for humidity protection. The
synchronizer provides a zero output signal reference in the
altitude tracking mode during the time that the first stage
is continually rebalancing the bridge output. When the sta-
bilize discrete is issued from the AFCS, there is an initial
delay to acquire bridge balance, followed by the analog syn-
chronizer delay in acquiring a stabilized output. The total time
to stabilize can be as much as one second.

3.3.4 Rate Gyros

Rate gyros provide the AFCS control loops with effective body-
referenced rate data. The rate gyros used are the General
Electric RR-15 which were designed and fabricated for the
F-15 AFCS. Each rate gyro unit consists of three mutually
orthogonal rate sensors which sense rate of angular motion
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about the pitch, ioll, and yaw axes of the aircraft. Each
sensor contains a motor speed detector for self test. Also,
the unit incorporates circuitry to torque the gimbal output
axis during preflight BITE. Major performance characteristics
are: range +60 deg/sec, resolution of +.01 deg/sec, accuracy
and linearity of 0.5 percent of full scale.

3.3.5 Inertial Measurement Unit

The Inertial Measurement Units are Delco Carousel IV inertial
Navigation systems. The IMUs supply earth-referenced veloci-
ty, acceleration, and attitude information to the AFCS con-
trol loops. The Carousel IV consists of a navigation unit, a
mode select unit, a control display unit, and a battery unit,
as shown in Figure 128.

3.3.5.1 Navigation Unit

The navigation unit contains an inertial refei-ence unit and a
general purpose digital computer. Thbe inertial reference unit
is a four-gimbal stable platform, referenced to local vertical.
Horizontal sensors on the stable platform, gyros and accel-
erometers for the X and Y axes, are rotated at a controlled
rate of 1 rpm. The platform, therefore, behaves as a free
azimuth unit... North reference is obtained with the navigation
computer, based upon precise knowledge of platform azimuth
position established during alignment and the controlled rate
of rotation. The navigation computer is a binary-serial pro-
cessor which performs the computations required for:

"* Rate gyro and linear accelerometer integration and
coordinate transformations

"* Gyro platform erection, alignment and drive

"* Navigation computations

"* Display signal generation

* Self test and system health

3.3.5.2 Mode Select Unit

The Mode Select Unit enables selection of the system operating
modes: OFF, STBY, ALIGN, NAV, and ATT. The STBY and ALIGN
modes are used auring ground operations to facilitate azimuth
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initialization and ai]iqnn'ent. of the sysflm. The NAV mode is
used during normal 1.iqht operations to provide flight con-
trol parametrrs to the AFCS. The ATT mode is used to provide
attitude signals for reference. purposes; this mode is normally
used only on occurrence of .ailures within the navicjatioz, com-

puter. The unit also contains status - indicator lamps that
indicate the operationdl capabi.ity of the battery unit and
the state of readiness -f the system to enter the NAV mode.

3.3.5.3 Control Displlay Unit

The control display unit contains a keyboard and selector

switches for insertion of present position in the foi.m of
latitude and longitude inputs. The control display unit also
contains displays and indicators for alignment status, com-
puter memory call-up, and malfunct ion information.

3.3.5.4 Battery Unit

The battery unit powers the system during momentary interrup--
tion in the prime power supply. Battery unit power is coupled
to the power circuits so that it will sustain system operation
in any mode for periods of up to 15 minutes when the 115-Vac,
400-liz, single-phase input power is interrupted or drops below
the required voltage.

3.3.6 Attitude Headinq Reference System

The attitude heading reference system, AN/ASN-76, provides
pitch and roll attitude and magnetic heading information to

Channel B of the ArCS. The Carousel IV IMUs supply similar
informatioi; tu Channels A and C.

Major components are:

* Displacement Gyroscope

* Reference Set Controller

e Electronic Control Amplifier

o Flux Valve

* Magnetic Heading Adapter
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Thc dii pl acement (lyroscopr, s ,a pofndulou.31ly erected two-gyro,
multiple (imbal stabhlo refc-rence from which vehicle direction
chan(je.-• and a-titude ,ar, measu-red. fleadi ug, roll. and pitch
signals are F;uppl.ied to the lOPs through the electronic control
amplifier. The electronic control amplifier provides multiple
headi!•q outputs repre!;se-ntjug gyro-stabilize magnetic heading
in the siaved, frec gy'ro, or compass modc:;. The reference set
,,ontrol •or contains the indicators and controls necessary to
operate the system. The flux valve suppli,,s an electrical
indication of vehicle heading with respect to the horizontal
compone:it o. the earth's magnetic field. The magnetic heading
adaptc-r, designed by Boeing Vertol specifically for the HLH ATC.
is a differential synchro which converts magnetic heading to
the equivalent of true heading by adjusting the synchro device
to the local variation angle. This makes the heading from the
ASN-76 compatible with the true heading supplied by the IMUs.

Performance characteristics include:

* Attitude gyro accuracy +14 minutes of arc
(maximum error spread)

* Latitude operational range ±82 degrees

* sensitivjty 206 mv/degree (+5 percent)

* Output voltage 11.8 Vrms

3.3.7 Radar Altimeter

The AN/APN-194 Radar Altimeter is a high-resolution pulse
radar operating at 4300 MHz that indicates absolute clearance
over land or water from 0 to 5000 feet. The AFCS uses this
information in the radar altitude hold, hover hold, and auto
approach to hover modes. In addition to providing altitude,
the signal is differentiated through a rate adapter unit
developed by Honeywell for the ATC program to provide a high
sensitivity altitude rate signal to the AFCS. The vertical
rate signal is used as backup for the precision hover hold
velocity reference. Signals from the simplex radar altimeter
and rate adapter are paralleled to provide inputs to the tri-
plex AFCS channels. Operation is based on precise measure-
ment of the time required for an electromagnetic energy pulse
to ý-.ave] from the aircraft to the ground terrain and return.
The trackinc circuitry detucts the leading edge of the re-
flected signal and after "lock on", rejects all other signals
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until. the next pulse is received. The time of pulse arrival
is compared with the Litme of' putl se transmission and the
resultant time different.ial is processed to provide the range!
informatLion in hothl digital and analog form. The character-
istics of closed-loop, ] cading-0dg(e Lrackinq, combined with
extremely short pulse duration, is basic to the accuracy of
the sv\s, tim.

Th, compitain(q circuitry and use of separate transmitting and
rlc-, . 1i Crq a 1ntenaC ý)p'mits a I ti tudei measurem-ent t.o touchdown.
This is accomplished:I by providing suf ticient electromagnetic
isolation between the transmi tt'r atnd receiver antennae which
a 1lws receptiton of early reflections from the ground while
the transmitter put s; is st.il I being radiated.

The electronic altimeter set is composed of one receiver-
trantfsmi3tter, a -Ate. adapter, an interference blanker unit,
two identical antennae, and one cockpit indicator. A simpli-
fied block diaqram of the APN-194 system as installed in the
Model 347 aircraft is shown in Figure 129.

The indic;itor controls system power, converts the analog alti-
tude signal to a visual display, and provides an adjuE 2able
low altitude warning and flag alarm. System self-test, with
a 100-loot readout on tne indicatol i.s also initiated from
the indicator.

Loss of receiver track is indicated by a 4 Vdc discrete.
Valid rate data is- indicated by the presence of a 4.5 Vdc
discrete.

Principal performance characteristics are summari "ed below:

ALTIMETER

Range 0-5000 feet (use only 250 feet for AFCS)

Accuracy +3 feet or 4 percont of actual range

Response time 0.1 +0.025 second (first-order system)

Voltage output 0 to +25 volts
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AL' I TUDE PA 'I'E ADAI'Th R

Range +_50 Ft/sec

Acm ra-cy + (0.1 tlt./%(( + 0.5 percen t of reading)

Vol taiq Oultput + .10 Vdc

3 3. B "' e*,~ (_ion H(over Sensor

Under thle}ILH(/AIC" Irogranm, anl elemnent of thle Flight. Control
System was thle de'velopment of a Precision Hover Sensor. The
goal of the P~recisi on Hiover Sensor is to provide accurate
ground referenced position information such that aircrafft
position c:an be• maintained in reference to a known point on
thle gr-ound within +_4 inches longitudinally, laterally, and
vertica] ]•,. it was further desired t:hat the sensor be self-
contained and be capable of operation in all-weather IMC
conditions.

The Precision llover Sensor developed under the HLH/ATC program
was de:signed and fabricated by RCA of Camden, New Jersey,
under. a subcontract from the Boeing Vertol Company. The sen-
sor utilizes two newly developed sensor techniques; namely,
image-correlation tracking and pulse sine-modulated laser
ranging, using pulsed-laser-illuminated gated imaging to mea-
sure posi tion offsets and velocities.

The' Precision hlover Sensor .is located on a supporting mount in
the rear of the Model 347, as shown in Figure 130.

The type of sensor system chose.n for the development resulted
from Boeing contracted design studies with RCA, Camden, New
Jersey; General Electric, Utica, New York; and Martin Marietta,
Orlando, Floridia.

The development of thle PHS was initiated as design and fabri-
cation of a feasibility demonstration model to be flown on
the Model 347 aircraft. The development was geared to the
use of existing off-the-shelf subsystems or- components where-
ever possible to minimize costs and schedule. The use of off-
the-s~helf components has resulted in a system that is larger
and heavier than a PHS specifically designed for a prototype
or production HLHi aircraft, resulting from development of
subsystems to optimize size and weight. The functional dia-
gram of the PHIS is shown in Figure 131 and the PHS character-
istics are stated in Table 23.
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TABLE 23. PHS CHARACTERISTICS

Hlovwr Precision ( X, Y, Z) ....... +0.6 in.

Detectable Velocity (X, Y, Z) ....... +1 in/s

Datai Bandwidths B ...... 10 Hz

Maximum Displacement X, Y, Z ....... +4 ft

Altitude 25 to 125 ft

Loss Margin 1000

Lock-on Time 0.6 s max

Reacquisition Time 0.8 s

Temperature Ranqe -20'C to +55WC

POWER 28 V dc 110 3A, 400 Hz

Sensor Head 360 W 420 W peak 100 W

Stabilization Platform 280 W 400 W peak 60 W

Total 640 W 820 W peak 160 W

WEIGHT

Sensor Head & Mount 355 lb

Stabili.-tion Platform 185 lb

Total 540 lb

DIMENSIONS (irregular)

Sensor Head 22 in. dia x 53 in.

Platform 41 x 25 x 16 in.
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3. 5 ;~ Ii i

T]i -m: ii j:'~-o -ilry>; an. ri diwnd in one paukaq(r .tnd~

luoulli~i tr e L( 't W~i i !Stul I 1i ~ il itt: 1 rni. 'Jh ý-' s t i11 I ] z ncd

j I it. i -:i , ii 15 ;! h, , i H;('crrA t ()iIr 1 i (ýci i i veri iJy'ro-stab i I zedl
(941 t ic(11 ii~olilt uind is, a modi it c~t-i(n oft a !standard Ae-rofiox

T, `!(,_'A t i rc rift camer-a mount . T1 i mount provi des vertLical
f5th) Ii it ()l (v'Athin thle liy1111] L of t-he miount. gimibal (ilO'0 roll
an1d f -c pich n e~ferleo th ae foti neud g yro

T) i pi i t I o r m stLr iict uire c ons.9i s t o, nf t Iir (,o maiij orI. ccrmponie n t

the t i aIne , the pitch g3imbal , and the r o1 I g4imbal.

A k, i i i 1iIopenj nq in thie roll I qi mla 1. ( inner) accepts and sup-
po rt ,; Lith, cylindrica L.v si ripeci PHS sensor. At~tached t~o the
Iro) I1 inibal are also the roil trunniLons - Ldimit stops restrict

t h( lion of the rol 1 IJilubi ,1 Lo + -1. 0 ' Limlit switchecs pro-
\vi (6, I; itius in1forma1--tion to the control logic.

T)'Ii p I I'h gi mbha g i rI]s t he rol I ;ivimba I, a-nd supports the
pit cl. trunnionts , rollI torque~r, ind :in iutomatic cagingj mechan-

1 sm. q yro leveling p1 ate ait onec e.nd of the: pitch gimbal
prwvidl, u-; space lor mount ing the ARG--5C vertical gyro. Li mi t.
st op; ind l1imit switches are provided for the same purpose as,
onl th1 rol1l g~imlbal.

Tfw Ir -wie gi rd 1es Llie pi tch ,jimbhal an1d supports- the pitch
to iqu .*r._ , a I torqu( ampi f i (-ro , and an elIectron ic chassr~is

wih coýnneýctors for interconn-ecting cables. Cable-type
vi lir-it i of Sisdi ors- are provided between the stablec plat form
fiame and theý aircraft Itrame. Also mounted en the frame is

a r'ite O1 turn swi tch.

3 . * H'. 11Pinqe FIi 11(1(

[I'h( I 11in I ng sys;teml of the Proc i s ion Hover Sensor combines, the
ad,,, int ar~les of both a CW ranging system (higqh re.solution) 'And
,i 1 ~ rangin,; system and multiple scone discrim~ination caipa-

1) i v. 'rs iqgn, I.,; from the rangje tian s i t t-r a~nd recei ver

,11( pocr-ssod in the ranilc electronics to obtain absolute
ItA 54'( z) , rilt itudc' change ( Z) aind vertical veloc ity (Z).

Tin '.<:'tem t in~ingl toin stait us sJ (Ina Ls are a.-lso ge-nei ri(ed in
tA I tioge I ec-t Io Ths PIe range triansmi tter qgenerates a
s; n -w ivc m(run iat 'd pn Iso; of 1 .i jht whlich iscull imateid into a

I I~ 1' u aiod ditct toWar Cis thle grourid The t ransmint t r
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also q n.ra.t~es an elect)rical .siqna1 to the rnqe e 1('etronics
corresponding to the time of transm is, ion of tne optical pulso.

Light from the range transmitter laser beam is reflected from
the ground and cetected by the raniie receiver. The receiver
in turn generates electrical signa]- to the range electronics
corresponding to the phase and arrival time of the ret.urn
pulse.

Fine-range information is obtained by comuparing t l, phlase of
the transmitted sinusoidal modulation to thhe phase of the
received sinusoidal modulation. The signal detector amplifier
output is first passed through the 100-M1il. phase locked loop
to derive a continuous waveform for determining phase. The
resultant signals are then mixed with the local oscillator
frequency of 99,950 MHz to produce two 50-kHz signals,
whose phase difference is the same as the phase difference
between the transmitted and received 100-Mflz signals.

The phase detector provides a dc volta(' output which is
linearly related to the phase difference, and thus to the fine
range. The fine-range information is accuirate to 1 inch with
a resolution of 0.1 inch over an unambiguous range of 5 feet.

The dc output of the phase detector is fed into an A/D con-
verter to obtain the fine-range information in digital form for
combination with coarse-ranrve information. The two measure-
ments arc, combined in the output register to yield a 1000-foot
scale range reading with an accuracy of 1 inch and a resolution
of 3/16 inch.

A reason for converting the fine-range information to digital
form is to provide an accurate stored reference for deriving
the hover error signals. When the operator wants to put the
helicopter into automatic hover-, he pushes a button on his
control which generates the hold command. This causes the fine
range information in the A/D converter to be stored in a sep-
arate digital register.

This stored fine range is then converted back to analog form
in the D/A converter and compared to updated analog fine-range
data coming out of the phase detector. The result of this
comparison is an analog error signal. corresponding to any
small changes in altitude of thle helicopter. This signal is
then differentiated to yield the rate at which altitude
changes are occurring.
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Tfle codk se 1ranvi i n orinmat.Lon is obta inc]d by measuring the time
delay b1 LAween the. leadiring edge of the tiansmitted pulse and
the ladinq edg<e of t t.he recived S.ignal. The 100 Milz trap is
used to remove the hiv hj*i--- reqiency modulation from the received
wave Iorni and to) providea cI clan leading edge to the threshold
dettector. Thie otut-putst trom the thr<!sho d detectors are digital
pul•,se which are dt,]aycd by the same amount of time as the
tra•nitnted and rect ive'd laser siqna]<;. 'Phi<s delay is ineasured
in the time-intervIl C(rI lntd,.lt-

Tlhe, tilme-interval cotinte or will range on the last valid return
received during a total maximum range interval of 1000 feet;
Liii .s allows the .system to rang(e through obstacles, such as
tr es;. A multiple scene indication will be generated if more
than one valid scene is encountered during the range interval.
One hundred range measurements will he sunmied and averaged in
the time-interval counter to produce a coarse-range measure-
ment witLh an accuracy of 5 feet and a resolution of 0.5 feet.

3.3.8. 3 Correlation

The measurement of the X, X, Y, and Y incremental position
,ind velocity parameters is accomplished by utilizing a Correla-
tron tracker. The Correlatron is used as a closed-loop system
and requires three modes of operation:

(1) A write mode, where the initial image position is
stored as a charge pattern

(2) A read moae, where the input image and the previously
stored reference are correlated

(3) An erase mode, where the previously stored reference
charge pattern is removed.

The Correlatron subsystem consists of a sensor package and
an electronic assembly.

The system, with the exception of one test relay, has no moving
parts and contains no hot cathodes. Internal switches are
transistors. Components a-e all hard wired with no transistor
or amplifier sockets. The circuit boards in the sensor are
coated against moisture:, fungus, etc.

Both the sensor and electronics assemblies were constructed to
be completely shielded for EMI. The optical input port of the
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sensor utilized a conAuctive window to accomplish the shield--
ing, as well as to prevent dirt from reaching the Correlatron
photo-cathode.

During the read mode, the photoelectron image is nutated in x
and y with a sine wave. This is a multiplex nutation; x is
blanked for one cycle, and then y is blanked for one cycle.
The output of the buffer amplifier is switched synchronously
to separate the x and y signals. These signals are amplified
separately and the gain is automatically controlled to provide
a replica of the x and y error signal without distortion or
phase shift.

During the closed-loop match condition, the Correlatron signal
appears as a full-wave rectified sine wave. When the Correla-
tron senses the input image drift by "distorting" the full-
wave rectified signal form factor, the phase discriminator
determines magnitude and direction to correct the loop and to
maintain the proper form factor.

The loop is closed through the integrators and deflection
amplifiers. This closed loop maintains the optimum position
match between the photoelectron image and the stored imag6.

The output of the integrator represents position and the input
to the integrator represents angular rate. The stored image
in the Correlatron may be updated periodically or when the
S/N drops below a prescribed level. In the erase mode, a
uniform flood of photoelectrons drives the front surface
(dielectric) of the storage element to cathode potential
since operation is below the first crossover of the secondary
emission curve. The Sacking electrode is typically at 15 V
with respect to the photocathode.

In the write mode, the photocathode is typically switched to
-600 V. The representation is of a spot of light on the
photocathode giving a beam of photoelectrons. These electrons
hit the dielectric with energy above the first crossover, and
the secondaries are collected mesh. Thus, the written areas
are charged positive, say +0.5 V.

3.3.8.4 Intensifier Subsvster-

The intensifier subsystem provides light amplification for
boosting the low-level illuminator light reflected from the
giounid scene to the level required by the Correlatron.
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This subsyst,:,m contains three inmage-intensifier stages. The
first stage consists of a micro-channel plate intensifier
tube which conve÷rts the 85,10 A illuminator light to a P-20
outpuL phosphor. This stage is gated with a 140 V 50-ris
pulse which allows only light arriving from the pulsed illumi.-
nator t.o be amplified.

The next staqf: in the intensifier string is a second micro-
cuannel plate Lube which provides both gain and automatic
li(jit control. This stage allows the gated first stage to be
operated at a safe bias level and its resulting moderate gain.
The second stage provides a constant scene output brightness
to the third stage over the range of scene illuminations
encountered by the PHS system.

The third stage in the intensifier string is a diode-type
gain stage which amplifies the output of the second stage and
provides the high output brightness needed to produce the
required Correlatron cathode current for lock-on.

3.3.8.5 Illuminator Subsystem

An AlGaAs laser illuminator is utilized and provides pulsed
illumination of the ground scene, which, in conjunction with
the ranqe-gated intensifier chain, permits rejection of sig-
nificant amounts of scattering from atmospheric particles,
which would degrade the image of the ground scene. The il-
luminator also permits night operation.

The laser illuminator utilizes thermoelectrically temperature-
controlled AIGaAs injection lasers to provide the pulsed il-
lumination. AlGaAs is utilized to achieve 8400 X wavelength
of emission where the first photocathode of the intensifier
has high responsitivity. Temperature control of the AlGaAs
is utilized to stabilizLe the emission wavelength of the laser
within The passband of the intensifier spectral tilter.

A motorized zoom lens provides a collimated circular beam
which matches the Correlatron format. A zoom capability of
5.5 to 1 from S degrees to 45 degrees full angle divergence
enables a constant scene diameter to be illuminated while the
range is varied from 25 to 125 feet.

The laser illuminator is a single self-contained package
requiring only 28 Vdc prime power and a 20-kfiz sync pulse
train for operation. All power conversion and heat exchange
are per-formed within the package.
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3.3.9 Load Stabilization Sensors

Implementation of the external load stabilization modes in
the flight control computer requires the sensing of cable
angles and tension.

3.3.9.1. Cable Angle Sensing

Four synchro-rotary transformers were utilized to sense cable
angles; i.e., two transformers located at the forward arid aft
cable securing mounts, respectively - one to sense longitudi-
nal, and the other to sense lateral angles. The transducers
were mounted between aircraft structure and the cable hook
assemblies. These sensors, manufactured by Clifton Division
of Litton Systems, Inc., provide ac outputs up to +90' of
rotation with a sensitivity of 200 VRMS per degree.
The signal range was limited in the IOP signal conditioning
circuitry to +500 in both axes. The cumulative effect of
resolution, null offset, and hysteresis is less than 10 min-
utes of arc for the transducer devices themselves. The
principal contributors to hysteresis were anticipated to be
the Teflon/steel load hook bearings. Flight test results,
however, indicated the actual values to be less than the
analytical estimates of +5.4 minutes of arc longitudinally
and +_4.2 minutes laterally. The actual values had no appre-
ciable degrading effects on LSS performance. (Refer to
Section 2.1.5.3.3 for discussion of CSMP hysteresis
evaluation).

3.3.9.2 Cable Tension Sensing

Strain gages were installed in both the forward and aft cargo
hook bolts to provide a measure of load weight on each cable.
This information was required for implementation of the auto-
matic load-centering mode. The strain gage signals were fed
into bridge networks whose outputs were amplified prior to
signal transmission to each of the IOPs. The cable tension
electronics were scaled for 0 to 8000 pounds each. The full-
scale output was adjusted to 10.4 VRMS, equivalent to 8,000
pounds.
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3.4 LOAD CO(NTROLLING CREWMAN's CONTROLLER (LCCC)

3.4.1 Introduction

The ICC e>t)-trol.e, provides inputs to the AFCS for the control
of th•, aircraft by, the load-controlling crewman durl nq flight
with the hover lod Ri mode enqaqged. The LCCC controls flight
in the longitudinal., lateral, directional, and vertical axes
bhi means of A four-axis finger ball. The authority of the
c(ontroller is limited by the control laws implemented in the
AFCS computers which also provide for pilot override of LCC
control inputs at any time.

The LCC controller was developed and manufactured by
Iloneywwol, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota. The controller uses
basic nu(chanism concepts that wore developed for the Apollo
hand controllers and for recent fly-by-wire sidesticks. The
development program began with a human factors study of hand-
control and sidestick concepts which considered one-, three-,
and four-axis grip and finger controllers. The development
phase of the program culminated in a four-axis mock-up con-
troilor which could be modified to have various force break-
outs, force gradients, displacements, and different kinds of
grips. The mockup was evaluated to determine the final LCCC
configuration. The design selected is portrayed in Figure
132. The controller is used by holding tne ball with the
thumb and finger tips of the right hand. A special arm rest.,
not shown, is provided for the controller.

3.4.2 LCCC Description

3.4.2.1 Major Functional Components are the control stick,
force feel springs, force feel dampers, and triple-
redundant position transducers. Also included is a
trim switch and magnetic brakes to hold the stick in
any longitudinal and lateral position with hands off.
No brakes are provided for the directional and verti-
cal axes.
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FIGURE 132. FOUN- AXIS FINGER /BALL CONTROLLER
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3.4.2.2 Operating Chiiracterihtics

o The control motions are:

-Fore/aft stick rotation for longitudinal

- Left/right stick rotation for lateral

- Up/down stick translation for vertical

- Left/right ball rotation for directional

o Force breakout and a force gradient, proportional to
stick displacement, are provided in each axis. Dampers
are incorporated to smooth control motions and t9 provide
a smooth deadbeat return to the neutral position should
the stick be released at any displacement.

o Electrical Outputs are ac analog signals from triple-
redundant rotary variab]o differential transformers
(RVDT's) in each axis. One output signal from each
axis is fed into each of the AFCS input-output
processors.

3.4.2.3 Performance Characteristics

o Control stick displacements are limited by mechanical
stops adjustable between:

±8 degrees and ±12 decrees in longitudinal
and lateral axes

±15 degrees ±1 degree in directional axis

+0.5 inch iii vertical axis

The pivot point is 7.17 inches below the center of the
finger ball, and the translation of the ball in the
longitudinal and lateral axes is between 1.0 and 1.5
inches.
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* Force breakouts and qradients are as follows:

Axis Force Breakout Force Gradients
(lb) -(lbinor degree)

Longitudinal 0.75 1.0 Ib/inch

Lateral 0.60 0.79 lb/inch

Directional 0.70 0.117 lb/degree

Vertical 1.00 1.05 lb/inch

* Dampinq Ratio is 0.7 in each axis

o Analog Output Voltages, obtained from triply redundant
rotary variable differential transformers pro,!ide
10.0 volts P1MS at the maximum stop settings and track
within 2 percent.

3.5 CONTROL/DISPLAY PANELS AND INSTRUMENTS

The AECS control and display panels are separated into two
categories: that equipment which is required for a fully
operational production aircraft; and that additional equip-
ment necessary to the conduct of developmental flight test.

The prod'iction-oriented equipment includes an AFCS mode select
panel, a PhS control panel, flight director indicator, radar
altimeter indicator, groundspeed indicator, and pilot caution/
advisory panels all located ir the c'ockpit, as shown in
Figures 133 and 134. The two IMU control/display units, and
BITE, AFCF failure stations, and sensor failure status panels
weŽre located on the right side of the fuselage aft of the
main entry door in Lhe main caoin as shown in Figure 135. An
LCCC-enabl.d light, IMU drift clear switch, and a second PIS
control panel were locateýd in the LCC station.

The flight-test-oriented equipment includes a system test
function panel and painameter change/display unit mounted in
the cockpit center con:;ioie and shown in Figure 133. The
discrete signal status panels numbers L and 2 located in the
main cabin are', shown in Figure 1'5.
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TABLE 24. [ I ,',I•UI N F1, SWI CHFE:; "N MOIA" SE'LECT PANEL

SWI TCtI
I DENT. TYPE FUNCTION

AFCS Lihted Pushbutton IEn<aqe or disengqage AFCS.

ICC I,iqhted Pushbuttoii Toransfecrs contruI of air--
cratft_ during hover to LCC.

Hover Hold Lighted I'ushbutt-on Erngije or diserigaqe hover
ho ld mode.

NUG FDI Lighted Pushbutton Energ i zes the auto approach
processing and flight
d i rector.

CPLR Lighted Pushbutton Couples the auto approach
guidance comrmands into
the CCDAs.

ISS 2-Position Toggle Selects the load stabi]li-
zation mode.

HIVR Trim Lighted Pushbutton Engage or disengage auto
t ri m.

ALT HOLD Lighted Pushbutton Engage or disengage alti-
tude hold whether radar or
baro is controlling.

VEL REF 3-Position Toggle Selects between airspeed
(A/S) groundspeed (G/S) or
automatic (Auto) velocity
reoference.

DRI PT Lighted Pushbutton Clears uffccts of I4T1
C LEAR velocity drifts.

BITE ARM 2-Position Io(ggl Enercgizes the BITE Panel.
(Guarded)

ERROR 2-Position Lever Two switches to attempt
RESET Spring Loaded OFF fault reset.

SYSTIEM 2-Position Lever Performs a computational
RESET Lock reset function which auto-

matically disengages AFCS;
used with Error Reset to
completely reset all LEDs
on failure status panels.

ALT REF 3-1'usition Toqqle select between radar, baro
Switch or auto altitude hold

reference.

V-Pu•sitiion T'ggle swit(-hes oftl or decays out
tht velocity feedback loops.
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3.35. . 3 Flight Director Indic itor

The PI i(Iht. liiretolI: .ln.oic,0l0o-, ,1 pr'rry Modfh, 1.[ -CI', diýspi i!
in a sinqlh, iii:itrumniit., aircrIaft aLtititde information and
direct fl qhtpath quidance control commands as shown in t
F'iqile qI . ln add i t i on, appropi in t(, r•mr-ninf .ntndicat ions for.
each aircraft attitui [e and velocitty axis arc avail db!,. The
"I"0 is Coup ls(I to the A-CS by manually ,;elec'tinlq ,itLheir the
"NGA(;lE FDT or COUPLER modes on the ArCS Mode Select panel.

T'}ro. ste'eriln) comman [dnt 'Iand two di splacement error signals ar17
preFentod on the fligiht divecto'. for the auto app,,oach to
h1over g(li danc('.

0 Laterra] Comnij,•nd - indic-ated via thLey vertical c(mmland baT

• LongitudiriaI Command - ]nd ; ated via t:ho longituidinal
comma nrd bar

e Vertical Command - indicatLed via the dougihnut olo left
side of the altitude ha. L

* Lateral Deviation indicated via locali;-er pip

* Vertical Deviation i ndicated via glide-slope pip

* Out-of-Tolerance Indication - via FD warning flaq

3.5. 1 .4 Radar Altitude Indicator

The radar altitude indicator, ID-1760A/APN-194, displays the
aircraft's absolut(. altitude in feet, as shown in Figure 134.
The operating control on the height indicator serves as a
push-to-test switch, a set control for the low-level warnino
index and a system ON/OFF power switch. The law-level warning
index is a white edge marker. This is set b)y the control to
any desired low altitude limit. With the pointer in line with
or below the marker, a LOW caution lamp on the lower right-
hand cornet illuminates to show tnat the helicopter is below
the set low-altitude limit. A black and yellow striped OFF
fIag aýppears whcn iyA;t.cm power f"il, or when the unit loses
track.
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3.5.1.5 Ground Volocity 1ndie;-,t•r

Aircraft longitudinal and lateral ground velocities are dis-
played to the pilot on a standard ID-351 course indicator.
The IMUs supply Lhe velocities in terms of VN and VE. A com-
puter subroutine transforms these velocities to longitudinal
and lateral ground velocities as measured at the aircraft cg.
Velocities are displayed over two sensitivity ranges; low
sensitivity range +15 knots, both axes; high sensitivity
range +100 knots longitudinal, and +50 knots lateral. The
low sensitivity range is used when the hover hold mode is
selected

3.5.1.6 Caution and Advisory Panels

Three caution and advisory panels are available to the pilot:

* Master Caution/Advisory Panel

a Master Caution Light

o Auxiliary Caution Panel

AFCS failure status is displayed to the pilot via the AFCS
warning and AFCS OFF lights on the master caution/advisory
panel. With no AFCS failures, the warning light is out. The
first failure causes the AFCS warning light to flash. The
pilot can reset the flasher by pressing the master caution
light and it will stay on, but not flash. Any succeeding
failure will cause it to flash until reset again. There are
nine fl-sher groups:

1. Computer First Failure
2. Interface Unit First Failure (or) DEL Warning
3. Pitch (or) Roll (or) Yaw Rate 13yro First Failure
4. Pitch (or) Roll (or) Heading Attitude First Failure
5. Long (or) Lat (or) Dir Control Position Transducer First

Failure
6. LCCC (or) Baro Alt (or:' Nonredundant I/O Failure
7. Vert Acceleration (or) Gear Switch (or) INS Velocity Fail

(or) Sensor Warning
B. Differential Pressure First Failure
9. Airspeed First Failure
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System lev('i second failures will cause the AFCS OFF light to
come on indicating AFCS disengagement. The master caution
light gives a heads-up indication to the pilot that the status
of the master caution advisory panel has changed.

The auxili ary panel, mounted on the glare shielid, displays
the engage/disengage status of the individual AFCS control
axes.

3.. 1..7 BITE Panel

The BITh panel, designed and developed by General Electric
for ground and preflight checkout of the FCCs, IOPs, and rate
gyros, performs the following functionis:

"* Provides ai means to initiate and select the self-test
sequence

"* Indicates testing in progress and all test failures

"* Provides a "GO" indication for each individual channel

(The RITE Panel is shown in Figure 1-35. A rotary detent
selector switch is used to select the channel to te tested.
Positions include the following:

0 OFF

* Channel A

0 Channel B

* Channel C

* System

A series of six LEDs are used to indicate, in binary form, the
number of the test in progress. A test initiate momentary
pushbutton initiates the test sequence which continues auto-
matically to completion and terminates with a "GO" light. If
a test failure is encountered, the sequence stops, irdicating
the failed test number. When the fault is corrected, the
sequence may be reinitiated to identify additional failurets
by actuating the switch again.
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The BITE system is entirely dormant when the BITE ARM switch
on the MODE SELECT panel is off. When this guarded switch is
thrown into the ARM position and both engine condition levers
are in the off position, power is applied to the AFCS BITE
panel.

When tLhe BITE is enabled, the ARMED light will illuminate.
(The four green GO lights, the red FAIL light, and the amber
TEST light can be illuminated by depressing the LAMP TEST
button.) The channel to be tested is selected by turning the
TEST SELECT rotary switch to either A, B, C, or SYS. The
test sequencer will start when the INITIATE button is pushed.
As the sequencer steps through the tests, the TEST light will
remain on and the TEST NUMBER lights will indicate the test in a
binary code. The sequence of tests is listed in Table 22,
Section 3.2.4.9.

If all tests pass, the green GO light for the channel selected
will go on, and the TEST NUMBER lights will show the last test
in that sequence. The TEST light will remain on. The BITE
system is now ready to test the next channel. Select another
channel and proceed as above, if any test fails, the FAIL
light will go on, and the TEST NUMBER lights will indicate the
test which failed. This knowledge will aid the operator in
diagno:;ing the cause of the failure. The test sequence cannot
proceed beyond a faiied test. If the INITIATE button is de-

pressed, the sequencer will be reset ind all lights will, go
ouL. When all tests in all channels have passed, the TEST
SELECT switch should be turned to OFF, and the BITE ARM
switch should be turned off. It is not necessary to reset
the system before or, after the test sequence; this is done
automatically.

3.5.1.8 AFCS Failure Status Panel

The failure status panel, shown in Figure 135, provides an
indication of failures within the computers and 10's on an
individual channel basis. A total of 48 monitor points are
displayed. Grounding of a given circuit energizes a light-
emitting diode (LED) for the respective monitor point. The
panel, in addition to displaying first-failure information,
provides an explicLt indication of system second failures via
the top row of lights, as well as by the LEDs associated with
the individual monitor point failures.
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3.5.1.9 Sensor Failure, St atus Pt.tne1

The sensor failure status pane", shown in Figure 135, provides
in indication of sensor failures as detected by the lOP sensor
monitors. The arounding of a giveri circuit energizes the LED
for the respective monitor point. The bottom row of LEDs,
which are not labeled, indicate sensor coniparatot trips. The
panel incorporates th-re, pushbutton switches,located on the
front panel, for testinq the operation of the LEDs. A 28-volt
dc to rT-volt dc power converter is incorporateci in the panel
to ener-gize the 1EDs. The 5-volt dc power is also fed to
Discrete Status Panel I to drive its LED circuits.

3.5.1.10 LCC Station Control/Display Devices

An LCC-enabled light and drift clear switch are located on a
vertical panel to the operator's left front. The enabled
liqiLt indicatus that the pilot has armed the LCC controller
for hover maneuverinq and load positioning. Operation of the
drift clear pushbutton switch provides the LCC with the abili-
ty to momentarily resynchronize the IMU hover hold velocity
control loops. This function is needed to correct for accuinu-
lated sensor drift at thos- times when the PHS is not operat-
ing, thus automatically updating the IMU velocity data.

The LCC's PHS control panel is located on the aft portion of
the left side control panel. This unit is an exact duplicate
et the pilot's panel which is described in Section 3.5.1.2.

3.5.2 Test-Oriented Equipment

3.5.2.1 System 'Pest Function Panel (STFrP)

The System Test Function Panel shown in Figure 133 is located
on the left front of the center console within reach of the
pilot, copilot, or test engineer. The panel was developed by
Generil Eljectric as a piece of ground- and flight-test equip-
sient and would not be part of a production AFCS. This eqiip-
ment provides disturbances of preselected amplitude and of
automatic or manual time duration for AFCS evaluation. In
addition, the panel provides the capability to disable any or
all AFCS axes. The panel is backlighted for night operations.
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3.5.2.1.1 Axis Disabling

The lower portion of the panel contains f3ur switches used to
disable the AFCS control axes. Displacing the switch to the
disable position, results in that axis being disabled. Any
output signals on that axis are ramped to '0' at a rate
between .07 and .2 inches equivalent pilot control grip move-
ment per second. Returning the switch to the enable position
causes the axis to be reenabled at the same ramp rate.

3.5.2.1.2 Aircraft Disturbances

To disturb the aircraft automatically, the upper and middle
sections of the unit marked "Function Input", "'Excitation",
and "Location", are used in various combinations. The detail
usage is described below. The panel switches input discretes
to the IOP, but the actual functions are generated in the
computer software.

3.5.2.1.3 Function Input

Axis Selection. The upper left-hand switch is used to select
the axis to be disturbed Choices are:

"* OFF - No axis can be disturbed

"* LONG - Enables automatic inputs to be selected for the
longitudinal, axis only

"e LAT - Enables automatic inputs to be selected for the
lateral axis only

"o DIR - Enables automatic inputs to be selected for the
directional axis only

"* VERT - Enables automatic inputs to be selected for the
vertical axis only

"* LCP - Enables automatic inputs to be selected for the
longitudinal cyclic pitch only
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Amplitude Selection. The upper riqht-hand portion of the
panel is used to select dist 'lrbance magnitude and direction.
ý'elections available are:

* OFF' - inhibits any automatic disturbances from being
passed through the control system

* 1,O - Produces :smallest amplitude of disturbance

e MED - ProdIuces i, te;rmediate level of Itsturhrance

SIll. - 'Prodl. .. largest l(vei of disturbance

* IUGI11 (IT" T OR LEFT (DOWN) - Rotating the switch clockwisec
or counterclockwise determines disturbance
po ari ty

'Te table below lists the individual axis amplitudes corres-
porring to the selections available.

AMPL T TUDE
SWITCH POSITION LON(; VERT IT DIrP LCP

High 1.0 1.5 0.75 0.6(:C 1.5

Medium .07 1.0 0.50 0.44 1.0

Low .33 0.5 0.25 0.22

All inputs are symmetrical for right (up) or left (down).
All values are inches of cockpit grip motion except LCP,
which is in terms of cyclic pitch blade angle at. both rotors.

Excitation - Pulse, Ramp Step. The excitation panel section
is used to insert a pulse, step, or ramp-type disturbance to
toe aircraft.

* Pulse. A momentary depression of the button causes a

1-second pulse to be passed through the AFC(S to the
aircraft.

Step-Ramp. Selecting the step-ramp switch to the step
position provides a step input to the A.CS. This switch
is spring loaded such that the input will be held in the

AFCS only so long as the switch is depressed. Selecting
the ramp position causes the signal selected to ramp up
to the steady state selected amplitude in 4 seconds.
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Location - OFF, DIFFERENTIAL. PARALLEL

The location switch is used to select a differential. or par-
allel automatic disturbance to the aircraft control system as
described below.

o OFF Location. In the OFF position, no automatic disturb-
ance can be passed to the aircraft.

o Parallel Location. Ramps or steps are introduced to
move the appropriate cockpit controls directly. This isanalogous to the pilot inserting the same input manually.The parallel inputs move the cockpit control through the
Cockpit Controls Driver Actuators which have a maximum
velocity limit ot approximately 1 inch per second.
Tierefore, the parallel step selection causes the leading
and trailing input demands not to be sharp edged. The
parallel inputs are intended to simulate repeatable
accurate maneuver demands by the pilot.

* Differential (DIFF) Location. Pulses or steps are intro-
duced to the Direct Electrical Linkage System and longi-
tudinal cyclic pitch without moving the cockpit controls.
AFCS logic inhioits differential ramps from being input
to the control system. The differential inputs are used
to evaluate stability and wind-type sharp edge
disturbances.

* Cust - ON, OFF. This function was disabled for Model 347
fli',it testing.

3.5.2.2 Parameter Change/Display Unit

The Parameter Change/Display Unit (PCDU) proviues two essen-tially independent functions. These are parameter display
and parameter change. The panel is furnished primarily for
the flight-test phase. Figure 138 shows the panel layout.

j.5.2.2.1 Parameter Changje

The parameter change function provides a means of varying theSp and Sq constants ot any alqcorithm in program storage by
adding net increments to the co;nstants as they are used. Thevalue in program storage remains unchanged (program storage isnot alierable in fliqht). This function has its own display
for monitoring the valuej of Sp and Sq net increments.
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FIGURE 138. PARAMETER CHANGE/DISPLAYPANEL
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Chan1 2 C op ihi Liit,,,'

Thle valu no f Sp and Sq for all 5-12 t;o rrd algorithms can be
chanqed in steps of' -4-1, +10, +100, and +1000 machine units.
The nct chlange is dispi ayed in i dgiqiLal readout. in each
algjoriturn time, niet increments for, the Sp and Sq constants
are selected hy means of the program instruction address for
that: algo-rithim time. Thie net increments are serially added

to thec constant-s as they-, ire- shi f-ted into the arithmetic unit.

Changing the Sp and Sq net increments for an on-! ir'e algorithm
is accomplishied by,, the following procedure:

*Select memory location, incl~uding designation of Sp and
Sýq

*Select + or -sign

* Select ENABLEF (i-f not in thiat: position already)

* Depress desired increment value pushbutton (one only)

At thie time when thie .selected 1-p or Sq net increment is addedc
to the Sp or Sq constant, the new increment selected at t~he
panelý ( 4-1 , . 1j) , +10(), +ý1000) is added to the old net increment
-11"d the nlev riot incremewnt is stored in place of the old net
i increment. Thie INCREMENTJI switcher, are interlocked so that
only one i neremcent vollue at a time, can h)e added to a net

'Ihll panel di splany mornitors the seleccted Sp or Sq net inc in-

,merit iL thec t ini it is us,-ed. if the selected not increment.
bel n~5to an PIlgorithmr whiich is not o)n-line:,, it will rnot. be

displayed arnd thne dlispl ay wil 1w he lanked.

Theo l imit-.- or Ll no pe rmt ted ranle of val1ues for th- ne.t inc r~-Ž
inent. s a rt 4-H io and -81 92 . I f an inrcrement would can sO: the
value of a net i incre~ment t-o exceed these l imits , an overranqe

nond it ion is det ec ted anJ thev odI( net increment: vait 1 m pre -
serv(-(]. flpes q(i,]VA! or mirotecr- I NCHIIN'IT VAlBI; ylitei

willI cle-ar tie, overflow oondi tion in add it ion t,) the nr~mal

olpfra Itirol tf tfwrif s W i tc eher-

'Innrmm)wir inj fei ,\0 VN l '1Iý;wI f~i t('f) to D)1 ;AJItIP nzliihr t. the
('i1I~~1( t ar' I¶ýf)i(f('t5 115'ý lisplaV"' rel inls l('tivc
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s I.oot. i n1 1! . h pr i I lie p-,) A I ('2 mod a1 I oqIJ c i iiout switchingj
an~d t. hV(sho 1( st. at~es,: c well SIt' tu mt ion ou tpu! states. T1he

iUson Pline 1i are' (Vi ''ru from [OP,,; A aind C and the LEDS an
ilanel 4 2 ,ro drivoni 1 ram .101's A ind B1. The qroundinq of each

C cu itý enfrq~~iz/0; a IA.: %N, th the( aCI acervt legend. Each panel
1 nerp2raten ~<opu ton !iwi SIt~cII( located on the front of

the pam11 I to test t I, (npor- i oni ()I t.he1( LEDs. Fiqure 135 shows

JiB fluent ia of" t~hii sc ti mi i: S to t'amili arizu the reader
w i h tli ~sfe i ens t eq til i rent ;csa . for- the test and pro -

r ammI nj uppor s c( sarja V AVCS, programn development
(-f fort L Th is do( s, :1(t l(05riai mdi catt, the type of
q round suppolt. equ ipmonit reqiirod frr equivalent production
hardware.

TheC pjrouid suJppor)T- (cpu1pmPnt_ i!s dIiVi dld ilnto two classes,
that- speui fica]l., I e t~o pras; an; anti ejiock out- the computer
so ftware( , a nd( hi;!., viso(d f or 'iardviari, checkout and t rouble-
shaf ntinq purpc-s( 5.

3. ( . I S'oftware S-upport 1 qlui pmnumt

,!,he fol low i nj em of e~qt .i pien(t are essential to the simplex
s.vs tern pro iran v~il da iý) ;ip ,nd am sui~seqi.ent prociramming of
, ;11 compufter P1 ()(ram memory bo)OarIs , prior to conducting a fýull
triplex sytmcheckout .

0) lroq ram Lomader Uni
o Core Memory Uni t
Q W7.,1 irotirammcr Unit
o 1'roq~ram Momi ta(r Uni.,t (kit i I ized by General Electric: Co.-

on 1 y i n o t-h so! tware devel-opment ainid hardware
checOkc~u Lt

3. , 1 1 Prok ramn Loader Umnit

Thu, I'locr am l~oader Uni~t- (see 1 iqure 139) is used to load the
Froq rami Memor\' , or Litte itO ProqjrZtHUmer Wi th the software pro-
c;ramJT an1d to 0 1 ndwate, t he status of those units. Provision is
made f or e ther aut-omat ic 1ocinwthapunched paper tape
or man1u.Al loadinmq via a swiL.chI panel. sixteen binary indica-
tors read ouL programmed daLa1 to 1.-rrnit visual program verifi-
cat-ion. At, automnat ic yerificeat ion mode is used to, check the
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FIGURE 139. PROGRAM LOADER UNIT
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I (-)Ici i J f l t t1 I) 'I d(d v,; t~ill I pe( ma f~(I i y
till' V'I-ia1blt, I I W lf , 1,t (,MT)! I I Ass em) I r I'Iroqram (V [CA/c)
a S!; ('111) 1('I c (• I -;1 1 1 I i (I1":' IOlttIt.( . 'I'll pr o (Irar iý; tnut- nn

tou r I ,Ipe,; , -I1,1 onie c()Ir,' Y pt i cjirw( I I (I Mo(); I'rocgram r ;toraQo
hoR i It.

h•' I'r(Iorlro ,-i 1,oiler Unit has four operatinlg modes:

1. I,)ADIMOD.jI"Y - Inputs -data rearl, from tape to morliory. LOAD
wi I, clear tLhe memory to ti s(tahlle bit pattern while
MOl) IFY at f tcts only the locations on the tape.

2. I' -dat,, r,,id from tape to data already
!,tored iii memory. 'I'hl( VERIFY rood, ha! two functions.
l'i rst , ita] lows Ie ['ro Il ram Loader Unit to check that
the intorot-mtion has beell loade-!d correctly. The second
is a -i locunt aition technique f-or keeping track of manual
c<ianqes macde tce the stored program.

S. VERIRFY I ;iRIoR - The VERF IY E:RIROR light has a triple
funt-ioin. In the VERIFY mode, it- will indicate a differ-
epce betweii the Cape and t1ie memory. When the PLU is in
the display servjce, mode, it shows the results of an odd
par it'' check oll the incomiqig ozirta. When the ROM Program-
me:r is being joaded, it will light if the read/write
ciheck in the prolrammer fails.

4. MEI'M.[PY W;N.,O - 'Tie %:CMORY NO GO light indicates the
status; of a memory monitor which checks memory parity,
timiingl, and power supply voltLacges.

3.(). 1.2 Core, Memory Unit

'Pheý Memory Ulnit is used to provide an electrically alterable
program st oraage. .1 t is usfel for simulation and software
dov•e (Ipmeut. e ffort on the IILII-ATP AFCS program.

Mm Cj_ I' imi na

hie MlmIH'i Uniit i;- loaded by the ProgIram Loader Unit alld
c-ontatins rn IHK x 1M ])it corc inemory wh icht provides 512
alqoit-i hmr; (If non-'volatile , program storage-. Timilig and
control, and input/outIcut f)ulff .,ring are provided for transfer
of data to o thi COmT1pult4er, arnd also for read/writer operations
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wit. li ie l lo"qran, ],()Iideii liii t . 'Ifl MemornI,' I I tIn Li !i l it r(ea d-

on] y moth I i. when opor'at i n wit h thIi, ('(e mputer on I y.

mh i1(t"!f()1- is i l-dimens n, 1-wi r', destructi vo readout
core. It, is IlOl-VO.at le and 1,, ,ctrically ilt ,rahlc. [Tuh
(C .cIte t.ime for read/r,,.tore is 2.5 mic-:roseconIs, An inte rnal
1 MIIl cr-.'stil cont~rollled oscillator is used for indcpornient
memory unit operation.

B T 2'E Provisions

Internal monitoring is provided so that a. continuous parity
check is performed on every memory location, independent of
t li, computer requests. The Memory Unit may be operated i)y
itself wit.h the 1'rogram loader Unit in order to accomplish
pr-ogram editing or other program loading functions.

Th}e followinq built-in tests are provided in the Memory Unit-

o Parity chl ' on every word read from memory
o Timing sta ýis monitor
9 PQwer status monitor
o D)ata transmission parity check

3.(,. 1.3 ROM Programmer

Thc ROM Programmer (see Figure 140) is used to load the so!t-
ware program into the computer ROM program storage modules
and to load the IOP ROM sensor monitor modules. The Computer
Unit has four ROM program storage modules and the IOP has one
ROM sensor monitor module.

•he ROM Programmer is used with the Program Loader Unit to
accomplish automatic prograim loadinq and automatic verifi-
catic,:, against the tape. The tape assembly is part of the
Program Loader Unit.

The function of the ROM Programmner is divided into thiree
main modes of operation.

LOAD Mode

Under control of the PLI., dat a from the tape is loadi,!d into
the RAAM in thu- ROM Programmer. A r(ead/write check is per-
formed on all data, a read/write err-or activates the VERIFY

129
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ERROR ligjht (on t.lhe PI,'U in ý ;Lops t lo t.tpe,. The enntire RAM

wilij be (cleare(d to th', hit patt ern of the first data , rd on

the tapi,.

PROGRAM Mode

A programmned counter generates addresses such that the ROMs
are progirammed one at a Lime in sequence and at a rate that
insures operation within the maximum duty cycle permitted. A
regulator on the output. of. the power supply allows control of
voltage switching by the timing logic. No high voltages are

applied to any programming sockets unless the prograrraning

cycle is in progress. The PLU controls have no effect on

programminq cycle.

VERIFY Mode

VERIF%' controi functions and logic are independent of those
for PROGRAM: therefore, a board can be verified while other
boards are being programmed. Control is originated by the
PLU.

As with core memory, the PLU compares the output data with
the data on the tape; an invalid comparison stops the tape

and enables a display of Lhe address of the faulty location.
If an error is found, however, the ROM involved must be
reprogrammed.

3.6.2 Hardware Support Equipment

The following items of equipment are essential to the triplex

system validation at the integration test stand and system

functional checkout on the test aircraft, as well as for any

troubleshooting tasks at eithor location:

o AFCS Test Set
* IMU Velocity Simulator
* Breakout Cable Sets

3.b.2.1 AFCS Test Set

The test set serves Lwo functions. It is primarily designed
for use with the Model 347 demonstration aircraft for func-
tional system checkout and troubleshooting purposes. It also
serves as a sensor/discrete simulator for use witnl the systems
integration test stand. The Test Set, shown in Figure 141,
provides the following capabilities:
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FIGURE 141. AFCS TEST SET
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1. Cont1ol and mon itor of al I OP discrete inputs

2. AC/DC signal control (triplex)

3. AC synchro control (triplex)

4. MonitLor patch panel of IOP ,i- signals

Provides bus bar power (28 Vdc and 5 Vdc) for external use

Discrete Control

A 32-pin pat-ch panel J9T enables eithor the simulated dis-

crete and/or aircraft sensor discrete output to be monitored.
The aircraft sensor discretes are simulated by toggle switches
situated above the patch panel-.

AC,'!)C ,iqInal Control

The thre-e independent ac/dc panels permit triplex system
test iing of either ac or dc siqj)ils or any combination of

dual- and single-channel signals. The hich and low signal
source output jacks are patched Lo the appropriate HI and
LO jacks on the J61 , IL, or 1II panels.

When operating from external ac reference,, the signal is
controlled and patched similarly to that for dc control.
The significant difference is that of providing the correct
phasing for TOP demodulation. The EXT AC reference jacks
may be patched to any one of the system supplie-d AO, BO, CO
20 Vac via thu appropriate panels J61 , Ii, II, depending
upon wh ich ]()I OPie J6I, [f, !II cables are connected to.

AC Synchro Control

Each synchro control panel is supplied with 21 Vac excitation
from panels J61, II, or Ill, or any other source, as required.
Three parallel outputs are available for each of the stator
windings (X, Y, and Z) on each panel. The excitation voltage
may be reversed in phase by the switch labeled IN0/OUT0,
without. repatchinq.
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Monitor Patch Panel (IOP J6)

Each patch panel labeled J0l, II, III is connected to the
designated cable set labeled J61, II, III, respectively.
Patch panel III contains the total number of active system
wires contained within JT6 (IOP) cable listing. All. spare
wires in J6 are not brought out in the test set. Thus, access
via patch panel III permits any simplex, duplex,or triplex
signals to be monitored by connecting to the desired lOP.
Degraded capability exists on Panel II in that no simplex
signals arc available. Panel I only contains triplex signal
lines for monitoring.

The 26 Vac Ref. on each of the triplex J6 panels has two
patch jacKs labeled IOP and XMFR. The XMFR jack is the
system 115/26 Vac output line which feeds the IOP 3ack input
to provide a reference for demodulation within each TOP.

Normally, the XMFR and IOP 3acks are numbered to provide line
continuity, however, provision to break this line makes it
possible to supply each IOP with any phase 26 Vac supply.

Bus Bar Power

Provision is made for 28 Vdc and 5 Vdc bus bar supplies and
chassis ground to be available at patch points at the top of
the test set. This provides capability to permit monitoring
of the internal supplies and also to provide discrete signal
voltage levels available for test purposes.

3.6.2.2 TMU - Velocity Simulator

The IMU Velocity Simulator provides serial-digital signals to
both IOPA and IOPC, representing the velocity information
normally provided by both INS #1 and INS #2. This simulation
device serves both the test integration stand and the Model
347 demonstration aircraft for functional system checkout.
The IMU velocity simulator panel shown in Figure 142 is con-
figured with two banks of 16 toggle switches which represent
the binary channel, data word, sign,and parity bits. Four
momentary pushbutton switches are used to load data from
channel A (N-S and E-W) to IOPA and from Channel C (N-S and
E-W) to IOPC.

The required velocity is set up in binary tormat with the
appropriate sign and odd parity (this is necessary in all
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FIGURE 142. HLH-IMU VELOCITY SIMUL(TOK
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binary data messages) by the toggle switches. Depressing a
pushbutton enters the data set up by the toggle switches into
the N-S or E-W register of the channel selected. The data in
each N-S and E-W register is then transmitted in a serial
mdnne. each time frame to the :ppropri-te TOP. Each of the
four output registers may be reloaded with an update velocity
by reselecting the toggle switches and depressing the appro-
priate pushbutton for that register.

The IOP receives the full 32-bit word and then translates
the 22 bit + sign data to 15 bit + sign data to be compatible
with the computer digital data format. This essentially pro-
vides a velocity maximum available range of +512 ft/sec with
a resolution of 0.016 ft/sec, adequate for the AFCS
performance.

Timing

The simulator utilizes a single clock generator which is
common to both channels A and C. The simulator clock rate
provides a bit rate of 9.6 kHz. The clock runs asynchron-
ously from the computer clock,

The transmission of two serial 32-bit words is completed in
a 50-msec time frame. Clock and sync pulses are transmitted
to each IOPA and C.

3.6.2.3 Breakout Cables

Two breakout cable sets are for use with the IOP connectors
J8 and Jl0.

The use of these two breakout cable sets with the AFC,. pre-
flight test set provides the capability to monitor and
troubleshoot any signal interface between the IOP and tini
outside signal domain of the AFCS. Transmissior, lir~es be-
tween 1OP to computer a&;d IOP to IMU are serial diqital
links and are not served by ary breakout cable.
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2.7 HARDWARE CONTROL

The process of integrating the AFCS hardware with the fly-by-
wire control system demands close hardware configuration con-
trol for activities conducted between the vendor's facility,
the integration test stand and the flight line.

Quality assurance provisions at the vendor's facility main-
tains configuration control of delivered hardware and

subsequent modification thereof. Operating procedures defined
for the DELS Flight. Test Program were maintained throughout
the AFCS test program at the flight line. The following
informal documentation procedures were adopted for the period
of system tests at- the integration test stand through to the
flight line. These were designed to keep track of hardware-
related problems and to keep a historical record of activi-
ties conducted.

Daily Activity Log. The Daily Activity Log maintains a record
of all work accomplished on a daily basis for whatever period
of testing is in progress on the AFCS, either at the test
stand or the aircraft. The engineer responsible for the sys-

tem testing on a particular shift enters brief descriptions
of tasks accomplished, problems identified for further analy-
sis, and personnel responsible for taking further action.

Problem/Rej-olution Log. The Problem/Resolution Log describes
briefly, all problems encountered during integration tests,

i(dentifyinq the problem whenever possible to a specific
locality. For example, a problem may De identified to a
computer unit, however, the cause may not be identified until'
further investigation by the vendor.

Each problem identitied is logged by number and a parallel
resclution log is rept to track the findings of each investi-
gation and subsequent solution thereof. A summary sheet
identifies the problem by number, locality affected, date

tizst observed, and responsibility for action. The resolution
column remains open until such time as a solution is found.

AFCS Egqioment Status Log. The AFCS equipment status log
maintains record of all work conducted on each line-replaceable
unit (LRU). This may constitute removal and repair of circuit
board elements, repair to internal wiring or connectors, etc.
Each configuratioiz chanre or part %:-eplacement must be -itated
along with the unit serial nunmber and part number affected.
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4.0 FLIGHT CLEARANCE TESTING

4.1 LABORATORY TESTING

4.1.1 Acceptance Tests at General Electric

AFCS functional tests at the component and' system level were
conducted at the supplier's facility befo-:e delivery. The
tests were performed at ambient conditions to demonstrate
conoliance with S301-10017, Critical Item Development Speci-
fication for AFCS Tasks II and III Demonstrator. Each AFCS
system element was tested under conditions simulating an
interface with the total system. These tests were followed
by system tests which combined all elements and demonstrated
acceptable operation in each of the system operational modes.

Acceptance Test. Procedures

Specifi cations were developed by the supplier basee on Boeing
Vertol Critical Item Development Specification. The specifi-
cations were used to establish requirements for supplier-
procured components, AFCS subassemblies, anO AFCS system
operation. Based on these requirements, Acceptance Test Pro-
cedures were prepared and submitted to Boeing Vertol for re-
view and approval. The lrocedures etailed all the functional
tests necessary to demons~trate acceptable operation of the
computer unit, Input/Output Processor (IOP), system panels,
and the total AFCS system. Test procedure revisions were
required during testing due to the developmental nature of
the program. All revisions were reviewed and approved by
Boeing Vcrtol.

Computer Unit Acceptance Tests

Each computer unit was tested to demonstrate (1) MOS program
storage capability, and (2) operation in the simplex mode.
The latter test waq conducted with the computer interfaced
with an TOP aiuc the system panels.

MOS program storage was checked by verifying that all bits
could be programmed to the zero state and reprogrammed to
trre one state.

Simplex operation was verified by, inserting a test program,
computing test problems, and displaying the parameters with the
Parameter Change Display Unit (PCDU). The parwmeter change
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funct ion of each compute:r was checked 1)y inserting changes via

the PCI)U and v\(,i tying! the correct display ol" the, parameters.

All specifircit i(In rquirements were met by each of the
computers.

IOP Acceptanc. TPests

Each TOP was operated in simplex to demonstrate compatibility
with the computeL, panels,and sensor subsystems. Special
test equipment was used to apply simulated sensor inputs to
the IOP; response to the input conditions was verified by
monitoring tfh:. data displayed by the PCDU.

Frequency response and phase shift of each signal Uath was
measured.

The simplex clitnnel was operated in each of its operating
modes to verify miode logic operation mnd correct responses
to computer di.necrete inputs and outputs.

All specificatio.,n requiremants were met by each IOP.

AFCS Panels Acctp_,,ince 'Pests

Acceptance tests; were conducted to demonstrate the electrical-
continuity and prYop()r functioning of lamps and switches for
each of the, system panels.

In addition to ti-, obove tests, the PCDU was functionally
tested while intc faced with a computer./IOP and other system
panels. '-lTe tAstýý demonstrated its capability to change and
display computer parameters.

Mie system panels functioned acceptably.

AFCS System Acceptance Tests

AFCS componerint. werc, integrated into the system configuration
and tests were conducted to demonstrate specification compli-
ance in eachi ol th•ie operating modes. Sensor inputs were
applied to th( .ystem in a manner which simulated flight con-
ditions; respo,:.s4 t ; the simulated conditions was monitored
to evaluate. system operation.
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Failure det:ection capability was determined by performing
automatic BITE t:est!; an(l by ,va luatiriq responses to induced
system fa.i lures.

The two AFCS systems used in the ATC Program met all, the
accept a nec test. requ i l-em(n ltS.

4.1. .2 KLi _tjhti Qualification Tests jt General Electric

lE"nvirolnmenta]. tests were per formed to demonstrate that AFCS
componen11ts funection sacfely at design operational environments
and after exposure to the environments. Satisfactory opera-
tion at. t',, environmental conditions specified in the Cr'iti-.
cal It.mým Development Specification was used as a basis for,
qranting flight clearance before entering the Task III flight
t,:st pt ()gram.

Tests were performed on the computer, IOP, and PCDU; other'
system components are similar to those environmentally tested
in thc, DELS program, therefore, no additional tests were
necessary. A summaty of the tests performed is given below.

4.1.2.1 PCDIJ Flight Qualification Tests

The PCDU was tested in accordanc-2 with the temperature-
altitude conditions of MIL-STD-810B, Method 504. An opera-
tional tfst was performed to corntinuously monitor operation
during exposure and a performance test was conducted to
evaluate operations after the environmental exposure.

All specification criteria were met with one exception:
At low temperature (-251C), the parameter change numeric
display failed to illuminate while operating at the low
voltage limit (22.5 Vdc, 102 Vac) . The numeric display
was regained when thie input voltage was increased to 24 Vdc.
It was noted that the normal low voltage limit for Category B
per MIL-STD-704A is 24 Vdc.

The i-CDU was exposed to the vibration resonance seajch test
of MIL-STD-810B, Method 514.1, Procedure I. Each axis was
swept thiough the required frequency range in a 20-minute
time interval. No discrepancies resulted from the vibration
tests and the uonit showed no sign of physical failure upon
completion. The unit satisfactorily passed the tests speci-
fied in the acceptance test procedure.
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4,1.2.2 Computer/lOP Fllight Qualification Tests

Temperature-altitude, vibration,,and humidity tests of
MT L-STTI--f310B were conducted with the computer and 1OP inter-
faced and functioninq in the simrple x mode. Operational te~sts
were made to provide a continuous internal monitor durinq each
of the environments. Performance tests were made at si(Inifi-
cant points to determine equipment response to special input
conditions.

The computer/TOP functioned as required during temperature --

altitude tests. No evidence of physical damage was presont
after the tests.

Vibration tests were conducted with the computer/IOP shock
mounted and with the units rigidly mounted to the vibration
test fixture. No failLtres occurred during resonance search
or resonance dwell at the frequency selected by Boeing Vertol.
Three failures occurred during the rigid-mount vibration
endurance test: One ROM and two microcircuits failed and were
rerlaced. Inspection of each of the three failed devices
irevealed no evidence of mechanical damage.

The computer and IOP were subjected to the 10-day humidity
cycling test of MIL-STD-810B, Method 507, Procedure I. Two
types of failures were recorded. Failure of several metal
film resistors was experienced; however, their failure rate
was within th- acceptable MIL-Spec limit.

A rumber of read-only-memory (ROM) device ffillircs also
occurred. In an attempt to assess the degrading effects of
humidity on the ROM's, a random sample of three dcvices; wa5s
selected from new stock to be subjected to identical condi-
tions present during test of the computer. At the end of the
10-day cycle, the three ROM devices were taken from the test
chamber and memory contents were immediately verified. No
discrepancies were found on any of the devices.

Examination of the printed circuit boards on which the RON's
are mounted indicated considerable moisture penetration of the
conformal coating. The probability of line-to-line conduction
path.," existin9 at the time of power turn-on may have resulted
in the transmission of excessive currents to some of the ROM
elements. The position agreed to for completion of the ATC
program as to continue operation with the existing board
configuration, as no device failures attributable to humidity
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were experienced either prior to or subsequent to the humidity
tests. Also, full qualification of components was not the
purpose of the ATC program as was evaluation of demonstration
system performance. Furthermore, the rapid advance in whole
word relative to incremental computer technology would tend
to indicate use of the former type in a production HLH system.

4..i..3 Jnteqrition Test Stand

The integration test stand provides for a spatial installation
of the pilot and copilot controls, force feel, mechanical
linkaqes, DELS actuators, swashplate driver actuators, and up-
per boost actuators. The test stand has found substantial use
in the integration tests of the fly-by-wire control system -
DELS and AFCS, in completion of the HLH-ATC Task II and III
requirements.

The disposition of electronic equipment pertinent to AFCS in
the stand is as follows:

o AFCS computers, IOi, and Rate Gyro units are installed on
the same pallets as the DELS units, identical to the
aircraft configuration.

* Mode Select, System 'Pest Function, PCDU, BITE and Failure
Status, and Discrete Statas Panels are mounted on the
enqineer's panel at the side of the stand to permit ease
of control and status monitoring.

* The tFCS Discrete Junction Box is mounted on Pallet B
and 28 "dc power supplies arc- provided on the same pallet
fur the GSE AFCS test set and IMU velocity simulator unit,
identical to the aircraft configuration.

* Miscellaneous control functions, synchros, beep trim, mag
brake, detentz, AFCS release, and indicators such as
Master Caution, AFCS Warning, and AFCS OFF are installed
at the cockpit station.

* Wire harness for AFCS is identical to the aircraft con-
figuration except that some u'undles do not terminate in
connectors, whichi are specifically for equipment not be-
ing installed in the stand; for evample, PYS, IMU, etc.
The length of wire ,undles and separdtion of redundant
channel v.'ire runs have been nainta.ined to apprcximate
the aircraft arrangeoriet.
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El ecti 1 1 'l. p(w , 1 !;111)1 1 y I t .,:;t st 111(I iJs qei(,rutC d I re( 7

a lHobart unit I ocated in o i-( O)wl id iA(cent, to th, test stand.
Tlhe simple ,iourc. s.uppl .v .1L; ipl it. up to represent the aircraft
dual ,as bar !;ystem ain(d thet bus control ciircuitry permits
simu e fiat. (1 i lu is ot ei ',ti l bul and prn)vi.dos ri representative
po)wer t ran' " I (rm 1n b ; t• tl, itLk er. The power monitor

un it a fford :; rt oct in i ý(i J)I, A ;, , ii l edrl-/ove'r voltage and
frequern('y V,.i .i i ()n ()of tt lie supp 1 %' ,;(ouce. All contactors,
rel aV: , etc.' are identi(cal to Lfho.i(, us1etd in the aircraft.
TIhc J cicuJit Lbt *Iker pa , for dt itit._ion f- power to the

A"CS .7 •.-om() n4-lLt. s and bus control i.s provilea on the engineer
panel at the -side of the test stand. The I L5/26 Vac excita-
tion transformer.r; used for IOP sensor demodul ation references
are locatLd behi nd the AFCS circuit. breaker panel. Single
source 20 Vdc is supplied fro:i, a 'P-f( unit whicb derives power
Irom tli cIborI-)or 1  i Vac (0 lilz ;uppl./.

4.1.4 At"'CS Intecqratiton flTe' ts

System rnit.eqrat io teti w,:. conducti(I(d at. the Boeing Vertol
Inteqration Test S0tard fac il.it,/ in two phases: hardware inte-
,4ration tests and flight :rogram !;oftware validation. The
major ohbjectives of tlr-c two phiases were to:

(1) Evaluate functional per tormtance of tie major AFCS compon-
ents a:i an integrated(i unit to insure compatibility with
the AFCS Critical Item Design Specificat.ion prior to
instal liation in the test aircraft.

(2 l,;valuate the redundancy management system operation for
failures which result in a loss of AFCS function to insure
that fail-operational/safe conditions prevail.

(3) Develop simplex and triplex system software validation
techniques to provide sufficient confidence in the flight
computer program tapes prior to installation in the test
aircraft.

(4) Develop a hardware/software support facil.ity for all
activities res•ulting from flight test program developments.

The two phises were o'odidcted in series following the equip-
ment delivery schedule. Hardware integration tests were con-
ducted on the initial equipment delivered and resulting
problems were related to th: vewndor to permit design changes
to be incorporated in thil sc'cond shipset of equipment prior
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to delivCry. The first ship set was returned to the vendor
for refurbishment, and upon redelivery was put through a short
checkout before being shipped to the aircraft for installation
and subsequent functional and ground tests. The second ship
system was delivered to the integration test stand to permit
completion of hardware integration tests and eventual triplex
validation of the first flight program software. An interim
period was devoted to acceptance tests of the digital in-flight
recording system.

Considerable use was made of the AFCS Test Set and system test
tape during the integration testing. The test tape, previously
utilized during the acceptance tests at G.E., was a significant
tool, in conducting end-to-end checks in evaluating hardware
interfaces from the simulated sensor inputs (generated by the
test set) to the commanded outputs, and status display infor-
mation. The test tape provides a means of coupling IOP vari-
able inputs to variable outputs through the computer with
unity gain. It further enables the operator to control dis-
crete inputs to outputs whJi-h is useful for mode logic checks.
In this manner, complete end-to-end checks were made without
the complications of the flight program software.

4.1.4.1 Phase 1 - Hardware Tntegration Test,--

The hardware integration tests encompassed several aspects of
the AFCS IOP-computer subsystem performance in the triplex
configuration. Limitations of the test stand facility with
regard to the use of actual sensors did not permit a thorough
integration test of all the wiring interfaces that existed in
the aircraft. The following aspects of system performance
were tested.

Signal Transmission

The tests of signal transmission were designed to examine the
signal characteristics at each Line Replacement Unit (LRU)
interface and the processing of the signal path through each
LRU. Each variable IOP input/output was checkeJ for absolute
range, polarity, scaling,and quantization. Discretes were
checked for logic state compatibility with the specification,
Redundant channel. tracking errors were determined using a
common source input to the three IOPs, for each variable
type. This provided a qualitative assessment of signall
spread due to amplifier offset.,, linearity,and digital noise.
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System Functional Operation

Tests were conducted to determine the system functional
integrity when operating in the aircraft environment. The
BITE function was designed to provide a preflight self-test
capability to determine whether all the voting and failure
monitoring circuitry is operating properly, to reduce the risk
of undetected failures in flight. Operational checks on the
AFCS-DELS interface were designed to check out the transient-
free nature of engagement and disengaqement of any or all axes
of control, and the inhibiting of re-engaging AFCS following
detected second system level failures at the DELS interface.

Red'indancy Management

The AFCS redundancy management scheme is designed to recognize
the occurrence of a failure, interpret its location, and then
take the appropriate action to shut down the part or whole of
the system affected, in a predetermined manner. Also implied
is the capability for proper signal selection for unilateral
computations and command outputs for flight control actuation
under normal and failed-state conditions.

The tests conducted to demonstrate specification compliance with
the redundancy management scheme consisted of the following:

"* Evaluation of the median value and average value signal-
selection technique for triplex and duplex sensor inputs,
respectively, and subsequent action following first
sensor failures.

"* Verify decoding of all sensor inputs (discrete inputs
are lumped together and treated as a sensor input) and
the programming of all sensor failure detection
threshold levels and time constants.

"* Verify that the system could sustain the less of any
single IOP and computer without degradation in
performance.

"* Verify appropriate axes shutdown following selected
combinations of sensor failures.
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Modal Logic Validation

Modal logic validation during Phase I of the integration tests
consisted of an end checkout of each logic statement defined
in the design specification document. It was necessary to
conduct these checks prior to flight software validation since
the latter depended upon successful execution of mode logic in
checking control loop functions.

Prior to commencing logic checkout, the hardware circuit im-
plementation was checked against the design specification for
correct translation of Boolean statements to NAND logic format.

The philosophy adopted for each logic statement checkout was
i.o set up the necessary inputs to obtain a switching of the
statement output to a true condition. The inputs were then
exercised to create the output to go to a false state. Once
each statement was verified, it was then treated as a single
input to a succeeding logic statement. It was possible,
therefore, to work through each statement from input to output
with a minimal number of input operations having to be set up.

This checkout utilized the system test program tape as a tool
to manipulate the logic inputs required from the computer to
the IOP. The only observable points available for logic
checkout were IOP discrete inputs/outputs and computer dis-
crete input/outputs; thus, it was only possible to exercise
the logic to a degree which provided confidence in correct
operation of each mode.

4.1.4.2 Phase II - Software Validation

The second phase concentrated on debug and validation of the
flight program software in two successive stages; namely,
simplex and triplex mode of operation, to insure proper inter-
pretation of the control laws and logic.

Prior to commencing the simplex software debug process, it was
necessary to conduct reviews of the design specification base-
line and compiled change requests versus the algorithm maps
and mode logic circuitry developed from the specification, to
check for correct interpretation and programming.

The simplex mode of operation consisted of an lOP Computer
with External Memory Unit, Program Loader Unit, Program
Monitor Unit, AFCS Test Panel, and IOP J8 Breakout Panel.
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This setup was located in thie Fliqht Controls laboratory

alongside the Integration Test Stand. System mode control. was

achieved using patch cords plugged into the J8 breakout panel.
The AFCS Test Panel provided all the necessary variable sensor

inputs and discrete inputs to the IOP and permitted monitoring

of all IOP outputs. The program loader unit permitted pro-
gramming nodifications to the external core memory and the

program monitor unit ptovided the operator with the versatili-
ty of controlling the computations to permit algorithm readout,

iteration by iteration.

This setup permitted software checkout to be conducted in
parallel with triplex system hardware integration tests on
the second ship set. Later in the flight test program, it

became possible and more efficient to integrate this setup

into a single channel of the triplex systený making available
the use of the Mode Select, System Test Function, and Discrete

Status panels. 'Iwo eight-chlannel brush recorders were avail-

able to record test results.

The software debug technique adopted was simply to exercise

the control. laws for each mode of operation be it basic SCAS,
Hover Hold, etc., to determine correct loop gains, transfer

functions, and logic operation on an end-to-end basis, working
from the simplest to the most complex loop structure, using a
building block concept. The hard-wired mode logic had pre-
viously been verified on the triplex set so that only che

software logic remained to be checked on a closed-loop basis.
All programming problems identified were then corrected on
the algorithm maps, coded instructions changed, entered into
the program external core memory via the program loader unit, and

revalidated. Once a satisfactory debug was achieved, a new

program tape was compiled. Tape compilation was initially
conducted at the vendor's facility on a Xerox Sigma 5 computer
which offered fast turnaround. The VIC(AP assembler program
was modified to be compatible with the Boeing Vertol Hybrid

Laboratory 360 - Mod 44 computer, to provide an alternate tape
compilation facility.

The next stage of validation involved the triplex system mode
of operation. The four Read-Only-Memory (ROM) boards for each
of the three comouters were eich i ni,4 al•l, ras4d under ultra-
violet light source •And then programmed in the ROM Programn'cr

Unit with the program tape information compiled at the end of
the simplex debug process. flie programming of the complete

set of ROM boards usually took several hours, and since each
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group of three boards were programmed at the same time from
one source, a high degree of confidence was reached that each
computer would receive identical programs.

Triplex software validation offered a more thorough, final
evaluation of the flight program than could be efficiently
achieved on the simplex test setup. The fame test plan format
was carried through from the simplex tests,which provided
baseline data to the triplex tests. The simplex validation
provided enough information to correct the gross programming
errors and, therefore, to minimize the nunber of ROM board
reprograms. Triplex testing extended simplex in the area of
the PCDU interface with the flight program where this could
not previously be checked.

The results of triplex validation usually required one repro-
gram, sometimes two? however, it was sometimes necessary to
reprogram a ROM board due to failure of a single bit to pro-
gram correctly. This resulted in change of the integrated
circuit component, reprogram,and validation.

The software test plan used for the triplex validation was
designed for use in completion of the functional tests on the
demonstrator aircraft prior to initial AFCS flights where
telemetered data obtained at the aircraft could be compared
with that obtained in the laboratory.

4.2 AIRCRAFT FUNCTIONAL AND GROUND TESTING

Ground testing was conducted to demonstrate that the integra-
tion of the AFCS and the flight research vehicle was correctly
performed and that all subsystems within the AFCS were func-
tioning satisfactorily. Testing was broken down into the
following categories:

"* AFCS siqnal interface

"• AFCS functional operationaTest Tape

< Flight Tape

"• RFI/EMC effects
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4.2.1 AFCS Signal inter f,' ('hccks

Electrical continuity chocks were made to verify that AFCS
interconnect wiring was properly installed. Checks consisted
of a pin-to-pin survey of ecachý wire.

Critical power checks were made with all AFCS equipment
removed. AFCS power bussL.3 wore activated arid voltages were
measured on all power carrying pins.

Interface compatibility between the IOPs and all command
inputs, sensors, flight control system, and displays encom-
passed within the definition of AFCS was checked using the
system test program Tape #1 in the computers. This permitted

complete end-to-end chlecks to be made for all types of inputs/
outputs without the complication of flight program software.

Four means of checking sj oial transmission were used:

"* AFCS test set inputs

"* LRU inputs

"* IMU velocity simulator inputs

*External voltagq inputs-;

Inputs to the IOlls were oiuserved on either the PCDU, Mode
Select panel, or status panuls. Outputs were observed at the
receiving LRU leire, i . e,., actuator or meter movement.

AFCS rest Set InIts.

Tic AFCS test set was used Lo somulate sensor inputs and somen
discrete inputs to the IOP. A (.ctailed description arid use of
the test set is given in S-ect-inn 1.6.2.1. The PCDU was used

to verify that the signal was received correctly into the IOP.

LRLJ Inputs

These cheeks were accomplished by either initiating a discrete
input at one of several LRUs and olbserving transmission at the
proper Algo time at the iCDU, or by obsexving discrete Outputs
via annunciator lights .it tle dii -ferent L{Us.
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The emphasis on discrete input/output checks concerned itself
with checking the interface between the IOP and the remainiihg
LRBUt. Discrete checks between the IOPs and FCCs were not
fully addressed since these were done during integration
test stand checkout. Wire-by-wire continuity checks were iade
on Lhe aircraft between the IOPs and FCCs and it was felt that
th.is was sufticlient to assure proper transmission without
duplicating checks done previously.

IMU Velocity Simulator Inupts

The IMU volocity simulator was used to check the serial-
d.igital signals to both IOPs. The required velocity was set
up in binary format, with the appropriate sign and odd parity
by the toggle switches.

External Votp~qIn puts

Where it was not possible to use the test equipment or LRU
responses, an external voltage source was used to verify
proper signal transmission. This was primarily for discrete
signal checks.

4.2.2 AFCS Functional Operation

AFCS functional operation was checked initialjy using the
system test tape and then with an actual flight tape loaded
in the computers. Tests in this area ranged from knanual
operation cf switches selecting specific functions to system
semi-automatic and fully automatic functions dependent upon
certain input states. Wide use was made of the AFCS test set
during this activity, The system functional tests were per-
formed on ground power first, t•,en on aircraft power.

Checks consisted of:

* Proper functioning o£ sensois - range, polarity tracking,
and self-test featurer,

* Pilot's controls with AFCS and DELS engaged - emergency
disengage, DELS reversion to mechanical backup, mag
brake operation, beep trim operation, and cyclic controls
in and out Of detent.,
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* System engage/disengage - checked connitions to permit
engagement, single and multiple axis engagements, manual
and automatic shutdown.

e LCCC inputs - range, polarity, force and breakout
gradients, and brake operation.

* Flight control interface (DELS, Speed Trim, CCDA) -
AECS second-fail override by DELS, BITE, inhibit auto
reve•rsion of DELS to MBU with AFCS on, inhibit of
command signals to speed trim.

e BITE panel function - lamp test, arm light, throttle
quad and emergency disengage inhibit, test select of
channels A, B, C, and system and operation of BITE
following test fail or test pass.

* Parameter change/display unit - lamp test, display and
change capdbility, parameter chanqe enable/disable,
clear data, status lights, group and channel selection.

* System test function panel - test input (axis, amplitude,
direction, location, type, excitation, gust input) and
axis enable operation.

e Mode Select, panel functions - engaqe AFCS, engagement
of selectable modes, selection of velocity reference
and decay function, operation of fault reset, selection
of altitude hold -- ference.

* Failure and discrete sta us panels - lamp tests,
exercise mocial and failure logic. Observation of
panels was made during entire system functional time.

0 Pilot displays - operatLon of flight director, ground
velocity indicator, master caution and annunciator
panels, including flasher group, and Axis select panel.

o Redundancy Management .hecks -. s c'nsor/discret.e input
failure detection, loss or transfer of power, l1(ss of
cable interconnection, sensor signal selection and
computation, y'-3tem :;hutdown and disengagement, and lOP/
computer hardware failure detection and monitoring
(implicitl y eXc c.i!: d.1u ring B1I'TL E ,ck
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4.2.3 RFI/EMC Checks

RFlI/EMC testing of the AFCS was conducted on the ground with
engines runni. , but rotors unbladed, tc eliminate the possi-
bility of rotor/fuselage interference in the case of an
extraneous inputs into the control s.

T],e objective of th ,se checks were:

* To establish that the various components within the AFCS
complex are matuaily compatible.

* To establish the level of electromagnetic compatibility
between the AFCS, tt> DELS, and the basic aircraft system.

Checks included the functioning of all electronic/electrical
equipment associated with the basic aircraft and observing the
effects on the AFCS due to RIE. Similar checks were made with
the flighL test instrumentation. In turn, the AFCS was op-
erated to determine the effects on the basic aircraft systems
and DELS. No adverse effects on AFCS, DELS, or other aircraft
syste7s were noted.

4 .2.4 Preflight Procedures

During ground checkout, procedures were developed for pre-
flight checkout of the AICS and the supporting equip~nenf tG
assure flight readiness. Procedures for DELS checkout were
as used during TASK IT f-light testing. 'Phe AFCS preflight
checks whJich are detailed in Api'endix 5 of Reference i1
cover the f(o lowiing .res

A"Ch Init. il S'.tut p and Po(wer Checks
S. .'] iqg1t ' ,tp, I r(intification Veýrification

AVVS; hW .P11 ('1 k!;

4,. CheCc } ki .,,k
r) hi ;crete Siqnal, Checks

*, I'nL~pge,!'D sng1I'Je Ch .4'ck

7 ,;Y!; t. ( rn Tl'st Ftuncttiol'. l"Il '

H. [JCCC C- heck..
9. Mi :cc l1 neou s Check.-,

I ] . , d •( a1n Angle S(nk;ors

1 2 . Iq()wV.tl 1) I)~Wp •' (' tl(rr:.:j

! .Airc'ra t l-i 1(ht lin: 'hleck:;

Sil ~~Enn i her umnnm ,,,!eh
1,5 3



0ý IN-FL IGfUP EVALUATION OF AFCS CONT-iOb LAWS

The 'Task III fliqiht test evala]Ut~ion of the 1fLII/A7rC Arcs and
a ssociated syst--mTI Was conductLed (--n a modlified CII-47 hel ic-op-
tecr between Mar~ch 27 aind Octoaber 130, 1974. Aircraft test

conti~yurations , vqui pment., fliiqhL. loqs and test. reports,
togtiot er with plint- conue I-ions0 oind recommendations are
d''tai ed in R~eference 11 , 11LH/ATCC ' Fiqht. Controls Controls
C rioun6t and Fl ig-ht 'Test, Reopr t' - CanLi tat-ive data, with appro -

pri.Late oanal1ysis , is infl-lud(!(i iii t~his sect-ion, covorir,- handi inq
qual-ities achieved far each mode1( of AJ'CS operation. Key pro-
blems t-hat. requi rod sy!;tem rena finit Jon during testingI alre
inc-lIuded. Pil~ot ratings from Reference .11 are cont~airied in
(TaLa presentation.

5.1 OBJECTIVES

T[he objective of the flight- f)rogjrarT was to demonstrate Lhat
the AFCS, as designed througi ainal-ysis, provided aircraft
handling guali ties compatibie! with the 111,II operationa2 missi on
req.uirements. From the p.i~lo- ~tat-inn, this means all1-weather
I1'R capabil1ity wi to exter-nal. liaiis . The load-car troll-ing
crYewman, on the aLhot handl, requi res a precise control capa-
1) i- I I ty f or aid l 1 ( .o ad ac-q uiJs it.i on a r I d epo s it. The repetitLive
naiture and short. m- ..3 sion t~imes -issnciated] with cargo trans for
imp] es the helIii copter musnt- 1, 'easy to fly with mi nimal work -

Ioa rom eithe~r station -(-.. , ,caper ratings better than
3.5) . Speci I j c ab)Ij oct i ves I ot (,eah modu u~re 1 eported in

Seection 2.0.

5 .2 FLIGHT TESTTNC(-

Tle( Hoo min linde1 147 , Fi ;o rt 1 43, was used t,, Oevelop and dem-
tingt.rate. thý [fLH haindl.Iing god lit ics'. Aý retractalble capsule

wsi n!st al I- to s i -muilat th( H11 a l oad conitrol ii og c rewfiinri
statinn Th sta nwas''gu1i ppe'd wit-it the pioto'I-ype firiqer1/

ha~ ~ 1I cet11(r and l'csrymode salý IeeL- paneuls. A two-poi it

su'pe~i nsyse 1!; irrrorta. i-o load acqi isition

(Ml LVAN"), i top I ifIt- iditq-t(r wi ti i-ervl)t- IPC control led lock -

og ws 'oslwtedIt. an ::'nal C weit o)I 3H,000 pourlds
wiUil l)And we gut qing j 11o zlP 4800 po)ujds (emipty MILVAN) Lo

11!0 J j) ii 1.1; . 0 1 1 1(1 1 ni JIt. !if;S I (, 2() , I,(, and -), I' ee(t- Wel.
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ul;e(i with testin(i concentrated at 10- and 30-foot lencgths.
Testing with cables, longer than 3o fee+- was limited due tc
load interference with the radar altimeter during ].ongifu-tinil
motions. Development flights were flown between Apri?. and
October of 1974, followed by customer demonstrations in Novenm-
ber. Tw~o U. S. Army Preliminarv Evaluations were conducted
duiring the developmental phase.

5.2. 2 Program Sequence

AFCS flight testing was accomplished in a sequential manner
using four software program phases as shown below. Area of
concentration is rioted together with approximate flight time.

X - Mode Available

O - Concentrated Testing

Mode Availability
AFCS Mode Tape 1 Tape 2A I Tape 2B Tape 3

Basic SCAS E. X X X

Altitude Hold X F X X

hover Trim X X X X

Hover Hold

Load Stobilization M X

Automatic Approach
to Ilover

Reprograms 2 4 3 4

Flight flours 36 46 64 24

Thirteen reprograms of the basic four tapes were necessary
to accommodate parameter chanqes and system redefinitions.
Computer capacity limitations prohibited incorporation of
all modes on one tape. Army Preliminary Evaluations used
Tapes 2A-4, 2B-3, and 3-4.
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5.3 FLIGHT DEVELOPMENT RESULTS

Flight results are presented below for each XFCS mode. Data
are included covering acceptable and problem areas (both
resolved and unresolved), pilot ratings, and simulator test
comparisons. zecommendations covering problem areas are made
at time of discussion.

5.3.1 Basic SCAS

The basic SCAS operation was evaluated throughout the flight
envelope and included assessments of dynamic and static sta-
bility, controllability, and velocity reference mode
switching.

5.3.1.1 Dynamic Stability

Dynamic stability evaluations were performed by injecting
pulses and steps into the flight controls by means of the AFCS
Test Function Panel controls (differential pulses and parallel
steps), and also by manual inputs by the pilot. High levels
of damping were achieved under all test configurations as
shown on Figures 144 to 152. The following table identifies
each figure with test configuration.

Transition Cruise
Axis Hover 40 to 80 Kn B0 to 150 Kn

Longitudinal Figure 144 Figure 146 Figure 150

Lateral Figure 145 Figure 147 Figure 151

Directional Figure 148 Figure 152
Figure 149 Figure 153

Dynamic stability in all axes was very good with a pilot
Cooper-Harper rating of A-1.5. Damping augmentation in the
vertical axis was found to 1e unnecessary because of high
inherent damping of the basir' airframe. The method of incor-
porating damping augmentatien also, deteriorated vertical con-
trol 'response. A pseudo-rate signal was fer'ued by ligging
vertical acceleration. I-, addition, a washc,.t was incorpor-
ated to eliminate .steady ac,_:eeierations. Pesponse to a step
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crossfeed into the longitudinal AFCS was programmed to improve
this on an experimental basis. Tnitial pitch motio,
was suppressea inaicating that this approach would work.
However, a washout was in the program ceusing the airspeed
gain to eventually result.

RECOMMENDATION

Airspeed Hold in Turns (60 to 80 Knots) - IncorT-rate a bank
angle crossfeed into the longitudinal axis, scheduled with
airspeed to compensatL for airspeed deviations.

The simulator-defined airspeed gain was increased in the
flight procjram by 32 percent between 45 and 120 knots, and by
22 percent at higher speeds.

Groundspeed Hold below 45 knots was acceptable for normal
hover and lew speed maneuvering (A-3). The velocity feedback
gains were too low and stick gradients too high, however, to
enable tl.e pilot to precisely acquire and maintain a zero
velocity trim for holding position during cargo operations
(A-4). This waj anticipated from earlier simulation studies -

Section 2.1.3.1.3. The longitudinal groundspeed gain was
increased by 60 percent and lateral pickoff gain was reauced by
50 percent during the flight testing to reduce longitudiral con-
trol. sensitivity to 80 ft/sec/in. from 130 ft/sec/in, and lateral
sensitivity to 50 ft/sec/in. from 90 ft/sec/in. Trimmability im-
proved significantly. Further sensitivity test reductions proved
increasingly beneficial. However, the higher hover hold gains
(6 x Basic SCAS) and very low sensitivities (1/25th of Basic
SCAS) proved near optimum for meeting these requirements.
Primary control sensitivity shaping, as suggested in Section
2.1.3.1.3, is required to provide this and was not success-
fully developed by analysis in the time available. An alternate
solution is recommended for the HLH.

RECOMMENDATION

Pilot Control in Hover Hold Mode - Pro'-ide the pilot a vernier
velocity controi capability through stick. beep trim when the
hover hold mode is engaged. In addition, incorporate a pilot
override capability of any individual axis when on h)ver hold.
This permits larger position change maneuvers on Basic SCAS
without disengaging all hover hold axes.
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Bank angle and heading hold stability was satisfactory over

the complete envelope (Al.5).

5.3.1.3 Controllability

Aircraft response to primary control and beep trim inputs was
evaluated during hover, transition,and forward flight.
Approach and departure maneuvers, including roll-on landings
and runninq takeoffs, were conducted.

"Beep" trim was acceptable in longitudinal and lateral control
(Al to 1.5); however, the desirability of a variable rate beep
trim control in lieu of fixed rate control was indicated. The
present compromised gain is too high for vernier beep inputs
in hover, and too low for "beep and hold" inputs used to
change speed or conduct turn maneuver in cruise. Directional
beep trim control operated acceptably. It was judged to be
unnecessary in the Model 347 aircraft due to good pedal con-
trol characteristics of the augmented aircraft,, Note that
the lateral beep in forward flight is initially parallel,
reflecting the limited bank angle lateral stick gradient,
and then differential.

Maneuverability characteristics demonstrated in longitudinal
accelerations and decelerations, pedal fixed coordinated
turns, and sideslips, etc., were excellent (Al to 1.5).

Data from a longitudinal acceleration between hover and 90
knots, and deceleration back to hover, Figure 154, demonstrat-
es low control activity requirement.

A significant problem occurred during level flight rapid
deceleration maneuvers using high nose up attitudes. The
AFCS/DELS interface authority was bottomed at approximately
30 knots and required pilot stability inputs tn complete
the maneuver.

In the original simulator design, the attitude, velocity,
and stick pickoff summation was limited to 2-1/2 inches of
equivalent forward stick, which is the same limit as existed
in the DELS interface. As the aircraft decelerated through
30 knots, more than 2-1/2 inches of forward AFCS was required
to maintain pitch attitude and thn pilot had to come forward
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with the control. 1ltis is caused by rotor A.interference. The

combined effect. of hig-Th nose,--up AAtt..1tude and stick pickoff
saturated the AICS authorit-L. As,; theI aIJ-crai ft fur ther decel-

erates, the rot.ort .interte:-reiic-, suh i des and the aircraft

rapidly pitches(.. doWn. PitiLct damipinq aug(mentation was not
immediately ava ilable is the AFC5 output was saturated. A

rapid aft pilot input was relUired to stabilize attitude.
The sy!stem wa.: mod ifi ed a1low±ing only 1-1/2 inches of authority
to att. iLu de, vi.lc it ,an(] pickoff s;ummation. This insured

1 inch of pitch rate dam•ping authority available at all
times but the resultinrt maneuver was satisfactory.

The highL forward trim authority requircement prohibited a
hands-off rapid decccicration and( represented a change in
handling qu-ilitius through this regime.

REC OMMENDAT ION

Ihands-off Steep Fl are Conlro ]:i .i. Ility - incorporate a parallel
stick backdrive command to provide additional attitude sta-

bilization when the AFCS/DELS inLerface is approaching
satura tion.

The limited bank angle lateral stick gIradient (security

blanket) offered improved trimmability about zero bank angle,

as well as a control-fre(e return to "wing level" trim.
Security blanket "return to wing level" operation is seen in
Figures 168 and 169 and 170 and 171 for 60 and 130

knots. The simulator-defined limited attitude limiter was

symmetric, using ±0.5 in. for 10 degrees of bank angle. This
was first changed !0.- in. for 5 degrees of bank to provide
a more rapid rollout. In addition, the basic aircraft

required approximately 0.1 in. of left lateral control to
stabilize in a left or right bank. This resulted in a trim

requirement of 0,6 in. for left turns and 0.4 in. for right

turns. Relea,.'e of controls caused a slower rollout from the
right. The attitude limiter was then made assymetric; 0.5 in.

of equivalent right stick (l.eft turns) and 0.675 deyree of

equivalent left stick (right turns) to balance rollout rate.

The forward-flliqht turn maneuvers are accomplished with cyclic

stick only. (Note Figures 168-171). Pedal inputs are
not r,Žquired for turn coordination. Forward flight pedal
responses are predominately sideslip as shown earlier in
5.3.1.1.
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A pedal response in hover shows a rapid yaw rate rise time.
When the ped:1 is returned to trim, the aircraft slowly
decelerates to zero yaw rate, wherein heading lock is engaged.
The yaw rate feedback on SCAS was increased in flight to be
compatible with that required for hover hold. This necessita-
ted an increase in pedal pickoff gain to maintain yaw rate
sensitivity.

Takeoff and landin2 maneuvers were accomplished routinely
with no transients. The original landing logic switched the
system into an airspeed mode upon touchdown, which created a
bias error; the stick would trim forward if not constrained
by the pilot. This was modified to eliminate mode transfer
on touchdown (Section 2.1.3.1.4.)

5.3.1.4 Velocity Mode Transfer Switching

The automatic transfer between ground-referenced IMU veloci-
ties below 45 knots, and airspeed reference (or vice versa)
was thoroughly checked by performing straight and turning
acceleration and deceleration maneuvers in different effect-
ivc wind conditions.

For most maneuvers, including combined longitudinal/lateral
accelerations, velocity reference transfer was transient free
and bias elimination through control backdrive generally went
undetected by the pilot (A2 to 2.5). However, during accel-
erations wherein steep turns were initiated just prior to
velocity reference switchover, the lateral bias magnitude was
sufficiently large to exceed available AFCS/DELS authority
limits, making retrim difficult (U-7). This problem is shown
on Figure 172. Due to the lateral AFCS saturation (1-1/2 in.),
the pilot must trim the aircraft out with 1-1/2 in. of pilot
control in the opposite direction. However, the bank angle/
roll rate stabilization is ineffective as AFCS has bottomed.
Thus, when bias elimination begins to occur, the stick is
moved without compensating AFCS change and the aircraft rolls,
requiring retrim. Eventually, the bias gets small enough to
permit retrim with bank angle hold working and bias elimina-
tion proceeds normally.
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REC OMMENDAT ION

Velocity Mode Transfer Switch - Incorporate a limit on the
output of the lateral velocity transfer switch to provide AFCS
control margin for damping. Revise logic to inhibit lateral
velocity mode transfer until bias magnitude is below a pre-
selected value.

5.3.1.5 Force Feel System

The 347 helicopter was equipped with a "fixed" control force-
feel system, consisting of breakout forces, linear gradients,
and viscous damping. Characteristics are plotted on Figure
173. In the ATC flight tests covering all areas of HLH flight
operations, there was no indication of any shortcoming in the
fixea force-feel system; nor did there appear to be much po-
tential for significant improvement in handling qualities
with a programmable force-feel system. The zero groundspeed
trimmability on Basic SCAS may benefit from force changes;
however, a much better capability will be provided through
the hover hold mode.

RECOMMENDATION

Force-Feel System - Eliminate programmable force feel from the
HLH requirements.

5.3.2 Altitude Hold

5.3.2.1 Barometric Reference

Reasonable altitude hold characteristics were realized on
barometric reference (A-2). During level flight, altitude
was held to within +10 feet, as shown in a typical 60-knot
time history in Figure 174. Also evident in the figure are
small continuously varying collective changes to maintain
altitude in turbulent air. These, together with associated
power fluctuations, were very undesirable.

RECOMMENDATION

Provide barometric altitude hold in cruise through the longi-
tudinal AFCS by programming small attitude and airspeed
corrections, and retain collective pitch programming for
long-term trimming only.
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AltiUd( [Ic ho Ini ciccjllent!iii i n climbs; and descents are shown in

F.igurti's 175 to 178. Engagements are smooth with an altitude
overshoot ot approximately I foot for every 10-foot-per-minute

1 i ml) or d(esc.e' it r-a t.e.

Altitude hold performance during turn entries and rocoveries
are presented in Figures 179 to 182 Approximately 60 feet were
lost during 30-degree bank turns and required about 20 sec-
onds, to recover. Sixty, feet were then gained during rollout.
This was considered excessive. Altitude gain could not be
increased without increasing the level flight torque
fluctuations.

REC OMMENDAT ION

Coniplement baro altitude with vertical acceleration, allowing
higher low frequency baro gains. Consider using direct bank
angle feed into collective to provide the bank turn
requi rement.

Altitude hold at the higher speeds was similar except that
trarismission overtorque by automatic collective pitch drive
occur'red when operating near torque limits (A--5) . Test pilot
monitor and collective override maintained acceptable limits

in the ATC test program.

RECOMMENDAT ION

Evaluate the requirement for and methods of limiting dynamic
system overtorque in turn maneuvers and heavy load acquisi-
tion with altitude hold on.

5. 3 2. 2 Radar Reference

Altitude hold in the hover region on radar reference was
acceptable when the sensor was performing satisfactorily (Al),

hiut was stbstantially degraded during flight over grass due to

froucrnt sensor noise spikes. A significant mod ification was
required to the simuiation-desiqgrnd vertical axis due to this

problem, as discissed in Section 2.1.3.4. A typical perform-
anc( over concrete is seen in Figur-c 183, wherein radar- rate

and altittudie sigrials show much hliigLer frequency content than

the precision hover altitude from the laser system. Hold per-
formance is discussed in detail under Hover ituld.
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Figure 184 illustrates the type of radar altimeter signal qen-
erated over grass. It consists of almost continuous 1.33 Hz
oscillation with an average amplitude of 1.5 feet. Also,
there are random spikes of from 5 to 10 feet. The radar rate
signal is obtained by differentiating the altitude signal,

and therefore, it is also very noisy. For example, the larqe

radar altitude spike,which occurs at approximately 11 seconds,
generates a 6.5 ft/sec change in radar rate. This wouid re-
quire a vertical acceleration of approximately .41 g.

The problem wai minimized by filtering the radar altitude
signal with a 1-second lag (Tzl2, and by generating a com-
plementary vertical rate as discussed in Section 2.1.3.4.

RECOMMENDATION

Noise Spikes - Incorporate software modifications to compen-
sate for signal deficiencies or improve existing sensor or
-eplace with new sensor.

Since the radar altitude signal was generated by a single
sensor, redundancy management could not be utilized to detect
sensor failures. Therefore, any sensor failure transients
are fed directly to the AFCS. This is extremely hazardous,
especially for a hardover type failure near the ground or
during load handling operations (U-8).

The effect of such a hardover failure was investigated by
injecting i. radar altimeter test signal into the system. T.he
system response is shown on Figure 185. The test signal used
consists of a 1-second, 100-foot radar altitude pulse. The
radar altitude and radar rate signAl.! consist ol the test
input and tLe actual aircraft response. The vertical AFCS
output is driven hardover almost instantaneously. Since the
AFCS is satur:ated, the vertical ax.i' is operating open loop
aind the aircraft response is equivalent to the unaugmented
aircraft. The aircraft response to such an input would cause
the aircraft to descend 5 feet in approximately 1 second.
This can be very dangerous, especially when the aircraft is

1I Cse0pr-oxim.i ty to the load and ground crewman.
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RECOMMENDATION

Radar Altimeter Failure - Incorporate vertical axis frequency

splitter and complementary altitude filtering. Consider use
of redundant sensor.

Radar altitude perfornance with an external load was unsatis-

factory for cable lengths of approximately 50 feet or longer.

Load interference with the radar beam during large amplitude

longitudinal. swings caused heavy vertical deviations (U-8).
This was particularly objectionable on Hover [fold Mode as

barometric reference could not be used.

RECOMMENDATION

External Load Interference - Incorporate barometric signal
selection capability on hover hold or reconfigure hardware to

solve problem; e.g., consider dual sensors, one forward and
one aft,with appropriate software logic to determine signal
validity.

In forward flight below 200 feet altitude, sharp movements of
the collective were created in an attempt to follow the ter-

rain contour.

RECOMMENDAT ION

Provide an airspeed interlock for the automatic altitude hold
sensor logic to inhibit automatic selection of radar altitude
above 50 knots.

5.3.2.3 Automatic Daro/Radar Reference Switching

Trinsitions through the 200--foot switch point were accom-
plished with no apparent transients (A-2)

5.3,3 Hover Trim

The Hover Trim mode, designed to automatically fly the air-
craft to zero IMU grounidspeed from any flight configuration,
was evaluated under several initial conditions. A typical
transition from forward flight initiation at .130 knots
showed that aircraft deceleration was mild; however, collect-
ive control input on barometric altitude hold was not quick
enough to maintain zero rate of descent as helicopter
airspeed was reduced below speed for
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miniDmum power. This put. the air(craft in an uncomfortable
descent rate at low airspeed before altitude loss was ar--
rested. The capability to initiate at high speed offered no
significant mission enhancement.

Engagements at low qroundspeeds (below 40 knots)
were judged useful for trimming the aircraft to a hover when
used in conjunction with radar altitude hold. System gains
compromised for high-speed engjagements were low and prudlc d
a very slew trim rate and, of course, any IMU drift was
reflected in the final trim condition (A-5). No optimization
was done on this mode. Manual trimming was relatively easy,
however, and the mode does not appear warranted. One Yeature
it does provide that was noticed by the pilot is a pseudo-
position hold if engaged when IMU drift is zero. The Integral
velocity feedbacks not present on Basic SCAS are the reason.
However, the Hover Hold mode provides a much tighter hold and

can be drift cleared to absolute zero.

5.3.4 Hover Hold Mode and Load-Controlling Crewman

5.3.4.1 General

The load-controlling crewman uses the Hover Hold mode to pre-
cisely control or maintain helicopter velocity and/or posi-
tion. Flight test results for two sub-modes of operation -
Velocity Hold (IMU/Radar) and Position Hold (Precision Hover
Sensor) are presented. Aircraft position hold data is
included to compare position accuracy of different AFCS con-
trol modes. Comparisons between fliaht test results and
simulation data are included.

The initial AFCS mechanization obtained through simulation
was generally found to be acceptable except for the vertical
axis. Poor vertical hold performance due to "noise" spiking
(of the radar rate/altitu(de signals necessitated a redesign of
11he vertical axis during the flight test program. (Note
Section 2.1.3.1.3.)

A compari son of Hover Hold parameters defined ny simulation
and flight testing is pi-resented in Table 25. Maxim'im LCC load
shuttle velocity commands ranging from 13.5 Lo 15 ft,/ec werc
sa isfactory (A-2) . In the lateral and longitudinal axes,
however, an increase to 20 ft/sec, would be desirable. The
maximum vertical vefJor ity cuxtrol was reduced from 0.0 to
(.,.0 ft/sec and directional yaw rate was icr eased from 5.0 to
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9.0 deg/sec. Iicreased LCC command lags in three axes were
also found to be bcneficial for the precision load placement
task, since there was less tendency to overcontrol and excitr,
the load. Without an external load, the small lag time con-
stants defined during the simulation offered a more optimum
aircraft longitudinal and lateral velocity response.

5.3.4.2 Velocity Hold (IMU/Radar)

Longitudinal and lateral hover hold velocity gains w-re re--
duced to improve aircraft ride qualities and soften response
for load operations. Higher gains (longitudinal 3.0 degrees
LCP/ft/sec, lateral 1.1 in. 6s/ft/sec) were evaluated and
found to have acceptable stability. No degradation of hover
hold performance with the lower velocity gain settings was
evident to the pil.ot. Higher yaw rate and heading gains were
desirable for a tighter heading hold when making maneuvers in
other axes. Heading, velocity,and altitude hold were rated
as A1.5 by pilot.

The nonlinear veiccity command function relationships for all
axes are shown on Figures 186 thru 189. Simulation and final
flight test configurations are defined for comparison. Tl'he
lateral nonlinear velocity command function (Figure 187) as
well as the longitudinal was changed for precise load maneu-
vering to reduce velocity sensitivity for small controller
inputs and to minimize load disturbances. The lateral velocity
control sensitivity was reduced much more than the longitudi-
nal in the small controller travel region (Figure 190).Blend-
ing front low sensitivity to the maximum shuttle velocity
resulted in a rapid r-te of change in sensitivity. This rate
of change was particu Arly objectionable when large trim
inpavs to offset lateral IMU drifts were required. A larger
lateral controller tr.vel or capability to select either a
high- or low-gain LCC velocity command function is required.
The dual-gain method, one for shuttle maneuvers and one foi
load placement, is represented by the first and third flight
test configurations in Figure 187.This method will be incor-
porated into the HLH prototype due to the cost of increasing
LCC controller travels.

Start and completion of the drift-clear sequence required an
on/off command by the LCC. Early release of the drift-clear
button prior to zero velocity command from the controller
would cause an aircraft transient and induce a small drift
(rated A-4) . A repeat of the drift-clear process was often
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required to obtain a qood velocity trim, parLicularly in the
lateral axis with its rapid rate of change of velocity sensi-
tivity. The HLH procedure will be simplified to require only
initiation by the LCC. Logic will control the remainder of
the drift-clear sequence.

The velocity response to maximum LCC l.ongitudinal and lateral
controller inputs is presented in Figures 191 and 192. Both
longitudinal and lateral responses show an initial linear
acceleration of 1.7 ft/sec 2 and smooth deceleration to the
commanded velocity. No interaxis coupling is evident from
the data. With maximum longitudinal velocity command
(15 ft/sec) the aircraft did not drift off its zero lateral
velocity reference by more than 0.5 ft/sec. The lateral
response time history shows the same trend with regard to
longitudinal velocity. Longitudinal velocity response was
attained with very small pitch attitude deviation (less than
0.5 degrees) from trim condition. However, the lateral ve-
locity response required roll attitude change which creates a
lateral load disturbance. Heading generally held to within
1.0 degree for velocity command inputs in other axes, while
altitude hold was maintained to within 2.0 feet. Longitudinal
control response and sensitivity was rated Al.5,and lateral was
rated A--4, indicating further development is required to
achieve precision load positioning objectives.

The LCC directional response is shown in Figure 193. A heading
turn is executed through 180 degrees from a headwind to a
tailwind condition. Wind conditions for this flight were
reported to be steady at 12 knots, gusting to 2D knots. ThPe
aircraft performed the 9.0 dog/sec yaw rate turn with a mnaxi-
mum longitudinal drift of 2.0 ft/sec andi lateral drift of
1.2 ft/sec. Both velocities returned to near zero trim when
the turn was completed. Directional respone-,•- and sensitivity
was ratcd Al. S . The directional turn response dlata prescrnti:(I
in Fig. 193 was obtained with hiqher than normal backdrive
gains from the longitudinal and lateral velocity error siq-
nals. The velocity error integral coinnands backdrive the
cockpit controls for trim compensation. Higher gains wt-re
beneficial during turns in winds, since long-term saturation
of the velocity error limiters was prevented. Saturation of
the velocity urror limiters caused higher aircraft velocity
drift and momentary loss of LCC control in that axis.

Fig. 194 shows another LCC directional turn with lower back-
drive gains optimized for normal hover hold operation. A
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180-degree heading turn, similar Lo that- shown on Figure 193,
resulted in considerably more longitudinal and lateral veloci-
ty drift and saturation of the velocity co-mmand limiters. The
HL11 directional AFCS will incorporate logic to increase the
backdrive gains when a turn is commanded by the LCC, but
otherwise the gains will be normally at a lower value.

A maximum vertical response commanded by the LCC is shown on
Figure 195. A vertical velocity overshoot above the maximum
6.0 ft/sec steady state rate of climb is caused by the paral-
lel backdriven cockpit control. If the LCC control were left
in for a longer period of time, the aircraft would achieve a
6.0 ft/sec vertical rate of climb. The parallel bacldrive
gain from vertical velocity error was increased to overcome
inherent aircraft vertical dampinq, particularly in the
ground effect region, and to permit rapid load pickup. Logic
was also added to switch on the backdrive command only when
the LCC commands a vertical velocity. Figure 195 shows that
longitudinal and lateral velocities were less than 0.75 ft/sec
during the vertical climb, and the maximum heading deviation
from trim was 0.5 degrees. Vertical control response and
sensitivity was rated A1.5.

The final radar altitude hold configuration was acceptable
with peak altitude excursions of aroiind 2.5 feet in a hands-
off hover. The LCC was able to effectively compensate for
the vertical excursions due to radar spikes or (lusts during
load operations. The 11LH Prototype will have radar altitude
complemented with vertical acceleration to form a hybrid
altitude reference. A low crossover frequency (0.1 rad/sec)
will provide much more attenuation of radar altitude spikes,
allowing an altitude gain increase to obtain performance
similar to PHS operation on the 347 helicopter.

5.3.4.3 Position Hold (Precision hlovor Sensor)

Position hold performance using PHS velocity and position
signals was evaluated over a prepared target area to assure
good position lock and assess feasibility. Position gains
were reduced as shown on Table 25 for compatibility with the
lower velocity (IMU/Radar) hold mode. Stability and positi,.n
hold characteristics were evaluated by inserting AFCS single
axis differential pulses or steps from a cockpit test function
panel. Army Preliminary Evaluation (Flight No. R28) data
records showing aircraft response to differential control
inputs are summarized below.
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Aircraft position dita show:: the longitudinal and vcrtical
position hold performanc, be tighter than lateral.
Lateral position deviatift•i!: from the position zero reference
were larger and more frequent,with peak excursions in some
cases ranging from 1.0 'o 2.0 feet. This can be seen on
Figures 196 and 200 through 203. Longitudinal and lateral
position changes resulting from relatively large longitudinal
and lateral cyclic pitch control inputs (Figures 196, 198,
201, and 204) were not much larger than those obtained during
normal position hold stabilization and were often difficult to
detect by the LCC. Differential collective pitch pulses or
steps (Figures 197 and 202) caused a 3.0-degree pitch attitude
transient and resultant longitudinal position change that was
corrected through longitudinal cyclic pitch (LCP). Vertical
axis (collective pitch) differential test inputs resulted in
larger vertical displacements from the trim reference, espec-
ially for the large magnitude input (1.5 inch equivalent
cockpit control). The vertical motion was easier to detect
by the LCC and often resulted in sensor unlock. Figure 199
shows a Fmall and large magnitude "up pulse" time history
response where the sensor unlocked in both cases and establish-
ed a new vertical position reference. Aircraft vertical
response to down pulses is presented in Figure 200. The first
pulse (0.5 inch equivalent cockpit control) did not cause a
sensor unlock. Vertical response LU the second larger down
pulse was well damped and returned quickly to its initial.
vertical trim position. A sensor unlock cycle occurred for
an unknown reason, but could not be detected by the LCC since
the unlock and relock happened when the aircraft po.ition was
near the initial referenco condition. Aircraft response to a
new vertical position resulted wheD a smal'. magnitude vertical
step (8.0 second duration) was commanded in the up direction
(Figure 203). The response was well damped and the sensor did
not inlock. Large ragnit-de step inputs (1.5 inch) could not
be inserted without caus3ing an unlock/relock PHS cycle due to
vertical motion. The lateral AFCS differential command
signals shown on Figures 198 and 204 exhibited a lightly damped
1.0 cycle/second •scillation not evident to the pilot. This
lateral mode was more critical with an externa. .oad as dis-
cussed under load stabilization test results.

The ability of thco! LCC to maneuver the aircraft to a new po-
sition is shown on Figure 205. A single-axia longitudinal
maneuver 17 feet forward and 32 feet aft is accomplished with
a "creep" velocity of ibout 4.0 ft/sec. Time periods of
transfer between either PHS or IMU/Radar velocities are
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indicated. Lat ,ra I and v(,rt.ica PIS p); i 'i (n re feerenee
shi fted () .8 feet left a nd I.1 feetr down, respectively, (h..,r.i lvý
the maneuver . P()o, i t ion stab i iJ t.y a'ndi !ynili roni za t ion cyc en;
due to P111S lock/u nlock or LCC control Ior ("omlands are shJAown
for each axis. While maneuvering aft., a si-mall 1ateram coon--
trollier command caused lateral positi.orl :yncroni zat.ion arid
drift to the left. Creep maneuvers on PITS e(xhibi ted occa -
sional -;mall transients due to position loop synch son i zat ion
Automatic drift clearing (.f the IMU during positi orn stabi 1i -
zat ion was a highly des is/rable fetturor

5. 3.4.4 Position Hold Compiirisons

Aircraft positional hold accuracy was measured by photirogrph-
ing the bottom of the aircraft with a fixed focal length.
7, mm camera fixed to the ground. Markings of known dimen-
sions were patterned on the bottom of the aircraft alllowing
film data reduction for all motion variables. Photography
and data reduction were provided by personnel from the Naval
Air Development Center, johnsvi1_le, Pa. Data from 2-minutete
runs were read at five timeEr a second, EMS position data corn.
puted, and horizontal plane data combined to form Circular
Error Probabilities (50-percent probability of being within
circle of radius = CEP).

Hands off position hold with PHSo9ceatinI (Figure 206)
resulted in a CEP in the lateral and ionguitudinal axis ,l o)nly
4.0 to ,.8 inches depending on turbulence level. Positi on
data in.; shown for a 3-second samnp].e rate. The longritudinAl axis
hold was approximately twice as good zas lateral. ]erti.al
position varied from 2.5 to 4.3 inches RMS, and headin, hn.ld
within 0.4 degree RMS. An aircraft altitudr? of 40 fe(.t: w,s
used for the test.

Similar data (Figure 207) was obtainýed without the PH.S opoertt-
ing and the LCC in the loo0) to pf.'ovide the positional cnorroc-
tions required. CEP's in the lateral and lorigi.tudinal plane
vary from 144.9 to 17.3 inches for the same wind conditions.
Vertical and heading deviations of 16.2 inches and 0.32 degie-sk
RMS resulted,

A comparison of hel icopter position hol A accuracy fcr the ,two
hover hold sub--modes of operatior is given in Figure 208. The
position hold data, also shown ir. Fioures 206 and 207, were
obtained from Flight 812 with the stronger win.rd turbuluince
level . The position hold capability, as measured in terms of
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CEP shows that the automatic position hold mode usIng the PHS
was better than the velocity hold mode by a factor of 2.5.
FJdiS position data was also computed for the longitudinal and
lateral axes, as well as vertical and heading. A complete
summary of the hielicopter position data .i.s given in Table 27.

Vertical hold performance with PHS was much better and is
reflected by the higher position gain (factor of 3.0) shown
in Table 25. Higher radar altitude gains on the velocity hold
mode could not be used without increasing vertical excursions
due to radar altitude spikes.

Data taken from Flight 812 with pilot in control on basic SCAS
showed CEP's near 4 feet (Figure 209). The hold performance by
the LCC on hover hold is significantly better than the pilot
on SCAS due to improved visibility and velocity hold gains
which are six times higher. Table 28presents the comparison
between basic SCAS and Hlover Hold velocity gains normalized
to linear acceleration per unit change in linear velocity.

Even though very good position hold capability could be at-
tained with the LCC in the loop, the requirement for LCC
corrections to hold position and to drift-clear the velocity
reference to compensate for inherent IMU drift is shown by
Figure 210. The data taken from Flight 795 was for a hands-off
hover under mild turbulence after the LCC had trimmed the air-
craft to zero velocity and performed a drift clear. During
the next 75 seconds, the aircraft drifted as much as 1.4 feet
in the longitudinal direction, and 4.0 feet laterally.

The validity of the position hold results obtained on the
simulator is illustrated on Figure 211. Flight test position
hold CEP data are superimposed on earlier simulation data for
a position hold task using the automatic position hold, high
gain velocity, and basic SCAS modes. Excellent trend correla-
tion between flight and simulation data is evident with the
simulation being somewhat optimistic. This is due in part to
the higher simulation gains on position and velocity hold
modes as noted previously (Table 25). The better simulator
performance on Basic SCAS is due primarily to better visual
information available (position tracking scope) than that
in flight.
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5.3.5 Load Stabilization System

5.3.5.1 Load/Cable Configurations and Test Conditions

5.3.5.1.1 Confii ' tions

Several cable lengths were used during the LSS flight testing
to obtain load handling information as a function of cable
length. The cable lengths were:

o 10-foot inverted vee (11. feet forward and 9 feet aft)
o 20-foot inverted vee
* 3, feet formed by 10-fo. vee with 20-foot riser
* 55 feet formed by 10-foot vee with 45-foot riser

Complete sling configuration details are contained in
Reference 11. The evaluation with the 55-foot cables was very
brief since the lo..d interfered with the radar altimeter when
it swung longitudinally on these long cables. The 10-foot
cables were used for forward flight and were the primary con-
figuration for load positioning using the hover hold mode.
This is representative of the best 1ILH configuration for load
control. Load positioning was also Performed with the 30-foot
cables; however, this configuration was used Dpi..marily to
evaluate load position hold and aircraft/load centering. The
30-foot cables are representative of the HLH requirement for
confined area maneuvering. While tha above cables were uscl
as a two-point suspension system, a 30-foot (tcal vertical
length) single point trolley suspension witn a high density
load was evaluated in hover and forward flight.

An 8 x 8 x 20-foot MILVAN which weighs 4,600 pounds empty was
the primar' load. Becaus.e of the test aircraft's gross weight
limit, only a relatively small range of load weigtuts %'erc
evlufuuted,; from the empty MILVAN without a top a(AAptU.r (4,600
pounds) to high density Kirksite blocks (8,0(00 pounds). The
2,.ad weight was 5,800 pounds (en-pty MILVAN with adapter) tor
most of the flight evaluation.

5.3.5.1.2 Test Conditions

A wide ranloe of flight. conditions and load handling tasks
were evaluated, includiojg load acquisition, shuttlinq, posi-
Lion hold, and positioning. Turns, sidesljps, climbs, and.
descents were performed in forward 11 icqnt Lnd the load was
flown to the power -.1 imi ted maximum a i.rspeed. Both VFR and
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simulated IFR departures and approaches were performed. Load

damping and handling were evaluated for all AFCS modes of
operation including the three LSS sub-modes; damping, position

held, and centering. The majority of testing was concentrated on

load operations with Hover Hold mode.

5.3.5.2 Load Dampiny Evaluations

5.3.5.2.1 Dampiny Measurements

Load damping and frequency were measured for all uable con-
figurations and modes by swinging the load axis by axis. It
was found Lhat AFCS pulses and LCC inputs were generally

inadequate for producing good load swings to measure damping
so the cockpit pilot provided the load excitation in most
cases. In some cases, large amplitude swings were produced

by lifting the load off the ground with the aircraft offset

relative to the load. Some representative time histories are

shown as noted below where LSS-off cases are superimposed on

the LSS-on cases.

FIGURE EXCITATION AXIS AFCS MODE CABLE LENGTH

212 Longitudinal Hover Hold 30 Feet

213 Lateral Hover Hold 30 Feet

214 Directional Hover Hold 30 Feet

215 Longitudinal Basic SCAS - 60 kn 10 Feet

216 Lateral Basic SCAS - 60 kn 10 Feet

The increased damping, an( ecreased settling time, provided

automatically by the LSS, can be seen. The associated air-

cyaft atti.ude response and AFC3 differential input to the

aircraft are included in the-se time histories. LSS damping
contributions were rated as (looa by pilo, (A-3 to A-4).

The damp.,jr. results are sunmnarized by the following figures.
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iIG, A/S MODE LOAD SUSPENSION DATA

.17 Hover SCAS MILVAN Two Point Damping
10 ft to 55 ft

218 Hover SCAS MIKVAN Two Point T 1/2
10 ft to 55 ft

219 Hover SCAS MILVAN Two Point Frequency
10 ft to 55 ft

220 Hover Hover Pold MILVAN Two Point Damping
10 ft to 55 ft

221 flover Hover Hold MILVAN Two Point T 1/2
10 ft to 55 ft

222 Hover Hover Hold MILVAN Two Point 30 ft
Damping

223 Hover Pos. Hold MILVAN Two Point 10 ft
T 1/2

224 60-90 Basic SCAS MILVAN Two Point 10 ft
kn Frequency

225 0 to 90 SCAS/Hover High Trolley 30 ft
Hold Density

Phe measured damping ratio spread shown reflects some uncer-
tainty in measurements and lack o- precise repeatability
For several cases, the damping ratio is shown as being
greater than 25 percent critical because the exact damping
ratio becomes less certain and less important above the 25
perceat level. The 20- aý d 55-foot cable confiouration,; were
evaluated initially and very briefly so the LSS--on results
for these configurations do not benefit from the final system
improvements. It is anticipated that the LSS-on damping ior
these cable lengths coald be increased if some parameter varia-
tions were made.

The LSS significantly increases The load damiping in almost all
cases, particularly when the ba,;,c damping is low. The load
is basically stable, i.e., at least neutrally damped, in all
cases and well damped in a tew cases with the LSS off. The
dashed lines represent the MIL-VI-8501A IFR minimum damping
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(1 iinp~i nq the I edd, a1- r aomewl it. l.a rqor- LI' an Lhose wit.Lb the LSS

oFfAi te r L-1,Iie i5, hI ia dwl ae~d Jthe lo iii , thce xcu r sions areý
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prey] 042 Sly (iF Iqu re(,; 21 2 to '216).

5. 2 . 3 1 -Fiqh Syýte !.O i nements

The fina I AFCS, eon f~iqurat. ioi bMock i qasare-- shown in
Section 4. Wliie Ic e ISS struct ire i1 almost identi cal to
thiat ileve lrped anlly-ti cal.ly , 50(aIparametier vzalucs were
i'hall(j(1 t-o acieeimlproveýd dlampi nq I iel1s fao' the te-st con-
f igqurat ion,,;. Since ti(ý ieaa t v d1e'-iq n was Derformed only
for 20i- -un I %0-otcb n x.ri(Io nof, (105½ n parameter
value's '4a:; nesayf-or LW.( 1-0- aind .30-foot fli iht test con-

iiq at i Os Tlii s, in turn , req u ir eci somne sna.1in-fliqht
paramet~er adI~.m ' 1n a dit ion , tlie finanl SCAS-' and Hlover
Hol.dc paramete(rs wr'sora whatt dl. It('r nL t. than those( used.
tjar jnq LSS anal ysis.
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fbi ~ ~ ~ ~~~ý" Ii 4.. eti(naII i iotio in l1ICIVe t.1 han ariticipa ted
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Initially, the aircraft exhibited a high frequency (I Hz)
sma.ll amplitude roll limit cycle with the load and hover hold
mode on. This limit cycle,which was perceptible to the pilot,
appeared essentially independent of the LSS. The high lateral
hover hold gains left a smaller than predicted gain margin for
the roll mode even without a load. Aircraft lateral control
power, and therefore AFCS loop gains, increases with an exter-
nal load. It was reduced to an insignificant amplitude by
reducing the roll stabilization gains (rate, attitude, lateral
velocity) by 20 percent. However, this indicates that these
gains (or at least one of these gains) will have to be further
reduced with heavier loads. Gain scheduling with load weight
is included on HLII.

A related limit cycle problem was found with the 30- and 55-
foot inverted Y configurations in which the load would roll
about its longitudinal axis at the same frequency as the
residual aircraft roll limit cycle. This problem was ampli-
fied by a factor of 1. 2 by the LSS since the load hooks were
oscillating relative to the gravity vector. While time did
not permit further investigation to reduce the limit cycle
level, the following changes would most likely eliminate the
problem.

"• Sling load in a manner to eliminate load rolling tendency
"* Further reduce roll stabilization gains
"* .urther reduce LSS gain at limit cycle frequency

5. 3. ).3 Load Position Hold Evaluations

5. . %3 . 3.1 Load Position 0lo1d

The accuracy with which th(e- load's position can be held rela-
tive to the ground was measured u3inq a precision photographi(.
technique supplicd by NADC. This was done for the fol].owinug
system mode build-up to measure the improvement. afforded by
oach muode.

Hover hiold withoutt LCC corrections LSS off
Hlovi.er hold without IXC corrections - LSS on
IHlove-r hold with LCC corrections - LSS off
Ho()v er hold with LCC corrections - LS,") on
NItS LSS Cof f

I'l; -- iL5•; (•

Lo•d pFo!;itio. l ho d1 ()[I
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A MILVAN l1oaded to 7600)( pounds ( tot'i toad wich.)on .30- foot
Cab les was used for iall c~ases. L.oad Ot::jictue was 25 feet. '-c,
bottom ofi box.

Thie load ("Xccsionrs (fl2 br all. the c(r)ni ifi'a~til:)ns are summar iLzedl
in TPable 3 1. The data is reflerenceed to thec MII.VAN corner hay-
inq the larces L devi-at icns. It must loo poiil tied out that. onl y
a smnall sampl-e for each _,.onfiqur~ation; was~ ni,-asured, so the re-
suits may not. be statistically .accur~ate F rom the Ci~rcular
Error 11Yrobab iiJ. y data in 1,' iure 226, it- i~n bp ser-ni that; the
load position hold aNcc-uracy is dependenIt f irs1 on how well1
the aircraft is he ld writh I.HIS res ul t_: (approximatel y three
times bet ter than ve~.3.-city-hold results) D)eviations wi~thout
loatd damping are apprc,,x_.*matel y twice.th of the helic,-pter
without a ],,,-.ad. Load ingt damping (01 nl reduced load
excurs~ions when 13HS wsenqaqed , hut hado a lesreffect. w-i th
veloc-ity nuid only due to ICC input rorrrcts Load yaw
excu r sions were. redulc( I from. (I Lo(. reI dogr (iO RMS by' the

Th 1ocd porit ion holId lo)p7,d id not i mpr 0ýv( the lioad position
hold cpa)'1 i L1Z for anv'' axi~s in ii. ~jht_ I t appeare-d that. loa-d

excursions were Pr'odured piimar~ily l.,\ tii(rcraft attitude
ch anq e~s , ro tor downwa!: h , aid any q ro noI ilc. f fi t ýt , ra the r t~h ant wi nd
chanqes, arid jost.,s Co)iisequent.1y , most.I tha2 Load (excurs ions
w.: ,re at or hdo';o the! ýadt petIld u Imcrl '1jl a' c!I'; so t. a the net
01 fec t. o~f the po';3i icr llnce d l oops;we to redJuce týhe- dam , i ngq
In ri dd it ion , Aixrcraý itab ili ty' duri '1 3 4 pý.? titon WIt'i1oad!

piosi tion .1oupý, waý dc.:;ribcd :! be' loo ý, whl-ereas With ai rlcra-ft.
position 'Loops onl-, Liii' ul~ici()t) '1e lel" :icP. 20i(1j.

T'he best con ! nurlt aton was wi th t '. IH'!: a111d inold d'impint] which
hoiP;2s load H)i intees, (F[, ullzotltal v,'3 RIMce PS

vrti cal I I and L deji Ie RM&S d i -(ct :L (Ic ':. I In wIn s qut niq
to 24 knots. T'Jfiefo' iticpress vo' 1)4l( (>xcI~rs5j'1-1. 'Aff¼ odlly an1j-
p)r ox am~a t-el' I tJ Larnqer t.L in tI , 'se ot the a icisiat th
Out' a Load. Lhlpi ui'~L '~i"t rdidct';t'al

with the p0Sit io.n hol d vs,.;km "I'u d'o .~ o o d aocura':y
cdid -At jAp('elr t_() v~iiclct ut.taI Iti I Iv 0 of tui-bu-

I eci Wic1 o pec51 n i-dn 1 -.'AS' ] 'Ioc m ne
vat our . d ' ac t 1.1 a , 1I. )t ( il 'i.' l P 1 1 h.0iIc
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5.3.5.3.2 In-Fligiht System Refinements - Load Position HoLd

Mo Ie

To achieve any apparent improvemont of load position hold
with the position loops engaged, the position gains were

reduced substantially for all axes as shown in Table 32. As
mentioned previously, no improvement in load hold was
achieved over that supplied by LSS damping.

TABLE 32.

LSS PARAMETERS - LOAD POSITION HOLD

20' CABLES 30' CABLES 50' CABLES
ANALYSIS FLIGHT ANALYSIS

LONGIT. POSITION HOLD

KXLLI 1.0 1.0 1.0
KXLL 1 0. 2 0.15 0.4

iITXLI' 0.5 0.25 5
TXL2 ].0 0.5 1.0
TXL3' 3.33 5.0 3.33

LAT. POSITION iOLD

KYLLI 1.0 0. 1.0
KYLL] ' W). i .O0 0.4
,rYLI 1 ).2 0J. 0 2
TY-L,2 'i. 0 C..( ). A

I)IR. POSITION HOLD

KNL] 1.0 10.2 1.()
TN]I1 0. 2') . b ,2

M'1N12 H.0 IL. ,) P.

I- -7----------- ...



5.3.5.4 Aircraft/Load Centering Mode

S.3.5.4.1 Aircraft/Load Centering

In Figure 227, the aircraft is automatically centered over the
load longitudinally, laterally, and directionally. Tension is
automatically drawn to approximately 1200 pounds in each cable
when the LSS is switched on and then the aircraft is centered
after the PHS is enabled. Occasional transients would occur
during the centering maneuver due to the PHS relocking, but
the centering operation was smooth otherwise. Load lift-off
was accomplished without any noticeable load swing following
centering.

A vertical pulse is applied with the tension control loops
operating in Figure 228. It can be seen that the cable ten-
sions quickly return to their desired value in a well-damped
manner. It was found that the cables have to be very near
the correct relative length for the trim pitch attitude.
Otherwise, tension cannot be drawn on both cables. While the
system would command the aircraft to climb to bring the
cables taut, the aircraft motion was too abrupt. This con-
firmed the requirement for a reduced gain until one of the
cables becomes taut. This -eature was noL included in the
flight lest configuration due to software capacity limiitations.

The two cable tension sensors were prone to drift and had to
be frequently re-nulled to provide an adequate signal for the
cent ringI mode.

.,.oad enteririg wcrks well for small (4 ft) aircraft offset•.
h)it un lesirAble transients occur if a cable goes slack
(Tate(' U-7). It was difficult to draw tension on both cables
w~tho.ii dragging the load if the aircraft was offset from the
Joad a ],jrge amount with the load on the ground Consequently,
the te; !;2on control loops could not keep both cables straight
during cfntering from large offsets. When a cable would go
slack, the centering loops would receive incorrect cable
angle in )rniat-ion, resulting in undesirable aircraft trans-
ients anc. delays in cenEcring. It appears that a better
method ot keeping both c ibles taut during centoring from
large f fsets is rer!uirer . The winch system of the HLH could
provide this.
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While automatic center 11(1 prroved Feasibl e, its requitremnent is

very qUestionlal i e . Thec p 1 ot.ý f ou nd mnanual center inpi to be an
easy task, t, car thle .1.C( sto.Lion. flowever, automiatilc cen 'ring
may be mere, im~port ant.. wheni It hil 1(11foiL roe' of ('elite rinq accuracy
is required with lenqolr ials ri 1,-)w visdib)iity
situiations.

Alit~ough Uie lWA2I 1;jCi)d(i W.5(t!; i(br to operate- with the

PIIS, Ceit( r Llnq' Al1:,o per fo im i u t 10 1 MU vfeloc ities
jnstec-id of I-he A low-ftroy ue~ncy ( 2.0 --0 peri(9(1) mild
lateral inc ti)il~ (I t\'ooutvred in Lhis 'e lhi: wias, duec. to
IMU dri It. n"ej ) I ]irl~t i on Wit h t I w intI I cl a ,bwcik (I Ve loops.
A destahi IIizinq ý-of I w~t- oc)0011l1~ (I hw(t V the1 timmirrec-L

vol ocit-i Le I e 'ewoI o dl I It 'Ink" t.l( h po c.-;.A. ; 11 Ledh

(der~ived I(15 1 fc Si l (- I.lW OLl 's.- re e

The 1115i 0m I,, trs I ii.I (ýi I( 1 1 i pii -it io1n WA7:u Lile

I ~ II1O i. :;I V.'loutlit.W

1 lilt iii I' , I' to 1 4!1 1 1. I I i -i .1 I i(, ; :;t io tO i n

TLII~ltý I J j-11 v"'). If- i d b

() v;'.. I 'I i. ' ti li I ' i

I t -1 Pil 1 'V ' I I 5



TABLE 33.

LSS PARAMETERS - CENTERING MODE

30' CABLES 50' CABLES
FLIGHT DATA ANALY

LONGIT. CENTERING

KYLL4 0.4 1.58
TFS RATE 0.2 1.0

LAT. CENTERING

KYLL4 0.5 1.69
TY6 0.1 1.67
TFS RATE 0.5 1.0

DIR. CENTERING

KNL2 0.5 1.0
TFS RATE 2.0 2.0

TENSION CONTROL

KXTE 2xi0-4  5xi0-4

KZTE2 5x10- 5  5xlO-5

KCTE 3.0xi0- 5  2.5x10 5
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Impro ied accuracy with L'9(- automatic position hold concept
would result, as indicated from position hold data shown

previously.

Rapid load cable hookup by a ground crewniian was performed
easily since the LCC could precisely position the helicopter
-ind had excellent visibility. MILVAN acquisition without
ground crewman assistance was accomplished by positioning a
top-lift adapter on the MILVAN. Load maneuvering to maximum
3huttle groundspeeds could be performed routinely.

With the final hover hold configuration, the MILVAN on 10-foot
cables can be placed consistently within a one-foot accuracy
and on the transporter pins (+ 1-inch accuracy required)
occasionally. The MILVAN was lowered onto the transporter
pins with relative ease using 15-inch golide vanes on the
transporter corners providing a funnel for the load.

Accurate placement requires patience on the part of the load
crewman. Only smooth small inputs can be used to maneuver
the load the last few inches to avoid stirring up load oscil-
lations. If load oscillations are created, it is best to go
hands off until all motion is damped and then proceed with
the placement task. Time histories for typical load place-
ments by the LCC are shown in Figures 229, 230, 231, and 232
(LSS on).

LCC wozkload and time required for accurate MILVAN placement
was increased due to random abrupt lateral swaying of the
load, close to the ground, as shown in Figure 233. As .-een in
the cable tension trace, rotor downwash near the ground cre-
ates a buoyancy effect on the load,making the lateral compon-
ent of downwash more effective in crcatink lateral motion.
The 5800- to 7600-pound MILVAN on 10-foot cables has a peak
swing of about 3 feet to the aircraft's right with a steady
offset _f 1 foot if the load is allowed to stabilize 1 to 2
feet off the ground.

Lateral load stabilization did not alleviate this problem,
and in fact made it worse. To damp the load motion, the load
stabilization loop commands the aircraft to move in the direc-
tion of the load displacement, further increasing position
error. LCC commands to return the load to its initial lateral
position are resisted by LSS, causing a tendency by the I.C to
overcontrol. A lateral irterrupt circuit designed to discon-
nect the lateral LSS when the LCC was out of detent was flight
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347/ATC DEMONSTRATOR
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evaluated. Transients created by switching were unacceptable.
The expedient solution was to set the lateral LSS gain to zero
for short cable evaluations since this configuration exhibited
reasonable load damping without stabilization (Figure 220). The
problem was not apparent in the longirtudinal or directional
axes and load stabilization proved effective.

It is anticipated tnat the sway problem would be much less
severe with heavier loads or longer cables. It should be less
pronounced for all configurations with the HLH since its disc
loading and downwash velocity are less than that of the 347
for the same load weight. However, studies should be performed
to limprove LSS effectiveness.

RECOMMENDATION

Reconfigure LCC/LSS interrupt to avoid transient problems
noted in test and/or remechanize LSS to be compatible with
load placement. An active arm load stabilization concept may
afford an improvement here since the load can be controlled at a
higher frequency without aircraft motion. However, it must be
recognized that the load placement accuracy is attributed for
the most part to the Hover Hold mode.

The load damping rhode affords substantial help in all three
axes during load placements with 30-foot cables since the
basic load damping is much lower and the load sway is less.
It is particularly beneficial in stopping large amplitude
directional limit cycling. With load damping, the load could
be placed on a transporter with guides, although the task is
more difficult than with short cables. Limited testing with a
55-foot cable length indicated that load stabilization was
definitely required as load oscillations could not be stopped
with LCC or pilot corrections.

5.3.5.5.2 Pilot Operations

The load was well behaved and could be handled easily in for-
ward flight. This is true for all forward flight maneuvering
including turns, sideslips, climbs, and descents. The load
was also well behaved at the power-limited maximum airspeed.
The load presented no problems during departures and approaches
regardless of whether they were VFR, simulated IFR, or auto-
matic approaches. For the relatively light load used (5800 lb),
the load was basically well behaved in forward flight so there
was no real LSS requirement.
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5.3.5.6 Simulaticn Test Comparison

While severa] design changes were made during the flight test
development of the LSS, most of the analytical design produced
generally the anticipated results. Flight test and analytical
load damping ratios and frequencies are compared on Figures
234 - 238. Correlation is quite good when considering that
only limited testing was accomplished with 20- and 53-foot
configurations. The poorest was the longitudinal damping
ratio with PHS engaged as cnly one-third of the analytical result
was achieved. Although parameter variations were not made in
flight to check trends, the lateral load damping did not
appear to be as sensitive to LSS and non-LSS parameter varia-
tions as the analysis predicted.

The following are significant known deficiencies or omissions
in the analytical models:

"* Rotor downwash and ground effects on the load were not
modeled, Consequently, the lateral load sway problem
did not appear in the analysis. This was the only
serious shortcoming.

"* Basic load damping (LSS off) was generally better than
the analytical models predicted.

"* Inverted-V analytical representation appears
inadequate. There were larger directional load
excursions at a lower frequency than the model predicted.

These deficiencies should be corrected before further load
handling analysis is performed.
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5.3.6 Automatic Approach to Hover

5.3.6.1 Description and Test Results

The automatic approach to hover mode was configured for demon-
strating the feasibility to manually (following flight directo.
cormands) or automatically fly the aircraft down an approach
path terminating in a stabilized hover. A "preset" approach
profile was used, starting at 1,000 feet above the terrain and
about 2-1/2 miles from the intended hover poiat and descending
to a 100-foot hover following a flaring maneuver initiated -le
1/2 mile out at 295 feet.

Because of the fixed profile used, the point of termination
depended upon where the pilot engaged the approach. Precise
maneuvering was required to reach an initial approach gate
which ensured terminal hover over the desired area. The con-
cept mechanized for the test program was intended for demon-
stration of control processing only and requires additional
functional capability for operational implementation.

Manually controlled approaches using the flight director ref-
erence were easily accomplished under VFR and simulated IFR
conditions (under the hood) both with and without external
loads. The approach profile flown by the aircraft was very
close to the planned path (A-3).

Automatic coupled approaches were also performed very satis-
factorily (A-2.5), again with and without loads.

5.3.6.2 Approach to Hover Performance

Data for several automatic approaches, completely hands off,
are shown in Fig.29 to 2A2 for the conditions listed below.

Figure No Load Load Load Stabilization

239 MILVAN Off

240 MILVAN On

241 Hi Density Off

242 X
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These show that the system malintiiins the desired profile with-
out excessive control or attitude deviations. Also, the sys-

tem performance is essentially independent of aircraft
configuration (i.e., external load or load stabilization).
The exact profile errors for the automatic approach with a
MILVAN and no LSS are shown on Figure 243. The groundspeed
error is minimal down to the flaie point wAhice it increases to
7.5 fps which is slightly higher than the specified value of
4 knots (6.7 fps). However, the altitude error is much more
significant. At the initial descent point (distance to go =
10370 feet), the altitude error jumps quickly to 60 feet, and
is being slowly reduced to approximately 35 feet at the flare
point where it jumps back to 60 feet. After the flare, the
error is finally reduced to zero. At first glance, this error
appears extreme; however, the desired altitude orofile was
generated assuming instantaneous changes in descent rate at
the initial descent and flare points. Obviously, this is not
realistic, and results in large altitude errors. A more
realistic approach would have been to generate a vertical rate
profile which corresponded more closely to actual aircraft
capabilities, and then derive an altitude profile from this
rate profile.

Fig. 244 illustrates a manual approach. As expected,
this shows that a manual approach is not as precise as an
automatic approach. This can be attributed to pilot lag and
the necessity to continually scan four separated flight direc-
tor command bars. Furthermore, this particular manual ap-
proach was performed after only three previous manual ap-
proaches. A comparison of flight director commands for a
manual and automatic approach, Fig. 245, further emphasizes
the automatic system ability to track the desired commands.
This shows that the automatic systems track the flight direc-
tor commands almost instantaneously while the pilot has a
significant time delay.

Although the auto approach system was evaluated as being
acceptable, occasionally the auto approach system would cause
excessive pitch attitude excursion which the pilot felt was
objectionable. Fig. 246 illustrates such an approach. This
pitch problem was caused primarily by the fact that no atti-
tude limits were incorporated in the approach control laws.
Attitude was commanded by longitudinal control to follow
groundspeed profile. If helicopter got behind groundspeed
(too fast) increased attitude was commanded. This in turn
caused longitudinal AFCS attitude authority limit to be
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exceeded which resulted in gradual pitch-up and stick moving
forward in cockpit.. This is similar to the problem noted under
the Basic SCAS write-up in Sectioin 5.3.1.3. The maneuver was
either terminated by the pilot or ridden out; fairly sharp
pitch-down occurred as lower airspeeds were reached.

One possible method for correcting this problem would be to
provide tighter gioundspeed control by optimizing the open
loop longitudinal stick function FBDB. This would permit
tighter limits on the feedback loop. Also, since the problem
was one of pitching down, the limit could be asymmetrical to
further constrain the forward stick motion. Pitch limiting
would need to be incorporated along with steep flare control-
lability recommendations of 5.3.1.3.

An alternative solution would be to reconfigure the longitudi-
nal control loops for pitch attitude control. For this
concept, the longitudinal SCAS would be configured in the
attitude hold mode, and the open loop stick functions FBDB
would correspond to the desired pitch attitude response. The
desired groundspeed function would be modified to correspond
to the groundspeed profile generated by the desired attitude
profile. The necessary gains and functions would be developed
through further simulation and flight test evaluation.

5.3.6.3 In-Flight System Refinements

As the flight evaluation was being performed, it became neces-
sary to introduce control law and parameter refinements in
order to solve in-flight problems. The following is a list
of the system modifications.

5.3.6.3.] Complumentary Vertical Rate Signal

The oriqinal auto approach system used radar rate for rate of

dcscent reference. However, uneven terrain features (trees,
houses, river banks, etc.) caused large radar rate spikes
which in turn caused excessive collective activity. Figure 247
illustrates a typical radar rate signal during an approach.
Filtering and gain reduction of the rate feedback reduced the
effect of the spikes, but degraded system performance. A
similar problem encountered on the vertical hover hold system
was solvec' by using a complementary vertical rate signal which
utilizes heavily filtered radar rate for low-frequency infor-
mation and vertical acceleration for high-frequency rate data.
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'I'l i s Was :;i mp I omen Ited onl tIll., au to approach systern and proved
to be very ef fec Live as i I. ILIr SLedl-( in F'i (lure, 247.

5. 3., .3. 2 A 1 L i t-uci d'e'r aniis jn tUtL'rec Sw it chI

Or i q rnail y Hie transfe r Fraini bair me-r ic La racua r al1tit-Lude
ref erence was accaompli ished by a i .i near plias inq ti-am baro Lo
ri-ada r -is a funct-ion olt d istaLnce from t he hover paint . 'I'hli s
of iminci na Ls any s top L-rarvs i (ent On r inq t ranisfo~r by ramping i~n
t he di ffe(rence between baro and] rada r. H1owevier, it was found
t~hat- r-atLer large differences bet~ween barr, and radar could
occur, caius.i nq h iqhI raimp r~ates and] prnoC .cin- uoj*J-ctionable
t rans i rit s (I'i cure 248). In order Lo overcame t-his problem,
tho s;witLel from Lar t-0 rai-i was arcomplii.shed usi ng a
Srans lent -free swi t- Ti'hi s Switch Permitted Lransi Lion -from

ba ro to radar and ramped in L . Fý e'c between ba ra and
radar awitLb a c on Lro 1] d raite( of 4 fps.

F,'i u rf 249 j I lusi-iate ( 'ich t-ransi ('Li -f'ree( s:witch operation.
Wh~len t Iln' 01st ance to (jo, Dx, ic ( qreat-('r tlan 1000 feet , the
radar ailt-itLude i s ';yn I ran i zo aind the aut put of the trans.i en t-
free switchb is baromietric alt-i tude. orDx less than 1000
IO('t. , thIe 'FF3 ouput: equals tire sumniatLi n of

0 Ita mo a ilt it ide at i x - 1 000 feet

0 D)i fference bet-ween radar a tituiLde anid the ralar
lliueat Dx 1000 feet,1 hR

Sovera I comb inat ions of swi t clii po int and ramp rat~e were
tried, and switLch inq at. 1000 feet wit~h 1- ramp raite of 4 fps

cis fouand to 'jive acceptable r-esponse.

5. .3. 3 bocw Airspeed CalI ct. 1 VO Bi as Loo(-p

At low a ir speed~s near hover , i0 was found t-hat- addit-ional tip
collec'~'t ive was reo i roil to cornpeiimsatie for coll1ectivye t r in
!;hii ft ,parlt- icularl Y i n t In i wi rids;. 'Ihis Was provided throuql~i
tlie l ow airspeed col Iec-i Vc hi as loop. 'Th is loop operates

by qeneralt ing an approximatelyý ýi irspeed signalI far airspeeds
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I ess t han 401 1ýnot s. i'hs 5 a 1 rspooed dr iv ; a f une Lion qene ra-

to r Wh (7ich urn v (Ids anl 11() IIctiest ep whe:n the a ir speed is

I es~; tL han 2 ') k-nots. Ti i s s t ep Iln ne i.on i s fed to the total

co I Oet 1 e Command iii rohlkfl'I a1,-ýq ' P,,-, which softenis the st ep
n1pilth-i ee I~o mat. ior q c nercited by de term i. Linqi

ht I,( (Ij1 f erenI- #_ tween a ir.s peod anid 1 or~ig ilad i nal qroundspeed.

TPhi s dif fo'renlce jisŽ 10l When tO ie di stLance -to-q *Oi s les s than

2290 c et. . I'le a po 11 CA i rsp Srais eqSual aIto

Approx A/ og.1ruined.(AS hi1 To d~p)~

IA 22901

A1/2--inch st..ap ait 25 knots ai rspeed through a 1-second lag
was tour' t-o q j 're a cceýpt-ab le re 5s onse

3 . 0,3 . 4 ( ;.a j Tille Cons L ant s and Lim iter s

T11C. foillowinq qjain and t.ime cons t.-int changleS Si-In i.ficantl~y

impro ved t.he sys toni, rfcpons 50 ia ract. o istLi cs:

ANALYSIS FL I (HT

YD 00o%. i . /ft .0038 in. /ft

K S*V05 in.,/t ps .0(!25 inl./fps

Ktixv* (",1. i I I../ f )s . () )(, illii ps

FZ .01 in./ft .0185 in./ft

T8 10.0 sec 1500 s ec

,r D2 .75 sec I ser-

T'he rate limits :Yn LZ6 and L7,7 and cn FC7 and F(-,i,, wer9 re.-

quired to reduce the excessive collective activity at the

beginning of the descent arid flare phases. The 1limiters LM9

and LMIO on the longitudinal qrou~ndspeed loop were implement-

ed to limit longitudinal. overcontrol.

5.3.6.3.5 Col lec~live Flare, Compensat ion

Thow p-.itch at~tit-ude/ct-ae of descent couplin( was ant os stron-)Ig

as aint.1cipat~ed, therefore, the col~lective flare compensation

loop was eliminated.
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6,0 AFCS EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

6.1 FLIGHT CONTROL COM1PUTER SUBSYSTEM

A Iarge portion of this section is devoted to the problems
encountered and resolutions made during the develo ,nent. of the
I, II-ATC AFCS. Few of the problems discussed have a major impact.
upon the design for the HLH Prototype AFCF. The general. per-
Iormance of the AFCS throughout the ATC program has been con-
si~dred very sati.sfactory in meeting the system requirements
and due credit must be given to the General Electric Company
for a thorough design and test support effort.

Problems discussed are classed with each individual item of
, u i pine n t :

Co mp u t! r

"* Read-only-memory integrated circuit reliability

"* Clock pulse distortion

"* Sys'em shutdcwn following individual cross-channel LRU
fa i .ure.

I OP

"• input discrete failures

"* Analog-to-diji ta] converter reliability

"* Analog ac demodulator reliability

"• Digital-to-analog converter reliability

"* Sensor signal conditioning circuit leakage

"* Power supply low temperature operation

"* Mode logic board reliability

"• Input data voter failure identification

"• BITE modification for unused IOP outputs channel to
channel,
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6.1.1 Flight Control Computers

6.1.1.1 ROM Integrated Circuit Reliability

Prior to the acceptance tests, several ROM devices had failed
to consistently program to the zero state after being erased
to the one state. Devices that failed to properly program in
the ROM programmer unit also failed in the same bit locations
when programmed on the Spectrum Dynamics Memory Programmer.

Modifications were made to the ROM programmer unit to improve
the programning capability and to reduce the power dissipated
on the ROM boards during programming. This appeared to reduce
the frequency of failures, but did not eliminate the problem.

Several ROM device failures occurred during the humidity qual-
ification tests, which are reported in Section 4.1.2. In an
attempt to appraise the degrading effects of humidity on the
ROMs a random sample of three brand new devices were subjected
to the same humidity profile test as those on the computer
boards, but no failures were found. This focused attention
on the circuit board conformal coating process with probability
of line-to-line (pin-to-pin) conduction paths forming with the
moisture after being exposed to the humidity cycle; however,
no conclusion was made.

Continued failures have been experienced throughout the flight
program with no identification of the problem. It appears
that the frequency of failures increases with the number of
times the board is programmed with no specific pattern of events.
Tt is, however, clear that this remains a major problem for the
prototype AFCS cperation and can only be combatted at this time
by providing spare boards to permit a smooth flight test program
to proceed. Each time a ROM failure is experienced, the device
is replaced. No resolution is forthcoming from the device
manufacturer and there is no substitute device. Other equiv-
alent devices would necessitate redesign work.

6.1.1.2 Clock Pulse Distortion

Triplex testing prior to acceptance tests uncovered a protlem
in computer clock pulse distortion which impacted the cross
channel timing synchronization and clock monitoring. This
problem was resolved by additional ground grids on the computer
timing and synchronization printed circuit boards.
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6.1.2 Input/Output Processors

6.1.2.1 Input Discrete Failures

Throughout the flight program, unexplained IOP input discrete
failures occurred in flight, which for the most part resulted
in system first level failures and in a few instances, system
shutdown when the first occurrence had not been reset. In all
cases experienced, the failure was resetable and could not be
duplicated by trial and error on the ground. No pattern of
events could be established from the inflight information nor
from any recorded data to identify the discrete or combination
thereof causing the problem. It was not clearly established
that the problem was due to discretes delaying or malfunction-
ing; the cause could have been noise on the monitor itself.
The problem remains unsolved and can only be further pursued
for the prototype program.

Three factors make this problem difficult to trace; one, the
inherent design problem of combining all discrete information
into 1.6-bit serial data words and therefore losing identity
of individually failed discretes. Two, the inability of the
data recording system to register raw discrete information in
the entirety required to troubleshoot the ptoblem, as well as
the inability to record the event as it occurs randomly. Three,
the inability to duplicate the problem on the ground or in the
laboratory, in an environment which offers detail scrutiny.

An attempt was made to change the discrete failure monitoring
technique from eight accumulated samples from every eighth
iteration to 15 consecutive samples, but without apparent
success. At least this would have proven a deterrent for one
discrete to have delayed for a period of more than 150 ms
before being declared failed. It appears unreasonable to
expect such a delay from any single system discrete, therefore
placing more emphasis on the problem being due to more than
one discrete delay and possibly noise.

6.1.2.2 A/D Converter Reliability

Analog-to--digital converter failures have been manifested in
several ways, none of which have led to a complete interrup-
tion of data transmission from IOP to computers:

A pitch axis disturbance with a racheting characteristic
was traced to the fact that the median value of the
pitch rate gyro signal was following a square wave
pattern, also noted on roll rate, though less frequent.
Pitch attitude data also followed the same treni[, but
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not coincident with pitch rate i.n formatLion. These
deviations were not large enough to cause failure
indications.

A rash of simulta,.neous single channel sensor failures
would be indicated, which most often were resetable
indicating transient malfunction of the device. More
often, the problem would be evidenced by erratic high
static offset readings - the same device in similar
location at a later time would appear normal.

The accumulation of these problems occurred during the
flight program and were always solved by the replacement
of the A/D module device. It became apparent that the
module device was sustaining high junction temperatures
when operating in the aircraft during the summer months.
The installation of cooling fans in the [OP lids over the
A/D card location apparently succeeded in reducing the
junction temperatures to a satisfactory level to increase
device life expectancy/reliability.

The vendor has reported to have had problems with these
devices on other programs and is investigating the use of
more expensive upgraded temperature range pin compatible
devices as a solution for the prototype AFCS. Should this
solution not succeed, a substitute device will require
board design to be compatible.

6. 1. 2. 3 Analog AC DemoduLator

A number of failures of the HIC demodulator flatpack devices
has occurred throughout the program. The AC reference has
been observed on the output of some of the sensor demodulator
networks (which appears as a static nul.l offset at the PCDU)
and no reason for the failures has been forthcoming, as no set
of circumstances has been gathered to pinpoint a reason for
the failures. A proposed solution to this problem is to
screen these devices upon equipment return to the vendor and
replace those units which have degraded performance.

6.1.2.4 Diqital/Analog Converter Reliability

Two problems were encountered with the DAC and Sample/Hold
amplifier card, one of which resulted in DELS shutdown of AFCS
and the other in a malfunction of longitudinal CCDA drinve.
Replacing the D/A module apparently sc~ved the problem and this
practice will continue for the prototype AFCS upon the occur-
rence of a malfunction.
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6.1.2. Input Dat a Voter Failure T dent.if icaIt.i on

Th is !'rob] em was assoc iated with i dent if icat. ion of an i II,)tI
data voter fail ure in one of the three computers which 1.1;
induced hy a simulated triplex sensor failure and the cn,'
cluent. sensor select switchover from median select to, rPlifI.
This failure occurred relatively infrequently in i non-
repeatable manner since it was an induced failure that followed
a sensor failure. it was irminediately resettable by Error Rke-
set. The bit time synchronization circuitry of the median
select Cutputs was modified to insure triplex signal corre-
spondence at the inputs to the computer input data voters.

6 .2 SENSORS

6.2.1 Airspeed Sensor

Two types of problems associated with the sensing and genera-
tion of linear airspeed were encountered during flight test-
i og:

"* Dynamic tracking accuracy between the triplex sensors,and

"* Airspeed fluctuations during forward flight acceleration.

Subsequent to the resolution of these problems, the performanceý
of the airspeed sensors was satisfactory for AFCS operation.

6.2.1.1. Dynamic Tracki.nc,

The Precision Airspeed Trim (PAST) sensors were originally
designed for the Model 347 Flight Demonstration Program in
the 1968-1970 time frame. in that application, the PAST units
were employed in a dual configuration, driving two independently
operating channels of signal processing and actuation with no
requirement for close cross-channel tracking. However, in the
util. :zation of those units in the HLH/ATC program, problems
associated with cross-channel. mistrack resulted in a number of
airspeed first-failure indications. Analysis of flight data
and subsequent laboratory testing identified differing3 dynamic
response characteristics between the several PAST units. This
situation was satisfactorily resolved by adjustment of servo
Icop phase compensation in the less sensitive units to match
the response of the more sensitive units. These adjustments
did not degrade AFCS performance in any way.
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This type ot problem cannot occur in the air data modules
developed for the HLII prototype aircraft as these units
utilize completely electronic processinq of the dynamic-
pressure.-to --lineir-airspeed shaping in contrast to the electro-
mechanical servos utilized in the PAST units.

6.2.!.2 AirsIeed Fluctuations During Acceleration

During longitudinal accelerations into forward flight, a
pitch-up problem was encountered at about 40 knots, followed by
an excessive pitch-down between 50 to 60 knots. This condi-
tion did not become evident until after the triplex Precision
Airspeed Trim (PAST) unit servo loop gains had been cightened
up to eliminate airspeed failure trips resulting from dynamic
mismatch. With the tight servo loops, the airspeed was
responding to the effect of rotor tip vortex effects, causing
a fictitiously excessive speed increase between 40 and 45
knots. This spurious effect was compensated for by slowing
down the PAST response. The 50- to 60-knot pitch-down problem
was compensated for by replacing the wide angle Pitot heads
with narrow-angle heads. This effectively compensated for
the undesirable rotor downwash effects.

6.2.2 Reference Barometric Altitude

The design of the reference barometric altitude unit used for
the 347 HLH flight control system demonstrator aircraft was
essentially the altitude hold feature of the Canadian CH-147
ATS box. The collective A and B cards from that box were
modified to meet the reqtUirements of the altitude hold and
automatic approach to hover modes of the HLH/ATC APes. The
barometric transducer and these two modified cards were inter-
connected and repackaged to form the reference barometric
altitude units.

Since the CII-147 and the 347 has concurrent flight test
programs, some of the developmental problems experienced on
the CH-]47 AFCS altitude sensor were also experienced with the
347 altitude sensor. As the problems were resolved for the
CH-147, and if applicable for the 347, the modifications were
made to the altitude synchronizers at the Engineering Lab-
oratory and returned to the aircraft for test and evaluation.

Problems encountered with the altitude synchronizer are listed
below with a brief description of the problems as experienced
on the 347 aircraft:

* Large engage, errors
9 Dri ft
* Data spiking
e Ilardovers
o Excessive time lag trom synchronize to stabilize
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6.2.2.1 Large Engage Errors

During the functional testing of the altitude synchronizer
on the aircraft, numerous BARO ALT sensor failure indications
were experienced seconds after the BARO ALT HOLD mode was
selected. Investigations revealed that. the HI GAIN output was
randomly jumping from approximately -5 !J's (.024 Vdc) in SYNC
mode to -200 to -400 MUs (I Vdc to 2 Vdc) in the STAB mode.
In engineering units, this is about .6 ft. to 50 ft. These
jumps exceeded the failure detection threshold levels, thereby
causing a sensor fail condition. This problem was attributed
to the short time constant of the analog synchronizer loop.
Another suspect areP was the second-stage amplifier which had
a relatively lo- uin because of the <ial tracking requirement
of 250 ft an' ,0 it , thereby makin.,- it more susceptible
to noise. ".,' resolution of this problem is discussed in
section 6.?.z.6.

6.2.2.' Drift

Drifting of the HI GAIN output was observed with the altitude
synichronizer in the STABILIZE mode. This drift was random in
Vollarity, rate, and magnitude. Occasionally, this drift caused
the absolute difference between the channel A sensor and the
channel C sensor to exceed the failure detection threshold
levels, thereby causing a sensor fail condition. This problem
was attributed to improper handling of the FET in the synchro-
nizer loop during equipment fabrication causing the relay
module (FET, relay and holdinq capacitor) to be excessively
heat sensitive. This relay module was subjected to temperature
changes up to 20OF between the SYNC and STAB modes. The
resolution of this problem is discussed in section 6.2.2.6.

6.2.2.3 H ardovers

Hlardovers were experienced with the serial number 1 unit on
both the HII gain and LO gain outputs. Both were traced to
defective components. In the former, the HII gain output
amplifier AR4 was replaced and in the latter, a relay in the
relay module was defective.
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6.2.2.4 ExcessivC Time Lag

During the BARO altitude hold evaluation, the pilot complained
of excessive overshoots or undershoots of the aircraft if the
mode was selected in a rate of climb or descent. A time lag
of 2-3 seconds was measured from the synchronize to the
stabilize mode. This time lao was consistent with the reported
overshoots/undershoots of 25 ft at 500 ft/min and 50 ft at
1000 ft/min rates of climb or descent. Since this operating
condition was not envisaged at the time the altitude units
were designed, the time laq was not considered excessive.
The time lag is adjustable; however, it was not altered during
the ATC flight test program.

6.2.2.5 Problem Work Arouiids

Because of the numerous developmental problems experienced with
the reference altitude anits, wcrk around methods were employed
in the aircraft installation of this sensor, e.g.:

1. The redundancy level of the baro was specified as duplex,
but because of the aforementioned problems, especially
the engaqe errors and drift, a single sensor was wired
into a duplex configuration. This effectively prevented
the failure detection system from disabling the BARO
altitude hold mode.

2. The BARO sensor was vented to the cabin towards the
end of the flight test program. Tt was theorized that
external static pressare disturbances and the pneumatic
filters installed in the static ports could have contri-
buted to the unexplained altitude deviations in the BARO
hold mode and large tracking errors (> 100 ft) between
BARO and RADAR in the AAI mode.

These changes were employed for t1 ight test expediency and

will not be resorted to for the HILH prototype program, for which
a sensing device of new design is being developed.

6 . 2. 3 Inertial Measu rem•ent Uinit

The Carousel IV Inertial Navigation System (INS) used as a
velocity attitude and vertical acceleration sensor was con-
sidered satisfactory for the 347/11},11 ATC flight control system.
Two minor probleim areas, were encountered throughoLut t he fligihqt
test program with little or no impact on the scheduled flights.
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invert er il urnl calse aind rep Ia icinq a 1 ate ral q yro in t h_
ct h c r-. 13o,_t h f a i I ires ou(citi rred withb the same I ME.
Throughout the integration and functional and flight test-
in1g, seven hardware mal functions were experienced with the
Carouse~l IV iNS. Six were w~ith the navi~gat ion units
(one, as a resulIt o f human err-or) and m)e wi th a controlI
display unit. in all cases, a spare unit was used on
the aircraft and the defective uni~t was sent back to
the vendor. 'The vendo(r c-onfirmed all failures and re-
paired and returned them.

6 . 2 .4 At tit ud(-/H ied i ngRefoer-nce Sys temn ( AIRS)

TPhe perl'o nuance ,,ft the A11RS as an at t: i-t de sensar was judged
s~ t isfactory. HiawL'V-er , trneoat tempt t--. convert temagInetic
he 3d ing or t-put- illf() rue heaid irioi was cons ide red unsatisfactory.

Du ring the first- mon Lbs of the f- lighlt test programt, numerous
channel B (ASN-76) headin Ia i ljures were observed on the TAFCS
senso r f a i l ure pe tit I .These failures were random and in mlos t
cases were resot~t-bi e a t er the fa ilure had occurred.

Ground tests revea lad nothing s ince the fai lure could not be
duplIi cated . Hiowever , it was obse0rved that on occasions the
channel B head ng si gn il wajs na.t-. trackinq the two INS hieading
s i gna 1s for that par t i ( ilii a he ,d ing of the a irc raft.

Further obse pva ti n s of tht is p robl1em, both On t.he ground and
in f1light , showed that the heajding diif ference between the

ASN-1/6 magnet~i c heaid i (ig outpu-t and the INS heading outpu~t
varied from ippioxiriilatly 2 .' degrees to 14 .5 de~j roes west..
(The local var iat ion ini the test area was published to be
9 .7 deg re-'s west- -- t he va I ie t(., wh ich thie ma gne tic heading
adapter d if ferent a]i synchro wais set. T 'hi s var-aiico was
not pred i ct ab Ie, 1 .ca , not hed1n ai ebut was af fectead
by engineTI-s r-unn Irig1, aircraft. loca:ted ins ide or Ou~t.side Of the2
hanja r, and t he pr O\i mit y of 1 ai-ge met aliiic object s. S i net-
t he magn-et c.. var iat ion aofl~ilies ul a (11d not atfaect the per formance
of t-he AF'CS, o)ther thIan uni isane APCS t irst- toil indi cations,
it was dec(ided to Ii v6 with this, situattion for thle ATC progjram
and r-CVI itA USa Ofh uea t his S.11gnA I for- t he prototype
pro qram.

Ha rdwa re ba i Iiireýs

Two d i s Iacemyert p J qy rsc f 'as ve~(, rejact-ed t rorm t he a i r ra t-
one a or coilisin' g itr rlla irs mal i fn c:t i i nd icat ion on th-i
compass ciorit re)I loe, .ini1 ' 1'' at h101 far ->:Ce.sive di i t Of th
(111-aCt ionll gJyro. thkt 1i g;yro)s Wet-' relae wi~th 1W) impact
on t-ire f I i ~1ht pr j im.
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6.2. Radar Altimeter

The APN-194 radar altimeter was originally designed to provide
i light crows of fixed and rotary wing aircraft with an indica-
tion of absolute he ight above terrain. The application of
this system to the automattic control of a he licooter in hover

I iqht is a radical deycarture -rom the original design intent.
The recognition of this situation early in the design phase
of the ATC program dictated the need for certain modifications
t_,. the basic altimeter system. These changes included:

* Development of a rate adapter unit to provide a high
sensitivity vertical rate output of 1 50 fps with accu-
racy of ± 0.1 fps + 0.5 percent of actual rate. This is
.in contrast to the standard rate output from the R/T
unit with a ceiling of f 500 fps and accuracy of + 5
fps + 5 percent of actual rate.

& Reduction of the receiver tracking rate from + 2000 fps
to + 150 fps. This capability was designed into the
original system for helj(:opter applications.

* Increase in the sensitivity range control gain by 4 dr

for low-altitude opetation (0 to 20 feet).

6.2 . I Operating Problems and Resolution

Diurine the initial evaluations of the radar altitude hold
mode, considerable spiking (+- 10-12 feet over grass and + 3-5 ft
.)ver hard surfaced runways) was observed on the pilot's
indicator and was also reflected in the aircraft closed-loop
response. This condition was the result of RF fading, a
condit ion which is evident with almost any RP receiving
de'vice, wheln there i.s little or no relative motion between
the aircraft and the ground, as in hover flight,

Atttempts to minimize this problem included a succession off
eoquipment changes incl udinig:

& Insta•.Ilat ion of a blanker unit to reduce the rate of

outlb)umnd sweep of the t rack gate upon loss of video.

* Further adjustment of the sensitivity range control gain.

• Ad jus!tment of t he post- detect integrator to posit ion
the track gate lower on the ]leading edge of the video.

• Furt her reduction of the tracking rate to + 30 fps.
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0 Inist- 'ii id 101 ()I hlaiiwai !I! t (,vs oil t-he alt it ud' oultpuit:

put. ((1 9 sec secoii)nd or(1t'1 hi e0k frequency)

* Chanqed~ ant erlni t raunsi Is s1on 1. i nes I rori RG 22 3 to PG 2 1 4
Coaix c, IblIes..

'Ihle Se chang11tes, along wit h the inco rpo rat ion of sot t-warcŽ cornp I-
mentary f i ter ing C) the radar roitA) sioqnal with vertical accelI-
eration in the F'CCs, reduced the effects of sp-iking to a
Ievel ait whiLch the ait it adc anrd hover hold modo s cool i ci b
acceptably evaluated. It was, howevo2r, necessary for vendor
ftie id serv ice. to per form-T rocal ibrat.ions at, read 1 ustfiwn Ls oft
the equ ipment on I hree additional occas iona througchout. the
fIi iqht testing.

Whil 1e o(,prat i nc wit~h exterria 1 loads on long slings ( 30 f .t
(1 1 tt ) both durinog the t ermi nalI phase of rapitd dece Ieraltingj
fi ares and during r~id ica i longitudinal maneuvers by the LCC,
helre' we're (7 O'rrenCeS whCDr thei load swung forward i nto the

on 1tenI rI a h Im Ph4is in trod ured I argo "up" step commands into
the ye r t ical aixi1 respon se a f the a i rerat t As the load swunq.

bac af ,the i,ýverse si ttwit ion occu red, with a large downward
ollTIlia noI(

I'he I ransnuiitt or indl reýceive~r antennia mount-s wotre mod it ied to
001iit the) alt-enna5ý f-ui-hot forward from the, oriqina 157 dfegt ,o-'
to 1 U degrees . illhlis t n dod to doecreas toVhe t rfeq unoriy anrd du -
ra t ioni of the problem but did rnot. eli m inate i t ronpl etel1y for
thle lagrampi it ode 1 oad wil

0. 2. 5.2 Pi'oposed Changes

For the )ILII prototype AFCS , the fel iowinfl system changes.- wi I I
he- ine-) rpo rat ci to further improve radar :il1t itutde anld hover
I0( Io Iudiodo (. ve. 11 1CalII- es po 1se

* Rajjait alt-imet~er antennais wil 1I)(h. ca'iteu forward the
max i mu m aim outn t po ssi.b.1e w i t hetI It ditr 10 (-) ( I 'n

goalit i t y du ir ing flIa re maneu ver-s .

R it d a r a It I t i ti de. and ( ra1- to e 10 s igntal conc, itd i tn i rigin ii I t 0 r
breakpoints will be reduced in frequency to hel p
at t t -n11A te It()i Se.
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* Computer -0o1tware will be modified to:

(1) Rate limit the radar altitude and rate inputs.

(2) Decrease the complementary filter breakpoint
frequiency in the rate path.

(3) Incorporate complementary filtering into the
".Ititude ;.ath.

For the pcoduction aircraft., several hardware alternatives
ex-ist:

1 Lual radar altimeter installation - one in the nose and
the other in the aft fuselage. This would provide the
means to discriminate between ground and external load
signal return.

0 Development of a new radar altimeter utilizing an
electronically scanned phased array antenna to eliminate
spiking effects.

* Devclopment of a new type of absolute altimeter using
laser, ultra.3onic, or superhigh-frequency radio trans-
mission techniques.

6.2.6 PrecLsionI Hover Sensor

The precision hover sensor, as developed for the HLH/ATC
Program, was ji•tended to provide a performance capability
satisfactcory t' support evaluation of the precision hover
features of the AFCS. To attain this goal at mini.mal cost
and within an acceptable development time, the PHS w&a,
designed for the most part using off-the-shelf components.

6.2.6.1 Operating Problems and Resolution

Puring the early flight evaluation of the PHS, several types
of de;elup.pmerjnal problems were experienced:

e Excessiv, noise on the three-axis velocity signals -
Re.olved by isolation of the gjmbal torque :notor
exc .t.tion from the PHS electronic power supply and by
incorporati,n of additional shielding around the
electronic components.
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* Er:ratiw performance of the long itudinal incremental
position and velocity outputs - The platform qimbal. sys-
tem was reba.alnced and mechanical limiting of the qimbal
freedom in the nose-up direction was corrected by shimming
up the gimbal rc-ference from 5 degrees to 8 degrees.

" Erratic performnance of the lateral incromental position
and velocity outputs - The platform lateral axis roil
stabilization gyro was not gimballinq propeKly. This Ie(
to roli disturbances, overcorrections, and oscillations
in aircraft response. Replacement of the lateral qyro
corrected this situation.

"* Vertical spiking - Differences in reflectivity of the
laser return from the higli contrast ground scene resulted
in spiking on the PHS vertical velocity output. This
condition was correct,d by a series of adjustments to the
rangefinder electronics filter networks.

"* Zoom lens hangups - D)uring vertical translations of the
aircraft, the intei•sifier zoom lens exhibited a tendar-cy
to hang up in a random manner. This resulted in erroneous
sensitivity changes in The x and y axis position and
velocity signals. An improved gear design satisfactorily
resolved this problem,.

The most significan~t problem in the operation of the PHS was
the inability of the sensor in flight to lock on to any but
a very high contrast ground scene. This also was the only
PHS problem not satisfactorily resolved during the test
program. The basic problem was associated with providing
satisfactory gain throuqh the optical chain from the intensi-
fier zoom lens to the correlation, so that the correlation
couJd retain a lock-on for low intensity - low contrast
grou%ýd scenes.

A number of changes were made in an attempt to extend the
range of lock-on performance. These included:

e Decreasing the correlation bandwidth to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio.

* Increasing the gain of the intensifier up to the safe
operating limit of the correlation; i.e., without burning
spots on the tube.

* Corr laUion storage time was reduced, the function nota-
tiun ,..i modified, and the threshold ..,r0teria for -the
lock- n logic was changed.
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All of the above resulted ini minor improvement only. Th is
necessitated the I i~mi tat ion of' precisi on hover test.ing to
ope rat ion over a high-con trast checkerboa rd ground scene
pai nted on an unusedi taxi strip--. Emphasis was [Limited to,.
development of AFCS3 sigjnal procesvinq to control the aurcraft.
to valid PHS signals rather than on opt imization of the sexisor
per for mcnce as well.

0.2. 6. 2 Proposed Changes

The desiqrn of a PHS for a production installat ion wou.id first
be precoded by an invest 'igation of state-of~-the-art develop-
menits, particularly i~n the areas of correlations, intensifiers,
and tiber optic transmission techniques.

Th!, correlation optical chain would be simiplified by elimina-
t iriq tne vidicon direct viewing scene. This wovld allow direct
fiber optics coupling between the intensifier chain and the
correlation, thus eliminating the need for relay optics. This
wouid also lower the gain and Output requirements on the
intensif ier.

Opt-ical stabil-ization would be used rather than a mechanically
stabilized platform, to prevent aircraft pitch and roil. fro~n
intr( :i,-inq errors in position arid velocity measurements.
igqht ~.-tmirrors would be servo controlled to stabilize
the oi a signals for the correlation optical chain. They
would have to be of the same quality as that in the current
PHS, while the rangefindor would requjire less accuracy, and
the illuminator would only have to be accurate to within a
degree or two.

The rangefinders couild be simplified by improving the coarse
ranging measurement and by eliminating the fine range
portion of the system.

The a.bove changes should result in a considerably more compact
clesiqn with a total we~ight of less then 1251 pounds.

0. 2.7 Cable TensionSensor

The performance of the cable tension s;ensor required as an
input for the LSS mode of AFC-S operation was considered
satisfactory. Minor nuisance problems were encountered which
required chanqing a tri!riming resistor on tChe strain gage
balance bridge network,
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After laboratory calibration of the strain-c-aqed cargo hook
bolts, they were installed on the aircraft. A snug fit of
the bolts was encountered, especially on the aft cargo hook,
requiring the application of some force during the installa-
t ion, The forward and aft cable tension sig~nals inputs to
the AFCS were monitored in a static unloaded condition. These
signals indicated a large negative bias for the aft hook
(-600 to "700 1b) and a positive bias for the forward hook
+300 ib)I. t was theorized that the static loading on the
bolts chsinqed as a result of the snu(g installation.

During the flight program, it was observed that the large
negative bias on the aft cable tension sensor reappeared.
Investigation of this problem revealed that this signal was
sensitive to electrical loads. Turning on the No. 2 INS
blower caused this signal to change from a null condition to
approximately -600 to -700 pounds. Apparently all aircraft
electrical loads were not on when the cable tension sensor
was calibrat:ed on the aircraft.

In both of the above cases, a simple resistor change in the
cable tension electronic assembly was made with no impact
on the flight program.

6. 3 GENERAL COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.3.1 Flight Control Computer Subsystem

The ICP 733 incremental computer system has demonstrated
excellent performance throughout the HLH-ATC program. Some
1400 hours of system operation have been accrued during the
program and no major line-replaceable unit failure has
accrued. Although a number of component malfunctions within
the combined hardware sets have been experienced, these have
not compromised flight safety at any time nor significantly
degraded system flight performance. Resolution of many of
theŽ previously discussed hardware problems and expected
resolutions on pending problems should make increased
reliability of the prototype AFCS hardware.

The excellent system hardware flight performance -an be
considered to be due to an initially solid design backed
by extensive laboratory debug and bench testing, followed
by integration tests. Some 20 percent of the average ac-
cLunulated unit hours were spent at the vendor's facility,
followed by a further 12 percent during integration tests

at the contracror's facility. The triplex hardware con-
figuration utilized a further 21 percent of the total

time in support of software checkout.
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Integration of the AFCS sensors with the computer complex on
the aircraft was time consuming and must be avoided in the
future if time on the aircraft is of prime importance. Too
many interface problems were encountered which could have
been rectified sooner, had provisions been incorporated in the
integration test laboratory for coupling of sensors "open loop"
to the flight control system.

The choice of erasable ROM devices was perhaps premature con-
siderinq the developmental nature of the program. The procure-
ment of this device from sole source, which at the time was
leading the market, gave rise to an excepted development risk.
The use of this device demanded a change in the existing
computer memory accessing scheme. Developmental problems
arose which were finally overcome; however, the problem of
ROM device failures remains unsolved. This problem in itself
has caused considerable reprogramming effort coupled with
device replacements. insufficient spare ROM board provisions
also contributed to program delays. Core memory units sup-
planting the ROM boards could have reduced the development risks
and might have facilitated a more rapid software program check-
out in the early AFCS control law development stages, at perhaps
an initial cost increase and some risk associated with passing
qualification tests and susceptibility to memory wipeout from
power transients. It is not clear at this staqe whether the
loss of memory due to power transients would have proven a
flight safety hazard, considering the nature of the AFCS-DELS
interface.

Performance of the hardwired mode logic is satisfactory once
the integrity of the wiring has been established, but again,
the developmental nature of the AFCS logic in requiring num-
erous changes has made it very difficult to provide reliable
boards. Rewiring efforts resulted in continual resoldering and
rerouting of existing wires to the inteqrated circuit compon-
ents, which caused many errors necessitating troubleshooting
and fixing.

The ICP computer system was developed at a period where the
advantage of processing speed was of importance in the appli-
cation of digital processors in the flight controls field.
State-of-the-art whole word machines lacked memory capacity
and speed to accomplish the task3 demanded of a complex
AFCS. However, in recent years, there has been a rapid
development of the whole word machine in memory capacity and
speed, making it a much more viable proposition for the flight
controls field where its capabilities as a general purpose
machine can be explored for computation of many more tasks
than sojely flight control functions.
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In review of the computer characteristics relative to the
HL11-AFCS application, several points are evident:

"• There has been no evidence of control bandwidth limita-
tions for the aircraft short period modes caused by
machine slew rate limiting.

"* Accuracy of control performance has not been limited by
computer-IOP limitations, but rather by the fidelity of
long-term control input motions.

" Computer program memory sizing was barely marginal to
handle all modes except the approach to hover. A sep-
arate tape was programmed to handle the approach to
hover mode with removal of load stabilization modes. The
memory was initially sized to have approximately 80 per-
cent growth with all modes considered. Program develop-
ment with more detailed definition of modes and
functions led to the absorption of the program memory
to virtually its full capacity. It must be realized,
however, that algorithm usage developed with the program
requirements and rio concerted effort was made to condense
the software for economic reasons. Herein lies one of
the disadvantages of the ICP computer architecture: Tt
is presently not possible to automatically condense the
program memory instructions for maximum economy as can
be bone with the whole word machine. The flexibility of
software with the whole word machine permits reassembly
of instructions on a ground-based host computer to ef-
fectively pack all core space. Doing this job by hand
on the ICP system is time consuming and requires the
skill of a highly qualified programmer.

o The algorithm process is definitely versatile and
efficient for the solution of linear differential equa-
tions, but is not economical for solution of nonlinear
functions and processing of all kinds of decision-making
networks, that which is typically found in VTOL aircraft
involving a great variety of flight modes. The computer
therefore only fulfills a proportion of the total AFCS
task.

o Redundancy management of physically dispersed flight
control sensors appeared satisfactory where like sensors
were involved, however, this was not satisfactory where
different sensor types were involved. An example is the
incompatibility of the ASN76 attitude/heading reference
set with the similar information derived from the Inertial
Navigation System, specifically for heading angle.
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Considerable caution must be exercised when inteqratinq
different sensor types into a triplex system to insure
channel-to-channel compatibility of signal character-
istics, specifically where median selection is usod.

S The input/output processor units lack the capability to
remove the effects of power supply variations on sensor
inputs. These effects were most notable in the synchro-
to-dual-ac signal conversions of the attitude/heading
reference signals. Fluctuation of ac supply reference
causes signiticant change in the peak outputs of the
converted signals; this, however, was muted som,-what
later due to rescaling of pitch and roll attitýudes, but
the problem remains with heading.

Maintenance of the ICP system has been relatively good.
Most of the unit repairs/modifications were accUmRI ishhed
at the vendor's facility where the necessary skill ,rd
support equipment was based. Troubleshooting and minor
repairs/mods were made at the integration test stand
utilizing field support engineering skill. Modifications
to AFCS equipment at the aircraft were avoided whenever
possible in keeping with tho adopted policy on vendor
maintained equipment. Only three occasions were noted
where vendor field support was called to troubleshoot the
equipment internally on the aircraft, and it was not clear
whether this activity could or could not have been done at
the laboratory. Many system problems were reduced to the
circuit card level; cards were either dispatched to the
test stand for further diagnosis or returned to vendor
for repair. Card swapping between redundant channels
was a recognized problem diagnosis "tool" made re]-it iyel y
easy by having enough access room above the unit c'<i s,
therefore not requiring the units to be disconnected.
Handling of the equipment high-density bayonet connectors
was first anticipated to be a problem; however, this w~is
not the case, perhaps due to the few times the cables had
to be disconnected and perhaps due to the care with which
they were handled by knowledgeable personnel. The proto-
type AFCS, however, may present a different maintenance
problem from the 347 ATC aircraft in that there is no
space allocated for access to cards within each unit,
thus frequency of disconnects may be increased.
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6.3.2 Sensing Euiýpment

The principal objective of the Model 347 HLH Fly-By-Wire
Demonstrator aircraft program was to evaluate and demonstrate
the control concepts developed for the HLH, utilizing an equip-
merit complement with the functional capability necessary to
support this objective. Program cost effectiveness dictated
the utilization, whenever possible, of hardware developed for
and available from previous flight test programs. To this
end, the sideslip electronic units and Precision Airspeed
Trim (PAST) units from the original Model 347 test program
were used.

The sideslip units provided satisfactory performance through-
out the Task III flight testing with no m,,Aifications
required.

The PAST linear airspeed and longitudinal cyclic pitch cams
were changed to provide outputs _:ompatible with the AFCS
processing requirements. As described in Section 6.2.1, it
was necessary to adjust servo loop sensitivities to correct
for inadequate cross channel dynamic tracking.

Tracking problems were also experienced with the reference
barometric altitude unit, as described in Section 6.2.2.
These units weie based on a design for a nonredundant
installation in the Canadian CH-147.

The above problems emphasize the fact that sensors to be
utilized in cross channel monitored/signal select configura-
tion must be designed and tested to satisfy the system
level requirements.

Problems with sensor redundancy management were experienced
where different types of equipment were used to provide a
particular sensed parameter. An example is -he incompatibility
of the ASN76 attitude/heading reference set with the similar
information derived from the Inertial Navigation Systems,
specifically for heading angle (refer to Section 6.2.4).
Considerable caution must be exercised when integrating
different sensor types into a triplex system to insure
channel-to-channel compatibility of signal characteristics,
specifically where median selection is used and relatively
tight failure-monitor tolerances are required.
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For the prototype H11,, a single ASN-76 will be used in con-
junction with two Carousel IV INSs to provide triplex pitch
and roll attitude information similar to the ATC system;
however, the redundancy management in the lOPs will be nmodi-
fled to accept only the dual heading signals from the INS.

The kinematic sensing configuration for the Production HLH
will be completely changed, in that either a pentad or hexad
skewed redundant arrangement of strapdown angular rate and
linear acceleration sensing elements is recoiuvnended. This
type of sensing arrangement provides three-axis :ngular
r,, e outputs in addition to the attitude, heading, velocity,
arnd acceleration signals available from a gimbaled system.
Also, the cost of a strapdown system is considerably less,
while offering savings in weight and power as well.

Initial integration of the majority of the AFCS sensors
with the computer complex was performed on the aircraft
during systems functional test. This activity consumed
considerably more time than had been anticipated, as a result
of interface problems which could have been rectified in
the integration test laboratory. The necessary laboratory
faciliLies and tests will be planned for in the prototype
and prcluction HLH programs to avoid the recurrence of
this situation.
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APPENDIX A
HLH/ITC 347 DEMONSTRATOR AIRCRAFT AUTOMATIC

FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM DATA PACKAGE

Thc complete definition of the APCS software and logic forthe demonstration aircraft is contained in this appendix. itrepresents the final system definition including all modifica-tions identified durinq flight test. The data is presented
in the fnllowinq order.

1. AFCS Functional Block Diagrams
Longitudinal Axis
Lateral Axis
Directional Axis
Vertical Axis
Auto Approach to Hover
Sensor Preprocessing

2. AFCS Mode Logic Definition

3. AFCS Parameter Design Values

4. AFCS Function Definition

628
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FIGURE A-18 SIDESLIP GAIN REDUCTION
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i~ -----------
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CONTROLLER MOTION
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FI(J.t> •I • ' [UIRN RATE COMMAND iUNCTION



TRACK DISPLACEMENT
(Dx)- ft 2200

0 900,t !00 1500 2000 [2290
0 .0.0

LONGITUDINALST IC K
STICKINITIAL

COMMAND -55, .. - . . . . /CONFIGURATION
(FBDB)

-.50 ,

-.6 0 . . . . .- -.-.6 5 . .. .. ... . . -/ -- - -- - -' -- " -•
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FIGURE A-20. LONGITUDINAL STICK COMMAND FtINCTION
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118 .3

100 21

LONGITUDINAL 
/

GROUNDSPEED
COMMAND

-ftsec50-

1/2-......... FBXV '3.22 (.62 Dx -352.?.)-

0 214 1000 2?o 2290
TRACK DISPLACEMENT

(Dx)- ft

FIGURIE A 21 LONGITUDINAL GROUNDSPEED COMMAND FUNCTION
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TRACK DISPLACEMENT

(Dx)- ft

o 214_ 2290 5000 12M-10370

COLLECTIVE-.1Ov
LEVER

(FCDC)
-in

-.20

-.30-

-.40,

-5 0 . . .. .... . _ _,

FIGURE A-22 COLLECTIVE LEVER COMMAND FUNCTION
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FIGURE A 23 VFRTICAL VELO('ITY CO1MMAND FUNCTION
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10001
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138 -(
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0 214 3290 0o0 10000 Mo
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FIGURE A-24. ALTITLOE COMMAND FUNCTION
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1.0-

RADAR ALT!TUD• 8

PASING GAIN
-f+ /fl

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
0 500 1000

TRACK DISPLACEMENT
(ux) -- ft

FIGURE A-25. RADAR ALTITUDE GAIN SCHEDULE
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DELZTEO FOR FINAL CONFIGURATION

1.0

0.8

BARO ALTITUDE
PHASING GAIN

-ft/ft 0.6

0.4

/

0 2

0 500 1000
TRACK DISPLACEMENT

(Dx) - ft

FIGURE A-26. BAROMETRIC ALTITUDE GAIN SCHEDULE
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FINAL CONFIGURATION

.01

0 1000 200 2290
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I-IGURE A-21 VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT ERROR GAIN SCHEDULE
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DELETED FOR FINAL CONFIOURATION

.50.
PITCH ATT ITUDE
COMMAND- rod .40

.30

.26 .. . . .. .. .
.20,

.10

3o 2 1• I 1 0 16 15 20 30f / .10
0 PITCH ATTITUDE-dog
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.26
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FIGURE A-28 PITCH ATTITUrE COMMAND FUNCTION
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D)ELETEO FOR FINAL CONFIGURATION

.0O

.054

054- ~--~4-- -- ---
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LEVER /
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6 00 ! 200
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FIGURE A-29 CC LECTI IE eLARE SCHEDULE
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FGU*

DELETED FOR FINAL CONFIGURATION

*GAIN SCHEDULE USED IN LSS
COMPUTATION (FNLS I AND
FNLSZ) AND PHASES IN HIGH
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1.0 -- - - - - - -- - - - - -
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FIGURE A-30 DIRECTIONAL LOAD DAMPING GAIN SCHEDULE
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FXPHS, FYPHS, FZPHS

DELETEDFOR FINAL CONFIGURATION

BASEC ON INPUT SCALING OF 5volts/7.67fA/sec
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MEASURED PON- LINEAR SENSOR OUTPUT DATA
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FDCB ADDED FOR FINAL CONFIGURATIOM
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LEVER

POSITION
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.50-

0 25 50 75 IXO

APPROXIMATE AIRSPEED (knots)

FIGURE A-35 LOW AIRSPEED COLLEZ.•TIVE BIAS
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LIST OF ACRONYMS

Acronym Definition

AAH Automatic Approach to Hover

AFCS Automatic Flight Control System

AHRS Attitude/Heading Refererce System

AHT Automatic Hover Trim

ATC Advanced Technology Component

BITE Built-In Test Equipment

BOA Basic Ordering Agreement

CEP Circular Error Piobability

CG Aircraft Center of Gravity

C/H Cooper-Harris Pilot Rating

DAC Digital/Anal,_g Converter

DCP Differential Collective Pitch Contr(dl

DELS Direct Electrical Linkage System - 347

FCS Flight Control System

HLH Heavy Lift Helicopter

IrS Indicated Airspeed

IMU Inettial Measuring Unit

INS Inertial Navigation System

lOP Input-Output Processor

LAS/WAVS Large Amplitude Simulator With Wide Angle Visual
System

LCC Loal-Controllinn Crewman

LCCC Load-,C,.ntroiling Cr'wman's Controller

LCP Longitudinal Cy lic Pitch Control

7C0'



Ac. rom Definition

LISS Load Stabilization Syster,

PAST Preci.s ion Airspeed Trim

PECS Primary .7l ectrical Control Sys temr- 1ILH

PFCS Primary Flight Control System

PFFU Prograznmmable Force-Feel Unit - FILH

PITS Precision Hover Sensor

P D0.) Prime Item Description Document

ROM Read-On ly-Meriory

5C,%AS Stabil ity and Control Augmentation Sycstem

SOw Statement of Work

347 Model 347 Flight Research Vehicle
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